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PREFACE

111 these pages an attempt has been made to give a

systematic presentation of post-Samkara dialectics of the

Advaita-A’edanta. The work is substantially based iipion my
thesis approved for the Degree of Doctorate in Philosophy by

the Calcutta University iu 1933.

Advaita-AUdanta may be studied purely from a religious

stan^dpoint as an intuitive principle of realisation as well as

conceptual dialectics. In the former aspect, it unfolds to us the

highest art of life, brings solace in affliction and holds out a

promise of self-realisatipQ.and transcendental bliss. It is also a

science of thinking, abounding dn phrlq^soj^hic boldness ' and in

this respect it has exhibited the ki.:r:<^st logical subtleties and

is on the same footing with the Science' of Peasbhing. Though

the A^edantic teachers rendefAffll^iabce^oJ^he-rnfallrbi-lfty of the

Sruti, still, the free na'tufah-growfh' ofdPhilosophic ‘thinking has

not been checked in the A’edanta literature. And in the history

of the development of A’edantic concepts, the more we advance

the mors we are impressed by the diversity of thoughts, the

complexity of concepts and the subtlety of reasoning. Advaitism

in its later development has become the pyramid of conceptual

construction. Contributions of Sriharsa, Cit.^ukha and Aladhusu-

dana, open a new era in the domain of the Advaita-A'edanta and
add a new page in the history of the development of monistic

thought. Contributions of the Neo-A'edantic teachers have novel

features which originate a new form of dialectology to test the

growth of A^edantic concepts and thus make the system a living

one in Indian Philosophy.

The main object of the dialectics as developed by the

Xeo-A edantic teachers is to carry thought to perfection bv a

critical examination of the concepts and categories of the
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opposing sister schools so as to expose their untenability on the

ground of their inherent contradictions and antinomies. This

paved the way for the establishment of their own position on a

sound logical basis which was made stronger still by a further

dialectical refutation of the charges and criticisms that might

conceivably be levelled by the opponents against their own
position. The Neo-Yedantic dialectic has thus a twofold destruc-

tive-constructive aspect—refutation of the opponents’ thesis and

the establishment of the true Vedantic position by a refutatioir of

its refutation by the opponent. In some teachers, the former,

destructive or offensive, aspect is predominant while in others

there is a harmonious combination of destruction with con-

struction. Madhusudana in his Advaitasiddhi is mainly pre-

occupied with a refutation of Yyasaraja’s Nijdydmrta almost line

by line and Srlharsa in his Khandanakhaniakliadija is more busy

in demolishing the Nydija-Vaisesika categories than in propound-

ing his own thesis. Citsukh^oaryya’ however in his monumental

Taltva-'pradlnikq .tfies co hold the balance even between these two

aspects. These three thinkers carry post-Samkara dialectic to

the perfection and predominance it has reached in Indian

thought. Hence in the present study the.se three remarkable

dialecticians have come in for attention.

The present volume comprises eight chapters bearing mainly

on the epistemology of post-Saihkara thought. Of eight chapters,

the first three deal with the nature and validity of knowledge and

the next five are concerned mainly with an explanation of

appearance and its implication from the standpoint of

epistemology.

In the first chapter, nature of knowledge has been examined

and analysed so as to bring out the problems involved therein.

This enables us to grasp the fundamental problem of Vedantic

epistemology, and thus serves as an introduction to it. The

second chapter deals with the important and unique Indian

conception of self-luminosity of knowledge—the problem of

aelf-luminosity being studied from two sides, viz., its nature and
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its validity, n I developing the definition, mainly following

Citsukhacaryya an attempt has been made to show how by an

inner dialectic movement, thought arrives at the most perfect

definition of its object by discovering and discarding the inherent

contradictions of inadequate definitions. \Yith regard to the

validity of the conception, it has been shown how A’edantic

thinkers establish their position by a dialectical refutation of the

opponent’s arguments in such a perfectly Socratic manner as to

lead gradually and inevitably to its establishment on an

irrefutable logical basis. The third chapter is concerned with

the validity of knowledge, and deals mainly with the formidable

arguments of the Navya-Nyaya school as represented by G-angesa

in his Tattcacintclmani and discusses how the Mimamsa and

Vedanta schools refute the neo-logicians by their own dialectic.

In the fourth chapter, Sriharsa’s famous dialectic in the

refutation of the Nijaya-VaUesiJia categories has been studied

while the fifth and sixth chapters deal with -Madhusudana’s

refutation of Yyilsaraja’s arguments against the Yedantic concep-

tion of the universe as unreal. Epistemology of illusion or

Adhyasa has been discussed in the seventh chapter where an

attempt has been made to study the monistic theory of illusion

or super-imposition in a comparative way by analysing different

theories of illusion advanced by the sister schools of Indian

Philosophy. The last chapter deals with Xeseience or iiuWj/u

, and the famous annpapattis of Ramanuja and the charges of

Madhva have been examined and an effort has been made to show

how the Advaita-teachers refute their opponents by their irre-

sistible dialectics and finally establish their own position on the

bedrock of irrefutable logic.

I owe an apology to students of modern philosophy for my
following the logical technique of original authors whose views

have been represented by me in this book. This will, I am
afraid, give an undesirable impression of scholasticism, the days

of which are irrevocably past. But a twufold consideration

led me to run the gauntlet of criticism. In the first place I

ii
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wanted to present to the modern scholar the growth of dialectics

in orthodox Vedanta with all its strength and purity and in the

second place I was apprehensive that to make an attempt to

present the arguments of these old dialecticians in the current

philosophical terminology might serve to give a wrong version

of our ancient thought. The temptation of using the terminology

of European Philosophy was too great for me ; but I mustered

courage enough to shun the risk of presenting a distorted account.

I preferred to leave the old philosophers speak for themselves

in their own forceful diction with all their terminological

resources and I could not dare to put a modern garb on them,

because I do not possess the skill and art which will make our

ancient thinkers appear in a modern r61e. It is too much to

expect that highly technical works like those I have followed

as my model can be made easily intelligible and popular. These

speculations have got an appeal and interest for the select few

and I shall deem my labours amply rewarded if the present

endeavour serve.- to create an interest in the Indian philosophical

speculations in circles ot scholars whose knowledge of Sanskrit

is not equal to tackling the original texts. I had all along

counted on the indulgence ot my prospective readers and I appeal

to them to tread the tangled path of ancient dialectics with me
with patience and sympathy and to treat with indulgence and

charity of heart the deliciencie- and drawbacks which are

inevitable in a pioneer attempt.

The branch of -tudy, which forui'^ the -ubject-matter of the

present volume, ha- not a- yet received any clear and systematic

expo;:itioii on tlje hues atttinpted here. I’ost-Samkara dialectic

as exempliiied by aladtui.-ndina, Sriharsa and Citsukha, it is

sugge.'ted, will ii-jt compare unfavourably with the be<t products

of tlie \\ c.'tern thoo-ul't reiire-ented by K.'tnt's hritiiiue of

rure Iteasou, Iicute- Thcur\ ui ivuuv. ledue and IIe"elV

Imgic. V itlioiit ant el iiin to completeness and cornpre-

liensiveues- ul discu--ion tiit humble writer has onlv

made an atteii]]U to throw -ome light and locus attention on a
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subject so vast and complex. The hope, however, is entertained

that in future, labour of competent scholars will serve to com-

plete the edifice the foundation of which is sought to be laid

here—a loug-felt desideratum of Yedantic epistemology,

I shall be failing in my duty if I do not take this opportu-

nity to place on record my deep sense of gratitude to Raja

Prafullanath Tagore of Pathuriaghata, the enlightened Zemindar

of Idilpur Pergana, my native place, and Babu Eukmininath

Putt Chaudhury, Zemindar of the Hatkhoia Dutt family,

Calcutta, but for whose munificence and ungrudging financial

help I could not dream of completing my University education.

h.Ir. Dutt has all along been an elder brother to me and I am
not paying a conventional compliment to him in saying that

without his encouragement and exhortation I would not have

thought ut carrying researches in Indian Philosophy and if

there is even the slightest merit in iny researches the credit

belongs entirely to him as my patron, friend, philosopher and

guide. I must offer my sincere&t thanks to my esteemed friends

and colleagues, Prof. Gopalchandra Bhattacharjee, Professor

of Philosophy, B. M. College, Barisal, andPr. Satkari i\Iookerjee,

IM.A., Ph.D., Lecturer, Calcutta University, tor their ungrudging

help and co-operation and valuable suggestions for the improve-

ment of both language and thought of my present work in the

manuscript.

I take this opportunity to expres.s my sincere gratitude

to my Professor, Dr. M. Is. Sarkar, iM.A., Ph.D., now Professor

of Philosophy, Presidency College, for the encouragement and help-

ful 'Ugge-5tions he -.o affectionately extended to me in connection

with my researches. I must also record my sense of obligation

to Prof. Sir S. Eadhakrsuan, Kt., I^I.A., D.Litt., Vice-

Chancellor, Andhra University, lor his kind patronage and

encouragement. Finally, I am highly indebted to Dr. S. X.

Dasgupta, M.A., Ph.D., I.E.S., Principal, Sanskrit College, for

his loving encouragement and sympathy and for the opportunity

he gave me to discuss with him my diUiculde.'; and problems
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and his weighty suggestions for the improvement of the

work.

I offer my cordial thanks to Syamaprasad Mookerjee, Esq.,

M.A., B.L., Bar.-at-Law, M.L.C., Bhdrati, Vice-Chancellor,

Calcutta University, for the kind patronage and encouragement I

have received from him and for his kind provision for the publica-

tion of my work by the Calcutta University. My sincere thanks

are due to Mr. Atul Chandra Glhatak, M.A., Superintendent of the

University Pre,ss, Mr. Bhupendralal Banerjee, Printer and IMr.

Kalipada Das, B.A., and the other members of the staff of the

University Presb for their hearty co-operation and care in the

speedy publication of my work. To Mr. Dineshchandra Guha,

Yedantatirtlia and ivir, Ramendra Chandra .Bhattacharyya,

Kfibyatirtha, my .students in the Post-Graduate classes, belongs

the credit of preparing the word-index and my cordial thanks

are due to them.

A.suto>h Bl’ildixg :

Calcutt.a t 'XIVr-tRSITY.

March dd, 19: !G. A. T. S.
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T. C. ... Tattvacintamani

T. C. R. . . , Tattvacintamani-Rahasya

T. S. ... Tarkasamgraha

T. S. P». . . . Tarkasamgraha-Bipika

Ta. S. ... Tattvasariigraha

Ta. S. P. . . . Tattvasaiiigrahapanjika

Tat. ... Tattvoddyota

Tarka. . . . Tarkatandava

T. M. K. ... Tattvamuktakalapa

Y. P. ... A'edantaparibhasa

Yak. . . . Yakyapadiya

V. Iv. . . . Yedantakalpataru

Y. K. P. . . . Yedantakalpataru-parimala

Yittha. ... Yitthalesopadhyayl



STUDIES IN POST-SAMKARA DIALECTICS

EPISTEMOLOGY

CHAPTEE I

Nature of Knowledge

In the philosophy of Samkara two lines of thought run

parallel to each other, the one is epistemological and the other

is metaphysical. In Sarhkara epistemology has been distinct

from the transcendental metaphysics, for by the very nature of

his philosophy the theory of knowledge has been distinguished

from the conception of being. No doubt, in Samkara being

is intuition, but that is in a transcendental sense. The theory of

knowledge is a theory of empiric cognition. Although the

Hegelian dictum, ‘ whatever is, is cou>ciousne'S ’ is accepted

by Samkara in entirety, yet Samkara differs from Hegel when

he comes to conceive the ju-ocess of the concrete expression of

, being. To Hegel there is a constant tendency in being to

overcome its bare potentiality and to express

Samkara. Hegel and
dialectic concretenes;> and dvnamic

liergaon.

fulness. Hegel's Absolute is here pure logical

reason, and the dialectic of reason in human mind, theiefoie,

is only the reproduction of the dialectic expression of being and

is the key to its knowledge. Bergson differs from Hegel in

conceiving intuition to be the faculty of apprehending realitv

.

But the elan cited of Bergson or his eternal duration appeals to

be an a-logical reality. Samkara differs from Hegel in conceiving

being to transcend logical reason and as complete in itself and
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not going through a dialectic expression to reach its fulness.

Samkara is emphatic that the process of dialectic expression

is concretisation of being and does not express its absolute

character. Absoluteness and concrete expressions are not

compatible. Being is an ever-accomplished fact and not an

accomplishing process and it is at the same time transcendental

intuition shining by itself without implying any process of

knowdedge. Intuition in Bergson is akin to instinct. Bergson

sees the limitation of conceptual thinking and how it fails to

penetrate the heart of reality. He has, therefore, made a clear

distinction between intuitive insight and conceptual thinking.

But intuition in Bergson is apparently a psychological process

and hardly approaches the tramscendental intuition of Samkara.

Bergson has in him a touch of dualism inasmuch as he draws

a distinction between intuition and reality. But Samkara’s

system does not suffer from such a dualism. In him intuition

is identical vith reality and is not a process of apprehending

it. Samkara, therefore, differs from Hegel in characterising

reality as super-logical and from Bergson in characterising

reality as ultimately intuition and throwing away all dis-

tinctions between reality and intuition. Intuition is not only

the faculty of the soul, but the transcendental truth. In

Samkara psychology and metapby.sics have met together in

af&rming intuition as the ultimate truth. Psychology realises

this in its highest flight of consciousnc'-s and metaphysics accepts
.

it as the ultimate affirmation of knowledge and the highest pitch

of being. The two fundamental faculties of apprehending truth,

viz., intuition and reason, accept being as unmodified, ever-

accomplished fact, which is also consciousness. Psychology

accepts tin-- as a fact of direct experience. Reason accepts this

as a fact implied in its own revelation. Sense-activity and

reflective understanding are no doubt faculties of the mind. The

one is directed to receive affections of sensibility, and the other,

to understand the world of relations. The one belongs to the

fringe of subjective consciousnes'^ and the other to the relational
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and objective consciousness. The one receives impressions,

the other finds out their implications. But sense-iiopressions

or the implications of reason are not illuminated in themselves.

They are illuminated by the ever-accomplished fact of conscious-

ness. Each of them, therefore, presupposes something which

they cannot reveal, far less establish. In fact, the senses

and reason are faculties directed towards the reception and

examination of experience but not competent to establish truth.

Saihkara, has, no doubt, found a place for enlightened reason/

for logic according to him has a negative result, and reason in

its ordinary implications is involved in antinomies, though the

transcendental culture in the Advaita-Yedanta generates a fitness

in reason to approach reality if not to apprehend it. The nega-

tive dialectic of Yedanta is helpful in a w-ay, for reason

becomes free from the natural demands of life and breaks the

realistic adaptations of knowledge and life. This goes a great

way to foster the idealistic or transcendental attitude. No doubt

it is clear that reason is never competent to establish transcen-

dental truth or to reveal it. Advaitism makes a distinction

between enlightened and unenlightened reason. Unenlightened

reason does not see, far less apprehend, the oneness of being.

The enlightened reason of Philosophy gives the weight of its

authority to this existence of the accomplished
Tendencies of Real- « . ... -r < -i tt- i

ism and Idealism in fact ot intuition. in Advaita- \ cdanta, there-
Samkara ’s Epistemo-
logy. fore, epistemology runs on two lines : (a) on

the realistic line and (b) the idealistic line.

Saihkara’s philosophy has in it an element which will give support

to naive realism. Advaitism contains in it the antinomies which

reason naturally meets with in the effort of knowing the ultimate

reality. Though Saiiikara has not made a clear distinction be-

tween sensibility and reason, still the functions ot sensibility and

reason can be distinguished in his philosophy and this distinction

leads us to his theory of truth of appearance and of error.

J Savadyatarka-parityagena uiravadyastarkah pratipattavyo bhavati.

—S. B., 2. 1. 11.
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Sensibility in its immediate effect makes us believe in the reality

of objects. It affirms the existence of the object and accepts its

truth. This affirmation is ‘ naive.’ The report of sensibility is

often negated and in sense-affections no distinctions can be

possibly drawn between false and true knowledge. Empiricism,

therefore, dogmatically accepts the affirmation of the senses.

Sense-knowledge cannot transcend this and the subject-object

relations underlie empiric consciousness. But even in these

implications reason soon finds by the constant changes and de-

nials that the reports of the senses are not convincing. Nor do

they present reality. Keality in ;5amkara is not consistent with

the constant shiftings of phenomena, for, the succession of pre-

sentations and their denials naturally impresses one with their

transitory character. Truth, if it is anything, must be abiding.

The constant changes of phenomena cannot establish their

reality. Samkara, so far as his epistemology is concerned, is

elocttient on the thesis that the subject-object implications of

knowledge cannot establish or reveal truth, for the constant

shiftings or changes of phenomena at once stamp them with a

degree of unreality. Empirical knowledge by its own denial

establishes its own falsity. It is a common experience that

perception is denied by perception, perception by inference, in-

ference by authority and so on. ^ In this way a knowledge by

experience is not a reliable source, for we shall see later on that

all phases of experience are constantly changing and none, there-

1 (ii) Aparikbi'ii.-pratyak-sam hi parlksitanumanapeksaya clurbalam,

nllarii nabha iti pratyaksamiva nabho nirupatvanumanapeksaya.—Ad. S.,

pp. 369-70 (Bombay Edition).

(b) Pratyaksfiderhi pariksaya vyavaharika-pramanyamatrarh

sidhyati, tacca nadvaitagamena badhyate. badhyate tu tattvikam

pramanyam.
—Ibid, p. 374.

(c) Tatparyavati trutih pratyaksad balavati.—Bh., 1.1.1.
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fore, can be true in the metaphysical sense. Experience is

always related to certain conditions and if these conditions

change the experience can be sublated. Eeason cannot, there-

fore, accept the verdict of experience. JSTo doubt there is seeming

uniformity in our perception, but these uniformities obtain under

some conditions and do not obtain under others. Truth of

experience then is subject to certain collocations. These colloca-

tions are of space, time and causality and sense-conditions.

What Saihkara seems anxious to point out is the untrustworthy

nature of empirical knowledge which cannot t'ierefore be regarded

as a fit instrument for the understanding of truth. This criticism

applies even to all finer forms of perception whether of religion,

art, morality or lower form of mysticism, for they are also

intuitions of developed senses, moral, aesthetic or religious, and

their impress carries with them a sort of conviction. They are

the empiric intuitions of this state of consciousness, but the

criticism which Sarakara applies to knowledge by experience can

also tell upon them. The relative consciousness, through which

our experience moves, can never be a source of higher wisdom,

since everything in it is constantly changing and it is true only

in its own universe. Its truth or falsity is always related to

certain conditions. It is true in one way and false in another.

Truth and falsity seem to be inherent in its nature. iSamkara,

therefore, characterises every fact of experience as relatively true

and relatively false. Apart from the ontological implications

every fact is epistemologically also true and false, under different

conditions. Throughout the whole course of experience appear-

ance is simultaneously turning out true or false, true in one set of

relations and false in another set of relations. Understanding of

falsity is an exercise of reason. In this understanding, reason

and judgment play an important part. AYhen an appearance is

negated leaving behind it another appearance, the denial is the

part of judgment, though the latter appearance is a fact of

experience. Facts are presented in experience and then denied.

This is the nature of empiric illusion.
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By the complete analysis of an empiric illusion we get three

Nature ot Falsity elements, (1) the presentation of the locus
;

EmpiiR (-) appearance of the illusory percept and

(3) the negation of illusion. Even in empiric

knowledge the percept is illusory, but its illusory character is not

understood so long as the locus is not perceived. This is no

doubt true of empirical illusions
;

it is true no less of empirical

experiences. But the empirical intuition is not denied so long as

consciousness dwells on the relative basis. Still, the relative

character of empiric knowledge cannot be doubted. And this

relative character is enough to indicate its illusoriness though it

cannot completely establish it.^

These three elements are more or less presented before

consciousness. The first one is not completely presented and here

arises the possibility of illusion. The second one is completely

presented and the third one too. Betw'een the presentation

of the second element and that of the third two more intervening

stages may be conceived:— (1) a negative judgment that

the presentation is not the locus, (2) before the locus can be

presented, the negation of the illusory percept can be presented.

The mind passes through a negative judgment and consciousness

still works in relativity. This relativity consists in ‘ this is not

Negative Diaiectic this, blit this.’ Knowledge still moves in the

°mporfancr fn^be of judgment and reason is here at

theory of knowledge.
vi'ork. Immediately after this stage as the

effect of judgment, comes the immediate consciousnes of nega-

tion. This negation i.s really "identical with the locus.
*

Before the locus, as it is, is perceived, such a negation

^ Tide Ad. S., pp. 652-684 (Bombay Edition).

Ihid, pp. 648-51.

- Xabhavo nama bhavadanyab kascidasti, api tu bhava eva bhavanta-

ratmana abhavah svarupena tu bhavah
; yathahuh '* Bhuvantaramabhavo

hi kayacittu vyapeksaya ” iii.

—Bh., p. 22 (Bombay Edition).
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being identical with position, becomes the natural implication of

knowledge. In fact, the Advaita-Vedanta does not draw any

distinction between the negation of the false percept and the

locus.

What we should like to point out is that reason has got a

function and that function, as will appear from the above, is

essentially negative. The function of reason is to judge the truth

of relations in empirical presentations. Samkara, like Kant, does

not trace out the constitutive and integrative function of reason

and understanding. The clear analysis of the untrustworthy

character of empiric knowledge exhibits this negative function

of reason. Samkara has demonstrated this in refuting relational

consciousness. Judgment construes relations and Samkara

points out that this is more or less the necessity of pragmatic

consciousness. They are, therefore, constructions of a realistic

will, but these relations cannot be established. The logical

reason ultimately finds its own barrenness in not being able to

establish an order of relations and in giving always a negative

result. The logical consciousness stands revealed as self-contra-

dictory. The self-contradiction is the only verdict that reason

passes upon its own formation. Samkara does not deny the

inherent tendency of unilluminated reason to build up an order

of relations, but when reason proceeds to examine its own affir-

mations, it is involved in contradictions and fallacies.

In the theory of empirical knowledge Saihkara has, therefore,

accepted the contributions of sensibility and reason. The *

knowledge through sensibility is accepted as true so long as it is not

denied by another presentation. Truth and falsity are to Sarh-

kara matters of presentation and not of judgment, be it empiric

or transcendental. Reason plays the subordinate function of

negating the concepts of relations. Knowledge, therefore,

proceeds from presentation to presentation until the relative

presentations are ultimately denied in the absolute presentation.

This absolute presentation is pure consciousness and transcenden-

tal knowledge^
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The important problem of epistemology faces ns here. ‘ Is

knowledge concrete or abstract ? ’ Self-con-
I^ature of kno-sv-

ledge. Is knowledge scious evidence spcaks for the concrete as well
concrete or abstract ? , p t -i i ? •

as the abstract aspect of knowledge, but is more

in favour of the concrete aspect. Indian epistemology has faced

this problem boldly. The distinction of Xircikalpa and SaviJ:aIpa

lias found a place in the Xaiyayika, Bauddba, Samkbya, Mima-

msa and the Tedanta systems. In fact, it is an all-absorbing

topic in Indian Philosophy and the main tendency has been

amongst a class of philosophers to lend their support to abstract

knowledge. That knowledge has got a concrete expression is

accepted by everybody, but when we come to logically examine

the concrete aspect of knowledge we meet wdtb certain difficulties.

We have seen that Saiiikara has accepted the concrete stage of

knowledge and has not categorically denied it. Such has been

the case also with other forms of transcendental philosophy.

Psychologically, both the forms of knowledge are facts of con-

sciousness and cannot be denied. But the Eamanujists,

Madlivite-. and some others have noticed only the concrete express-

ion of knowledge and have denied the constant tendency of cogni-

tive experience to pas- from the ab=.tract to the concrete stage.

Hence knowledge a definite form of consciousness. Definite-

ness strictly i- the differentia ol knowledge and ^o long as

knowledge ha- not this character, it is not knowledge

but simple apprehen-ion. Apprehension and judgment are the

’ the two p>ychological .-tages of knowledge. Psychologically we

cannot deny any one of them, though there has been an attempt

in Piamanuja not to call apprehension knowledge.

Logically there ha.- been a difference among pbilosopbers on

the issue of denying one and retaining th.e other. The thei>ts

identify knowledge witli judgment and Suiiikara, with apprelien-

sion. Samkara doe- not deny that relative con-ciousuess is a

matter of judgment and be lends his support to such knowledge

in certain stages of consciousnes-. Wlmt be denies is its meta-

physical character. Sarhkara criticises this concrete knowdedge
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(1) in its logical character and (2) in its epistemological import.

Logically he is anxious to establish the point that knowledge as

judgment is involved in fallacies. Judgment is relational con-

sciousness and this relation is two-fold ; (1) relation of subject

and object and (2) relation of subject and predicate. These are

the most potent forms of relations x^mong systems of different

relations epistemologically the first one is more important. The

relation of subject and object is the essence of empiric epistemo-

logy and the ground of concrete knowledge.

Let us examine the nature of these relations. Epistemology

here assumes rather than tries to prove the
Ths Advaita-Vtdan-

_ _

^

ta and subject-object relations. There is no proof here other than the
reference in kno-ndedge.

. . . . ,

evidence of consciousness, but the evidence of

consciousness is not always true, specially in empiric knowledge.

The supposed relation may be nothing more than an appearance

and a false creation of the pragmatic consciousness. Logically

it involves us in difficulties. The subject is subject, and the

object is object. How the object is related to the subject is not

explained. The relation is a term between the subject and

object. It has a meaning to the subject, but not the object.

Meaning is a psychological implication and the relation is rela-

tion to the subject. But the relations are true to the subject and

they are of the subject. But on what assumption do we accept

the object to be a term of relation r Even if it i,^ accepted that

the subject-object relation is inherent in knowledge, it is still in

knowledge and expresses its concrete character
;
but still it does

not establish a reference to anything besides knowledge and its

own element. In fact, it is somewhat difficult to establish the

1 (a) Nahi jiiLinam jneyasambaddhameva prakasakam atipra'angat,

napi svasauibaddliaoi, atmasvarupasya tadgunasya va jnanasya jncyona

sambandhasyabbavat.

(6) Fide S. B., p. 6

(c) Vide P. D., sIj,. I. 50, 52.

• o

—Ad. S., pp. 453-54.
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objective reference of knowledge by starting from knowledge.

How knowledge passes from abstract to concrete is wbat logical

intellect cannot fully apprehend. This is an epistemloogical

implication of the Maya doctrine of Sarhkara. This aspect has

been more fully developed in Samkarites than in sSamkara.

The presentation of the object to the subject is dogmatically

. accepted bv naive realism. Saihkarites do

later Vedantic develop- not deny the presentation, but the disappear-

ance of the presentation of false percept makes

them seriously think upon the issue. Is the presentation real ?

This is the most important question in the doctrine of percep-

tion. Saiiikara has no doubt accepted the reality of presentation

as has been made clear in his refutation of Vijnanavada. He
appears there as a realist. He is eloquent that perception gives

us simultaneously the knowledge of self and not-self. This

must have been a psychological admission. But the constantly

shifting character of our perception, specially of false percep-

tion, makes us seriously ponder over the question ; what do we

actually perceive ? Do we perceive appearance or reality ? Do we

perceive an appearance that presents reality for the time being ?

In false perception Samkarites point out, that the appearance

is real and unreal both, but in reference to different universes of

thought. It is real, because it is presented
;

it is false, because

it is denied. Samkarites are anxious to avoid the complete un-

reality and illusoriness of a false presentation. In this sense,

there is an element of realism in their system. But since, the

piesentation is denied, it is not real in a metaphysical sense.

Samkarites accept, therefore, the psychological realism and the

metaphysical idealism in their theory of perception. This dual

character of the presentation is what differentiates their theory

of false perception from other theories. In J5ariikaraphilo&ophy

there is a constant change of outlook from psychological

to metaphysical point of view. The objectivity of reference

in perception is not denied by the Samkarites, but how' an

appearance is objectified, is what passes comprehension. The
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objectivity and subjectivity of reference in false knowledge succeed

one another
;
what appears as an object is, after a moment,

denied as an object and is interpreted as a subjective creation or

projection. This is clear in false perception. This projection and

the supposed objectivity of the presentation are surely a creation

of Avidyji, for no other factor can be logically conceived for such

presentations. If this is true of empiric illusions, it is also

true of empiric perceptions, though these have a more durable

character and have, therefore, the mark of objectivity which

cannot be reduced to subjective impression. This is the point

on which Saihkara differs from the Vijnanavadi Bauddha and

this has been the main foundation for the development of exo-

teric life and consciousness. The relative character of our

perception as true or false corresponding to different universes

of thought has all along been pursued in Vedanta metaphysics

and so long as the transcendental intuition does not dawn upon

us, the comparatively realistic consciousness dogs us to the last.

Even in this realistic presentation, the relative character is

apparent and therefore, it gives us the impression that it is real

so far as consciousness dwells on the empiric basis. But its

denial in transcendental intuition puts it into the category of

false presentation. The only difference is that the one continu-

ously hangs on empiric intuition, and that the other is denied

there. This continuity lends unto it a touch of realism. This has

been the ground of distinction between empiric illusion and

empiric truth.

Though there has been a tendency among a class of

Samkarites to dispense with the distinction of empiric illusion

and empiric truth on the ground that this distinction is more

pragmatic than epistemological,^ still, such has not been the

view’ of the more prominent Saihkarites, and they stilf maintain

a realistic element in knowdedge and objectivity of reference in

perception. This has been Vacaspati’s position. The objecti-

vity of reference, therefore, retains the distinction between

^ This is the position of Prakasauanda Sarasvati.
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Juapratyaksa and Ik'ara-pratyaksa. But although the teachers

accept as an implication a realistic consciousness, they cannot

explain the relation of the subject to the object, which, still,

is a perplexity of metaphysical consciousness. The truth seems

to be that in the history of Indian thought the Naiyayika con-

ception of the subject-object relation has been unhesitatingly

accepted. Later Yedantism points out that this relation can be

accepted only on the psychological ground.

We come now’ to the consideration of the predicative theory

of propositions. It is a general .supposition that

theo^ry of
knowledge is a unit of judgment and even at

perceptual level knowledge becomes definite

in this that it expresses a judgment. Knowledge, in its clear

concrete form, is a system of relations and it is identified with

the system. The unit of knowledge is the unit of a system. And

a system implies two or more terras in relation.

Here arises the great divergence between the theistic and

non-theistic Vedantists. That knowledge has an empiric basis

is a position which has not been denied by Samkara and his

followers. But Saihkara is not ready to accept that the relational

system represents the true being of knowledge. Saiiikara can

lend his support to the predicative view of propositions generally

and he has actually done this by refuting the Naiyayika concep-

tion of Samataija. Vedantists of all schools agree in refuting

this relation, for Samavaijo., according to Naiyayikas, is a rela-

tion obtaining in substance and attribute, generality and indivi-

duality, etc. This conception of Samacaya has been refuted on

the ground that it leads to an infinite regress, for the terms and

the relation require the assistance of other relations to be related

to one another and these others and so on.^

The Vedantists in the place of Samacaya institute the

relation of Tddatmyn or Scariipu. In other -words, they maintain

^ The method of refutation of Samavaya relation will be fully

shewn later on. Cp. Braukt
,
Apptaranee and Eeality, pp. 28-32.
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that the predicate is the concrete expression of the subject.

It helps to draw out the connotation of the subject term or in

other words an abstract notion makes itself concrete through

the concrete expression of a predicate. A judgment is, therefore,

a subject fully developed and this development is an inner

growth and an inherent necessity. Knowledge is dynamic ; it has

a constant tendency to fully affirm its concreteness through all

the qualities it possesses. Knowledge is essentially then judg-

ment This is the decided opinion of Eamanuja and other

theistic teachers.

Sarnkara and Samkarites differ here. They may accept

this predicative view in the sphere of relative knowledge but their

tendency essentially lies in denying all relations between subject

and predicate. They interpret the relational consciousness as

the working of ignorance which impresses the empirical mind.

Here again the logic of Samkara has been essentially negative

in the sense that the relation betw'een subject and predicate cannot

be established. Herein they point out the application of the

same fallacy, viz., the endless multiplication of relations. If

relation is true, it must be conceived between two terms, since

relation is not possible of a thing which stands by itself. Hence
relational consciousness presupposes a differential consciousness

too. The difficulty arises, how things in their nature different

can be related to one another ; and again how we can conceive

of identity as synchronous. If there is identity there can be no

relations, and if there is relation there must be some difference

and unity cannot be established. The conception of unity

embracing difference seems to be a hopeless one. In unity either

there is difference or there is no difference. If there is difference

there can be no unity and if there is no difference there can be

no relation. The conception of unity does not admit of a relation

without difference.

Even if a relation be conceived between the subject and

predicate there arises the possibility of begging the question. A
subject IS subject in reference to predicate and a predicate is the
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predicate of the subject. There is a mutuality of reference. As

such they are interdependent, and the conception of one is not

clear apart from the other. Logically this position is not above

criticism, for a definition of the subject term or of the predicate

term should be sought independently of one another ;
otherwise

the implications of the subject and the predicate are not inde-

pendently clear. This mutuality of reference is an accepted

fallacy in Indian Logic.

^

So long we have a long story of the negative dialectic of

Saihkara which shakes the foundation of all empirical knowledge

and epistemology. These negative dialectics have a threefold

importance : (1) they demonstrate the futility of thinking to

know the ultimate truth
; (2) they demonstrate the self-contra-

dictions involved in the nature of thoughts ; (3) indirectly they

stress the value of the other methods of approach. In Sathkara

the utter failure of logical thinking as regards the ultimate

question has accentuated the importance of intuition as the means

of apprehending truth and reality.

The truth which Bergson has only recently preached and the

tendency which is becoming every day clearer in modern philo-

sophy, that reason is not the final arbiter of truth, that it can

only touch the shadow or fringe of existence, that there is a

super-logical way of apprehending truth, were long felt and

recognised in Indian philosophy, the more so in Saihkara. The

service which Advaita-Yedantism has rendered to philosophy is

the propounding of the great truth that truth can be seen or

intuited but not understood. Intuition and reason are therefore

distinctive faculties and the function of one cannot be appro-

priated by the other. So long as consciousness moves with

reason and categories of relations it becomes busily occupied in

’ (ii'i Yugapad-grahanayogadanavastha-prasaugatah

Parasparasrayatvacca dharmabliede’pi naksadliih.

—Git., p. 168 (Bom. Edition).

(6) T’i'Jc P. D., si. I. 52.
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a attempt to construct a world of relations, but it is not ab-

solute truth, for reason itself cannot accept the absolute to be a

system of relations. A system is more a creation of reason than

a reality, for a system has no meaning and cannot exist without

the implication of relations, and relations have meaning to an

interpretative consciousness. But where the system is called

subjective or objective, it is clear that it cannot be truth, for

truth denies relations. We cannot understand any necessity of

truth entering into a system of relations. This necessity can be

either internal or external. If it is external, it implies the

existence of something besides the absolute truth. If it is

internal, absolute becomes a system. But the absolute and

system are two incompatible concepts.

Reason ultimately in this way comes to conceive the inherent

impossibility of its knowing truth. And when the attempts of

reason thus fail, w^e seek the other organ of intuition to

apprehend reality. Intuition thus gives us what reason cannot.

This difference between intuition and reason has been the

fruitful source of conceiving truth in two different ways in the

philosophy of Sarhkara. The senses and reason are affected by

the impressions of object and they are therefore ready to accept

the affections of sensibility as p.ragmatic if not metaphysical

truth. Samkara feels and feels truly that so long as we are

thus affected, we cannot deny their causes and our mind is

forced to accept their objectivity somehow' or other.

Hence the sense-objects, w'hich offer pragmatic satisfaction,

have not been denied existence but are said to be true in some

sense. These are called Vyavaharika or empiric or pragmatic

truths. They are true because they appear and affect our voli-

tional and emotional being. They are the affirmations of practi-

cal reason. We cannot deny their certitude in certain phases of

life and consciousness.

Saihkara is thus ready to accept the truth of becoming and

he does so accept it so long as the soul has not the illuminated

vision of the transcendental being.
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So long as man has not the enlightened vision, he necessari-

ly accepts the world of becoming as real presentation and seeks

an explanation of its origin. This necessity is of reason and led

by this necessity reason builds up an exoteric theory of creation

or evolution and accepts the implications of practical reason, God,

Soul, and Freedom. In the evolution of pragmatic conscious-

ness Sarhkara has retained the possibility of finer revelations and

the onward progress of the soul. He has offered a theory of

epistemology which can support the implications of life, of

subtle realizations and finer consciousness. In this way religion,

arts and ethics have been made possible in the philosophy of

Sahikara. He has not gone to the extreme of immediately deny-

ing the intuitions of practical reason, the hopes of religion and

the promise of immortality. In fact the Upanisads and Sarhkara

as the interpreter of the Upanisads have perceived the subtler

move of life and consciousness in the yearning of the human soul

to catch the divine spirit through the majesty of nature. And
in the depths of human heart the finer urges clearly indicate the

wonderful possibilities and the amazing revelations of the reli-

gious consciousness The Advaita-Vedanta is not irresponsive

to the dawn of a new life and it has accepted the subtler causes

of realization of a concrete spiritual life.

The spiritual life is essentially acquainted with the cosmic

consciousness. And what Satukara and the Sathkarites are

anxious to affirm and point out is that cosmic consciousness has

a partial expression. However fine and lofty the expressions

may be, they are still expressions and they cannot be expected to

express the absolute consciousness fully. But the concentration

of the cosmic consciousness is only apparently real which

Samkara cannot deny, for the transcendental vision sees the

infinite in every centre of existence or more properly the infinite

is the only centre which has neither circumference nor radii. Jro

long as truth of such an absolute is not before us, our finite con-

sciousness can feel the expansive urges of spiritual life and call

it truth. But as soon as the transcendental vision dawms upon
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us, the thread of divided life is cut and therefore the continuity

between religious life and transcendental vision breaks up. In the

transcendental vision, the soul becomes acquainted with such a

reality before which the value-consciousness of arts, religion, poetry

and philosophy dies out, for they are always expressions in

concrete life and cannot feel the depth of joy and transcendence.

In this transcendental attitude Saihkara has denied all the

implications of the immanent consciousness, be it of religion or

of ethics. The denial is natural and spontaneous, for the soul now
becomes deeply convinced of transcendence and becomes acquaint-

ed with a reality before which everything vanishes as relative

and partial. The partial truth appears as truth so long as truth

is not perceived in its entirety. But the vision of fuller truth

frees us from the implications of partial life. Samkara thinks

that freedom goes with realization of fulness of being. There

is a constant tendency in Samkara towards the constant change

of the presentations and their meanings according as conscious-

ness feels the finer and finer urges of life, and in the life of ex-

pression there is nothing which does not change its character and

meaning, according to the attitude of the percipient. In rela-

tive consciousness the object has only reference to the subject

and its nature and meaning are more or less constructions of the

subject according as the subject is affected. There is thus vari-

ability of opinion of relative existence inasmuch as the subject is

affected differently. A presentation, therefore, which has meaning

to one subject might have no meaning or a different meaning to

another subject. What is truth, therefore, to one may be falsity

for the other. But such cannot be the case when truth and falsity

are not matters of judgment but indications of existences.

Saihkara perceives this and comes to the conclusion that

degrees of existences are relative to the meaning of a conscious

subject.^ A prdtihhasika truth is supposed to be truth when it

has a meaning to the subject, but when it is denied practically

^ Op. Kant’s famous distinction between phenomenal and ngumenal

knowledge (Critique of Pure Season).

3
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it ceases to have any meaning. Similarly, a Vyavaharika truth

is always related to a conscious subject and has a meaning for

him and even here the meaning has a reference to a particular

universe of thought. If the universe of thought is changed, the

meaning certainly is gone, though the thing may exist as practi-

cally meaningless for the subject. But a truth which is thus

related to its subject and has a meaning for it cannot be

metaphysical truth according to Samkara, for truth is abiding,

„
. , eternal and non-contradictory and it is naturally

hoped and maintained that it is what it is and

it should have no reference to any conscious subject.^ It exists

whether a meaning is seen in it or not. Truth is truth. The

rendering of a meaning is a necessity of the finite intellect, but

whether the finite intellect sees or does not see any meaning,

does not affect in the least the nature of truth. Truth does not

enter into the time process, nor does it enter into the conditions

of thinking and as such it is completely transcendental. In other

words, it can be never put into the grasp of reason and its cate-

gorical setting.

The metaphysics of Samkara cannot see its way to synthe-

sise the transcendental truth and the relative truths, as the

relative truths are sublated in the transcendental height of exist-

ence. Samkara does not find any continuity between higher

and lower truths and in reference to the higher he cannot call

the lower existence a truth. When the philosophic consciousness

is transcendent, the seeming truth of divided life completely

vanishes and, therefore, the transcendental truth does not stand

in any relation to the order of appearances. From this level of

existence they are not only practically but also theoretically

' (ti) Satyatvaiii badharahiiyam.—P. D., 3.29.

(b) AuudliigaiabadhitarthaviMayaka-jnauatvam pramatvam.—V. P.,

p. L: (C. U. Edn.).

te) Abadliita svayaiiiprakaiiiaiva =.atia, ca >-varupameva eidat-

manah.—Bh., p. 2-5 (Bom. Edii.,i.

(J) Vidt Ad. S., p. 193 (Bombay Edition).
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non-existent. The transcendentui trnth of Samkara is not only

tran.-cendemal in the sense that it stands abov*^ the immanent

iirder r-f -pace and time, bm ihe immanent order does not really

exisi ;
ii. other words, the i: ue-scendent appears as the imma-

nent under the sway of ipii. How it so appears is another

story and is iict relevant te! euriopl:. Pm: what we want to

iinpre-? i^ that reality aeoordii.g m Hathkara is one undivided

being and the panoiama uf existence dwindles into nothing as

soon as we cross the ni:e '-f divide j vision.. This division of

existence in dilfereut gr'..le< corresponds to different formB of

’ knowledge. The same exi-ttnce app'-ars as different according

to different organs of appreben.-iou, thoitgh reality is the same.

That it appears so is explained in the •loctrine of Maya. What-

ever the implication of Mava may i'e, It is no doubt certain that

the existence is only one, ii i.^ •.'dl-pervasive though it appears as

many. Sariik^^r nbilosoi iiy jS finally an attempt to overthrow

the divisions ol n and tn.jf empirical truths and to estab-

lish the ir'..- ndenoe oi being. 'The conclusion at which

arrives is that tiie absolute is the locus of existence

a*'’' 't -lot adrult the p'artMlity of division. The truth is.

a

(unp!-;:- ucinv and i-- r'.e .'b.solute. Fn-ror is to be distinguished

iram uotldugrt-'- win.-u exists nowhere. But error has a seeming

rtnlity. It is eu-or because it is only partial vision and not ful-

nc'--- of being. Samkara has not attempted the synthesis of the

t<artial presentations of appearance and being, for partiality is the

mark which distinguishes error trom truth. How the error

arises in finite mind may be a psychological or logical question

but not.a metaphysical one. This partiality of vision is, in the

.^dvaita-Yedanta, the mark ol error and in our epistemological

Search the complete being is never jirc.sented. Knowledge

therefore moves with the partial expression of being and can

never transcend the division and apprehend the absolute truih.

Truth is the absolute existence, error is the divided visicu. With
this standard of truth it i.s easy for Samkara to deny all pariility

of knowledge and being in the' absolute, winch, therefore, -f- cot
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the synthesis of all partial truths but the complete denial of them.

The synthesis of them cannot present the reality. The absolute

IS not a synthesis
;
it is identity.

Exactly at this point the theistic presentation of knowledge

and truth differs from the monistic presentation. ' The theistic

attempt is essentially synthetic. Jt does not see the sectional

presentations of. reality or the complete transcendence of- it. The
^

theistic reality is all-inclusive embracing as it does all phases of '

being. The theists argue that reality must be complete and

all- pervasive. The seeming appearance, because it is seeming, #

has a reality and cannot.be completely denied. The seeming I

presentation has to be explained. To say that* it is presented and
|

t*^“n denied is no explanation of it.? presentation. Finally, the /

complete denial is never a fact experienced by any one. ' /

The theists do not see any distinction between being and-

presentation. ’ Presentaticn only reports the being and as such

there can be no complete division eternally obtaining in it, and

anybody who. denies it must make all knowledge impossible.

Eamanuja is emphatic in
}
ointing out this gap in t^aihkara’s

philosophy—the gap beticecii knowledge and reality, for what is

real is.never an object of knowledge with Sariikara. Such a reality

even if it exists for ever remains beyond human knowledge. But -

the '
"'‘'•st difficulty which arises in this forced division between

tru. .md knowledge is the falsity and illusoriness of self-conseio.us

evidence and of all other forms of knowledge. In fact our know-
’•

ledge instead of serving us wou .d do us positive disservice and

in the words of Martineau, reason, the highest faculty given uiifir

man, instead of being a faculty of apprehending reality will be.in

faculty of disproving it. This stricture of Martineau against Eali^;

can be equally applied against Samkara. His philosmhy in this

sense defeafc.s its own purpose and declares the problem insoluble

and all knowledge iallacious.

The least separation between knowledge and reality, origin-

ates almost’ insoluble pjroblems in philosophy. The c/idence

of self-consciousness is the only trustworthy evidence and if
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it is denied nothing remains to hold toi Eamanvija therefore

accepts the evidence of self-consciousness and that which' know-

ledge reports is unhesitatingly accepted as true. Self-conscious

,

presentation is the test of truth. Here is the divergence between

i

Erimanuja and Saihkara. Saihkara led by transcendental instinct

cannot accept th^ evidence of self-consciousness as truth, for

selt-conscionsness to him is relative consciousness. He calls

^

nothing truth -which has the least possibility of denial. Self-

I
consciousness is also antaally denied. Eamauuja dissents strongly

^ from this position. He clatins that self-consciousness is never

denied and as such it is the only source by which -we can

I appraise truth or falsify. Our knowledge is always concrete

^
and concrete knowledge has always a reference to being.- Know-
ledge and being are supposed in each other. Knowledge is im-

!

possible whea it is not expressive. And when it is expressive

it is expressive of truth be it phenomenal or transcendental.

Expressive consciousness can never be false, although it might
' express truth.immanent or truth transcendent.

1 But a question may arise thac this also is an extreme

posEion and cannot be logically supported. If all experi-

ence is truth then the distinction between error and truth

will disappear from human experien.'p but such is noi,

the case. Ramanuja replies that it is so.' Error a

logical fact. Whatever appears in knowledge is truth. Even in

fllse perception there is an element of truth in the object though

this element is practically not useful.' Falsity is therefore-

I

'i

'
^ (o) Tasarii tri^'rtamekaikaau-i srutyaiva ooditam Srutyaiva darsita

Sasnaat sarve sarvatra sarhgatah.

^

— R, Bh., p. 183 (Bombay Edition).

(6) Marieika-jaiajnane lejah-prtbWyorapyambuno vidyamunatvad

indriyadosena' tejah.prthivyoragraharad adrstavasaeeambuno grahanad

yatharthatvam.

Ibid, p. 187.

,
This problem is hally discussed ihp " Epistemology of Illusion.”

.
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more pragmatic rhan reai, so far as knowledge is, concern-

ed. It is not false nor is the object w'bich' it reports. Falsity-

lies in respect of its practical value. Such a conclusion leads

113 to accept the truth of ali forms of knowledge, and knowledge

under any condition can never be cojioeived .to be false. Ivnow-

iedge o-f course is here concrete and its tendency is to reveal

itself in its complete natuio, as something- that expresses its

own object. Knowledge iias clw'ays a reference to an abject

and is never free from it. If this be the ultimate character of

• knowledge, it can never be conceived as transcending relations.

Knowledge is easentially relational consciousness and this rela-

tional consciousness can neaer be false. Knowledge is then alw’ays

epistemological and logical, and since there is no distinction

between truth and knowledge, truth ultimately becomes a logical

reality. It can never ticnscei'd its logical nature it can never

be super-logical.

The first point that strikes us in the philosophy of Ramanuja
,

is his attitude and method of approach ; and

point. nerein arises the fundamental difference be-

tween Samkara and Ramanuja. Ramanuja’s

attitude has been .*-^sentialiy logical and though he claims -the,

revelation of truth still his attempt has- been essentially to beat

out, the intuitions by logical reason and to show' the correspon -

deface between intuition and reason. In Ramanuja the apparent

discord between reason and intuition has been set aside and i't

has -been possible for him to show that intuition and reason

give us the same truth. The fundamental points of difference

between Sarhkara and Ramanuja ji ise out of the relation be-
’

tween reason and intuition. Ramanuja does not find any conflict

betw'een the two, hir in his case reason and intuition function in

the same way.: they are relational consciousness. Reason con-

ceives, intuition perceives. Reason conceives relations, intui-_i

tion perceives them. Both of them work in the same w'ay.

We may. go far and say th-at intuition is a form of judgment,

.since intuition intuits.
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The fundamental difference between Samkara and Eamanuja

lies in their conception of intuition. In iSarhkara intuition

cannot be intuited, in Ramanuja it can. Intuition is an

accomplished fact in both Samkara and Ramanuja, for none

can establish it. But in Ramanuja this intuition is a unity

and not an identity of consciousness and since it is unity,

it is a fact involving a process within itself. A process

implies a reference, intuition refers to itself and becomes self-

intuitive.

This difference in the character of intuition has made the

position of Eamanuja fundamentally different from Saiiikara.

His position, therefore, has been more logical than psychologi-

cal, for he cannot conceive of any state of consciousness where the

logical self dies out in transcendental intuition. Knowledge is

essentially judgment in any stage of consciousness. It does not

matter whether the reference in judgment is self or something

besides self.

The unique feature of Ramanuja’s system is his identifica-

tion of the theory of knowledge with the

theor}' of Being. Eamanuja does not deviate

from the chief Yedantic principle that “what-

ever is, is consciousness,” But he differs from i5amkara in con-

ceiving of a dialectic necessity of expression in the metaphysical

reality as well as in epistemological knowledge. Knowledge

develops through a dialectic and it never denies a dialectic expres-

sion, be it finite knowledge or infinite knowledge. The more we

understand our self-conscious life the more we approach towards

the understanding of the infinite life and purpose, for between

the finite and infinite there is no difference in nature al-

though there may be difference in powers. Ramanuja’s is

a completely logical principle and he in this respect is

quite like Hegel and poles asunder from Bergson. The ulti-

mate reality can be called energising reason, as distinguished

from the a-logical principle of Bergson. And therefore there can

be no gap between our epistemological thinking and metaphysical
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reality. For, if thinking has a law of its own in order to develop

and build up a system of knowledge, this law cannot be essen-

tially different from the w’ay in which being expresses itself.

Epistemology therefore has greater importance in Eamanuja

than in Samkara
;
for through it we can understand not only the

inward nature of our self-conscious being but also the inward

nature of the divine being. A clear understanding how know-

ledge does develop will throw a flood of light upon metaphysics.

The distinction of relative and absolute knowledge has not

found a place in Eamanuja in the sense of Samkara. Samkara

has not been able to synthesise absolute knowledge with relative

knowledge and he has therefore been led to deny relative truth

and knowledge in the absolute. Such has not been the case with

Eamanuja. Eamanuja has drawn no distinction between abso-

lute and relative truth and absolute and relative knowledge in the

sense in w'hicb Samkara does. No doubt he accepts the distinc-

tion in another way, and calls knowledge relative when it is not

seen in its full development and concreteness. An aspect of

reality is no doubt relative if it is not seen in its place in the

totality. Eelative knowledge and truth therefore are partial and

imperfect visions. They are partial and relative because the

fuller vision and fuller appreciation of reality are still wanting.

Popular knowledge is thus relative and imperfect, and so is

scientific knowledge. But philosophic knowdedge gives us the

absolute truth and knowledge ; for all the relations which know-

ledge implies are now seen in a completely unified system.

Unity is truth. Presentations of diversity are imperfect present-

ations of truth. In Ramanuja there is a persistent demand of

thought developing this all-comprehensive unity and so long as

it is done our knowledge may be relative or scientific but not

philosophic or absolute.

Epistemology in Eamanuja has philosophic significance and

has not confined itself to popular realism or subjective idealism.

It has not the tendency of denying the implication of subject and

object nor of confining knowledge to this implication alone. It
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takes from realism the clear implication of the presentation of

the object to the subject, and at the same time it moves towards

a higher synthesis of the unity of subject and object in the same

being. Samkara, as has been already shown, has denied

this unity of subject and object in a synthesis.

The epistemology of Samkara, therefore, is true of rela-

tive consciousness
;

in Ramanuja the epistemology is true

of absolute consciousness. The difference between Samkara and

Ramanuja arises from the nature of thinking. Ramanuja

agrees with Samkara in accepting that the principal law of

thinking is identity. Thought is anxious to establish identity

though it may pass through distinctions and contradictions.

Thought appears to contradict itself in order to make itself

definite but this movement of thought is only temporary. The

mere positing of a thing or an idea is a bare abstraction and

thought is under a dialectic necessity to come out of this position

and affirm an antithesis. This antithesis is a distinction which

thought draws out in order to make the original position concrete

and clear. But thought also cannot long remain in this attitude

of keeping up distinctions without synthesising them in a higher

integrity. It therefore by itself moves to a unity in which the

distinctions of thesis and antithesis are assimilated^

Epistemology must take into consideration the principle

according to which thought moves. The tendency of thought is '

to pass from abstract to concrete and make the bare notion of

an indeterminate cognition definite and concrete. In Ramanuja

the tendency of thought is always to build up a concrete world

of knowledge in which all the parts are unified in a system.

But even in affirming this tendency of thought Ramanuja has

not lost sight of the importance of identity and has not recognised

contradiction as a law of thought. Thought thinks in distinc-

tions but never in contradictions. The distinctions which are

apparently implicit are made explicit in the process and the

whole which appears as a notion comes out as an idea. The

4
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necessity of thought is to build up a unity of system in which

the parts are seen in the whole in their identity and distinctions.

Ramanuja thinks that when we perceive the whole we perceive

a synthesised identity of existence. He differs from Samkara

in affirming that thought never embraces abstract identity
;
it only

embraces a concrete identity. This dialectic of thinking is not

present in Samkara, inasmuch as he thinks that thought can

think of identity but not of differences. The differences are

illusive
;
and whenever logic wants to determine them they seem

to involve contradictions and antinomies.

True to his epistemological theory Ramanuja defines truth

as that which appears in knowledge. Anything appearing before

consciousness impresses it with its own existence and knowledge

can hardly deny it. It is truth because it is a fact of experience.^

Ramanuja has offered a theory of error not from the epistemo-

logical standpoint but from a pragmatic standpoint. In this

he seems to have drawn a distinction between reality and

actualitij and he thinks that all things are real which are

objects of knowledge though all things are not actual. The

falsity lies in actuality but not in reality. As a thing the false

appearance is not false, for it has a theoretic existence but no

practical usefulness. Here lies its falsity. It appears from this

that according to Ramanuja the ideal of truth lies in the unity

of reality and actuality, for the ideal seems to be the com-

plete agreement of knowledge and practice. Since this agree-

ment is not to be found in all objects of experience, some are

called true and some are called false. Error is, therefore, not

logical for the correspondence of ideas to facts always remains,

and is never violated. This correspondence is what marks out

Ramanuja's theory of error from Samkara’s theory. According

to Samkara this correspondence is not always a fact, and there-

fore logical error is possible and is often the case. In Ramanuja

such possibility does not arise.

1 R. Bh., pp. 83-86 {Narasimhacarya’s Edition).
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But purely from theoretical and epistemological standpoint,

truth is, in Eamanuja, a complete system, for knowledge is

relational, and so long as knowledge does not develop the complete

system within itself, it suffers from a limitation. Psychologi-

cally or logically a fact is true because it appears or there is a

correspondence between our idea and a fact. \A^e do not press

the psychological or logical test further. But metaphysics cannot

remain satisfied with this. It is anxious to see the whole net-

work of knowledge spread out in a system and to apprehend the

parts in the synthesis of the whole, and so long as this is not done

it can hardly remain satisfied. Metaphysics, therefore, spins

out a relational scheme of all forms of knowledge and tends to

transcend division and partial presentations in a complete

unity. From this standpoint we are forced to conceive even in

Ramanuja the distinction of truth and falsity. Truth is the full

presentation of reality and falsity a partial presentation. The

former is the function of philosophy, the latter of psychological

knowledge. Epistemology, therefore, has an inherent urge to

build up the whole system of knowledge and not to be satisfied

with the psychological implication of the mutuality of subject

and object. Since in Ramanuja being is consciousness, the

metaphysical theory is identical with epistemology, and epistemo-

logy must present the complete development of knowledge in a

unified system, and must not be satisfied with the presentation

of a partial aspect.

Ramanuja admits two forms of knowledge, viz., Nirvikalpa

^ ^ .
and Savikalpa, indeterminate and determinate,

determinate knowledge But his theory of knowledge does not deny the

subject-object reterence m knowledge, Eama-

nuja has no doubt drawn a distinction between indefinite and

definite knowledge, but his indefinite cognition is not the bare same-

ness of consciousness apart from all distinctions.^ Knowledge,

1 Nirvikalpakamapi savisesavisayameva. savikalpake svasminnanu*

bhutapadartha-pratisarhdhanalietutvat.

—E. Bh., p. 73, Bombay Edn.
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to be knowledge, must possess a concreteness and definiteness.

Indeterminate perception is the apprehension of an object

as divested of certain forms of difference but not of all difference.*

An object fully divested of all difference is impossible and cannot

consequently be ever perceived. Consciousness takes notice of an

object when the object is marked with certain characteristics,

i.e., apprehension becomes possible in and through certain points

of distinction or difference. The true distinction between

indeterminate and determinate perception is that the former is the

apprehension of the first individual among a number of

things belonging to the same class, while the latter is the

apprehension of a second and a third individual and so on.

On the perception of the first cow, for example, the perceiver

is not conscious of the fact that the generic character of

the class ‘ cow ’ extends also to this particular cow under

investigation. The perception of the first cow therefore consti-

tutes NirviJicdpa or indeterminate knowledge while the per-

ception of the second or the third cow illustrates Savikalpa or

determinate knowledge as in this case a comparison is made

among cows. In the case of the second, and third individual,

we apprehend, in addition to the thing possessing structure and

to the structure itself, the special attribute of the persistence of

the generic character, and hence the perception is determinate.

From all this it follows that perception has never for its object

that which is devoid of all difference.
‘

Nyayaparisuddhi and Tattcamuktakaldpa of the Viiistddvaita

Scliool develop the idea more fully. They take the facts of ex-

perience and prove by an analysis of these facts that knowledge

in its very first moment is also determinate. They use the term

' Nirvikalpakam nama kenacid vise&ena viyuktasya grahanarh na

sarvavisesarabitasya; tathabhutasya kadacidapi grahanadarsanad anupa-

pattesea.

—R. Bh., p. 73, Bombay Edition.

a Ibid, p. 73.
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Nirvikalpa and interpret it in a more clear light. Whenever

one perceives an object, the characteristics of the object flash out

in the perceiver. He knows a cow and he is also conscious of

the cowhood in the cow. This is Nirvikalpa knowledge.

Savikalpa knowledge is the result of comparison and contrast and

one is conscious only of cowhood in the cow and knows at the

same time that there does not exist non-cowhood, i.e., horsehood

etc., in the cow.^

Knowledge of the first moment too cannot but be deter-

minate and relational. The knowledge which forms a potent

factor in our life is always characterised by some notions or pre-

vious ideas, and never transcends the subject-object reference.

Ramanuja has an elaborate dialectic against Sarhkara’s

conception of indeterminate cognition.

According to Ramanuja, there is no proof of non-differentiat-

^ ed consciousness. To enter into details, those
Bimdnuja s dia*

lectic against Saiiika- ^yho maintain the doctrine of one substance
ra s Bon-differestiated

indeterminate know- devoid of all difference have no right to assert

that this or that is a proof of such a substance ;

for knowledge has for its object things affected with difference.^

It is argued by the Samkarites that such knowledge does not

depend on proof but is due to one’s own consciousness. This

contention Ramanuja holds to be unsatisfactory. All conscious-

ness becomes possible only in and through distinction. All states

of consciousness have for their object something that must be

characterised by some point of difference. It is equally illustra-

ted in the case of a judgment as well. For example, I form the

judgment ‘I see this pot.’ The pot which stands as the object of

judgment is not devoid of all difference, on the other hand, it is

1 Ny. p..p. 82;T. M. K. p. 53.

® Nirvisesavastuvadibhih nirvisese vastuni idam pramanamiti na

sakyate vaktum; savise§avastuvisayatvat sarvapramananam.

—E. Bh., p. 70, Bombay Edition.
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perceived as having an individuality of its own when we say
‘
this.’

The pot has not got mere being, but it has got certain characteris-

tics of its own by virtue of which it becomes the object of

apprehension. It is devoid of some points of difference in the

sense that it is not perceived as belonging to a class nor does the

knowledge of the pot result from comparison and contrast with

other objects. In the very inception of the knowledge of the pot

it is perceived in and through its own individual nature which

stands as the mark that makes it conceivable. Hence this know-

ledge of the pot is not indeterminate but only devoid of some

differences. Moreover, you yourself admit that to consciousness

there actually belong different attributes such as permanency,

oneness, self-lumiuousness, etc., and of these it cannot be shown

that they are only being in general. And even if the latter point

w^ere admitted, we observe that there takes place a discussion of

different views, and you yourself attempt to prove your theory

by means of the differences between those view's and your own.

It must, therefore, be admitted that reality is affected with

difference w'ell established by valid means of proof.^

Saihkara holds that in the act of perception, we apprehend

merely the being of objects (sanmdtragrahi) and not the different

characteristics of the object that are due to recognition and infer-

ence. Difference is not the result of perception.

Eanianuja points out the absurdity of this assertion. In

perception, things are distinguished by their generic character.

Generic character expresses its own nature as well as the object

in which it inheres. Sarhkarites also admit this characteristic

of the relative terms. Knowledge reveals itself as well as its

object simultaneously. Colour expresses its own nature and at

the same time manifests the nature of the object in w Inch it

1 Svabhyupagatasca nityatvadayo hyanekavisesah santyeva, te ca iia

vat.tumatramiti sakyopapadanah; vastumatrabliyupagame satyapi vidlia-

bhedavivadadarsanat; atah pramauikavisesaih visistameva vastviti vakta-

vyam.

—E. Bh., pp. 71-72, Bombay Edn.
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inheres. Similarly, difference, being a relative term, manifests

itself as well as the thing that differs instantaneously. Even

when perception takes place momentarily we apprehend within

that very moment the generic character which constitutes on the

one hand the difference of the thing in respect of others and on

the other the particular characteristics of the thing itself. If

perception reveals being only, then the particular judgments

would be emptied of all meaning, e.g., a man searching for a horse

would be satisfied by finding a buffalo.^

Samkara holds that consciousness is self-luminous but devoid

of relations to objects. But Eamanuja lays down that to

think of consciousness as unrelated to objects is inconceivable.

Such consciousness cannot be proved in any way. Moreover,

consciousness is proved as self-luminous on the ground of its

essential nature which consists in revealing its objects. If we

deny this characteristic, we are bound to deny at the same time

that consciousness is self-luminous. Therefore, consciousness

has its meaning in and through the object which is revealed by

consciousness. Again, if it be held that consciousness does not

depend on its object for its apprehension, but is revealed by

another consciousness, then we commit the fallacy of infinite

regress and knowledge itself loses its own nature in so far as it

fails to illuminate itself. Thus when we judge from our ex-

perience, we find that consciousness without its object can

never be cognised. That consciousness in the state of deep

sleep is without its object, is not experienced. That the

knowledge in deep sleep is determinate is proved by a definite

remembrance of experience in sleep, otherwise such knowledge as

“ I had a happy sleep
’’

is impossible in the waking state.

Madhvites agree with Eamanuja as regards the nature

of knowledge. Both have held the synthetic
Madhva Epistemology.

dynamic character of knowledge. This

character of knowledge is revealed as a reality through

1 E. Bh., p. 74.
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differences subsisting between the subject and object which know-

ledge, as a synthetic activity, brings into unity. According to

the Madhvites knowledge is always relative. Even in its final

stage, the stage of salvation or mukti, it is relative and never

becomes absolute.^

It may be interesting to observe that the denial of indeter-

minate, non-relational knowledge on the part

and the Grammarian of Eamanuja and Madhva is not altogether

an original theory of their own. The Gram-

marian School long ago refuted the possibility of indeterminate

cognition. Bhartrhari in his monumental work, the Yakya-

padlya, has taken elaborate pains to prove that knowledge is

possible only through the use of words—nay, that word and

knowledge are identical. This is but a logical consequence of

the metaphysical doctrine that the whole universe is but a

development from the eternal principle, Sabdahrahman

,

the

eternal word which is the final reality.^ Word and conscious-

ness are the same thing, consciousness minus word is comparable

to light without its illumination and since word refers to some-

thing beyond its own self and is thus by its constitution

relational, all knowledge is therefore relational and determinate.®

Even the primal cognition is a judgment and associated with

verbal expression, though the verbal reference may be of a very

general kind. Thus, though the particular verbal expression

1 Na ea jiiatrjueyarahitam juanam kvapi drstam.

—Visnutattvanirnay a.

Mfidhva epistemology is a chapter by itself, and a detailed discussion

is impossible within these limits. We notice here only its agreement with

the school of Eamanuja as regards the subject-object reference in

knowledge.

2 Anadinidhanaih Brahma sabdatattvarii yadaksaram,

Vivartate’rtha bhavena prakriya jagato yatah.

—Vak. P., Ch. 1. 1.

® Vagrupata cedutkramed avabodhasya sasvati,

Na praka4ah prakaseta sa hi pratyavamarsini.

—Ihid, 1, 1. 125.
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may not be known, the perceived object will at least be referred

to in its most generic verbal character

—

e.cj., ‘it is a substance

or so.’ But the full individuality is revealed when the specific

word presents itself.^

Gangesa^, the founder of the Modern Bengal School of Logic,

has entered into an elaborate polemic against
Gangesa’a view-

point and his dialectic those philosophers wfio deny the possibility of
against those who • i j i i ?

deny indeterminate indeterminate apprehension {nirvikalpa-
cognition.

kajmna). Gahgesa divides perceptual know-

ledge into two categories,—indeterminate and determinate. He
defines this indeterminate perception as a cognition which is

devoid of association with name, class-concept, etc., and is thus

unmodalised and incognisant of relation." Gangesa, however,

fi.nds no evidence in favour of this cognition in empirical

experience, nor in practical conduct, which is made possible by

determinate experience alone.’ But he contends that relational

experience presupposes the previous knowledge of the terms out

of relation, otherwise a determinate cognition cannot come into

^ Yo’pi prathamanipati bahyesvarfchesu prakaso visesa nimittaparigrahe

’pi vastumatra idam taditi pratyavabhasayati vagrupatayanca satyam

utpanno’pi prakaso visesayagrupam asvikurvan prakasakriyasadhanatayarh

na vyavatisthate.

—P.C. on the Yakyapadiya. 1. 1. 12.

An elaborate discussion of the Sabdabrahma-theory of the grammarian

school will not be relevant in the present context. The philosophy of

Bhartrhari however is remarkable for its originality and boldness. The
gentle reader who may be interested to know further details, is referred

to the original work, specially the first chapter entitled Brahmakanda of

the Yakyapadiya and Punyaraja’s Commentary, the Prakasa thereon.

^ Tacca pratyaksam dvividham, nirvikalpakarn savikalpakan ceti, tatra

nama-jatyadiyojanarahitarh vaisistyanavagahi nisprakarakarh nirvikalpakarn

—Nirvikalpavada.—T. C., p. 809, Bibliotheca Indies Series.

® Na pratyaksam asiddheh, atindriyatvabhyupagamac ca, na ca

vyavaharah, tasya savikalpasadhyatvat.

—T.C„ p^ 809,

5
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being.^ Now a determinate cognition of cow is not cognisant

of the individual alone, but is qualified and determined by the

class-character, cowhood (gotoa). This is a complex judgment

constituted by three factors, the class-character (gotva), the

individual cow and the relation (vaisistya) which unifies the

two into a judgment-whole. This complex judgment can be

possible if there is a previous simple apprehension of the

constituent terms out of relation. The contention of the

theistic schools that all knowledge, the primal sensuous ex-

perience not excepted, is determinate and relational, is absurd,

as it will inevitably lead to a regressiis ad infinitum. For,

a relational knowledge presupposes an independent knowledge

of the reiata and if this previous cognition is again determinate,

that will require another determinate cognition and so on to

infinity. So one has to postulate the existence of a pre-

vious non-relational, indeterminate cognition as the condition

and raison detre of the determinate experience as a matter

of logical necessity. ^ It is however worthy of remark that

Gahgesa is in full agreement with the theistic schools that

there is no psychological evidence in favour of indeterminate

experience, it being supra-sensuous and supra-mental (atindriya).

But he rightly insists that the existence of such knowledge is

undeniable in deference to logical necessity—a position which is

ignored or slurred over by the theistic philosophers to their cost.

All other schools of philosophy, so far as our knowledge goes,

have unanimously admitted the existence of indeterminate

experience. The Buddhist and the Sarhkarites emphatically hold

that such experience is felt as much as determinate experience

and so both psychological and logical evidence alike indubitably

’ Gaur iti pratyaksaiii jaanam janyavisesanajuana-janyam janya-

•ylsistajnanatvat. —T. C., p. 817.

- Na ca tad visistajnanam eva, tatrapi visesanajDanapeksayam anavaa-

thapatter ity aiocanasiddhih. —T. C., p. 814.

Qangesa here remarkably anticipates modern neo-realistic thought in

the West as exemplified in Russell, Perry aad, others.
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point to the existence of such experience. The denial of

indeterminate experience by the schools of Eamanuja and Madhva

is inspired by the metaphysical and religious doctrines to which

they are committed. They deny the existence of simple, non-

relational and abstract being and this metaphysical commitment

necessitates the denial of simple experience, which might prove

the existence of a simple reality. The grammarians, who hold

that word is the essence of consciousness, cannot but regard all

knowledge as determinate and relational, being inseparately mixed

up with word-elements, which have invariably a reference to an

other. We have seen that psychological evidence is not a strong

point with them and logical evidence is decidedly against their

epistemological position. Epistemological estimation should be

based upon the testimony of psychology and logic and it is bound

to err when metaphysical preconceptions are allowed to warp the

epistemological vision.

Gahgesa, after proving the necessity of a previous non-rela-

tional knowledge as the pre-condition of relational knowledge,

proceeds to refute the possibility of this simple knowledge being

supplied by means of sources of knowledge other than perception.

Now, the primal determinate perception of the cow cannot be

supposed to have been occasioned by a memory of the class-

character ‘ cowhood,’ which is found to enter into the composition

of the determinate experience. Memory is possible if there is a

previous perceptual experience at its back. But it being the first

determinate experience and there being no previous perception of

cowhood igotva) memory has no raison d’etre of its own. Nor

can it be supposed that this previous knowledge of cowhood was

engendered in a past life and so memory takes place in the pre-

sent life. Because sueh supposition has no logical necessity.

Again, there is no possible stimulant for the memory-impression

in question. To appeal to imseen destiny is a desperate attempt.

If sense- contact with cowhood, which is admitted by the Naiya-

yika as the cause of indeterminate perception of cowhood,

be supposed to operate as the stimulant (udbodhaka) of the
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memory-impression, the Naiydyiha would urge that it is more

logical to suppose that the knowledge of cowhood is caused by

sense-object contact, which is admittedly the cause of perceptual

knowledge in other cases, e.g., of the individual cow. Because

it is admitted on all hands that when the cause of perceptual

knowledge and the cause of memory are identical, the resultant

knowledge is perception and not memory.^ If this dictum

is not admitted, then the knowledge of eternal verities would

always be memory and not perceptual experience, which is

absurd.^ In the case of eternal verities like Space and Time

and the like we are acquainted with them every day and

if memory would have precedence over perception, the knowledge

of those categories would be memory alone. But this is

opposed to experience. So memory cannot be requisitioned

by the opponent as an explanation of the idea of cowhood.

Moreover it is obvious that this shifting back to the past life

for the explanation of common experience in this is neither

sane nor helpful. Because, the difficulty is only pushed back

and not solved by this subterfuge. Jt may be legitimately

questioned whether the previous knowdedge of cowhood in the

past life is memory or simple experience {aniihhava)

.

If the

former is the case, then the difficulty remains as it is, or it will

lead to the vicious infinite. If the latter alternative is conceded,

we do not see any earthly reason why the possibility of such

simple experience in this life should be denied. Gangesa how-

ever does not urge this objection perhaps because he thought it to

be too obvious or that he thought that the opponent would

regard this infinite regression as innocent like the infinite series

1 Ya tva gotvenclriyasannikarsastava nirvikalpake hetuh sa eva saiiiska-

rodbodhaka iti cei, larhi atra klptakarana-bhavad gotvendriyasanuikarsad

gotvanubha-va eva syat. smaranasamagrito'nubhavasamagrya balavattvat.

—T. C., p. 819.

5 Yadi eanubhavasamagritah smaranam, tada nityanarb vaidikartha-

nan ca smaranaiii syan na tu anubbavah.

—T. C., p. 819.
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of seed and sprout ihijdnkuramjdya)

.

But Gangesa has empha-

tically pointed out that there is no logical ground for such un-

warranted supposition, which rather complicates a simple

issue.

To bring this discussion within the focus of Western

thought, we find the same fierce controversy about the distinction

of knowledge into Indeterminate and Determinate and the pro-

blems raised by it is a striking parallelism of thought between

the Eastern and Western philosophers. That there is some form

of indeterminate knowledge has been granted by Western thinkers

under various names. James speaks of ‘ pure sensation,’

Hobhouse of ‘ a bare apprehension of the present,’ Kant expatiates

on a ‘ pure manifold ’ and Lossky in his Intuitive Basis of

Knowledge elaborates the conception of ‘ immediate experience or

consciousness prior to the exercise of any discriminative activity.’

Against this Prof. Dawes Hicks and others strongly maintain

that “ not even the crudest, vaguest consciousness of a content

can be accounted for either psychologically or epistemologically

without calling to our aid in the exposition the notion of a

discriminative activity.” According to Bradley also we have in

the sensation of the blue colour a that which is actually present

and a what or the peculiar quality by which it is distinguished

and in immediate apprehension we are not conscious of the

distinction between the tw'o aspects. The Advaitins and

Buddhists agree with Kant in holding the indeterminate state to

be a pure manifold. The determinations (uikalpas) are extra-

neous and the manifold when schematised gives only phenomena.

If according to Kant the manifold of sense arises as a result of the

action of the things-in-themselves (Dinge an sich) which are

different from the principle of consciousness, to the Advaitins the

manifold is a determination in consciousness {caitanyam) due to

Adhydsa or illusory super-imposition conditioned by Mdyd.
Ramanuja and the Naiijdyikas agree on the other hand with Hegel
and his followers such as Bradley, Bosanquet, etc., in holding that

in determinate perception there emerges nothing extraneous or
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adventitious except what has a prior implicit existence in the

indeterminate state. If the indeterminate is something of

which we are not directly conscious, it is a logical j)rius

or indispensable background of determinate perception. While

from the Hegelian standpoint this passage from the implicit to

the explicit is itself something necessitated by the nature of the

content, i.e., the inner dialectic of the Idea, the Naiyayikas

hold that it is the relating activity of the thinker that makes this

transition possible. Eamanuja however differs from both in hold-

ing that this passage from the implicit to the explicit stage is due

neither to the inner necessity of the content nor to the activity of

the thinker but to the mediation of experience. The real difficulty

about the existence of the indeterminate is that we cannot catch

hold of it in a pure state. As Bradley points it,
“
the dilemma is

that so far as I know of immediate experience, it does not exist,

and that hence, whether it exists or not I could in neither case

know of it.” This is really what has induced Ramanuja and

others to deny it. But the fact remains to quote Bradley again

that “ there is an immediate feeling, a knowing and being in

one, with which knowledge begins
;
and, though this in a

manner is transcended, it nevertheless s remains throughout as a

present foundation of my known world.” “If we have certainty

anywhere,” says Bradley, “this seems obvious we have certainty in

feeling. Whatever else may be doubted, at least we know what

we feel.” This is why we also find Samkara insisting on

anuhhuti as the highest court of appeal in our search for

truth.

To sum up ; The epistemological discussion so far has

centred in the theories of knowledge as advanced by the Vedantic

teachers, Samkara, Eamanuja and Madhva. We have seen the

fundamental differences between them. Eamtauja and Madhva
have both denied indeterminateness in cognition, Samkara has

emphasised indeterminateness in cognition, though he has not

gone like the Buddhists to the extreme of reducing all relations

of subject and object to nothing, ^aihkara has in transcendental
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intuition the denial of the subject and object theory of know-

ledge.

None will quarrel with Ramanuja and Madhva with their

affirmation of subject-object theory, for it is a direct fact in ex-

perience and Samkara will not differ from them in the characterisa-

tion of knowledge as involving the mutuality of subject and

object. In this all teachers agree and cannot but agree, for

a judgment is always an affirmation or negation of relation and

cannot be non-relational.

The difference begins when the teachers come to determine the

initial fact of knowledge, in other words the minimum of know-

ledge or pure cognition. Sarhkara holds that in this minimum
the relational consciousness is neither explicit nor implicit. The

datum of experience or judgment is not in the least affected by

the subsequent judgment-construction, though the construction

is made upon it. In other words Samkara makes a distinction

between the expression of Intuition and judgment-construction

and does not find the link between them. To Samkara the

judgment-construction is more or less a demand of the empiric

and pragmatic consciousness and here knowledge is not seen

apart from its applicability to the practical affairs of life.

Samkara has had therefore to distinguish clearly between these

constructions and intuition.

Ramanuja and Madhva identify knowledge with judgment-

constructions and have not conceived knowledge independently

of these constructions. Their position therefore appears more

logical and with logical consistency they have made demands for

the mutuality of subject and object and for a differentiating con-

sciousness. No doubt they maintain stages where these are

implicit and not explicit and knowledge appears as indeterminate.

But it is not really indeterminate. It is, in Hegelian term,

notion. But a notion, however indeterminate it may appear, is

always a differentiating factor. Ramanuja and Madhva have

therefore identified the initial knowledge with perceptual syn-

thesis, The absolute sameness of sensation is not to them
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knowledge, for they will ignore such an existence as not obtain-

ing in concrete consciousness and characterise it as epistemolo-

gically non-existent.

The difference then between Samkara and Kamanuja and

Madhva begins here and this difference has caused the great

divergence in their views and conception of life and experience.

And, therefore, we must examine their contentions critically

before we can pass an opinion on their theories.

A relational consciousness implies two terms and a relation.

The knowledge of the relation is no doubt determinate, but the

terms in their first apprehension cannot be held to be determi-

nate, for determinateness is a characterisation and a comparison

and these are not possible in the inception of sense-perception.

A concrete consciousness may be the demand of life, but this

does not dispose of the existence of the initial cognition. Appre-

hension simple and pure is pre-supposed in thought-construction,

as its datum. Now this apprehension, so long as it is an appre-

hension, cannot but be indeterminate. The criticism of'Madhva

that the characterisation of undividedness and homogeneity will

make knowledge determinate is not to the point, for this charac-

terisation is also a judgment-construction which only attempts at

a clear conception of the apprehensions, but is no differentiation

of it. It is also an approach to it in the form of negative judg-

ments, as an indication in concrete consciousness, but not a

characterisation of the simple apprehension.

Sarnkara has drawn a distinction between apprehension and

knowledge, and so far as knowledge is concerned he does not

differ much from the theistic teachers. Therefore we find in

his system implications of relative consciousness and of the value

and progress of such a life. This is more or less a pragmatic

demand and satisfaction which requires a pragmatic theory of

knowledge. Sanikara appears to have held that the entire judg-

ment construction is the demand of life and the fallacies and

antinomies of relative consciousness are not detected so long as

consciousness is dominated by pragmatic demands and thought
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unceasingly creates concrete universes to satisfy the demand of

the divided life and consciousness. Thought is an instrument of

divided consciousness and cannot conceive its own destruction by

accepting the indeterminate consciousness. So long therefore as

the empiric consciousness dominates us, the assertion of Saihkara

of an indeterminate Being and knowledge seems to be an idle

assertion. But the fact remains that simple apprehension is not

thought activity nor a judgment, construction, and this cannot be

explained away. This psychological minimum is a puzzle to

Eamanuja and Madhva. In denying it they do not explain the

problem, but rather take protection in subterfuges which have no

clear meaning. And the fact should not be ignored that Sarhkara

in denying the empirical duality is conscious of a transcendence

in intuition and knowledge which does not come under the ordi-

nary logic, ^arhkara’s logic has two forms : (i) empirical and

(ii) transcendental. When the transcendental consciousness

dawns upon us the reality of empiric consciousness assumes an

ideal character. The construction which appears so long as real

now appears as ideal. This transcendental intuition modifies

the logic of realistic consciousness by the higher logic, the

organon of super-consciousness. Philosophy in its final judgment

must abide by the intuition of transcendent consciousness.

6



CHAPTEE II

Self-luminosity of Knowledge

Knowledge in the Advaita-Vedanta is held to be self-lumi-

nous and self-valid. Knowledge is self-luminous because it

reveals its owm existence as soon as it is born; Had it been

otherwdse there would be a doubt, or error or certitude of its non-

existence. But even to an inquisitive mind such things are not

seen to happen. Kobody- doubts whether he has a particular

knowledge or not when that knowledge originates. In the case

of such objects of knowledge as pot and the like the fact of

their existence is liable to doubt or misconception. So the

absence of this contingency puts knowledge in an altogether

different category from these material objects which depend for

the revelation of their existence upon their relevant knowledge.*

Our very experience, therefore, carries indisputable proof of the

self-luminosity of knowledge. " The Kaiyayikas. however, have

sought to explain the absence of doubt and error with reference

to the existence of knowledge on the ground that knowledge,

whenever it is horn, is cognised by an act of introspection

{anuviiavasaijfi) which certifies its existence." But this only

shifts the difficulty to this introspection itself. Well, the

ciuestion arises, whether this introspection certifies its owm exist-

ence or requires another introspection for this ? If the form.er

’ GhataPivyavahaK inau.anvaya-vyatirvkadastu tadapeksa.—T.C., p.
794. Bib. Ind. Series.

2 Vijilauaiii lavat ‘^vaprak-asarh ^vata evariisiddha^Tarupam, na
khalu vijaane -ati jijua-orapi ka-yaeit junaini na veti sariisayah, na janainiti

va viparyayo vyatirekaprama va.—KL. Kh., p. 81.

Yyavastlyas-ya anuvya’. asayaniyaman na tatra .iaiLsayadi.—Kh Kh
p. 33.

' ’
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alternative is conceded the Naiyajika gives up his own position.

The Naiyayika maintains that all existents are objects of know-

ledge and as such their existence is proved by knowledge only.

Knowledge too being an existent fact has also got to have Its

existence certified by another knowledge. But if introspective

knowledge is believed to be self-certified then the above position

is surrendered and there is nothing to prevent the extension of

this self-evident character to any and every instance of knowledge.

So it must be held by the Kaivclyika that introspective know-

ledge is incompetent to prove its own existence. And in the

absence of such proof existence is liable to doubt and error.

Such being the case, how can you put absolute reliance on intro-

spection as proof of knowledge when the former’s own existence

is open to doubt. The consequence would be that knowdedge,

too, for the proof of whose existence introspection was called

into requisition, would become equally liable to doubt or error.

And this contingency cannot be avoided even if three or four steps

in the process of introspection are admitted, because in the case

of the last introspection again the same difficulty would arise.

^

None of these difficulties arises if knowledge is regarded as self-

illuminative, that is to say, if its own existence is believed to be

self-evident. If, on the contrary, knowledge is not believed to be

capable of revealing its own existence and if it is thought to be

dependent on another distinct knowledge for the revelation of its

existence, the consequence will be a vicious infinite series and so

no knowledge would be possible. The existence of a thing is

revealed by knowledge and if this knowledge again is unrevealed

and so would have a doubtful existence, it cannot be conceived

how this knowledge would serve as proof of the existence of the

object. The proof of any thing must not be liable to doubt,

otherwise its probative value would be doubtiul. Thus know-

ledge being the proof of an object’s existence must be free

from doubt and error. And this can be possible if knowledge is

1 Kii. lih., pp, 83-85,
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believed to be self-evident. The multiplication of instances of

knowledge would serve only to add to our embarrassment if each

and every instance of knowledge is believed to be incompetent to

prove its own existence and thus be made dependent on another.^

The Xaiyayikas here argue that the entire charge of the

Advaitins, that the vicious infinite would be inevitable if know-

ledge is made dependent on another knowledge, is without

foundation. If we (Naiyayikas) held that all knowledge must be

cognised by a subsequent knowledge then the charge could be

brought home against our position. But such is not believed to

be the case. We maintain that the cognition may remain un-

cognisel and still reveals its object. The revelation of an object

is not dependent up an the revelation of the knowledge which

is assumed by the Advaitins without any reason. It may be

urged that knowledge must be cognised by an introspection as

the causal factors necessary for such introspection are present

intact. Well, the Naiyayikas postulate that the cause of intro-

spection is the contact of the mind with the soul in which the

particular knowledge inheres. Now this condition is present in

full and there is nothing to prevent the introspection {amimja-

vasaiji) from coming into being. But this objection, the

Naiyayikas rejoin, is futile. Because the presence of the causal

factor does not guarantee the emergence of the effect. The

cause becomes operative only when there is no obstructive

element (pratibandhika) to frustrate the causal operation. In

the case of prospective knowledge of introspection there n ay be

an obstruction from other factors, for instance, there may be

presentation of a new perceptual datum or the rise of pleasure or

pain which would divert the mind from its original objective.

So there is no (restriction that knowledge must necessarily be

1 (a) Anubhuteranubhavyatve’ navasthapatat.—Cifc., p. 15.

(6) Yadi vljuanaiii paratah sidhyedanavastba syat.—Kh. Kh., p. 85.

(c) Paraprakasatve anavasthaja jflanasiddlia vasrayasiddheh.—T.C.,

p. 791.
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cognised as we have proved that knowledge may function even

remaining itself uncognised. What is wanted for the revelation

of the object is the mere existence of the knowledge concerned

and not the cognition of the knowledge as well.^

The Advaitins urge in reply that this assertion of an un-

proved knowledge is only an ipse dixit which cannot be accepted

unless independent proofs are advanced in its favour. In the

absence of such proofs the existence of such knowledge is a

matter of doubt, and it can be asserted, on the contrary, that such

knowledge does not exist. The existence of an entity is attested

by an independent proof and when such proofs are lacking and

the existence is only dogmatically asserted the opponent can

equally assert its non-existence. Likewise the existence of the

knowledge at issue has got to be proved on the evidence of another

knowledge and this would necessitate a regressus ad infinitum.

If the existence of a proof could be accepted without regard to its

own proof then the existence of a pot also could be asserted with

equal disregard of all proofs." The result will be that logical

procedure will be rendered absolutely futile and nugatory. Ao
evidence can therefore be advanced for the existence of an un-

known knowledge wdiich is made the corner-stone of the Ayaya

epistemology. It has been argued by the Xaiyayikas that

general evidence is not lacking though specific evidence in all

cases of knowledge is not sought after. The existence of know-

ledge is revealed to us when there is an enquiry about it. The

1 (a) Avasyavedyata vitternabhyupeyate, svarthovyavaharabtu svarupa-

sattaya prasuyata iti kvanavastha.-—KIi. Kh., pp. 86-87.

(6) VitteraTasyavedyatvabhavena aaavastha vjgamat.

—T, C., p. 798.

® Tatba ca pramanasattapi latpramuuasaitamamarena aa pramani-

kasyanglkararha yadi hi vinaiva pramanasattam pramanasatlam

paro’nglkaryeta tada ghatasattamapi tathaivangi karyatamiti ghate’pi vrtha

pramanopanyasayasah.

—M. Kh., p. 90.
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existence of the knowledge before the enquirj’ is made, remains

unknown and unattested. On the analogy of such unattested

knowledge the existence of other cases of unattested knowledge

is inferred. And this inference by reason of its universal refer-

ence carries its own proof also. But this contention of the

Xaiyayika is opposed to the testimony of experience. We could

admit the validity of such inferences if we had even a single

experience of a series of knowdedge-instances in which each

suGceeding knowdedge w'ould h.’ive for its content ail pre-

vious instances of knowdedges with their respective contents.

As a matter of fact our experiences are of the form ' this is a pot
’

and I know' this pot, and no further knowledge is knowm by us

wdiich could be pressed by the Xaiyavdkas as evidence of the

aforesaid experiences. And even if it had been possible this

would inevitably give rise to tin infinite series. The contention

of the Aaiyayikas, that the presence of other perceptual data

cut.s short this process, is equally hollow' and unsubstantial;

because the mind could not be diverted from this process of

infinite knowdedge making for the attestation of the previous

knowdedges. The Xaiyayikas however have urged that this contin-

gency would occur in the case of any and every instance of cause

and effect. The effect must have its cause and this cause again

would liave a further cause and that again another and so without

end. This sort of infinite regression is not a fault, because it

could arise only if there be such a series of enquiries w'hich how'-

ever are absolutely redundant. The Advaitins point out that

the analogy here i^ not on all fours. The infinite series of

enquiries about the cau-se and effect does not arise because there

is no doubt about thi< causal relation ever coming to a cessation.

If this break in the causal series could be possible the effect in

question would have been uncaused and so would have been

either eternally present or eternally non-existent. But no such

0 priori absurdity alfect^ the que.^tion of infinite series in regard

to knowdedge. The scries of knowdedge instances is certainly

causally determined and if it breaks down at any particular
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instance of knowledge then the last knowledge would become

impossible without its cause, so retrospectively it would entail

the absurdity of all previous instances. If to avoid this contin-

gency it is presumed that a particular knowledge is cognisant

of all knowledge-instances in general we, the Advaitins, would

ask, is this knowledge cognisant of its own self ? If so, it would

become self-luminous which is our position. If it is believed

to be cognised by another it would lead to the vicious infinite,

and if it is held to be uncognised and unattested it would fail

to serve as evidence of the previous series.

INIoreover the contention of the Xaiyayikas, that knowledge

is cognised by another knowledge when there is an enquiry about

it, is an assumption which does not save it from the charge of

the vicious infinite. Enquiry about anything is possible only

if there is a previous knowledge of it. But how could

this previous knowledge be possible if the knowledge in

question is not believed to be self-evident. If this previous

knowledge is held to be caused by another knowledge this would

cause a rearward infinite series. If the knowledge about a

knowledge is held to be caused by the influence of the latter

wdtbout there being an enquiry this would lead to an infinite

regress in the forward order. ' All these contingencies however

are avoided if knowledge is believed to be self-luminous and self-

evident as held by the monistic teachers.

The monistic conception of self-illumination has been

challenged by the Xaiyayikas on the ground that a logical deter-

mination of self-luminosity (^raprakahtva) is an impossibility

because, as they contend, the concept cannot give us any definite

idea. The author of the Tattvapradlpika has set forth a number
of definitions of the concept of seif-luminosity (senprakusatea)

which, in our judgment, seem to be different landmarks in the

history of the evolution of the concept. These definitions are

^ Kh. Kh., p. 96.
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not to be regarded as naere scholastic elaborations having little

philosophical interest. There is good reason, on the other hand,

to believe that these definitions, despite their scholastic appear-

ance, really represent the development of the dialectic movement

of philosophical thought in course of which the status and func-

tion of consciousness in relation to the objective reality were

brought to a focus. The problem is one of absorbing interest

and has a profound value in its bearing on the philosophical

issues. We propose to examine the different conceptions that

have been discussed by Citsnkhacarya, one of the greatest

dialecticians in the Sarakara-Vedanta, land shall assess their

philosophical value.

Now what is the import of the concept of self-luminosity ?

„ , , . . , It may be conceived to consist in the union
Sf^IMurnino^ity de*

fined. of existence and illumination. In other

words we shall regard a thins to be self-luminous if we have

reason to lielieve that illumination constitutes its very being and

nature.’ Objects of our empiric knowledge have existence of

their owm, but as they lack the character of illumination they

cannot be thought to be self-luminous or svaprol-asah

.

Know^-

ledse, on the other hand, comhinins in itself both existence

and illumination thus alone becomes fit to be characterised as self-

luminous. This conception of self-luminosity however would be

futile For the Xa-yayikas to whom knowledee is cognised by

introspection donotdenvthe fact that knowledge

has its own existence as well as illumination though not

caused by itself. And the definition would obliterate the line of

demarcation between the concept of auto illumination (srapra-

fivt-Tafra) as held by the Vedintists and that oi alter-illuminatioyi

(piraprakasntca) as maintained by the Naiyayikas.

Now this conception of self-luminosity may be so modified

as to avoid this absurd issue and this can be done if the illumina-

tion in question is regarded as caused by its own self. To be

1 Svascasau prakasasca svaprakasah.—Cit., p. 3.
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expKcit, we should regard that alone to be self-luminous' the

illumination o^ which is caused by its own self and not by an

.
alter.

^

But even this modification would not make the concept

of self-luminosity free from objections, because it makes con-

sciousness both its subject and its object—both cogniser
.
and the

cognised—which is evidently absurd, as' the same thing cannot be

regarded as the subject and t^e object in the same reference. The

subject (kartr) is what exercises a function and the object is that on

which an effect is produced by the operation of the subject. ' The

operation must exist in a thing which is distinct from the object

operated upon. " The carpenter converts a piece of timber into a

table by exercising an operation, which is found in the carpenter

and not in the timber which is operated upon, nor in the table

which is the resultant product. The timber is the object bepause

the effect, namely, a transformation of the shape, is induced on

it by virtue of an operation which inheres in another distinct

entity, viz., the carpenter. ^ So to make the same thing' the subject

and object is logically absurd because it splits up an identity into

two' opposed factors, which Is against the law of identity.

This absurdity has been sought to be avoided by a further,

amendment. Knowledge, it is contended, is self-luminous because

it Unc 4 lighted up by any homogeneous illuminating factor.’’

Thus a* ilamp might be called svaprakasah or self-luminous be-

cause it is iUOt illuminated by any other illuminating factor which

may form the’ same class with the lamp. Cognition too is’ self-

luminous, bee’ause according to the theory of the monists cogni-'

tion is cognised neither by its own self nor by any after-cogni-

tion or dnuvijavnb'aya-

The qualifying adjunct sajdthja (homogeneous) is of vital ini-

portance as it server- to make the definition precise and definite,

excluding the possibnity of extending its application to the,

Naiyayika view of cognition, for prakdsa without sajdtlija maj

’ Svasya svayan?- eva prakasa iti va.—Cit., p. 3.

2 Cf. Purjsamaveta'kriya phala-salit%am karm&tvam.

3 Sajatiya-prakaoapratasyatvain.—Cit., p. 3.

7
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mean 1 -ith mate- ial and intellectual illuminc'riou. ii the former

sense accepted, th.e Naiyayika cegnitior. repealed by the after-

cognition and iiot b; any material illumiri ition v.ould come under

the dehnition.

'Ires definition has been se’’Iouuy chaiienged by the critics

who ergie tiia^ this very aujunu t would prove suicidal, for the defi-

nition would then apply to -the lamp, etc.,,

whici: admittedly not self-luminous accord-

ing to tiiC Advaitiu. The lamp is revealed by knowledge

which is not homogencons with the inert lamp If, however, the

dehnition were withoin the adjunct there would be no question

of extensiot- to the lamp because praldsca then might mean in-

tellectual ihcrair.dtion by wbich it- is revealed. Thus the Advaitin

is in a, logical -.i'esaw, the definition with or without the adjunct

sajdtnja beir.,i absnid. •

These- difhf .lilies led the Advaitins to further in^'difv th.jir

conception of self-luminosity and the result was a ue'v ' ••mi.la-

tion. Kno'-'-iedge is called self-lumioous because, wijcn it arises, it

never .w .ah:- unnianife^ted.’ According to AJvaitins knowledge

is cabiu jndfri'-attdka or something who--, existence is 'ways known

and ne'nr remains unknowm. That knowledge exists but =• mains

immenife.sted, is a po-LTi .u w'hich been denied
, bv ihA..

Ach-'jitins., It i- o'':-, a coriin-cn (-.vpenence that knowlecige .reveals

itself to' i'.- kuo'.cj at the cy moment i: originates Xo sane-

knov>>- firgue-- ’i.c. 'lehas.k.:: but it is ncjt manifested

to iiim

This neiv formulation howmver i.s also fan

cable tr pleasure, pain anu other feelings wbidh

Ity for it is nppli-

never remain uo-

inanifest'n'i lo the persons who IV'^'

Tin- difSculty is .--o : tu be .c. '. (T.y chus

nc-t Term the object ;f kno'deug" is railed

What does

seb-]umi.r;Oin.
' '

' STasatrayar- 'Tak-alc-'-yatireka-virabri.a'-i .tr’. Ch
^ InanavisayatvCLO —{‘ct... ,c,
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Pleasure, pain, similar other feelings and the lamp, the sun, and

all other physical illuminations being objects of empiric

knowledge cannot be characterised as jMndvisaija and claimed to

be self-luminous.

It might however be argued that in avoiding the defects of

the previous formulations which it successfully does to a great ex-

tent this new formulation creates an impossible position for the

Advaitins as it takes away the only ground from under their feet.

How could knowledge be avisaya or incapable of being an object

of knowledge, seeing that this very thesis has to be established

by inference and authority, etc., thereby making it at least the

subject (object) of such discussion ?

To obviate such an obvious criticism, a little modification

might be introduced by saying that self-luminous character may

be ascribed to “ what is subject to vyavahdra or empiric usage

while at the same time is not an object of knowledge.” ^

The latter part of the definition as already explained simply

means that knowledge itself is not an object of knowledge like

other ordinary objects such as the pot, cloth, etc. And by the first

part ‘ rijaDahdra-visaijatvam ’ it is merely implied that the logical

judgment in the form “ knowledge is self-luminous” is capable of

being logically proved, i.e., subject to inference and other proofs

like other logical judgments.

This however affords no real escape from the difficulties of

the position, for the admission of its being subject to logical

criticism means no more than that it is subject to inference and

other proofs which are not other than knowledge.

Again, this position is suicidal, because it is inapplicable

to the case of Brahman, the Highest Consciousness, which being

beyond all logical determinations cannot be characterised by

vyavahdra-visaijatva or subject to the usages. For all usages cease

and limitations are negated, reasonings or tarka are denied at

the dawn of super-consciousness.

^ Vyavaharavisayatve sati jnanavisayatvam.—Git., p. 5.
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In order to meet the criticisms that have been levelled by

the Naiyavikas, the Advaita-Vedanta defines
The final solution.

*' "

finally the self-illuminative character of know-

ledge as follows :

“ Though incapable of being an object of knowledge, yet

possessing competence for perceptual use.”
^

Even this elaboration of the concept might be made the

target of criticism. For this would be inapplicable to

Brahman, the final consciousness, which is beyond all deter-

mination and therefore also all usage. To avoid this, the

Advaitin has to take a roundabout course in order to

explain the definition so as to make it applicable also to Final

Consciousness. Following the well-known Nyaya method of

explanation by negations, he takes the phrase aparoksavya-

vahdraijogyatvam or ‘ capability of perceptual usage ’ not in its

apparent ordinary positive sense but in a technical sense to

imply or connote “ what would be the non-receptacle (nnadhi-

karana) of eternal and absolute negation {atijantcihhdva) of the

capability of perceptual usage.” ^ Thus by use of two negations

the Advaitin seeks to apply it to both empirical and transcendental

or absolute consciousness. It is of course clear that empiric

knowledge has capability of perceptual usage, but can the same

thing be said of transcendental consciousness? Evidently it

cannot be said that absolute knowledge has this capacity as

empiric knowledge has it. Now if ‘capability of perceptual usage’

be absent in Final Consciousness, it logically follows that the

absolute negation {ntyintdbkdca) of the ‘ capability of perceptual

usage ’ w'ould be there and the critic’s charge of a ‘ too narrow
’

definition would stand unassailable. But ‘ absolute negation ’ truly

construed means that it is eternal (nitya) and therefore it can

1 (a) Avedyatve sati aparoksa-vyavaharayogyatvam svaprakasatvam.

—Cit., p. 9.

(6)
Aparoksa-vyavahrteryogyasyadhipadasya nah sainbhave svapra-

kasasya laksanasambhavahkutah.

—

Ibid, p. 9.

2 Aparoksavyavaharayogyatvatyantabhavanadhikai-anatvam. Vide N,
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never reside in any locus uliere its counterpart or pratiijogi can

be found at any stage or in any form. The Naiyayika vindica-

tion of the definition of Substance or drarija as essentially a

seat of qualities illustrates it. The Xaiyayikas

define the substance as the seat of properties, but they admit

that at the time of origination, there is no quality or property

attached to substance ;
and the definition would become too

narrow ’ as it would not cover the ca<e of substance at the time

of origination. To avoid this difficulty, they too have to main-

tain that ‘ the seat of property,’ the essential mark ot substance,

implies the “non-location of the absolute negation of the

seat of properties,” ^ thereby making the definition applicable

to substance both at the time of origination and thereafter : tor

though at the time of origination there was no quility in a

substance, its absolute negation was not also there; since absolute

negation means eternal negation in the locus of its counterpart,

and eternality or absoluteness attributed to negation means that

its counterpart or pratiijogi is to be found in the locu^ at no

time or stage. ^ For example, there is absolute negation of form

in the air because at no time and under no circumstances, is there

any form in air, i.e., air is eternally formless.

The expression avedyatca or unknowability ha.^ been intro-

duced as a qualifying epithet to the second condition to exclude

pot and such other things which may form the objects of percep-

tual usages. They being the objects of our empiric cognitions

cannot come within the scope of acedijatca. Now the critic may
return to the charge and say how it is possible to >peak of Super-

consciousness as a redytt ? For in the admission of the Advaita-

1 Moksaclasayarii ca vivaksitadharmabhr' ve’pi kadlcit sattvena tada-

tyantabhavanadhikaranatvasya gun.lsrayo dravyainitivat siddheli

—Citsukhi, p. 9.

^ Xa ca yogyataiaksana-dharmaiiglkare avyilptirmokssadairiyarh

tadasambhavad apasiddhantaseeti saukanlyaiii, yogyatvatv antabhavanadhika-

ranatvasya tattvat, gunavafctvatyantabhavanadhikaranasya dravyafcvavat,

tena navyaptih.—Citsukhi, p. 9.

Cp. Advaitasiddhi, p. 768 ; Bombay edition.
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Vedanta the self-luminous knowledge forms the object of

authority or verbal cognition. Agama or scriptural testimony

is the only source to realise the true nature of the Absolute, Pure

Being-Biiss-Consciousness. The highest being or Brahman has

been characterised as aupanisada, i.e., the reality cognisable

through the Upanisad texts which only can vouchsafe unto us

the truths of revelation. And no knowledge in Vedanta empiric

or intuitional, can be marked self-luminous or svaprakdm,

as all forms of knowledge came under the scope of redija

or knowable. Hence to avoid the suicidal character of the

definition the expression avedyatca should be taken in a

technical sense. It means phalai-ynpijati-dbhdva. Phala implies

the result of the definite functioning of the psychosis or

mental process in the immediate cognition
; and the mental

process functions in revealing objects of cognition in its due

vividness. Phalacydijyatv^ihhava is a negative mark which

denies the determinate or definite mental functioning necessitated

in the immediate cognitive process. Psychosis or vrtti in the

Advaita-Vedanta works definitely and indefinitely. In the case of

concrete objects it is definite and determinate but in the case of the

Ab.solute it is undefined and indeterminate. The former called

phiilavydpya and the latter is called vrttivydpya in the is Vedantic

terminology, or, in other words, a concrete object is charac-

terised as plialacijdpya and Brahman is known as rrttuyapya.

To put it more clearly, a perceptual procc.ss in the Advaita-

Vedanta implies the identity of the percipient-consciousness

{pramdtrmitanya) with the object-consciousness {cisaijacaitanya)

.

The object-consciousness is the locus of the object and directly

reveals it. The immediate knowledge of the object to the subject

supposes that the percipient-consciousness must a.cquire an

identity with the object-consciousness.

“ The external perception is marked by the antalikarana

going out through the senses. The outgoing antahkarani soon

gets the form of the object. This transformation is called vrtti.

Vrtti is a psychosis which acquires a definiteness due to the
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functioning of mental consciousness according to a mould and

form. Consciousness in that determinate form removes the

ignorance and establishes the identity of the percipient and object

consciousness.” It is called phala in the determinate perceptual

process. Advaita-\ edanta recognises three aspects of conscious-

ness and their identity in perception. Pram^rcaitanya is

the subject-consciousness, Visayacaitanija is the object-conscious-

ness and Vrtticaitanya is the consciousness immanent in the

psychological process. “ Antahkaraya is a dynamic entity

and is unceasingly active in receiving the forms of objects. It

goes out through the sense channeh and is engrafted on a thino

and takes impression of the object.” Eevelation of objects to

the percipient subject is called phalavijr/pyatca in the Advaita-

^ edanta. The negation of such a plial'.icyapyatva is evident

enough in the case of objects of past and future and of unper-

ceivable things, e.g., merits, demerits, etc., as in those cases the

outgoing of antcihkdi'atia through the sense channels is not possible

because all those objects lie beyond the range of our senses
; and

identity of the three aspects of consciousness is also impossible.

As a result the definition of self-luminous knowledge characteiised

by phalacyapijatcfihh'n-a connoted by the expression aceclyatva in

no way extends to the objects beyond the class defined.

The Advaitins further observe that the self-luminous

character of knowledge is a logically valid concept which might
also be established by proofs (praindnas)

.

And what is

established by proofs mu.st have some e.ssential characteristics

which are set forth in the definition. The function of definition

is to point out the es>ential features of the things defined and
to classify them on the basis of their es-entials. It is therefore
clear that if^the Advaitic category under discussion is established
by proofs {pnuidnns) it can also he logically denned. But the
proofs advanced by' the monistic teachers, have strongly been
criticised by the Xaiyayikas. To appraise the value of their
arguments we should give an account of the dialectics used by
the rival schools of philosophy.
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The Aclvaitius advance the the following syllogism in their

favour.
“
Consciousness is self-luminous

Advaitjn s infer-

ence to pro\e seif-ki- because it possesses the characteristic ‘ aniibhu-

tltva.' And what does not possess this charac-

teristic ' nnuhliiititca ’ is not characterised as self-luminous or

‘svapraklisa,' eg., the pot.^ Or in other w’ords ;

(A) all self-luminous things are possessing the

characteristic anubhiititva.

(E) Ao pots are possessing the characteristic

anuhlnititca.

(E) Ao pots are self-luminons.

The syllogism may be explained thus : (1) pratijm or pro-

position or the thesis to be established is ; consciousness is self-

luminous, (’2) betu or the reason is : because it possesses the

characteristic “ unithhutifca,'’ (3) iidaharani or explanatory

example is the pot (ii'ithot (jhafah). Examples may be homo-

geneous or affirmative or ‘ sdclharntya
’

where the property to be

proved and the ground (hetu) are present, and heterogeneous or

negative {r'.udhnnnija) where the property to be proved and the

ground are both absent. In the syllogism under discussion all

positive instances come under the scope of the minor or ‘ paksa ’

and this is why there is no concrete positive illustration to be

cited to prove the co-presence of the major or the property to be

proved and the middle or the ground. As the syllogism is

purely negative in its character only the negative instance is

shown to prove the co-presence of the ‘hetn ’ and ‘ sadhija
’

on

the ba'i< of the negative dialectic patent enough in the proposi-

tion ‘ iiann'iiuih'it tannalvnm
'

or whatever does not possess the

chc.racteri^tic
‘ 'tnnhhfititra^ i.s not to be called ‘ sraprukdsa

’

or

self-luminous, f f) I"p inayi or application: It asserts the

‘ Anubhutil.i ivavamprakysa anubhutitvafc yannaivam tannaivara

yatha ghatah ityanumanam.—Cit., p. 11.

X
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presence or absence of the ground in the ‘ paTisa ’ or minor. In

the former case it is affirmative and in the latter it is negative,

‘ upanaya ’ or application is evident in the judgment ‘ tathd

ceyarn ’ or so is this consciousness. Because consciousness

possesses the characteristic ‘ amihhutitva ’ it is self-luminous,

(o) The statement of conclusion is called nigamana. Nigamana

restates the proposition as grounded. What is tentatively put

forth in the proposition or ‘ pratijiid’ (the first member of the

syllogism) is established in the conclusion.

This syllogistic argument, the Naiyayikas point out, is

vitiated by a number of fallacies. The syllogism involves a

dilemma whose two horns or poles are rendered

faulty by the two fallacies

—

siddJiasddhanatd

and sadhyaprasiddhi

.

The Naiyayikas ask

whether the prior conception of the major or sddhija is a neces-

sary element in the Advaitic inference ? If the monistic teach-

ers are positive in their answer, the major or sddhya being an

attribute in its nature cannot stand by itself ; it must be located

in a substance. Conception of an attribute without its substrate

or location is an absurdity. To be logical one has to admit that

the attribute (dharma) (svaijafhprakdkitva) or self-luminosity

—

the major of the Advaitic syllogism—resides in a capable

(yogya) substratum which may be characterised by such an

attribute. Consciousness or anuhhuti is the only possible sub-

stratum where this attribute is ascertained (niscita). As a

result the existence of the major in the minor becomes a

pre-admitted fact and the syllogism commits the fallacy of

siddhasadhanatad

' The condition precedent of inference is the fact of Pal'sata, which

means in simple language the absence of previous proofs in favour of the

probandum {sddhakamdnabhavn). In other words, the probandum must

not be known to have been established before. Inference in Indian logic

aims at material truth and not formal consistency alone and the truth

which is sought to be established must be such as constitutes a real ad-

vance in knowledge. So when a particular inference is found not to prove

8
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Again if the preconception of the major be an admitted fact,

the purely negative character of the inference (keL-alniijatirelci), as

has been suggested by the Advaitins, is an illogical assumption.

Kevalavyatireki or the purely negative character of the inference

implies that the positive concomitance or anvaijavydpti of the

middle and the major is an impossibility and the concomitance is

apprehended only negatively. Now if the prior conception of

the sadhya be accepted the positive concomitance is not an im-

possibility and the purely negative character of the syllogism, as

given by the monistic teachers, is illogical. If, to be consistent,

the Advaitins adopt the negative course, or, in other words, if

they deny the prior conception of the major they commit the

fallacy of the unproved major or sadhyapmsiddhid The inferen-

tial judgment, that knowledge is self-luminous, is intended to

prove that the subject or knowledge possesses the feature indi-

cated in the predicate. Knowledge marked out by the predi-

cative idea {viftstjthuddlii'i implies the previous notion of the

anything unknown before and as such only repeats a known fact and does

not make any ad\ance. it infringes the fundamental condition of inference

and virtually forfeits its right to be regarded as an inference This is

technically called the fallacy of which is a purely Indian

conception

.

' SdiUnjupristdclJi ,,—Another condition of inference is that there

must be an invariable and univer-al concomitance between the

probans and the proimndum tvitliout which no inference is possible. The
universal propo.-ition or the major premise in Aristotelian syllogism em-

bodies this invariable concomitance. Now, the universal concomitance

fails to materialize if either the proban.- or the probandum i.- an altogether

unknown fact, becau-e the relation between two unknown fact^ or of one

unknown fact with another known cannot be conceived. If theproban-- not

known, it cou'-titute- a ca^e of fallacy called iS'Iu’/eunper/.sd/d/ev and in the

case of an unknown probandum, it becomes iid I'l ii ^id ilha

.

The above

fallacies al->o occur, when the probans or the probandum. though knotvn to

be existent facts are qualified by an unknown and non-exi^ient adjective

in which case it gi\ e> ri-e to the fallacies of vij'i ^:rrvi.-,ctdl'un’j and

vyarih’.iviit\-,ana.iddJi !j'
I

,

respectively
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property to be proved. Concrete conception depends upon the

pre-notion of the property which naakes it concretised. Predica-

tive idea or cisesamjMna stands as the causal factor of the

concrete aspect of knowledge visistahiuldM. As the judgment,

‘ a man characterised as the holder of the stick,’ logically pre-

supposes the notion of the stick, similarly, all concrete notions

imply the pre-cognition of the property predicated of the subject.

Hence the particular judgment construction of the Advaitins

‘consciousness is self-luminous,' to be logically valid, must pre-

suppose the predicate which is to be proved in knowledge by

means of inference. And though the syllogistic argument might

avoid the fallacy of sadhijdijrasiddhi it would be vitiated by the

fallacy of siddhayadhanata or proving the proved.

To repudiate the charge of sddhijdprasiddhi and 'iiddhasadha-

natd which represent the two poles of the Naiyayika dilemma,

. ,
the Advaitins argue that the sddhija or the

major of the syllogism is not an unknown

factor. The major or sadhya has its pre-cognition in a general

way on the basis of an inference known as sdmdnyato-

drsta in the Naiyayika terminology. When we see a horned

animal and infer that it has a tail, we have a case of sdmdnijato-

drsta inference. It is based on general observation and on the

uniformity of experience. Experience teaches us that self-lumino-

sity or svapraknsitua is not an absurdity. It is an attribute

located in a substrate. But the special features of the substrate

are not known to us and we cannot characterise the substrate

with its particular name and form and other essential natures.

To establish the prior conception of the major, the Advaitins

observe that all dJiarmas because they are dharmas, are subject to

eternal negation or ntynutdbhdva in a particular substrate, c.g.,

‘ snldaf i'lt ’ or whiteness. ’ AVhiteness which serves as an attri-

bute to a white pot, is denied ip a black pot. And on the basis

‘ Vedyatvam kincinnistbatyantabhavapratiyogi dharmatvut sauk'

lyavat.

—

Cit.. p. I'J.
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of such an explanatory instance it is inferred that all attributes

are absolutely negated somewhere because they are the pro-

perty of a particular substance only. Vedyatva or knowability

is a pioperty
;

it is therefore subject to absolute negation in a

particular substrate. In this way avedijatva or negation of

vedyatva in a substrate being logically established, it implies the

svayamprakdsatca or self-luminosity—the major isadhya) of the

syllogism under discussion. Svayamprakdsatva, as is understood

by the A.dvaitins, rests on the absolute negation of vedyatva or

knowability. What does not form the object of cognition is

called svayaniprakdh. Avedyatva thus is the essential character-

istic of svayamprakdsatva as we have studied before. Now the

major or sadhya being thus a logically estab-
The charge of ^5- ...

dhyapratiddhi does not lished factor, the syllogism cannot be vitiated

by the fallacy of sadhyaprasiddhi as pointed

out by the Naiyayikas.

The argument, on the other hand, cannot also be rendered

faulty by the fallacy of siddhasadhanatd because the given

Question of siddha- syllogistic argument based on general observa-
sadkanata cannot be

of experience may indeed
urged against

Advaitins.

the

indicate the necessity of a substrate, for a

property without a substrate cannot be conceived. But the sub-

strate with its particular name and form and other essential

features which may characterise or individualise it as such and

such a thing, may yet remain totally unknown and unapprehend-

ed by the suggested inference. And it is now individualised

with all its special features, if there be any, as consciousness by

the suggested syllogistic arguments. And the question of sid-

dhasadJianatd cannot be urged here because the substrate of self-

luminosity with all its essential marks was not pre-established.

It is however to be noticed in this conncetion that the sadhya or

the major of the Advaitin’s inference is known not in its positive

phase but only negatively through the negation of vedyatva.

Vedyatvabhava is only one of the negative essentials of self-

luminosity. Self-luminosity has been defined by its two essential
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marks avedyatva as Y’ell as aparo ksavijavahdrayogyatva or

capability of its direct or immediate apprehension. And hence

the negation of vedijatra is not sufficient ground to establish

self-luminosity, the major of the Advaitic syllogism. The ques-

tion oi sadJiyaprasiddhi still vitiates the whole circle of argument.

In refuting the objection the Advaitins argue that the capability

of immediate perception or apai-oksacyacaJidrayogyatca as a

characteristic mark receives support even in the Nyaya-theory

of knowledge. Negation of vedyatca is therefore the

only other essential mark which has evoked criticism from the

NySya standpoint. But avedyatta in knowledge having been

established on the basis of inference, the sddhya or the major

with all its essentials is proved and the objection of aprasiddha-

tUemnatd or unproved probendum falls to the ground.

We have already seen the reason why the Advaitic syllogism

The charge against does not commit the fallacy of siddhasadhanata

S!racte?'ofthe"1nfe?- though the major or sddhya has its pre-
ence cannot stand.

established character. The real nature of the

substrate with all its special features being unknown and

unestablished, the co-presence of the hetu and sddhya in their

positive concomitance cannot be logically urged. And the co-

existence or the positive concomitance of the middle and the

major is to he explained only through the negative dialectic.

Negativity is therefore the only mark which will explain the

vydpti or concomitance of the middle (hetu) and the major

(sddhya). The negation of the major (sddhya) implies the

negation of the middle (hetu). It is therefore that form of infer-

ence wherein the middle and the major do nowhere co-exist

except in the particular locus and the concomitance being merely

negative, the inference is known as kecalavyatireki. The objec-

tion, based on the negative character of the inference, can in no

way stand.

We have already seen that the major of the Advaitic syl-

logism is not an unestablished factor and the Naiyayika objection
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of the aprasiddhavisesanata or unproved major is based on the

misapprehension of the Advaitic position. It is now to be

examined w’hether the palisa or the minor and the hetu or the

middle can be logically determined.

As regards the minor, Naiyayikas contend that conscious-

ness, w'hich according to tlTe thesis of the monistic philosophy

is one and absolute without any characteristic of its own, es-

capes all logical determinations and cannot therefore be st}led

a valid category to form the minor of a sound syllogistic reasoning

Again a thing is characterised by its essentials and an entity

without any essential feature and characteristic of its own can

in no way be logically defined and determined. Anubhutitva,

which serves the function of the middle, must subsist in the

minor as is demanded in a valid syllogistic argument. Presence

of the middle in the minor is an absolutely necessary condition

of syllogistic reasoning and aniihhutitva, the middle, has thus to

be assigned to consciousness, the minor term. Thi.s is

fatal to the fundamental principles of absolute monism.

Again anuhhutitva itself which is the determining feature

(paksutcivacchedaka) of consciousness, the minor term, cannot

be logically categorised. It exists in one absolute conscious-

ness and cannot therefore be styled ‘ jciti
'

or generality

w'hich resides in many things and not in one thing and

helps us, in a way, in grouping together the things which

possess the same features. Oneness of object is held by

Udayana as one of the six causes which prevent common

characteristic becoming a true generality or class concept.

‘

Categorical determination being thus impossible, anubhutitca

cannot be styled a logically valid concept. And its validity or

1 (ii) Vyakterabhoda btulyatvaih samkaro’ thanavasthitih

Eupahanirasambandho jatibadfaakasaiiigraliah.

—Kir., p. 33, Btnart-s Edition.

{h) Anubhutitvam nama na tavajjatib, anubhutL-rekatvaugikaiLua

vyaktyabhedasya jatibadhakatvafc.

—

N. Pr., p. 13,
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reality being thus questioned it lays itself open to the fallacy of

T.e Nyaya charge of
scariipasiddhi in the Advaitic syllogism. S caru-

Svaritpasiddka. pasiddlici or Unreal in itself is that type of reason

which does not exist in the subject and therefore cannot afford

the basis for any reasoning, as in the proposition,
“

the lake is

a substance, because it has smoke.” ^ Unreality attributed

to the middle (hetii) vitiates the whole system of inferential

argument. It affects the subject, and the relation of the middle

term to the subject, and the relation of the middle'and the major

terms.

When the subject itself is an unreality the syllogism suffers

from the fallacy of asraijdsiddha or unreal as

os regards substratum. The subject or dsraya or

the minor term may be unreal in two ways :

it may be a wholly imaginary thing as in the case of reasoning,

‘ The sky-lotus is fragrant, because it is a lotus
; where the un-

reality of the subject renders the conclusion impossible." Or the

subject may be deprived of the essential characteristic which

makes it fit to be a subject of a syllogism. “In either case

the reflection or pardmarsa on the elements of the syllogism

is impossible, since unreal things—things imaginary or devoid

of categorically definable essentials cannot be made the objects of

such reflection or pardmarsa “ Hence this species ranks as

‘ unreal as regards the substratum ’ {scarupasiddha ) The
Advaitic syllogism under discussion comes within the scope of

the latter division. For the reason or ‘het?/’ or the middle term

being unreal in itself (svaiTtpdsiddha) and non-existent in the

Subject cannot be counted as the essential mark of the subject,

and the subject is left without any logically valid essential.

’ Hrado ciravyam dhumavatvadatrasiddhirathapara.

—Bh. P. and S.M., si. 76.

- Gaganarabindarh surabhi, arabindatvat sarojarabindavat, atra

gaganarabindama srayah sa eva nasti.

— T.S., p. 85, K. Ghosa’s Edn.
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As regards the concomitance or (vyapti) of the middle and

the major the Advaitins’ syllogism commits

Vylmn-dstidhr fallacy of vyapyatvasiddhi. The reason,

which is unreal in regard to the concomitance

between the middle term and the consequence, and does not

present itself as inevitable and invariable, is called vijdpyatvd-

siddha.

There are two forms of this class : in the first the

concomitance simply does not exist; in the second, there is

concomitance but only a conditional (aiipadhika) one, which is

of no value for inference. In the first case we have such

inference as “ The mountain has fire because it has golden

smoke. For the addition of the ‘ golden’ destroys the con-

comitance since golden smoke does not, in the Indian view,

exist. “ The conditional concomitance is illustrated by such a

case as the argument, ‘ the mountain has smoke, because it has

fire.’ The proposition is conditioned by the fact that there is

no universal concomitance between fire and smoke, but only

between fire produced from wet fuel and smoke.” ^ This is the

real essence of the Xyaya charge of vyapyatvasiddhi or the

reason which is unreal in regard to the concomitance. It is

assigned to the \dvaita-syllogism on the ground that for

want of proofs or pramanas there is no concomitance pos-

sible between the major and the middle of the syllogism under

discussion.

Concomitance or vydpti being thus questioned for want of

proofs, it is obvious that its very existence as well as its

universal character is challenged.

In order to repudiate the charge of asiddhi or unreality of

, , . .
, ,

reason in its three different aspects, viz.,

(a) svariipasiddha or unreal in itself, {h)dsraya.

siddha or unreal as regards the substratum, (c) vyapyatvasiddha

1 Parvato vahniman kancanamayadhumat.

2 I.L.A., pp. 148-49.
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or unreal in regard to concomitance, the Advaitins observe

that the Nyaya charges are groundless and based only on

the misapprehension of the monistic position. As regards

the objection of svarTipasiddha or the unreal in itself the

monistic philosophers argue that though consciousness or

Ait ’ in its finality is purely absolute and featureless and all

ideas of empirical duiiity die out at the dawn of supreme

Reality yet they do not deny the fact that so long as empiricism

exists and consciousness is dominated by the pragmatic

demands, concrete and relative ideas and thought constructions

possess validity of their own and are not called erroneous.

Logic has its value in its own province. The generic character,

representing the middle or hetu of the Advaita-syllogism, is

attributed to consciousness or to the subject. Generic character

implies its own nature as well as the characteristic of the object

in which it inheres. Consciousness characterised by its general-

ity is no doubt opposed to the spirit of absolute monism, but it

cannot be denied so long as the Advaita-Vedanta is studied as a

science of reasoning.

Though the charge of sc'inip'tsiddha may be disposed of

in this manner, the objection of asrayasiddhi still vitiates the

argument. The charge of air'iifinddhi is founded upon the

falsity of the essential characteristic of the subject or paksa

of the proposition. It is contended by the Naiyayikas that

aniibhuHtca or essential mxrk of the subject (paksatavacchedaka)

being posited in one unitiry consciousness, cannot be

logically categorised. To judge the question from the

standpoint of the monistic teacher it appears as an absurdity.

Plurality of coU'cliMisness due to different conditions and

limitations is not denied in the Advaita-Vedanta. Knowledge

transcends all limitations only when it reaches its finality

and empiric logic dies out. The Kyaya objection arises

from the failure to distinguish between two forms of knowledge,

viz., (a) empirical, and (h) transcendental. Advaitism is

very eloquent on the fact that plurality in consciousness

9
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is conditional or rather superimposed (kalpita), conscious-

ness is one and unitary in its reality. But this super-

imposed nature of plurality will not affect the notion of general-

ity residing in consciousness though one as an inherent essential.

For the Xaiyayikas on their own admission accept moonhood or

candratva as a genus or ‘ jati ’ on the ground that the moon,

though one, appears as many when reflected in water. And it

is on the basis of these plural appearances that moonhood is

categorised as genus or jati. An estimation of the Nyaya

position will clearly explain the fact that anubhutitva or the

essential nature of consciousness or the subject or paksatdvac-

chedaka is not non est ; it can be logically categorised as genus

existing in the apparent plurality of consciousness due to super-

imposition just like moonhood residing in many moons due to

reflection in water. And the charges of svampasiddhi or the un-

reality in itself and of asraycisiddhi or unreality as regards the

substratum fall to the ground.

As regards the objection of vijapyatvasiddhi or the

unreality with regard to the concomitance, the Advaitins

argue that the opponents, in assigning this objection, ques-

tion the inevitable and invariable nature of concomitance

betw^een the middle term and the consequence. And their

objection is valid only in the case wherein the con-

comitance caunot invariably and unconditionally be proved.

To establish the logical validity of concomitance Gahgesa argues

that the hetu is that wBich immediately and always precedes

the effect. The essence of inference lies in the invariable

concomitance (iijcipti) between the middle (hetii) or cydpya

and the resultant or the major or vydpaka. How is the in-

variable concomitance known ? Simple observation or con-

comitance in a particular case or a few cases is not enough for

the logical validity of inference. To attain certainty the notion

of concomitance must be examined by the method of positive

and negative instances. If a discrepancy occurs ‘then it must

either be shown to be an apparent exception, or the doctrine
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of concomitance must be admitted to be conditional (aupadhiJia)

and therefore useless for logic.’ The concomitance can be

either positive-negative (ayivaijavijatireki) or an agreement in

presence and absence between the hetii and sadhija ; or an

agreement in presence only (kecaldnvaiji) or there can be a

negative concomitance only (kecalaoyatireki). In the pro-

position ‘Living organisms have souls, since they possess animal

functions’ there can he a negative concomitance only (kevalacya-

tireki)

,

since the proposition What has no soul has no animal

functions ’ can he illustrated by the case of the pot, but the

positive proposition
*' that which has animal functions has a

soul ' cannot be illustrated since the conclusion has precisely

the same extension as the subject and canont therefore be found

anywhere outside it.^

If this form of syllogism which is based on the explanatory

instance, heterogeneous with the proven (cipaksa), and is not

supported by a similar case or (sapaksa)—which is an impossi-

bility in the case of negative concomitance—is taken by the

Naiyayikas as the logically valid form of inference, their charge

of vijdpijatvasiddhi urged against the negative syllogism of the

Advaitins is not to the point. The x\dvaitins reject both

the forms of inference kevaldnvaiji and kevahwijatireki. The

former because the kevaldncayi inference rests upon the

invariable and undeniable concomitance between the hetu and

sadhya—a concomitance which excludes proof of negative

examples. In the Advaita-Vedanta all things are negated

in Brahman and therefore the negative concomitance is not an

impossible one. Kevalavyatireki, being founded upon negative

concomitance only, comes under the scope of Arthdpatti where

we proceed from the effect to the cause.' Advaitins accept the

inference known as nnuaiji or agreement based on concomitance

invariable but not undeniable. It is only on the admission of

1 n.k’I.L.A., p. 140.

^ Vide A.C.K., p. 26.
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the Nyaya-view that the Advaitins put forward the purely

negative form of inference to establish the self-luminosity of

knowledge. This being the position of the Advaita-ATdanta,

the Naiyayikas’ attempt to criticise the purely negative con-

comitance of the Advaita-syllogism is to assail their own position.

Again the condition or iipadhi, as its definition indicates,

cannot be urged in the purely negative form of inference. For

the Fiaiyayikas define condition or updclhi as what covers

the major but not the middle or in other words what invariably

co-exists with the major but not with the middle.’ This being

the essential characteristics of condition or 'upadhi, the condi-

tional concomitance,- to prove its invariable existence in the

major, requires an explanatory example. Xow the question

arises whether this explanatory instance proves the invariable and

universal co-presence of the major and the condition or upadhi in

the suggested minor (/xdt'sa) or elsewhere. If it is to be proved

elsewhere, a sapahsa or an instance homogeneous with the

proven is absolutely required to satisfy the first condition of the

conditional concomitance oi' to prove the universal co-presence

of the major and the suggested condition. But this inference

being purely negative in its character it becomes an impossibi-

lity to adduce any similar example or sapahsa
; co-presence of

the condition and sadhija may, therefore, be proved only in the

suggested minor {pal^sa) of the inference. But the existence

of the major in the minor is a matter of doubt in any syllogistic

reasoning and requires to be proved by inference founded on

these premises. If the presence of the major in the minor is

pre-ascertained, the necessity of inference as well as supposition

of condition become futile.

Condition or upadhi makes the inference impossible. It

vitiates the invariable concomitance or cyapti, the true

foundation of inference, and thereby renders the inference

1 Sa(ihyas._va vjapako } astu lielc-ravj ripakastatlui sa upadhih—Bh. P.

and S. M. S. 1. 80.
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faulty. Now if the existence of the major in the minor be

pre-accepted, inference, as a valid source of proof, becomes

useless and naturally the fjuestion of condition vitiating the

true foundation of vijapti bears no utility of its own. Hence

to prove the validity of inferential proof the presence of the

major in the minor is to be everywhere doubted and to be estab-

lished by the syllogistic reasoning. Again if sadhyavijapakatva

or the co-existence of the major with the condition or upadhi

is proved in the suggested minor or pahsa, it becomes an ad-

mitted fact that the condition exists in the minor and as a result

the co-existence of the condition with the middle is al-o estab-

lished as the presence of the middle in the minor (hetoh

pakscuUiarmatd) is an absolutely necessary condition of the infer-

ence. And in this way the condition becomes a part and parcel

of the syllogism and its own conditional character rendering

the inference faulty, i'^ denied.' Hence the (juestion of L-ijapya-

tvasiddhi or unreality of concomitance cannot arise in the purely

negative form of inference. To estimate the correctness of the

middle {hetu) it is also further observed that the middle term

is not subject to any other form of fallacies which invalidate

the inferential judgment.

The reason or ‘ /mfu ' advanced by the Adxaitijis cannot

The reason or heiu be Called a Contrary {viniddha) one. The

tins is not a contrary coiitrarv rcason IS what goes to prove exactly

the opposite of the thesis it is adduced to

establish. It is defined- in the Nyaya literature as sddhijabhdva-

vijdpijahetu or the middle which exists only wdierein the major

is wanting. The ciniddha hetu therefore does not exist in the

positive instance {sapal;sn) but docs exist in counter-examples

(cipaksa). ‘The lake is fiery because it ha- water’ (hrado

vahniman jalat). In this inferential judgment it may be

1 Na ea pakse -.idhyena any avail taira -adliya-ya adyapi -andigdhatvat

Eiscaye ca siddhaih nah samihitamiti kimupadhih kari-ynti. pakse ea

upadhivrttau sudhanavv apakata ca durvara, etc.—Cit
,
p. 14.
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observed that where there is water there is no fire. Or, in other

words, where w'ater representing the hetii exists, e.g., in the

pond, the negation of fire or sadhyribhdva is apprehended. And

again w^herein fire or the major is cognised, e.g., in a kitchen,

the hetii or water does not exist. This form of reasoning is

styled viruddha or contradictory. The Advaita syllogism escapes

this contradiction because know’ability or vedyatva, w’hich re-

presents ‘ sadhyahhava ’ or the negation of self-luminosity,

the major of the monistic inferential judgment, may exist

in the pot and such other concrete objects but anuhhiititva

or the ‘ hetu ’ of the syllogism, which, as an essential nature,

inheres in consciousness, where in the existence of the major is

only a matter of doubt, cannot reside in the knowable. The

middle term therefore cannot be characterised as sadhyahMcavya-

pyahetu or the cause existing only where there is the negation of

sddhya
;
and it does in no way violate the conditions of valid in-

ference or go to prove the opposite thesis and cannot be called a

contrary one.

It is also not inconclusive or discrepant or anaikantika in

its character. Aymikdniika or inconclusive

is not inconclusive. reasoning Icads to more conclusions than one
;

the conclusion ceases to possess any certainty

and remains therefore as an object of doubt. “ From the ground

of intangibility we may conclude either the eternality or

the non-eternality of sound, since both eternal atoms and

non-eternal cognitions are intaugilde. The middle term is not

pervaded by the major. As the middle term is not uniformly

concomitant with any one alternative, it is called anaikantika in

later logic. Three subdivisions of these are admitted, namely,

() sadhdrana or common, where the middle term is too wdde,

() asadhurdna or the uncommon, where the middle term is too

narrow, (c) anupasa?hhdrin or the indefinite, where the middle

term cannnot be verified. None of the three divisions of the

anaikantika fallacy can find it> way to vitiate the Advaita

syllogism.
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Sadharana anaikdntika has been defined by the Naiyayikas

The middle term is
sddJiijahhdcaDadL- rttihetii or a type of infer-

not too wide.
wbicb the middle term co-exists even

with the negation of the major term, e.g., ‘ the bill is smoky

because it is fiery.’ In this inferential judgment the middle term

fire exists even in the overheated iron ball (ayogolaka) wherein

the major, smoke, is wanting and the middle term being too wide

in its nature the inference is called sadharana anaikdntika or the

common inconclusive. But in the Advaita syllogism under dis-

cussion suaijamprakdsatra or self-luminosity, the major term, is

negated in the knowable, e.g., the pot, etc., but the middle term

cannot be predicated of it because consciousness does not exist

in the pot or such other inert substances ;
and the middle term is

not too wide or sadharana anaikdntika and is therefore distinct

from the common inconehisive.

The middle or ‘ hetu ’ is also not too narrow and the charge

The middle term is
0^ asddhdram anaikdntika cannot be urged in

Lot too narrow. Advaita syllogism. For ‘ the too restricted

reason (asadharana) occurs nowhere outside the subject itself.

Its absence from the opposite instances or counter-examples tends

to establish the validity of the conclusion, but its absence from

the similar instances or examples tends to invalidate the result

which remains therefore a matter of doubt. “ Sound is eternal

because it is audible ” is the standing example of asadharana

anaikdntika fallacy. As we have seen the fallacy is distinguished

in the modern school from the purely negative inference by the

reason that in the fallacy the major term has greater extension

than the other terms, while in the inference which is valid all

three terms have the like extension.” Now in the given inference

audibility or the hetu does neither exist in a similar instance or

in an instance homogeneous with the proven, e.g., the sky,

nor in the counter-example or example heterogeneous with the

proven, e.g., the pot, etc. ;
it exists only in the subject or the

minor and the reason becomes too narrow or asadharana

in its character. The question of too restricted reason cannot
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invalidate the Advaita inference because the inference being purely

negative in its nature has no similar instance or sapahsa to

prove the negation of its middle term in homogeneous cases.

Again the charge of indefinite reasoning or the reasoning

in which the middle term escapes verification
The charge of indefi-

nite reasoning cannot caunot also be brought against the Advaita

syllogism. “ The reason which does not sub-

sume {anupasamhdrin) is that which is alleged of a subject

which is so extensive as to permit neither of examples or

counter-examples, as in “ All is eternal, because it can be

known.” The nature of all forbids the possibility of any uni-

versal concomitance. Or equally well the opposite argument

can be used “All is transitory, because it can be known.” It

is therefore a doubt which makes valid inference an impossibi-

lity. The existence of the middle in the instance heterogeneous

with the proven or ‘r/pa/i.scL or in the instance in which the

negation of the major is doubted, though not ascertained, invali-

dates the syllogistic argument. And to prove the validity of

inference, the possibility of such an existence of the middle

should be denied by the help of ^‘bddha'katarka” or contradictory

reasoning. If there is no counter-reasoning or hadhakatarka to

prevent the existence of the middle in the counter-example or the

example in which the major term is doubted, the reason cannot

lead to a valid inference. In the Advaita syllogism, the Naiya-

yikas contend, consciousness is the minor term and scayam-

prakusiitca or self-himiuosity major term is doubted in the minor,

for otherwise the inference commits the fallacy of siddhasci-

dhanutd and the presence of the middle in the minor (hetoh

pnksadhnnnatd) being one of the conditions of the inferential

judgment the Jietu or the middle term invariably exists in the

minor. Xow’ doubt as a logical category implies two poles

—

(a)

position and (6) negation : and sciyampmkdmtia or the major

term in the Advaita-inference being doubted in the minor, may
be negated in the said minor and the reason becomes an indefi-

nite one.
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To repudiate this charge of indeliniteness of the reason the

Advaitins argue that the position taken up by the Jfaiyayikas

has been rendered faulty by infinite regress and cannot therefore

be accepted. If knowability is urged in consciousness the first

cognition forms the object of the second one and the second of

the third and so on. The A'yaya theory, in this way, cannot

escape the unending question of infinite regress. It is to be

prevented by reasoning or tarka for such an endless regress will

goto prove the non-existent character of consciousness. Hence the

negation of self-luminosity cannot be urged in consciousness and

the inconclusive or indefinite character of the hetu or reason on

the basis of doubt cannot be logically put forward in the Advaita

syllogism. There are, rather, favourable arguments (aniikuJa-

tarka) to posit the monistic view against the standpoint of the

Naiyayikas in which the question of unending regress makes

knowledge itself an impossibility. Contra-arguments or badhaka-

tarka put forward by the Advaitins may refute the Xyaya

standpoint but this does not establish their own theory.

Arguments are therefore necessary in their favour to lead the

Advaitins to a valid result. The Advaitins argue that

there are two points which can be urged by the opponent

school : (0 consciousness is not known at the time when it illu-

mines its objects, or {ii) it is illumined by another conscious-

ness. In the former case cognition remaining totally unknown
and unobserved its validity might easily be questioned by an in-

quisitive mind. Knowledge .lights up its objects and if it is not,

later on, vitiated by falsity, doubt, imagination, etc., then it is an

objectively valid cognition and is therefore capable enough to

satisfy the demands of pragmatic life. Such an empiric know-

ledge not, later on, vitiated by falsity, doubt, etc., goes to prove

the existence of its own self. It is a universally accepted prin-

ciple that the want of the later idea of falsity doubt, etc., with

regard to a thing originates its definite and empirically valid

cognition wdiich is styled pramd or true knowledge as distin-

guished from the faulty or doubtful notion. For example, if the

10
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definite knowledge of the pot is not proved false or doubtful in a

later stage it is taken as definite and pragmatically valid {prama)

notion. When an inquisitive mind observes a thing and forms

a judgment ‘ I have seen a thing,’ the thing shines forth and

knowledge also is apprehended at the time of the enlightening

of objects. For otherwise there would arise the possibility of

doubt or falsity as regards the knowledge which lights up the

object. But a normal mind never suspects the definiteness of

knowdedge when the objects of knowledge satisfy the pragmatic

demands of life. Want of falsity or doubt, etc., therefore, stamps

knowdedge with a degree of reality. As a source of pragmatic

usage therefore it is also self-shining or self-illuminated. Denial

of illumination of knowledge at the time w'hen it lights up its

objects w'ould invalidate its nature and w'ould put a stop to all

endeavours. It is rather an absurdity to suppose that knowledge

whose only essential nature is illumination illumines or lights up

things and it itself remains totally unnoticed and unobserved.^

The second alternative which represents the viewpoint of the

Nyaya can in no w'ay escape the question of the unending

regress. Hence the only way out is to accept the Advaita view

of self-luminosity.

Yacaspati in his BhaiuatJ also estahllshesthe scaijamprakasa-

tva of knowledge by a different though very in-
\aca3pat1 s Mew.

teresting piece of dialectic : what is the nature

^ Some Western thinkers a!so advocate the similar view. Cf.

Varisco :
“ That I may know, it is necessary that I should be conscious, that

I should know that I know.” It follows that the act of consciousness

proves the reality of itself and of the thinking subject (Know Thyself, p. 5).

Bonatelli the Italian philosopher observes that in the knowledge of any

fact there are given together the knowledge of the fact and the fact of

knowledge.

Cf. Hamilton :

‘‘ An act of knowledge may be expressed by the

formula ‘I know' an act of consciousness by the formula ‘I know that I

know but, as it is impossible for us to know without at the same time

knowing that I know, so it is impossible to know that we know without

our actually knowing.”
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of the cognition in which the object (artha) and the self are re-

vealed? he asks. Is it self-reve iling (svapmkasa) or other-revealed

(jada) ? If it is taken as other-revealed {jada), then the whole world

would be steeped in darkness being without a revealer ; for the

object and the self being both taken as revealed are jada and the

cognition itself being now taken as other revealed also becomes

jada and there would be no revealer.^ Xow can it be held

that the samvit or consciousness, though itself not self-revealing,

reveals the objects and the self just as the eye though not seeing

itself sees everything else ;
for what is meant by this revelation

of objects is nothing but the production of their cognition

or awareness (jiianajanana) and if the cognition is supposed to

be not self-revealing, the knowledge of a thing becomes

impossible. In short revelation means nothing but the

generation of a process of consciousness and if consciousness

itself is not self-revealing, then the case for all revelation is

lost. Hence Vacaspati urges that samvit must be regarded

as depending not on anything else for its revelation.^ But

here a new difficulty crops up : Even supposing that samvit

is self-revealed, how does this self-revealing character help

the revelation of objects that are essentially jada? These

objects cannot be revealed simply because they are brought

into relation with the self-revealing consciousness ; for a

mere relation with something self-revealed does not qualify the

objects unrevealed for being revealed. To argue like this is

the same as arguing that because the son is a learned man,

' Bhatuati, p. 35, Bombay Edition.

Yo’yamartliaprakasali phalam, yasminnarthasca atma ca prathete, sa

kim jadah, svayarhprakaso va, jadascit visayatmanavapi jadaviti kasmin

kiiii prakaseta avisesat, iti praptamandhyamasesasya jagatah.

Ibid, p. 35 :

Na ca niiinameva vijiianamarthutmanau juapayati caksuradivaditi

vacyam. jfiapanam hi juanajananam, janitauca jnanam jadam sat nokta-

dusanamativarteteti, evamuttarottaranyapi juanani jadanity anavastha

tasmadaparadhinaprakasa saiiivit upetavyu.
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therefore the father also is learned.^ Mere relation is not

enough ; the relation has to be further determined ; if it were

so, the self-revealing consciousness would reveal everything

at the same time which is as absurd as the above argument.

If however it is argued that it is the nature of samcit that it

reveals itself only in conjunction with the revelation of objects

and the self and that there is no revelation of scum it where

there is no revelation of objects and the self, the A’edantist

replies that if the revelation of objects and self is different

from the samcit, then the self-revealing character of samcit

also would disappear since it has to depend on something other

than itself for its revelation. If how’ever it is not different

from samcit, then the revelation of objects and self being not

different from sc/mrif becomes identical with suth n't and there

is no force in the argument.^ Besides, the consciousness

of absent objects such as the past and the future cannot be

simultaneous or in conjunction with the objects themselves.

And what is more gross material things cannot be object of

the self which is of the nature of pure consciousness— these

material things being always perceived as external having

extension and magnitude and pure consciousness being felt

to be wholly internal having no extension and magnitudes

Hence the only right conclusion to be drawn is that the object

as something different from self-revealing consciousness is

indefinable in character.^ This revelation or consciousness has

^ Bhamatl p. 36;

Tat kini putrah pandita iti pitafii pandito’stu.

2 Bhamati, p. SO:

Saliarthatmaprokasena snihvit prakaso na tu arthaprakasarn vineti

tifsyali svabhuva iti cet, tat kiiii samvido bkinnau samvidatmaprakasau ?

tiitfaa ca na svayaiiiprakaba sarhvit, na ca samvidarthatmaprakasa iti,

atha sarhvidarthatinaprakaiau samvido na bhidyete, samvideva tau

tilths c;t na vivaksitarthasiddhih

Bhamatl, p. 37 :

Tasmat eandre iinubbuyamana iva dvitiyascandramah svuprakasa-

daiivu’rtho’nirvacaniya cveti yuktainutpaijamah.
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no internal division of its own and the division of the object

which is indefinable (anircacya) cannot introduce any division

into consciousness which is determinate and definable ; for

that would mean determination of the determinate by some-

thing indefinable which is an absurdity.^ Hence the A’edanta

concludes that there is no revelation of the conscious or the un-

conscious as such by another, that pure consciousness is self-

revealing and the object becomes revealed only when it is

in illusory identification (tadutmijadhijasa) with pure conscious-

ness.

Prakasatman in his Yivarana corroborates the same by

saying that consciousness (samvit) is self-revealing and that its

self-revelation is not due to any other self-revealing cause." It

is, on account of this natural self-revelation of consciousness,

that its objects also appear as self-revealing.” Padmapada also

in his Pancapadika means the same thing when be states that

the self is of the nature of pure self-revealing consciousness.

When this consciousness appears in connection with other objects

and manifests them it is called experience {anuhhaca), and when

it is by itself it is called the self or atmand

Anandabodha Bhattarakacarya further observes that if at

the time when an object is known, knowledge itself were not

revealed, then there might arise the doubt “ Have I known or

have I not ?” “Did I see or did I not Ho one however has

* Bhilmati, p. 37 :

Na ca anirvacyarthabhedah prakasaiii nirvacyam bhettumarhati

atiprasangat.

^ Sariivedanaiii tu svayarh-prakasa evana prakasantarahetuh.

P.V., p. .52.

® Tasmad anubhavah bajatiyaprakasantaranirapeksah prakasamana

eva visaje prakksadivyavaharanimittam bbavitumarhati avyavadhanena

visaye prakasadivyavahra-aniiaittatvat.

—

IhiiJ, 52.

Tasuific eitsvabbava evatma tena tena prameya-bbtuena upadbi

yaniaao’ nubbavabbidhaniyakaiii labhate avivaksiiopadhiratmadisabdaih,

P.P.p. 19.
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such a doubt. Thus it stands to reason that knowledge itself is

revealed when an object is apprehended. Now admitted that

knowledge is revealed, it may still be doubted w'hether it is

revealed by anuvijavasdya or after-cognition as held by the

Naiyayikas or by jmtatd or cognisedness as held by Kumarila

Bhatta or whether it is self-revealed. If knowledge is sup-

posed to be revealed by another cognition then that cogni-

tion itself will require, for its revelation, another cognition

and so there will be unending regress.^ Even when it is said

that knowledge is inferred from jndnajanya-jmtatd, the question

arises ;

“ Does jndtatd generate knowledge being itself unrevealed

or does it generate knowledge being itself revealed simultane-

ously with it ? ” If jndtatd were unrevealed at the time of

knowledge then there would arise the doubt, “ Did I cognise the

fact or did I not ? But no such doubt arises. A.nd if cognised-

ness (jndtatd) is revealed simultaneously with knowdedge, then

the objection would be that simultaneity is not possible as one

is the effect of the other. Cognisedness being the product of

knowdedge and knowdedge being inferred from cognisedness,

knowdedge and cognisedness are not simultaneous
; the one

1 (a) Vijuanamarthaprakasasamaye prakasate tadupaclhavanantaram

sandehajogyatvat arthavat, prakasamauatabhyupagame tu yadi vijnananta-

radhlnamasya prakasanaiii tadaiva tatrapi vijiTaQantaramavasyambhavI-

tyanavastha prasajyeta, na ca asti ekadaiva anantavijnanapratibhasah

—Ny. M. K., pp. l;:8-139.

(b) Adyasamvedanasya vedanantaravedaniyatve anavasthaprasan-

galaksana-tarkopakrtauulambhadeva tasya abhavasiddhau parisesat svapra-

kasatasiddhih, uktanca—Asamvittau vitterna khalu tadupadhivyavahrtih,

pratitavanyasyam prasabiiamanavastha prasarati iti.

—Pr. M., pp. 14-15.

Cf. Mmd, 1908, p. 33;—
“ To affirm that all cognition is mediate in this sense leads inevitably

to a vicious circle. If mediate cognition could only be mediated bv

cognition which are themselves merely mediate, knowledge could never

get a start. It is as if one should say that, in building a wall, every brick

must be laid on the top of another brick and none directly on the ground.
’ ’
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produces the other so that knowledge is inferred from cognised-

ness which again being produced by knowledge there would be

the fallacy of Itaretarasraya or mutual dependence. Again

when an object is cognised, there is said to be produced in the

object a peculiar property called cognisedness ov jhatata, and so

when this cognisedness is known, there will be produced another

cognisedness in that cognisedness, and so on ad inpiitum. If,

to avoid such an infinite regress, cognisedness be regarded as

self-luminous it may as well be argued that the cognition itself

is self-luminous.^

This self-luminous character of knowledge has also been

advocated by the Jaina and Buddhist thinkers in their theory of

knowledge.

Buddhist thinkers hold that all consciousness, cognition

{citta) and feelings (caitta) are known by them-
Self-cogoition or

.

°

scasamvedanam of sel'’6s; 01' in otherwords they are self-trans-
the Buddhists.

i i i ^
parent and seli-lurainous.- Consciousness is

diametrically opposed to matter in this that it is of the nature of

illumination like the luminary in the firmament, wTereas matter

is veiled and hidden by a constitutional darkness. The being of

consciousness is its illumination, its luminosity and so it cannot

be unknowm. Consciousness thus differs from dead unfeeling

and unthinking matter which has no light in itself. The im-

materiality of consciousness carries with it the prerogative of

self-revelation and does not connote any subject-object relation in

its constitution, which its very immateriality precludes. Matter

alone can be divided and consciousness can be consciousness only

if it refuses to be split up into compartments, which the subject-

object relation involves. So self-luminosity of consciousness

1 Yatlia ca arthe jiiayamane jfiritata, tatha jiiatatayatnapi juayamfi-

nuyam juatatantaramityanavastha, atha iyarii svaprakasa jfiane kah pra-

clvesah.—Ny. K. P., 97, Benares Edn.

" Sarvatn citta-caitla namatma-sarhvedanam.

3 (a) Vijuanam jadarupebhyo vyavrttam upajayate

Idanitvatmasaiiivittirasya ya’jadarupaUl.
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does not connote a bifurcation of consciousness into a subject

and object, wliicli would be absurd in a single unit. Con-

sciousness and self-consciousness, therefore, are interchangeable

terms. The light of consciousness makes the dead matter

shine and if the consciousness is supposed to be hidden

and veiled in and by itself, there is no knowing how

knowledge can arise at all. Dharmaklrti has very pertinently

observed “perception of an object is impossible if perception itself

is unperceived.” ^ If cognition cannot shine in its own light but

only in the borrowed light of another cognition, how can the

second cognition, which equally lacks original light like the first,

make it shine ? Certainly there must be light somewhere and

if it is supposed to belong to some remote cognition, what is the

barm if it is he conceded to the first ? If you deny original

light to any cognition whatsoever, perception of objective

reality wall become impossible, as darkness cannot be removed

by darkness. And the alternative ol shining in borrowed light is

exposed to the charge of regressus ad infinitn})i. The contention

that a cognition reveals its object, though lying unknown by

itself, like the sense-organ, has been proved to be a colossal

hoax. A cognition reveals objects, which are foreign to it, only

because it is self-revealing iike light. The subject-object relation

does not exist and so there is no dichotomy in consciousness. It

is immediate in all knowdedge and is not known like an external

object. Its nature is to be revealed and revealing. It shines,

it sheds lustre and all things coming in contact with it are revealed.

To say that I do not perceive consciousness in perceiving an

object is tantamount to saying that I do not know if I have a

Krivr.krii'dkahhrivena na svasaihvittirabVaUi

Eka-.yriDariiiarupasya trairupy Inupapattitah.—Ta. S., Sis. 2000-2(101.

(hi Xaii. grriliakabhaveua atniRsaiiiveilanam abliipreiaui, kiiii tarhi,

svayaiii prakrtya prakasatiiiataya nabhavihalavarty alokavat.

—Ta. S. P., SI. 2000.

Apratyaksopalambha^ya narthadrstili prasidhyati.
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tongue or not. Argument will be lost upon Mm—a human
statue in stone, who perceives an object but is not conscious that

he perceives it.^ To say, therefore, that the object ia known and
not the fact of knowledge is to talk nonsense. The contention,

that awareness is only implicit in objective perception and so

knowledge is not always of the form ‘I know the object,’ but it

is simply of the object, does not prove that the knowledge is un-

known. Implicit or explicit awareness is always self-awareness.

The reference to the subject and the object in a judgment is a

question of emphasis and is possible only if there is a recognition

of the fact of knowledge. So the self transparency of knowledge

is the presupposition of all knowledge and cannot be denied

without denying the very possibility of knowledge.*

Prabhacandra in Ms prameyakamalamartanda, strongly

criticises the Nyaya-Vaisesika view that “cog-
The Jaina bosition. . -p , , , ,

nition is manifested by another cognition

since it is an object of knowledge like a cloth.”- The argu-

ment that a cognition is cognised by another cognition is refuted

by the fact that pleasure is self-cognised and also by the fact

that the cognition of God though not cognised by another cog-

nition is valid. If however, it be held that cognition of God is

cognised by another cognition then that will involve unending

regress.^ If this infinite regress is sought to be avoided on

the assumption that there are two cognitions in God, one cog-

nises the universe and the other cognises that cognition, then

1 {a) Bodhe’pyanubhavoyasya na kathancana jayate

tarn katharh bodhayet sastrarii lostarnaarasamakrfcim.

ih) Jihva me’sii nave’tyuktir lajjayai kevalaria yatha

na budhyate inayabodho boddhavya iti tadrsi.

Cf. PancadasI, 111, 19-20.

2 Jflanam Jnanuntaravedyam prameyatvab patavat.

3 Vide Pr. K. M., p. 34.

* For the Buddhist exposition. I am highly indebted to my friend and

colleague Dr. Satkari Mukherjee, m.a., ph. d., Lecturer in Sanskrit and

Buddhist Philosophy, Calcutta University.

11
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the answer is that the assumption is absurd as two cognitions of

the same nature and existing as long as the object endures are

nowhere found. Even if the assumption be supposed possible in

God, the question is “ Is the second cognition perceived or not ?

if it be not perceived how then can it reveal the first cognition?
”

if it be held that even though itself unperceived it can cognise

the first cognition then the first cognition though not perceived

may also cognise the object
;

if it be held that the second cogni-

tion is perceived then the question arises “ Is it perceived by

itself or another ? ” If it be perceived by itself then this capa-

city may also be attributed to the first cognition. If it be per-

ceived by another, i. e., a third cognition, then there will be the

fallacy of infinite regress. If the second cognition be perceived

by the first and the first by the second then there will be the

fallacy of mutual dependence {anyonijasraxjatvam)

}

More-

over, does the second cognition arise when the first cognition

exists or after its disappearance ? In the first case there will be

two simultaneous cognitions which is absurd. In the second

case, what will the second cognition perceive ? If it be said

that the non-existent first cognition is perceived by the second

cognition then the cognition becomes false as its object is non-

existent. Similarly, in human consciousness, is the second cog-

nition perceived or not ? If perceived, is it perceived by itself

or by another cognition ? If it be perceived by itself then we

may as well attribute the capacity of self-perception to the first

cognition. If it be perceived by another it will lead to infinite

regress. If it be not perceived then how can it perceive the first

cognition ? If it be said that unperceived second cognition per-

ceives the first cognition as the sense organs though themselves

unperceived, produce apprehension of objects, then why should

not the first cognition though unperceived perceive the objects ?
^

Thus the assumption of a second cognition is useless.

‘ Vide Pr. K. M., p. 34.

2 Vide Pr. K. M., p. 34-37.
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To obviate all difficulties, it must be held that consciousness is

self-revealed. In the case of God his cognition in apprehending

the universe apprehends itself. Self-revelation is inherent in the

nature of consciousness as such, whether divine or humand

^ N.B .—In order to give an insight into the incisiveness and subtlety

displayed by Indian thinkers, it was felt necessary to give this rather

elaborate logical disputation about the nature of svaprakasatva or self-reveal-

ing character of knowledge. Sometimes it does happen, as is natural, that

in their enthusiasm to pick holes in the armour of the opponent, they lose

sight of the main point and wander into byeways but on the whole the

argument never misses or ignores the challenge but tries to meet it fairly

and squarely.



CHAPTEK III

Validity of Knotvledge

The most important question which demands our attention

in the epistemological survey is the validity of knowledge. We
derive knowledge every day from different sources, e.g., percep-

tion, inference, authority, etc., but in every case validity consti-

tutes the chief problem. The question invites keen interest of

the epistemologists in the domain of Indian Philosophy because

the teachers of ndian Philosophy Idiffer widely in recording how

far the claim of epistemology is sustained and justified. Both

as regards the nature, validity and sources of knowledge the

opinion of the sister schools of Philosophy are divergent.

Our task, in the present thesis, is to examine these different

theories of knowdedge and to estimate their respective position

in the science of knowledge.

As regards the validity of knowledge there are chiefly two

issues in Indian thought, (i) ‘ svatah jpramanijavada’ or the

theory which advocates the truth or validity of knowledge as

self-constituted and self-evident, and (ii) ‘ paratah-pramanya-

rada ’—a theory which maintains that the validity of knowledge

is borrowed or imported from without. Knowledge does not

carry with it its own conviction of proof. Its validity depends

upon something else which does not itself constitute knowledge.

The term ‘ rada
’

means the bone of contention upon which

the teachers of philosophy form divergent opinions and about

which they are divided among themselves.

(1) The Samkhya school maintains that both validity and

non-validity, proof and disproof, are inherent in the cognition

itself. (2) Naiyayikas hold that both are proved by something

else, i.e., by extraneous cau.ses as inference, etc, (3) The
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Buddhists are of opinion that invalidity inheres in all cognitions

but validity is established by something else. (4) Mlmarhsists

and A^edantists believe that validity is self-evident and invalidity

is determined by extraneous causes/

Explanation of the

theory.

An elaborate treatment of the question requires a fuller

account of pmmanija or validity as a philo-

sophical concept. What ‘ pramanya ’ connotes

is a problem which faces us here. And diver-

gent opinions which have been formed by the teachers of Indian

Philosophy are mainly due to their different conceptions of

praina and pramana in the theory of knowledge. To estimate

the nature of validity as advocated by the teachers of Indian

thought what demands our attention first is the nature of prama

or true knowledge to which priirndnija or validity is assigned

as its essential nature or property. If the definitions advanced

by the different schools of philosophy are critically view'ed, two

striking features are revealed. Knowledge which reveals the

nature of things as they are {ijathcihhuta) and which is not

sublated {ahadhita) is called prama or valid.- Eevelation of

objects in their true perspective and correspondence of ideas with

objects are essential marks of valid apprehension. This corres-

pondence of ideas to objects, the Naiyayikas hold, cannot

straightaway be known. One has to infer this correspondence

from the capacity of knowledge to lead to successful action.

Validity is determined by an appeal to facts. Knowledge is an

incitement to action. It unfolds to us an object which may be

desirable, or undesirable, or indifferent. The percipient subject

is not a purely passive spectator interested in mere contemplation

^ Pramanatvapramanatve svatah Samkhyah samasritah

Naiyayikasle paratafi Saugatascaramam svatah,

Prathamam paratah prahuh pramanyarh Vedavadinah

Pramanatvam svatah prahuh paratascupramanatam.

—S.D.S., p. 279, Abhyahkar Edn.
2 ‘ Pra ’-Valid, ‘ Ma ’-Knowledge.
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of things. He is eager to attain desirable objects and to avoid

undesirable ones. The Naiyayikas here agree with the modern

pragmatists in their view that “ Knowledge has its basis in the

practical needs of human life and its validity lies in the practical

results in which it issues.” The study of the Nyaya theory of

knowledge reveals the fact that truth of validity of knowledge

depends upon its relation to facts it reveals, and the relation is

one of agreement and correspondence inferred from the working

of ideas, our knowledge leads us to action. When by acting

according to it we attain the desired object we call it valid

knowledge; w’hen we fail to attain it we call it invalid

knowdedge. So from consequences we infer causes. Here we

see that paratah-pramdnija of the Naiyayikas is a logical

necessity. Thus this successful issue of knowledge is the ratio

cognoscendi that it is valid.

The question may be viewed from another standpoint :

“ Truth is prior to verification. A judgment is true, not because

it is verified by an appeal to facts ; but it is verified because it

is true.” When the problem of validity is tested from this stand-

point, it is clear that the validity of knowledge as revealed

by the inference from its pragmatic utility presupposes that

the truth of knowledge was already pre-existing independent-

ly of such inference and it is in this sense that knowledge

may be said to be self-valid. In other words pragmatic

utility merely reveals and confirms the pre-existent truth of

knowledge. Hence a!^ regards the ratio-essendi or origin,

validity w^as already there in knowdedge. The question whether

such self-validity is due to the inherent elements of knowledge

itself or is the result of extraneous elements is a different prob-

lem which requires separate treatment. Savara, the great

exponent of the Purva-MimamsS, and his followers Prabhakara,

Kumarila and teachers of the Vedanta, who advocate the self-

established authority of the Vedas, maintain the self-evident

character of knowledge as an imperative demand of logic. We
shall try to give an account of their respective positions when we
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shall deal with their standpoints. It is here noted only by way

of introduction how those tw’o theories svatah-pmmanya and

paratah-pramdnija came into being in the study of epistemology.^

This analysis of the problem of validity in Indian noetics

rests on two well-known principles, viz., (i) appeal to facts and

1 N. B.—It is significant and interesting to note that even in the

domain of Western Philosophy we have almost parallel theories about the

validity of knowledge. The Pragmatic and the Picalistic school in modem
Philosophy advocates the theory of Paratah-pramanya and Arthakriyakditva

of the Nyiiya and Buddhist school. Thus -James in his Pragmatism, p. 201,

says “ Truth happens to an idea. It becomes true, is made true by events.

Its verity is in fact an event, a process : the process namely of its verify-

ing itself, its verification. Its validity is the process of its valid action.”

See also the meaning of truth, pp. 200, 222. Prof. Dewey says, ” The true

means the verified and means nothing else.” Prof. Watts Cunningham

in his Problems of Philosophy, p. 120, also explaining the pragmatic test

of truth asserts ‘‘Utility is the criterion of truth. A judgment is made true

by being verified and apart from its verification it cannot in any intelligible

sense be said to be either true or erroneous. Similarly, Joachim in the

Nature of Truth, p. 19, in explaining the correspondence theory writes : A
judgment is true, if the thoughts whose union is the Judgment ‘correspond

’

to the facts whose union is the ‘real ’ situation which is to be expressed.

My Judgment is true if my ideas, asserted by me in my Judgment, corres-

pond to the facts. But my ideas are ‘real ’ and ‘real ’ not simply in the

sense that they are certain events actually happening in my psychical

history. For it is not gaa-psyohical events that my ideas correspond with

the facts and in corresponding are true.” Similarly an adumbration of the

conception of srafali-prawdaT/a might also be traced here and there. Thus

Joachim in his Nature of Truth while criticising the correspondence theory

and explaining the neo-Logic and Metaphysics of the Realistic school

as represented by BSrtrand Russell and G. E. Moore writes ; ‘‘Truth is

what it is independently, whether any mind recognizes it or not.” (P. 13.)

‘‘ We do not create truth, but only find it ; we could not find it if it were

not there and in a sense independent of our finding.” (Pp. 13, 14. p. 20.)

‘‘A truth is independently of my thinking it, and again, in independence of

the process through which I come to think it.” ‘‘ Truth is discovered, not

invented.” It must however be recognised that the similarity of the Nyaya

and Buddhist position with that cf the Pragmatists does not go far enough.

A judgment is true or false because of its own causes and conditions and its

truth or falsity is made known by verification or contradiction.
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correspondence on the one hand and excessive belief in the

maxim, (ii) that ‘a power by itself non-existent cannot be

brought into existence by another,^ on the other. It is fur-

ther significant that Buddhists propounded their theory of

validity on the basis of the first principle while the Samkhyists

take their stand on the second in explaining their viewpoint.

Thus Buddhist thinkers in explaining the valid nature of

Expianitioa of the
e^Pcrience lay stress on correspondence, and

Buddhist view. Workability is the only test of truth in their

theory. Right knowledge is uncontradicted knowledge [avisam-

- mdijhmxa) which enables us to attain the knowledge.’^ Attain-

ment of objects means successful activity in regard to the objects

and implies understanding them in their true perspective.

Dharmottara thinks that the object attained is not identical

with the object known, for the object attained is different from

the object known, because the latter does not exist when

the former is attained though they belong to the same stream or

series.

The Buddhists and the Naiyayikas agree in this that they

accept practical efficiency or “arlh'ikriiiaharitcam’’ as the test

of truth. The relation of facts and ideas of the Buddhists, how-

ever, differ from that advocated by the Naiyayikas. It should

be remembered that the Buddhists hold that invalidity inheres

in all cognitions but validity is established by something ex-

traneous; for, according tj the metaphysics of the Buddhists,

3unijam or UnirersaJ void is the liighest truth. And in order to

establish this position. Nagarjuna, the greatest Bauddha dialecti-

cian, has shown that everything is full of contradictions admit-

ting of no logical scrutiny. Nagarjuna thus assailing the

realistic po.sition, establishes the Bauddha theory that the inherent

nature of knowledge is bound to be invalid and validity in any

^ Nalii svato’sati ^aktih kartumanyena sakyate.

—S. V. Codanastitra verse 47.

- Pramanatnavisamvadi jiianamartha-kriyasthitih avisaiiivadanarniti.

—Tarkikaraksa, p. 14.
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particular case can only be established as due to extraneous causes.

In the Buddhist epistemology knowledge is studied from its two

different aspects : (i) knowledge transcendental, and (ii) experi-

ence immanent. Knowledge from the metaphysical standpoint

is momentary, svalaksana and ninikalpa. Experience, how-

ever, has some practical validity as it leads to the attainment

of the object Dharmakirti speaks of this kind of practical

knowledge as pramajnana or right knowledge. Sauiyanjfiana or

true knowledge, Dharmakirti observes, is the invariable ante-

cedent to the attainment of all a man desires to have.^

When with the presentation of any knowledge we get the

object presented by it, we may be said to have right knowledge.

The process of knowledge starts with the perceptual presentation

and ends with the attainment of objects represented by it and

fulfilment of some practical need. There are five stages in the

acquisition of experience.

(I) The presentation of the object, i.e., pure sensations as

“something” which causes these sensations of sight and touch,

etc., by stimulating the appropriate nerves, i.e., the book.

(II) Representation—In this stage ideas from memory due

to past experiences are called up and associated with the pure

sensations so as to make them intelligible by bringing them

under different categories of genus, differentia, etc., such as this

sensation-giving object belongs to the book class and so on.

(III) In the next stage, there is a consciousness that this

object may serve some good purpose {Istasadhanatajhanam)

.

(IV) In the fourth stage there is the prompting of desire

in response to it.

(Y) In the last stage there is an activity in accordance with

the prompting to realise the object following the direction of know'-

ledge. It is this realisation which is called arthakriycikdritvam

of knowledge and determines its validity from the practical

’ Samyaginana-purvilifi hi sarvapuruslirthasiddhih.—Xyayavindu, p. 3.

12
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standpoint. This cuthakriinikarilvcun is almost the same as the

test of workability of the Western Pragmatists.^ This, in its

extreme form, implies that no perception or knowledge can be

regarded as in any way valid unless it leads to the realisation of

objects fulfilling the need which it was meant to fulfil. This

however to be rather an extreme position even from the Buddhistic

standpoint. Por how^ could we then explain perception w’hen

it is not accompanied by the effort to test it by practical

efficiency? If the knowledge of the object is not put to the test

by practical effort are you to reject it as invalid? Obviously this

cannot be so
;

for a very large number of perceptions is never

put to such actual practical test. Therefore it w’ould seem

that all that the Buddhists mean to imply by this arthakri-

ydkaritvam is that perception or knowledge gained thereby must

be capable of being verified in some practical manner when occa-

sion arises. It is this difficulty which leads Dharmottara to

make a distinction between the right knowledge which is the

immediate antecedent of attainment iariliakriijdnirhluisam) and

that which leads to attainment through certain intermediate

stages {arthakrhjdsamarthc ca prarartakam)

.

Thus though pure sensations are nireikaJpa still perceptions

as they enter into our experience would seem to involve many

notions which elaborate the sensations which w’e receive. But

the question is : Are the notions to be regarded as real and

empirically valid or are they to be looked upon as creation of

mere imagination and therelore as utterly illusory ?

An analysis of the perceptual process will reveal how' the

Nature v( notion? iiotions eutcr iiito oiu' perception and make
wtikh make ku^w- * i i t i •

,

ledge concrete and oiw Knowledge coiicrete and determinate,
determinate Whenever anything is presented it excites and

revives the memory of similar past impressions through sponta-

neous suggestive forces of the w'ord implying the object {sabda

1 Cf. .James’ Pragmatism, p. 2i)l.

True ideas are these that we can assimilate, validate, corroborate and

Verify. False ideas are those that we cannot.
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smrti). As soon as these impressions are recalled they help to

revive some non- sensuous elements such as the notion of sub-

stance, universality and particularity, etc. The sensuous or

presentative elements are then synthesised with these non- sensu-

ous elements and the object is apprehended as a substance having

attributes, as a particular belonging to a certain genus, and as a

whole having parts and so on.

These non-sensuous elements being subjective contributions

without any objective counterpart have not got that particular

vividness and distinctness which is the distinguishing mark of

the sensuous element (visadavabhasa). They, however, by

virtue of their synthesis with the ^nsuous elements appear to

be apprehended as equally vivid, distinct and objective and

ordinary minds therefore fail to notice the distinction between

sensuous and non-sensuous elements in perception and their

notions of universality, etc., are regarded as extramental. Thus

it is their association with sensuous elements which makes them

appear as sensuous and objective. Non-sensuous elements there-

fore shine with a light not their own but borrowed from the

sensuous ones. Perception involves both sensuous or presenta-

tive and non-sensuous or representative elements. The problem

therefore arises—as to how are we to construe and explain the

origin and nature of these non-sensuous notions ?

Perception is the result of the conjunction of the organ of

sense and the object. But neither the sense-organ nor the

object has any capacity to act upon the non-sensuous elements

by appealing through memory. For by the time the non-sensu-

ous elements are revived and integrated with the sensuous ones,

the operations of the organs of sense will have ceased. The

subsequent apprehension of the revived elements cannot therefore

be said to be due to those operations. The -ubject alone has

the function and capacity to revive the^e element- through

memory. Hence the -o-called -en-uou- apprehensions of the

universal, etc., by means of the -en-e::^ is erroneous.^

1 Indriyartlia-samarthyajam juanam pratyaksam, na cendriyasyar-
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If sensuous apprehension of the universals, etc., were at all

possible, it must be due to the sense-organs acted upon by the

object characterised by universality, etc., present in the object or

by these revived notions (smamnasahitendriijajam) or by the

object and the revived notions operating together. In the first

case, the universal, etc., not being in touch with the sense-organ

could not be sensuously apprehended, in the second case, they

would be apprehended simultaneously with the sensuous processes

waiting for the revival of the word images and the notions but

that is absurd. In the third case the resulting apprehension

would not be sensuous but a combination of sensuous and non-

sensuous elements.

Deeper metaphysical speculation shows that the so-called

universality, substance, etc., do not exist as eternal self-existent

realities and that these very notionsof universality, substantiality,

etc., involve antinomies and contradictions. Hence in the ab-

sence of such realities, any sensuous apprehension thereof, even

though certified to be valid by sense •p'^rception for the time

being must be regarded as erroneous
;
for obviously what does

not exist at all is unfit to occasion any sense-perception.^

Thus it is clear that what appears to be a substance having

attribute, as a thing having parts and so on, is not an extra-

mental fact, but something built up by the subject out of

elements contributed from within.

-

An analysis of the notions as involved in the mental processes

reveals that there are some notions which have an objective basis

and reference while there are others which are purely subjective

being the products of imagination. Thus there are two distinct

thasya va smartuiii samarthyam, savikalpanea smrtya krstam jatyadi
yojanaya upajayate.

—Xyayaratnakara, p. 161.
' Vide Upaskara, 8-1-2.

- Evametah pravartante vasanamatra-nirmitah

Kalpitalika-bhedadi-prapancah paflca kalpanah.

—Ny. M. P., 94.
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groups of notions, according to the author of Xyaya-manjarl—one

idantagralii apprehended as implying an objective reference,

the other anidantagrahi implying no such objective refer-

ence. The first group comprises notions of universality, sub-

stantiality, etc., for they are apprehended though erroneously

as something sensuous and objective and implying extra-

mental reality. The second group includes the processes

which are purely subjective implying no objective validity

(chdtramanoratha-viracita). The Buddhistic schools call both

the kinds of notions, vikaJpa^ or notions wrongly apprehended.

This the Buddhistic schools maintain by showing how these

notions enter into our knowledge though they have no metaphy-

sical validity.^

This is what may be called the phenomenal aspect of know-

ledge or the aspect in which knowdedge appears to us. Knowledge,

in this sense, is dependent or pratnntm and is the work of the

understanding and its categories having validity only within

experience. Thus the phenomenal existence of the world with

its distinctions of subject and object is accepted by the Buddhis-

tic thinkers; and judgments are formed to explain the empiric

experience w^hich helps our life progress. When such experience

answers the need of our practical life it is called valid, other-

wise it is invalid. What is called valid or normal knowledge is,

from the standpoint of the Buddhistic metaphysics, invalid as

the categories themselves which form the so-called valid judg-

ments are erroneous or false. Buddhists have emphasised the

false character of all existence consistently with their views of

non-validity of all knowledge {svatahpramdnya)

.

In analysing the viewpoints of Dharmottara and Dharma-

Criticism of the

Buddhists’ validity of

knowledge.

kirti it appears that the Buddhist thinkers take

their stand only on the workability (artha-

kriijdlidritvam) of knowledge. Determinate

1 sarva evami vikalpah paramarthataharlham na sprsantyeva vikalpah

svabhavata eva vastusamsparsakausalasunyatmana iti.

—Ny. M.P., 297,
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knowledge or experience by itself is from the standpoint of

the Bauddha metaphysics, erroneous and its erroneous character

has been justified by their explanation of determinate factors of

knowledge. But our experience of the pragmatic life, which

enables us to attain the object and is therefore uncontradicted,

is taken as valid. The only test of truth is its verification.’

Experience is verified because it is true. Verification is

not the cause or guarantee of truth. In that case, some forms

of valid experience themselves would be divorced from the cate-

gory of validity. For example, the inferential knowledge which

goes to establish the objects of past and future apprehension is

to he taken as invalid in its nature as at the time of inference

the verification of par,t and future objects becomes an impossibi-

lity. And again if such an inferential knowledge is denied

validity, then the definition of validity based on verification

becomes too narrow. The definition becomes also too wide as

it will include smrti or memory knowledge if memory-knowledge

is to be excluded from the category of valid knowledge or pra-

mcijnana—for in memory verification cannot be questioned.

Uddyotakara thus says that practical efficiency is not, how’ever,

the sole test of truth. There is such a thing as inferential

validity. The Xaiyayika definition of pramajhanam thus

does not deny validity to past and future facts w'here the test of

practical efficiency is inapplicable, nor does it include smrti-

jmnain or memory-knowledge which is placed in a different

category as fonrtijuawun is based on samskdra only {samskdra-

nidtrajanii:tm jiirninh s}nrtih). This will be made clearer when

judging the Xaiyayika position.

The Samkhya -chonl advocates the doctrine “exnihilo nihil

Samki.ya con-eptLn
” the existeiit cannot come out of the non-

existent nor can the non-existent come out of

* yatliavagatartha-prapakatvamavisam^ aclakatvarh pramanyamiti.

—Ny. ibP., 24,

2 (a I FiJt Tarkikaraksa of Varadaraja, p. 14.

[h) Nyajamaujari. p. 24.
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the existent. The effect persists in the cause in an unmanifest-

ed state. What is valid is always valid and what is invalid is

always invalid. Validity inheres in valid knowledge and invali-

dity inheres in invalid knowledge. Validity and invalidity

are therefore to be admitted in knowledge. Pre-existence of

validity and invalidity before manifestation follows from the

Samkhya theory of causation or Satkanjavadah.

In every determinate cognition we have two elements in the

Samkhya epistemology, determination of

tion of the Validity of isid/a/n particularly modified and consciousness

reflected in the modification. Bucldhi works

in determinating the nature of objects and the force of conscious-

ness (citisakti) works in reflecting itself in the modified Buddhi

and imitating the modification. Question of doubt, invalidity,

etc., cannot be urged in the pure consciousness
;
they are func-

tions or modifications of Buddhi. Consciousness even in the de-

terminate conscious process being only an aspect of pure eternal

consciousness can in no way be called invalid in its nature.

Invalidity may therefore be urged in the function of BhcW/d'.

Truth of knowledge consists in recording the things as they are.

When Buddhi determines the object in its true nature the expe-

rience is called valid, otherwise it is invalid. Through the media-

tion of BatWJn' connection of the unattached Purtisa with the

object has been established and called knowledge, again the

connection of Fiinisa with this definite knowledge resultins in

the determination I know’ is knowm a-: revelation of apjirehcn-

sion {pmmci-hodhah) Validity, invalidity, proof and disproof are

inherent in the nature of this apprehension of Purusa. It is proved

and disproved by itself. All appearances forming the objects of

' Buddhau aropitae.aitanya-iya visayena sariabandho jilanam. juevena

sarnbandhah cetano ’ham karomiryupalabdhih. etc.

—Haridasa’s Coniineni arv

oo the KusumaDjali, 1 -24 .
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knowledge are valid entities.^ As regards the validity of know-

ledge the Sdihkhijas belong to the sc-hool of extreme realism. To
them appearances have value and validity of their own. Even
false appearances, because they are appearances, are not false,

they are also valid entities implying objective reality.- What
we call valid and invalid knowledge, the Sdmkhijas hold, stand

on the same footing. The facthood of theoretic assuredness of

the false percepts is not denied in the Sdriikhija system. In

explaining the epistemology of illusion the Sdmkhijas argue that

in every case of perception, true or false, an object is actually

perceived. Prabhacandra in his Prameijakamalamdrtanda

mentions prasiddhdrthakhydti as the view supported by Bhaskara

and the followers of Sdmkhija. According to this theory what-

ever appears, is
;

for, there can be no appearance of what never

exists. Though what appears at one moment may not exist in

the next moment, still it is at the moment when it appears. If

non-existence at a subsequent moment be the ground of invalidity

of knowledge, then existence will have to be denied to lightning

w^hich disappears immediately after it has flashed.'’

In criticising the view, Prabhacandra argues that this view

is not at all satisfactory because it makes all

Criticism of the

Sumkhya theory.
cognitions valid and the distinction between

truth and falsity of cognition is without any

meaning, for all knowledge records the objects as they are.* This

1 In this respect the Samhhyists agree with the Eamanujists to

whom all knowledge is valid ujathaitham sarvavijuanam). We have deve-

loped the viewpoint of the Ramanujists in the chapter, “ The Epistemology

of Illusion.” T ide the topic ‘‘The Satkhyativada of Ramanuja.”
2 MaricikayTuh jalaiaksnnah arthah satylbhutah pratibhasamanatvat

ghatavat.—Pr. K. M., p. 14.

3 Yadyapyuttarakalarh tatha sah arthah nasti tathapi yada pratibhati

tada tavadastyevanyatha vidyudaderapi sattvasiddhirna syat.—Pr K. M.,

p. 13.

* Yathavasthitarthagrhititvavisesehibhriinta bhrantavvavaharfibha-

vah syat sarvajnananiim avitarharthavisayatvavisesat.—Ibid, p. 13.
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is an absurd position and involves contradiction. In the expla-

nation of the SinhWnja theory of valid knowledge we have

already noticed that in defining Prama or valid knowledge the

Samklnja logicians take their stand on the record of things as

they are (y^jtharlha-paricchiltih). The forna artha, Yijnana-

bhiksu observes, indicates its distinction from false knowledge ^

And now if the Sarhkhya teachers explain the object of illusory

cognition as an established object (Prasiddhcirlhakliyati) they

cannot avoid self-contradiction. If falsity and truth of know-

ledge be self-constituted, then the contradictions in cognitions

cannot be explained. The S'nnkhya maxim that sakti or capa-

city which is not existent by itself cannot be originated otherwise,

is not enough t'> give the satisfactory explanation of the validity

and invalidity of knowledge. When I cognise water as water we
call it valid and when I mistake the rays of the sun as water it is

called invalid. In both cases judgment has been formed ‘ I see

the water,’ it is now therefore to be admitted by the advocates of

the prasiddMrthakhyati that the Sakti or capacity of both

validity and invalidity lies in the judgment construction ‘ I see

the W'ater.’ But a question may be asked that if validity and

invalidity, proof and disproof, are equally Self-constituted, con-

formity and non-conformity would arise indiscriminately in cog-

nidon, as there is no law or limiting principle to guide confor-

mity in the case when it is called valid and non-conformity in

the case of invalidity and thereby to establish truth and falsitv

on the sound logical basis. To explain a^^ ay the apparent con-

tradiction if the Sdmkhya logicians advance different sets ("groups)

of causal relations (elements) in the case of conformity and non-

conformity with the objects in cognition, their own theory of

self-dependence falls to the grounds
;
by introducing the extra-

neous causes to explain tine kno\^ ledge i hey will have to admit

1 Vide Samkhyapravacanabhfisya, 1.S7 Vac;i>pati Misra al.-o in his

dehnition of prama or valid knowledge excludes false knowledge from the

conception of validity.

13
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the Naiyaijilia theory ol piratah pr5wi/lni/a discarding their own
theory.

Prama or valid knowledge has been defined by Vdaijana in

„ , ,
bis Tatpanjm-varisuddhi as ‘ Cogniiion of the

Tlie \yaTja tlenry - c

of vaii.iity .,di invdi. real nature of things.’^ What constitutes the
dity of knouled^e. .

real nature of things ? “ It is nothing else

but being or existence in the case of that which is and non-being

or non-existence in the case of that which is not. That is to say,

when something that is, is apprehended as it really is {tatha-

hhiitam) and not as something of a contrary nature (avipariiam),

then that which is thus apprehended constitutes the true nature

of the thing, and analogously when a non-entity is apprehended

as such, i.e., as what is not, as something of a contrary nature,

^

then, that which is thus apprehended constitutes the true nature,

of the thing.” Knowledge advances wdth judgment construc-

tion. And a judgment consists of subject and the predicate

linked together by a copula. Subject is something which is

characterised by the predicate which characterises the nature of

the subject. The subject gives us a glimpse of its existence, it is at

first apprehended as ” this ” without any particular characteris-

tics, and the predicate determines the nature of the given by

specifying its properties. Where the determinateness agrees

with the nature of the object, it is called valid or Yathdrtha, and

where it does not agree it is cal'ed invalid or ayath'>rtha.

Valid knowledge, according to Kyaya view’, copies reality of

'' (a) Tattvnnubliavah p-ama.

{h) Yatharthfmubhavah prama tat=adbansnea pramanam.

(a) Yad yatraiti tatra tajjfianarn prameti nirukfam.

Vardhamara’s Kusumaujali prakasa, 4.5.

(b) Kirii punastattvam? satasca sadPhavnli asatasfasadbhavah, sat

saditi grbynmanarii yrithr.LhutamaTip aiitfrii tattvf.rh bbavati asaccaHad.ti

grhyamanain taihubhutamaviparilarh tatlvam Lhavati.

Nyayabhasva, 1.1.1.

(c) Vide Nyayavarttika and NyayaTarttikatatparyatika, 1.1.1.
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things. Things are the grounds of logical truth. It is the

exieinal world existing apart from our knowledge that deter-

mines the true nature of our knowledge. Experience is the

product or resultant of the causal action of the not-self on the

self. The causal categories are called prainanas or sources

of valid knowledge and the absolute and universal characteristic

of valid knowledge is known as pmmanyi in the Nyaya

epistemology. This explanation of valid experience is short-

sighted. It cannot include God's eternal knowledge in

its scope. The God of the Naiyiijixa is the creator of this

universe. He possesses existence, knowledge and bliss

{saccidananda)

.

He is endowed with such qualities as absence of

demerit (ad/iar?ni), wrong knowledge {mithyajiiini.)

,

and negli-

gence ipramada), and presence of merit, knowledge and equanimity

(dharmijiianasdmddhisimpad). He is omnipotent in regard to

his creation, though he is influenced by the results of acts done

by the beings he creates. He is omniscient since he possesses

right knowledge, which is an independent apprehension of reality.

He has eternal intelligence and since his cognitions are ever-

lasting there is no need for memory and inferential knowledge.

This eternal ever-valid conscdotisness of God cannot be styled

the product or resultant of proofs (prundnaphila) and the suggested

explanation of validity is not enough to prove the validity of

God’s supreme consciousness. The Nyiiya explanation of pramdna

as means of valid knowledge, cannot be taken as all-comprehensive.

Such an expLination only goes to prove the logical validity of

empirical knowdedge. Udiyana in his Kusumlujali explains the

notions priml and prauvnn, etc., in an all-comprehensive way

wdiich comprises both empirical knowde Ige as well as the eternal

consciousness of God. Varalrr.lja in his T'trkikinkfi follow'sthe

view’-point of UJayani and gives twofol i explanations of the no-

tions of prjmu and p>am~ni2, etc., from its eternal and non-eternal

standpoints. Tills gives us a clue to understand the real nature

of valid knowledge in the Xy-'iya epistemology. Yathdrtha-

nuhhav2 or knowledge of things as they are, is the characteristic
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mark of valid knowledge and this special feature may be

noliced both in the individual experience and in the eternil

experience of God. Bat the notion of pram'tna, Varadaraja

observes, differs in eternal and non-eternal knowledge. In the

case of God’s eternal consciousness, on accoLint of its eternality,

prini hn cannot be explained as means or source of knowledge,

blit it means the substratum {nsriya) of consciousness, while

in the ordinary logical experience, pramnna is defined as

pram/xharani or means of valid knowledge.'

Prdmanyj or the absolute characteristic of prarna or valid

knowledge may thus be explained in two ways. In the case

of valid logical experience it is valid because it is the result of

the causal categories which bring forth the correspondence of

ideas to objects. Experience belonging to God is taken as

valid because God Himself who is endowed with the absence

of false knowledge is the substratum of such experience. This

explanation thus avoids the narrowness of the definition of

pramdna.'^ Both God and individual beings are called knower

in the Nyriya theory of knowledge. Here again the same

question arises that knowership or jiijna kartrtva implies activity

on the part of the agent. And this explanation again fails

to explain the knowership or pramdtrtca of God, the possessor

of eternal consciousness ; for any activity attributed to the

knower t:> originate knowledge will negate the eternality of

the divine experience. To explain away this difficulty

Udayana in his Kusuraailjali defines pramdtrtca or knovaership

' (a) Tatra pramanaiii pramaya vyapfcam pramitisadhanam,

Pramasrayo vatad7>apto yatharthanubhavah prama.

(b) Xityanityataya dvedba prama nityapramasrayah

Pramanamitarasyastu karanasya pramanata.

Tarkikaraksa, verses 2 3.

® Sadhanasrayayoranyataralve sati pramavyaptarh prama^airi.

cata4ca jrasyapi pramasrayataya prfimanyasiddher navy aptiriti,

Tarkikaraksa, p. 7.
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as the basis of the absolute relation with prrm nr valid

knowledge. The nature of this relation may speciHcally be

explained in different cases. In the finite exp'rience of the

individual beings, senses, mind, etc., are the apparatus which

constitute means of their valid knowledge, and they prompt

men to action, to examine the correspondence of ideas to

outward objects and thereby to appraise the value of knov\ ledge.

Ini this way, in the cause of originated knowledge some

form of activity is attributed to the knower or pramdta or one

endowed with the action favourable to valid knowledge

{pramlnukala-krtimitvim)

.

Each of the elements constituting

the apparatus of knowledge has a function peculiar to itself.

But that function depends on the activity of the percipient

subject. No question on activity dependent or independent

can be introduced in the eternal consciousness belonging to

God. Notions of prdmntrtm and pramamtea applied to God

imply no idea of agency or instrumentality. Wliat they con-

note is his inherent and absolute relation with prama or valid

knowledge,*

Pra?nu//!/3 or validity , which inheres in valid knowledge,

Validity and it^o^i2i

n iti 111 in i lie iVyayi

epiitemology.

is studied in the Nyaya-epistemology from two

different standpoints: origination and appre

hension (idpitti and jdipti). The brne of

contention regarding validity of knouh'dge centres round the

causal elements which originate knowledge (jinaka-karcina-visa-

yaka) and the factors that make knowledge intelligible {jlidpaka

ketrana^visayaka)

.

Here the Nyaya explanation differs from

1 (a) Pramafrtvarii pramusamavnyitvam etacca ataranatve'pi

pramaya Isvnrasya sicldham, evarh pramayH sjha ayogavyavacch. dena

sambandhitaya Isvarasya pramanatvam.

Haridasa’s commentary on Kusumanj'ali,

verse 5 , stavaka 4.

(6) Mit’b aaroyak paricehittistadvatta ca prnmatrta

Tadayogavyavacchedab pramanyam Gautame mate.

Udayana’s Kusumafijali 5 . 5 ^
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that of the Mimnmsists who advocate self-validity of knowledge'.

According to the Xaiijrnjikas validity is established by paratah or

something other than the consiiluents of knowledge. In sup-

port of their proposition regarding origination, the Naiy'iyikas

argue that prainil or right knowledge depends on some causes

(e. g., absence of defect, etc.) other than common constituents of

knowledge and is an effect just as false or wrong knowledge is,

by common admission, an effect originated by causes other than

the elements giving rise to the cognition.^ In explaining the

position Udayana lollowed by Gahgesa contends that if know-

ledge for its origination depends only upon the common consti-

tuents of knowledge themselves, theie would be no generic

distinction between right and wrong appiehension ; for even in

the case of invalid knowledge the presence of the common ele-

ments of knowledge cannot be denied.^ If, however, it is contended

^ (a) PramajuiinalietTatirikta-iietvadblna karyatve sati tad vise satvat

apramavat.

Uda} ana’s KusumafljaU, p. 59, Benares edn.

{h) TaHvaeiritan ani, p 201.

Cp Itu-sell, Principles of .Mathematics, p. 33:

The quest on hoa' doe- a proposu 'on d.ffer by being actually true from

what it would i e a- an entry it It uere rot true. It. is plam that true and

false proimsiiioiis a, ike are ei.tiiies of a kind, but that the profosii iuns have

a q ahty not beiocging to fa'se onc^—a quality which may be called being

asset led.

(a] t.'tpadyatepi prama paratah na tu =vatah jnanasamagrimatrat

tajjan} atvena apiamapi piama .-tut an^athti iu.'ii an api .--a na -yat.

Tatt^acintan an;, pp. 2S7-S8, B.I.S.

(5) Yadi ca tavamnatrudhlr a 1 havet apratrafu pramniva IhavLt

asti ca tatra jnanahetuh an\atha juuLamapi sfi na syat.

Uca\ ana’s KusumOnjali, p. 59

(c'l Prama} a jiianasa’uun} a-samagri-ianyatamatrr.srayatve jnana

-amfinya-samagri-ianyatvena apramapi prama s} adit} arthah. -

Miithiiri '".n Tattvaeintamau;. p. 288.
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that -distinction - would be there as invalid knowledge is due

to certain particular defective elements (dosas), it might be urged

that this does not much improve matters ; since the distinctions

then lie in certain special features superaddcd to the common
elements. Since invalid knowledge is explicable by the intro-

duction of certain defective elements (d i.sas) in addition to the

common constituents, invalid knowledge would be only a parti-

cular form of pri na. For it is a well-known triuh that a par-

ticular form or variety of anything is constituted when the

common essence works itself out in conjunction with special

elements.^ And if it be urged tbit tlie presence of the common

elements or essence does not altog'dlier obliterate the distinction

between prama and apram'i or the analogy that inspite of tlie

common essence between two pots (glufis) or twins, the differ-

ence between them is well-marked and cannot be mistaken, the

Nai.y^iyika argues that the analogy is not applicable. For the

distinction between one pot and another is a distinction between

two objects belonging to the same genus and constituted by the

particular elements forming the individuality of each pot, while

the distinction betwen prama and apmnia is. not one between two

species of the same genus, as the two are contradictory terms

forming two different classes. If, therefore, this generic differ-

ence is to be explained satisfactorily, it is inevitable that the

reason must be sought for in the causal difference^ originating

the two. For Gaiigesa in liis Tatlvacintamaiii says that it is a

w-ell-known principle and a fact of experience that whenever

there is a generic difference between two things, the reason for

the difference must be in th ccauses giving rise to them. Thus

the pot and the clotli. .belong to two different classes because

* Jil ma^amas-y aril 'IcslDupraTesf.d apramelicet farin’ jnanavisesavad

aprama p^amavs- sah syat ju.inasama^ri-jaDy atvat, tasmat pramapraiuayor

vaicitry aigunadosa-jan\ ai\ am.

Tattvacintamani, p. 280^
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their originating causes are different. Similarly, the knowledge

of pot and the knowledge of cloth are two separate effects as

their originating causes are dis^^inct, the contact of the sense

organ v\ith the pot being the cause of the former while sense

contact with the cloth is cause of the latter.* In the case of

prani'i, it is common ground to say that it arises as a result of

certain defective elements (dosas) as its cause and if we are to

distinguish pramd as a separate genus, the inevitable demand

of logic is that we must postulate some causal difference

(such as gu'ia) which is opposite or contradictory to that of

apramd and since dosa is, by common consent, the originating

cause of praina, tjuna, its contradictory, must be regarded

as the diiferoutial onginadag cau-e ol prama, thus constituting

the two as separate di>tinct categories." By this dialectic the

Naiylyika show's hjw inevitably we are led to conclude that

valid knowledge has causes other than those constituting

common elements. For if we are to distinguish prama from

apram'i which by common admission is paratah, we cannot

help introdacing other elements as the originating cause of

pramd which therelore is also proved paratah.

^ Yatkaryam ya karyavijatlynm tat ta'kfirapavijatn akarsna janyarn,

yatha ghatavij'i i\ ah patah auya'lia karyaxa jiiya yak ismikatvapaiteh,

ghat iiua iajati) a napi kar'a n taJvij'itly akaiyakaranavijatiy a ghalendriya-

saonikaisaii-janyam iti na vyabhicarah-

Tattvacinlamani. pp. 308-9.

^ (a) E^faTi anityapnmatvam anityainanalvavacchinna-karyatva

p"ativo.:ika-k i aa itabh'n 1

1

kar a ifiuratiyog ka-karyatavacche lakam anitya

juanalva^yapy.i kar> ntfo ai-checlakadharma' vat apratnalvavat ityanitya-

pramay am ipramavy asrtlanugata-hetusiddhih.

Tattvacinlamani, pp. 311-12.

fbi Vide Vardhainrina-prakasa. p. 4, stavaka 2,
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As regards the cognoscibility of validity the Xaiyaijikas

argue that apprehension or cognition of validity
Validitv is not self- . . ^ i r- i -re i

appreheoded. IS also not selt-evident, if validity were self-

apprehended, then there would be no doubt

in regard to a cognition, for then cognition itself would imply

or certify its own validity. If cognition itself does not assume

the certainty of validity, then the inevitable implication is

that validity is not self-apprehended." This fact of doubt about

the validity of knowledge leading to the inference that validity

is not self-apprehended but other-apprehended may be put

syllogistically thus : validity of the first cognition is not appre-

hended by the causal conditions of knowledge, it is apprehended

by elements other than those causal conditions ; since inspite

of the presence of the causal conditions of knowledge, doubt

about its validity rises at the nest moment just as in the case

of invalidity or apramamja/ Cognition is apprehended by sense

perception but sense perception does not carry with it an

assurance of its own validity. Validity is apprehended by the

• Cf. Derke : “all cognitive experiences are knowledge of, not

possession of, the existent known (if it is an existent): their validity

must be tested by other means than the intuition of the moment.”

Critical Realism, p. 32.

- (a) Pramanyam na svutograhyaiii sariisayanupapattitali.

Bh. p.. gl. ',0.

(h) Prainanyasya svatograhe anabhyasadasotpauna-juane tatsuiasayo

na :ayat juanagruhe prainanya nibca^at, aniscaye va na svatahpramanya

grahali.

Tattvacmtamani, p. 1S4,

•’ ici) Anabhyasadasotpannajuanapramanyaiii na svasrayagrahyaiii,

svasrayatiriktagrahyaih va. svasraye satyapi laduUaratrtlyaksanavrtti-

saiiisayavisayatvat, apramanyavat.
Tattvacintamam. pp. 240-41.

(/>) J':Je Varciharnauapraka^a p. 9, ^tavaka 5.

(t) Prainanyaiii paraTujii.'iyaie anabhy.~isada4ay,’(!ii saiii'layikaivut

rtpi-lraraiyavat
,
yadi ca svai'> juaveui kadficidapi prlmriiiyasaiiiday.a na syat.

Cd.-iyana's Kusum.lfijaji. p, 7. s:avaka2.

Id
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mediate process of relieetiou, or in other words, by means of

inference. A man seeking water perceives water at a consi-

derable distance and on the basis of his perception he attempts

to have it. If the exertion he puts forth becomes fruitful the

cognition is called valid
;

if again it is futile, cognition is invalid.

Now from the fruitfulness of the cognition, validity of knowledge

is inferred for that which is not valid does not give rise to fruit-

tul exertion.^ This is a purely negative form of inference

(kecalacjintireli) based on the failure of one's attempt. There

are other stages, to be marked to prove validity of knowledge.

First an indeterminate cognition of water arises and it becomes

determinate ns this is water, and then his desire for water

springs forth and activity begins. And when the activity of

the knower answers his need, the cognition is taken as valid

by reason of his successful activity. The negative inference

further implies that no positive instance is possible to prove

the validity of a first case of cognition. In the first cognition

of water {anahhijnseidaseitp^nnajiima) validity cannot be estab-

lished except by this purely negative inference.^ In the second,

third and subsequent cognitions the validity may be proved by

the inference based on both positive and negative instances.

The valid nature of the previous cognition serves as a positive

instance and its invalidity as a negative one. The inference

is thus called anraiianjatirclxi or positive-negative in its character

and runs as follows ; The second and third cognition of water

is valid because it belongs lo the same category in which the

activity of the knower has been proved fruitful, c.g., the first

cognition of water.' SimiLarly. invalidity of cognition is also

’ PrirvoTpannaih jalajfiJaiaiii prarn.I sapliaiapravritijauakatvai yaunai-

vaiii tannauaiii yatha apramri.

Xll,-,kantha‘s Dipika, p. -30.

- TaOi vacirclmani, p. 25o.

' DvMvr.ili pramS s.amaritiapravrrrij.'iunkaj.'itlyatvriil-

'
'

I \ , A u il iliV, I
, .

Tarka-kaunmui, p, 18 .
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inteiTed iu the Xyaya theory I'rom the iailure of the atteriipi

of the kuower.' In the pragmatic affair< o! life some activities

are fruitful and some are futile. Tiie question may naturally

arise—what are causes ol success or failure in the activity of

life? Perception themselves cannot explain the enigma. For

it is obvious that the sense-perception cannot always unfold to

us the true nature of objects. We perceive the sun moving

and the earth .steady but in reality the fact is quite otherwise.

We see the moon having a particular size and shape but the

moon is far bigger than what she appears. Hence perception

itself is not the guarantee of its validity. To explain the success

and failure of life and thus the validity and invalidity of know-

ledge we must endeavour to find out some extraneous causes

which determine the true nature of cognitions. When our

attempts fail we conclude that we are mistaken because some

defects in addition to the common causes must have crept into

the process of our cognitions and it is these defects which veil

the real nature of objects Irom our sight and make them appear

what they are really not. And again in cases w'here the objects

of knowledge appear a^ they are and the exertion undertaken by

the perceiver is fruitful, the cognition is regarded as valid and

it is concluded that the causes which lead to unsuccessful acti-

vity are here absent and in addition to the common causes there

are some extra qualities, vividness of objects, etc., a.s a result ot

which the objects flash out in their true perspective." These

defects or dnsn^ and or extra (jualities are ol various kinds in

‘ IdiiUi jiViU uns.prj’a" .-l^aiii-W-dipravrO'uaiuikdtvrifl yannaiva)fi

tMinaivrun ya'A.I prama.

yilak&iidiaX coiimiirUi.;ir_\ on pr.Imtnyavrida, p. 1S7.

- Cj. .Joachim The Xature of Ti-uth p. '\-i

For a true proposition 've in.-v iu\otves an ei.-ment " hich is not

contained in a tdlso pr jp'Jsit...,n : and it ii, this addition J eleiuent '.rhich

constitutes its truth. The element .n questicii attaches to the proposit.on

itself. We may adopt Mr. Pusseli’s terminology and call this element

‘assertion.'
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s

different types of cognition/ And absence of defects or presence

of extra-qualities (guti'is) in addition to the common causes lead to

the validity of cognition and thereby answer our need in the

pragmatic life. Defects in addition to the common ground make

our attempts vain and thereby invalidate our cognition.

firTharsa in his KhandanakhandaMiahja proves the un-

satisfactorv character of nnwvi as defined by
Criiicisri! against

the .Yyuyu conception the Xaiyaiiikcis. XciiycnjUtas define premia or
of pruma. ‘

valid knowledge as tattcanuhhidih or cognition

of a thing as it really is. Both the words tattram anAcinuhhntih

are significant for anuhhrdik or apprehension cannot by itself

constitute valid knowledge, for there may be wrong apprehension.

Again, tattcam alone cannot be prama, for fcdtvam means

reality and may thus include objects of knowledge, premia is

however, subjective.’

Sriharsa says that this definition is fallacious
;

it will not

bear scrutiny. In tattednuhhutih there are two component terms

tattvem and annhliTitih. Now what do the Naiyayikas mean by

tatteem? It may have a derivative meaning (ijogcirihah) or it

may have an accepted meaning independent of its derivation

{rlirlhartliah). In the first alternative the term tat implies a

previous reference and tattcam will then mean the essence or quid-

dity of the referred. In immediate knowledge the presented

object will call up a memory image, and knowledge will result

from a synthesis of the presented and represented elements, but

the memory image called up may not correspond lo the object

presented and the synthesis will not result in valid knowledge.

The term t‘d may refer only to the object of memory image

which is representative of an object pieviously known, but the

memory image may not unfold the reality of the presented

object, and the definition of tat cannot stand on the basis of

’ For an account of extra qualities {ijiuvis) and defeecs idosas) see

Nilakantha’s Dipika on the Tarkasarhgraha, pp. 36-37.

- Fide Khandanakhandakhadya. p. 239, and Vidyasagarlon Khandana,

p. 239.
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refereuce to objects previously known. Take the example of

nacre mistaken for silver. The iiuage of silver called up by

nacre will make nacre appear as silver. If by tattniiii the

essence of the represented object is meant, then the tattrani will

be vn'julilo-ini and nacre appearing as silver will satisfy the con-

dition ol tailcdiuthiintih and will coii-^titute valid knowledge.'

If by the term tut is meant the object called up only in cases

wdiere there is c irrespondenee between the memory image and

the object presented, then the definition wall involve the charge

oi dUncisraijatvam or proving ide)n per idem

.

Again, if tattvani

is taken as bJiavavdci or in the abstract sense to mean only

quiddity, then tattvim will not include concrete objects such as

pot, cloth, etc., and the knowledge of particular objects will not

be praind or valid and the definition becomes too narrow.

To avoid these difficultie.-; if tuttvam is taken in a technical

sense as svanipani (peculiar characteristics) even then the defi-

nition cannot steer clear of fallacies. If by svarupani is under-

stood a being not immanent in many but the .special form of

every individual object, the question arises ; does tattvam

connote all the peculiar forms of all individual objects combined

or these forms separately'? In the first case, all the forms are not

to be found in any particular object and the definition becomes

absurd. In the second ca.se, one particular form, say of pot,

is not to be found in another particular object, say cloth, and so

the apprehension becomes invalid.’

‘ Tattvanubhutih prametyayuktam tattvasabdarthasya nirvaktuma-

sakyatvat, ta-ya bhavo bi tattvamucyate prakrtanea tacchabdarthah na catra

prakrtam kiiicidasti yattacchabdena paramrsyate, athanubhutya svasaiii-

baadhivisaya aks.=prid buddhisthah karyate sa tacchabdena parami’syate.

tena yasya artbasya yo bbabali tasya tatt\ amucyate—iti, na arajataderapi

rajutadyfitrnana anubhutivisayataaamhh.ivad asatyanubhutyavyavacche-

dat.

Khandanakhandakhadya pp. 239-40, Benares Edu,

- Gbatadi svarupavisesasya tattvapadarthatve patadipramaya apra-

mritvapatiiii. sakalasvarupavisesaiiaiii saiiibluiya tattvapadarthatve ekaika-

travy.lptiriti

Vidyasagarl on Khandana, p. 242.
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Again, this delinitioii ol tdttcdniibhrdih cannot bar wrong

appi’fheusiou, tiiungh ;//n i- taken to mean ><varriijain

,

in

the case of wrong apprehen-ion such as the apprehension of

silver in nacre cognition of bcariip'i cannot he (juestioned. The

jiiclgment in wrong a})prehen'ion has three elements or compo-

nent parts, namely, thi'Oe'S {id'.nitro, characteristic of silver

{rajatatcaiiv and the relation (sathbandlici) existing between

the two—there is svarupatn in all these elements. The scarlipam

of
’

this ’ [idihi'i cannot be denied nor can the svarfipam in ntjn-

tatvam, or the sviuTipiriii of the relation of inherence {siunaraija

samhandha) be gainsaid. Therefore even in wrong apprehen-

sion there is '<i:arTipa}Uihhitii

.

To avoid this charge the Naiyaijikas

may argue that an inherent relation should not be taken in the

sense of pure existence or existence as such, i.e., as a mere

abstraction fiee from the concrete components. But it should

be taken in tlie sense of an inherent relation between the

presentation and the representation. So the problem of validity

turns really on the nature of inherence. The presentation

(idam) appearing as silver presents a case of tvrong inherence
;

there is nothing wrong in the presentation {idam) as such, nor

is there anything wrong in the conception of silver as such, the

wrongness is in the relation between the tw'o, there being no

correspondence betw’een the presented idam and the represented

element (silver). Idam not appearing as nacre which it really

is, the falsity really lies not in the individual components, but

in their mutual relation. This relation between the two com-

ponents being false, it cannot be held that we have here a case

of svarupa of their inherent relation. The advaicins howevei'

contend that the relation of inherence itself is not thus invalidat-

ed though in this substratum it might be false and therefore the

apprehension of its real character (svarupa) is not an impossibility.

As Sriliarsa puts it, when ir is said that Devadatta i-

not at home it does not mean that Devadaita is non-existent.

The inherent relation though denied in a substrate has a
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svurupu))i, and scaruiianuhltuti will include a case oi uioug

inherence and therefore of wrong apprehen-ion/

As regards the definition of right cognition as the direct

apprehension of the real nature of things, Sriharsa argues that

such a definition is faulty, since, if one by accident hits

rightly on certain things concealed under a cover and not

perceived, or makes a right inference :rom taulty data or by

fallacioin methods, though the awareness may Im right, it cannot

be called right cognition. Cognition, to be valid, must be pro-

duced through unerring instruments
;
here, however, in case of

chance guesses it may sometimes be right without being produced

1)}’ unerring sense instruments. Correspondence ot the cognition

with its object (i/at/uICfiuimh/mra/' pV'Hiuii cannot also be taken

as a proper definition of rigiit cogniiion. Such correspondence

might mean either that which represents the I'eality of the object

itself or similarity to the object. The real nature of an object is

indeterminable, and so correspondence of awareness with the

object may rather be defined as similarity of the former to the

latter. If this similarity means- that the awareness must have

such a character as is possessed by the object (jitanacisaijlkrttna

riipena :adrsijain), then this is clearly impossible
; for qualities

1 -Suktau hi yo rajatamiti pratyayah Sij'pi svarQpabuddhirbhavatyeva,

na hi dharmi va rajatatvaiii \ .1 na svarupaiii, n-'p! tayi-h pratibhdsainanah

saiiibandhah na svarupamiti yuktam, samavdyo hi tayoh sambandhah

pratibh.ati sa ea svarupatneva. satyaiii samavfiyah svarupam sa eva tu sukti-

kadau rajatatvasya n.istiti cet maivam, tatra nastitve’pi svarupataya

avyavi'fcteh na hi grhe Devadatto nastiti svarupam na sydr.

Khandanakbandu-khddya. pp. 243-44.

This criticism of Srihary.i proceedis mainly on the linguistic import

of the terms used by th,- Xaiy.dyiiras n-'-t having much philosophical

significanc-''. Other objection' turning m a lu.ire ja-ofnin-i philosophical

import are discusscdi at a great. -r length
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that belong to the object cannot belong to the awaienes.^’ ; there

may be an awareness of two green pots, but the awareness is

neither two, nor green/ It may be contended that the corres-

pondence consists in this, that the greenness, etc., belong to the

object as qualities possessed by it, whereas they belong to

awareness as being qualities which it manifests.- But even this

would not hold good in the case of illusory perception of silver in

a conch-shell
;
the awareness of “ before me " in the perception

of ‘ before me the silver ' lus to be admitted as being a right

cognition. If this is admitted to he a right cognition, then it is

meaningless to define right cognition as true correspondence. If,

liowever, entire correspondence of awareness and its object be

insisted on, then partial correspondence like the above can hardly

he brought within the definition. But, if entire correspondence

is considered indispensable, then the correctness of the partial

correspondence has to he ignored. It i-, however, conceded by

the Xaiijaijika that all cognition'^ are valid, far as reference to

an object is concerned, and only the nature of cognition may be

doubted as right or wrong, when we are considering the

correspondence between the nature of the object and the mental

modification qualified by the awareness of the object. Moreover,

the correspondence can refer only to the character, form or

appearance of the thing as distinguished from the thing itself.

Hence our affirmations regarding the objects as distinct from the

characters and to which the characters are supposed to belong

would be false.

Udayana’s definition of riglit cognition sitmij'ik payicchittih

or proper discernment is next taken up and Sriharsa says that

the word snniijak (proper) is meaningless : lor if saiinjnk means
' entire ’ then the definition is useless, -ince it is impossible to

perceive all the vi<ible and invisible constituent elements of a

thing, and no one but an omniscient being could perceive a thing

r.'.^ ^a'iy ou KhauiLin.i, [' '‘is

- telian'lnua. j'. UO'e
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with all its characters, properties or qualities.^ If right discern-

ment means the discernment oi an object with its special

differentia, this again is untenable, for even in wrong cognition,

say of conch-shell as silver, the perceiver ^eem^ to perceive the

distinguishing marks of silver in the conch-shell. The real

point centres in the diiScnlty of judging wdiether the di-tinguish-

ing marks observed are real or not, and there is no way of

determining this in the definition advanced. It, the distin-

guishing features be described as being those characteristics

without the perception of which there can be no certain know-

ledge and the perception of which ensures right cognition, then

it may well be said that it amounts to begging the question.

Besides it is impossible to discover any feature of any cognition

of which one can be positively sure that it is not wrong. A
dreamer confuses all sorts of characters and appearances and

yet perceives them all as right. It might be argued that in the

case of right perception the object is perceived with its special

distinguishing features, as in the case of the true perception of

silver, w^hereas in the case of the false perception of silver in

the conch-shell no sucli distinguishing features are observed.

But even then the question is how to determine the essential

nature of the distinguidiing features
;

for if an kind of distin-

guishing feature would do, then in the case of the false perception

of silver in the conch-shell the distinguishing feature of lying

before the eyes is also po'sessed by the conch-shell. If all the

particular di.'tinguishing feafures are insisted on, then it i-

impracticable a-^ an object has an almost infinite number of

distinguishing feature.s an.l ii would lie dimply impossible to

make the definition include them all.

Finally taking the definition of right cognit'on as '• appre-

hension which is not incorrect or not defective” (iiL'iiahhicarl

aniibh'irah)

,

Srihar.yt contend- tliat ‘ not incorrei-t ’ or ‘ not

^ Tide Ivhandanakhnnflakh.idyam, p. 413.

- Vide Khaiitlana, pp. 414-20.

lo
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defective ’ cannot imply that pranvt or valid cognition exists

only when the object exists, for then inferential cognition,

which often relates to past, distant and future thiiiiis, would be

false. It cannot further mean that the right cognition is

similar to its object in all respects, since cognition is so different

in nature from the object that it is not possible that there should

be any case in which it would be similar in all respects. And,

if it be maintained that awareness and its object are one and

the same, then this would apply even to those cases where one

object is wrongly perceived as another and hence the word

avijahhicdrl would not be able to distinguisli right kuoA’ledge

from wrong cognition. In other words, distinction between

pramd and apramd would be obliterated.^

Now, if we examine the Nijdya syllogism advanced to ex-

plain the genesis of validity, we meet with a

number of difficulties. In the first place, it

might be asked in the given inference what is

the implication of the major term—“ ele-

ments other than the common constituents of knowledge ?
”

It knowledge in the major means all cognition, the major

would imply
“

generated by causal conditions other than

the causal conditions of knowledge. In other words, the

absence of elements generating knowledge would give rise

to- knowledge— wffiich is an absurdity. “ And the absurditv

again would extend to the minor (paksa) and the middle.

Criticism against

tbe Kyaya explana-

tion of the origina-

tion of validity.

1 Kh. Kh
, pp. 427-29.

- Prama jnanahptvatirilsLabetvadhinakaryatTe sati tadvisesatvada-

pramavat.

Eight knowledge depends on some causes ‘e.g., absence of defects, etc )

other than the common constituents of knowledge and is an effect just as

false or wrong knowledge IS an effect originated by causes other than the

elements giving rise to cognition.

3 (a) Vide T. O., p. 291.

(b) Tide T. C. E,, p. 292.

(c) Vide Varddhatnana’s Prakasa on the Nyayakusnmanjali, pp 2-3

stavaka 2.
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So far as the minor is concerned, the major as thus determined

cannot reside in it
;

for prama or validity, the minor term,

having already been identified with knowledge, cannot be

“ generated by causal conditions which are not the causal

conditions of knowledge.” that is, there would be hadha or

incompatibility between the minor and the major as “ condi-

tions of knowledge ” and “ conditions other than the conditions

of knowledge ” are incompatible.' Similarly, there would be

contradiction between the middle (hetii) or the major (-s-dd/iya);

for the middle being defined as “ becau.se it is originated know-

ledge ” {janija-indnaicat)

,

it cannot be related to the major

w’hich is characterised as generated by conditions other than

the conditions of knowledge ” and the two are obviously contra-

dictory. Moreover, the explanatory example apramd or invali-

dity suffers from the fallacy known as sadhija viJiala
; for sadhija

or the major as thus defined, cannot be found in apramd or in

the example as the latter is a particular form of knowledge and

is, therefore, bound to be originated by conditions originating

knowledge though, of course, with additional defects or dosas.

Hence the major is inconsistent with the example.' Again, the

expression jiidna or knowledge in the major taken in the sense of

cognition in general, wmuld include God’s knowledge which being

eternal, is without any cause. Hence the said major would be

impossible (or aprasiddha) since in the case of divine knowledge,

which is without any cause, the question of there being elements

other than those originating knowledge, seems to be absurd. '

' Pramaya jnanatvena taddhetorjnanahetutaya tadatirikta janyatvasa-

dhane badhat.

Tarkatandava. p. 62.

- (a) Fide Tattvacintamani, p. 291.

(b) Vide Tarkatandava, p. 62.

•' (a) T. C,, p. 293.

(b) T. C. K.. p. 293.

(c) .Jurmatva.syeNvaraji'ianavrttiivena karauaprajojyatayri taLpra^ o-

j
:

’ k •
i

=

am agry ap ra i ddhy .1 s adhyapras 1dd h ih

Ragh.ivendra’s Tippana on the Tarkatandava. p 62.
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If again, ‘ knowledge ’ in tlie major be taken to mean either

any particular cognition, such as inference, perception, etc., or the

collection of all particular cognitions (i.c., if we take knowledge

in its distributive or collective sense), there would arise the

fallacy of siddha sadhanald or proving the already proved on

either supposition ; as the major, viz., “ conditions other than

those originating knowledge ” would be found in the minor taken

in either ot the above senses. If taken in the former sense, the

minor would include perception which has as its cause or hetu,

the sense-organ which i- something other than those elements,

which constitute, say inlerence, a particular form of knowledge.

If understood in the latter sense, the major “ conditions other

than those originating knowledge," would be already proved in

perception in as much as the sense-organ involved in perception

would be an element or condition which is other than the condi-

tions of all particular cognitions taken collectively. For the

cause of one particular cognition is obviously different from the

causes of all particular cognitions taken together.'

The middle term of the syllogism (l-ilryatce sati tadvikmicat

i.t'., because of knowledge which is originated) is also not free

from defect as it suffers from the defect of redundancy. The

middle has two parts—a part qualifying and a part qualified.

The first part 'kdnjatve sati is the qualifying part and it has been

introduced by the Xaiij'iiikn to exclude God’s knowledge

which being eternal i>. not kurya or originated. But this is un-

necessary, since it is not yet established and can be established

only when the syllogism under discussion has been able to estab-

lish the validity of knowledge as originating from giinas or

^ (Cl) latkiucij jiiaiiahetvopeksaya sarvatculdhetvapeksayri v.l atirikta-

tve indnyadibliih sidrlhas.tdhan.at.—T. C.. p. 202.

ih) T. (t. Eahn-yn. p, 202.

') Knfci[)iy.ikaranni.'aki'aviv.iks.i y .“.fic-i iktarlt s ,1

t-.ailhan ii.—Tai-katriiid.-.y a, j). 03.

indriy.adibliih siddha-
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certain additional or extra qualitie?/ Besides middle term would

not be admitted by both parties (iihhairiL-adisiddlia) as is re-

quired by logic, since the questioners cannot admit Giod’s eternal

knowledge in the same sense in which the yaiycmihas

understand it.

Lastly, the basic principle on which the -Vaii/ui/iAa argument

is founded is, as we have seen, that wherever there is difference

in the effect, difference in the originating cau-e has to be postu-

lated
;
as for example, the diflerence between the pot and the

cloth can he explained only on the ba>is of difference in their

origii ating causes. Now' the question i:^, what is the meaning

of this tv/
i /Vi fya or difference r Does it mean (/tuier/c difference

such a^ in the case of the pot and the cloth as so obviously in-

tended by the Naiijaijil'as ? If so, this cannot apply to pmmu,

validity, and upramd, invalidity
;

for invalidity does not differ

from praind as the pot differs from the cloth, as both being forms

of cognition. And this is further proved by the fact that even in

the invalid cognition of the oyster, as silver, we have an element

of prama or validity so far as the perception of the Idnnfd or

thisness is concerned.*

Moreover, the cifdpti or concomitance is not universal
;
for

though as in the case of different pots we can mark the difference

1, (a) Vyarthavisesanatvaiica, vyavartyesvarajuanasya parampratya-

siddheh.

Varddhamana’s Prakasa on the Nyriyakusumarijali, p. 2, stavaka 2.

(6) Tadvyavartyasya Kvarajiianasya idfimmasiddherityarthah,

pramaya gunajanyatvasiddhriveva vaidikapramayam gunataya bhagavajjnana-

siddhiriti.—Tattvacintamanirabasya. p. 292

2 fa) Hetau vijatiyatvaiii yadi viruddhajrityadhikaranatvarii tada pra-

laatvasyajatilvenasiddheli.—Tarkatandava. p. i'i4.

(h) Idaiii rajatamityadau dharmyam.4e sattve’pi dharmaiiise abha-

vena pramutvasy.a a-yyapyavi-ttUvaT juanarvasam; niyat.-.tvlcceti bhavah.

—

Eaghavendra’s Tippanaontho Tarkatrindava, p. 04.
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(or vimtija) in forms and tastes resulting from the application of

heat, the cause is the same, and the difference of the causal

elements which explain the difference in the effect in the yyCiiia

exposition, is wanting here.*

The Xaiyaijil'a syllogism i^ again sought to be counter-

balanced by the advocates of the .self-validitv of knowledge by

showing that with the same middle term a contradictory major

may be established in the same minor, with equal logical cogency.

The opponents argue that “ right knowledge is not the result of

any causal condition which is other than defects or dosas and the

eonimon conditions of knowledge since it is knowledge as wrong

knowledge itself is.” They thus rea.son that because apramd or

invalid knowledge is due to the presence of some defects or dosas

it does not necessarily follow that pramCi or valid knowledge is

due to the absence of dosa (dosabhdva)

.

On the contraiu',

doXihlutca or absence of defects should logically be regarded as an

obstacle to the presence of apramd and to attribute dosdbhdva as

the cause of pramd is to accept an irrelevant antecedent {anya-

Ihasiddha) in the causal conception of pravid, since pramd

or valid knowledge may very well be explained as due to the

causal conditions of knowledge {jiidnasdmagrljanyn) without

the absence of defect or dosdbhdca having anything to do

with it.=

' Pakajaruparasadau karnnavaijatye’p' karyavaijatyadarBanacca.

Tarkatandava, p. 64.

- "ISa caudayanamauumanam paratastvasadhakamiti sarhkaniyam,

pram.S dosavyatiriktajnfina-hetvatirikta-ianya na bhavati jnanatvtit aprama-

vadit; pratisadhanagrahagrastatvat, juQnai-amagrIiiiatr.tdtva pramotpatti-

saihbbavc tadatirlktasya uunnsya desabhavasya va karanatva-kalpanayam

halp.nrigauravapivsaiw.tt. n.,uu dr^asya aprama hetutvena tadabha vasya

pri'iiSiii pra^i ht-tiUvaih dmni\ar.Mni;i cei na d -abiiav,;-ya aprama prati-

baiitih :awtvan.i an} ailvtsuldiiatv U.

S.'fN a']..rSan:.-aiiiuraliM, p gs.S, Aiihy.-.iikai.ib EJn.
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Xow as regards the Nyaya theory of other-appreheudednrs-^

of validitv (paratahjnarAi) some severe criti-
Crnicism agaiEit the

-
j ^

Xyaya apprebension of cisms might be offered. 1 iT'^t of all, the -syaya

explanation suffers from the charge of mutuu!

dependence. For validity of knowledge is first inferred from it.'

pragmatic utility but does not the pragmatic endeavour imply a

prior apprehension of validity leading to it ’? ^ It this defect ol

mutual de])endence be avoided on the ground that knowledge of

validity is not always a sine qua non of pragmatic effort, it might be

pointed out that in all serious endeavours to acliieve success,

the prior cognition of validity is always present as an indispen-

sable condition. Moreover if validity is to be inferred from this

correspondence or agreement with pragmatic uses, it will lead to

a twofold recjressiis ad infinitum—one by way of antecedents

(kdranamuklu) and the other by way of consequence (phala-

mukhi). Thus the real reason of the apprehension of validity,

according to the Naiiidyika theory, resides in the conditions (such

as minor, major and middle, etc.) of the inference about corres-

pondence
;

and in order that the inference might be free from

fallacies, the conditions themselves must be valid. This means

that the validity of these conditions will have to be proved by

another inference based on similar conditions and so on adinfini-

tum. Again the resultant knowledge which certifies the validity

of any particular cognition must depend on anotlier valid

inference based on correspondence to prove its own validity, and

that again on a third and so on leading to another regressus.-

' Pramatve jiiate pravrttikaranatvajaanam, tenaiva ca pramittva-

jnanamityanyonyasrayah.
Tarkatauda^ a, p. o2.

~ [a] Paratastve pramanyajnan'i'yapi pr.amanyarh samvSdaclil hga-

janyanumirirupena anyena jnanena grahyain evarii tatpramanyamapya-

nyeneti phalaniukhyeka anavastba, evam pramanyasynnumeyatve lihga-

vyaptyadiinana-pram.anyasyaniscaye asiddhy adiprasahgeua tanniscayurtbarh

lingadyantaraiii tajjurina-pramanyaniscayasca svikaryah evam tatra tatrapiti

karana-inukhyanyapltyanavasthadvayr,patteh.— Tarkatandava, p. 41.
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If to avoid this charge uf intinite regress it is argued that

this dependence of validity on correspondence is not always neces-

sary, but required only where there is any suspicion of defect, the

logical implication would be that this dependence on correspond-

ence is only to avoid or get rid of the obstacle to pramd or vali-

dity and not to give rise to it. And this clearly establishes the

fact of self-validity of knowledge.^ Aloreover to avoid the re-

gress, the Xaiijdiji'ka will have to stop somewhere and say that

this particular knowledge is self-valid. That being so, it s'.ands

to reason to argue that there is no harm in regarding the first

cognition as self-valid. Lastly, doubt does not argue against

self-validity ; for doubt or samhija is always the result oi some

defects or other and dues not spring out of the causal conditions

of cognition itself. The supporters of self-validity establish their

own thesis by showing negatively that paratahprdmdnija theory

is not logically a sound doctrine and positively that the theory of

self-validity can overcome all criticisms directed against it.

It is necessary, therefore, to more clearly define the meaning

of self-validity or svatah prdmanija in order to

tion'j£erTv\'‘ud^fy"“’'
it free from any vagueness

;
but as soon

as the Mtmamsists and the Vedantins proceed

to define its meaning, the Kaiyayikas come forward pointing out

defects and in this duel of logic the real meaning of self-validity

emerges ultimately. In refuting the self-constituted character

(b) T'itir Tsttvaeintamani, p. 182.

ly) Yacli sarvameva jnanam svavisayatvavadharane svayaruas.imar-

tham vijaanimtaramapeksate tatah karanaguna-sad vadarthakriyajnanrin\ api

svavisayabhutagiinadyavadbarane paramapekseran, aparamapi taihtii i.a

kasoidartho jaama-ah.a-renapi adhyavasiyeteti pramanyameva utsidet.

i?astradipika, p. 22.

(d) Ibid .
,
p. 48

1 Xa ca >atra dosaiariikridirQpakririiks.l tatraiva sainvfidapekseti Dauu-

vastheti vacyani, tathat'-e pratibandhamra-rirthaTQeva satnvadapeksa na tu

pramanyagiMharthamiti manmatapravesapatteli.

Tarkaiandava, p. 41
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of cognition, tlie Naiijaijika-'i ask wliat Joes this self-validity

connote ? “Is it (a) that the self-constituted character of

knowledge springs from itself ? or {h) that it springs irom the

right knowledge in which it resides ? or (c) that it springs from

the causal conditions which produce the right knowdedge in

which it resides ? or (d) that it resides in a particular know-

ledge produced by the causal conditions which produced right

knowledge ? or (e) that it resides in a particular knowledge pro-

duced by the causal conditions only which produce the right

knowledge ?
’ ’

The first proposition is untenable because it implies a causal

relation and wherever the rel ition of cause and effect is found

there must exist a difference between the cause and effect in

their particular essentials ; and they being characterised by their

distinctive nature cannot reside in the same subject or in other

words validity cannot cause itself. The second alternative cannot

be maintained because if cognition be taken as the inherent or

intimate cause (aamavdyikaram) of its own validity, a property to

be produced in knowledge by itself, cognition would no longer

remain a quality, but being the cause of property, it would be

classed wdth substances which only can cause properties or

qualities. ‘ Against the third it may be argued that validity accord-

ing to the third explanation cannot be produced at all. For validity

as a logical concept must be categorised as ‘ iipadhi
'

or general

characteristic or ' jdli

'

or a ‘genii'.’ But in either case, the

question of origination seems to lie an absurdity. For as a

general characteristic or tipadlu it may be dehned as the absolute

non-existence of any (Contradiction to a c-ertain kind of knowiedge

which does not po.ssess the nature ol recollection. Now validity

characterised by such an absihite negativity cannot be called

^ (a) Guuasya sato jufinasya pramfinyaiii pruti samavayikdranatayfv

dravyatvapatat.

16

Sarvadarsanasaiiigraha, p. 280, Abliayaiiikara's Edn.
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‘originated.’ As a genus or ‘ jati

'

also, eternality being its

c-riterion, it escapes origination and tlie suggested definition

becomes an impossibility.' The same objection may be urged

against tlie first and second explanation of validity as well. The

fourth interpretation is too wide as it extends to wrong know-

ledge ; for wrong or invalid knowledge also is a particular kind of

knowledge produced by the same general conditions as lead to

validity only with this difference that some defects or ‘ dosas

such as distance, imperfect nature of organs, etc., are added to

it. It is a universally accepted principle that the instrumental

causes originating the general are included in those producing

the particular, just as the general idea of seed as applied to a

tree is included in the particular seed of any special tree. If it

be argued that a limiting epithet mdtra or ‘ only
’

should be

added after the common causal conditions of knowledge [jiidna-

sdmayiijasdmagn) so that the wrong notion might be excluded

from the scope of self-validity, the Naiyayikas pointedly ask

whether bv being produced by the causal conditions ‘ only in

your definition of self-validity, you mean to include or exclude

the absence of defecls? If absence of defects be included and not

excluded in the causal condition, validity does no longer remain

self-constituted and self-evident and the definition only explains

the Nyaya theory of pamtak prdmanyn. Again, if it is

argued that the absence of defect is not included but excluded in

the causal conditions of validity, such an assertion is against

experience. For all cases of valid knowledge are accompanied

by the absence of defects and invalidity is always characterised

bv the presence of defects. If there be dosnhhava, there is

1 (a) Pramanyasya upadhitve jaritve v.i lanmayogat, smrtitvanadiii-

karanasya jnanasya badhatyantabhavah pranianyopadhih, Da ca tasya

utpattisariibhavah atyant.abhavasya nityatvabhyupagamat ataeva na jaterapi

laniryuiyate.

S.D.S., p. 281.

lb) Tidr Citsukbi, p. 11-5, Bombay Edn.
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prama or true knowledge. Absence ol dosa is, therefore, not an

unimportant factor which can be ignored in a logical definition

of self-validity.^ To this long catalogue of defects urged by the

Naiyaijikas, the Mlmathsists reply as follows : The Xaiyaijika-

objections as to the real definition of self-validity are really

beside the point; for evidently, as already shown the Xaiijdyika-

objections are based on their own idea that since apramd or

invalid knowledge is due to the common causal conditions p/tfs

defects etc., valid knowledge also must be due to the common
causal elements plus the absence of defects. But, as has already

been discussed, the latter proposition is not a logical corollary of

the former. Hence origination of validity may well be defined

logically as
“
due to the common causal conditions of knowledge

and as not produced by any condition other than these.” The

syllogism underlying this may be set out as follows ; validity is

not produced by any other causal conditions than those of

knowledge, because it is something which cannot be the recep-

tacle of invalidity, e.g., the cognition of a jar.- It might

also be pointed out here that the syllogism while it establishes

the M'lmdmsaka'

s

position also serves to counterbalance the

syllogism advanced by Udayana and Gangesa as already shown

and thereby it tends to weaken the Xijdya position.

1 (a) Kiiii dosabhavasahakrta-jiianasamagri-janyatvameva jnana-

samagrlmatrajanyatvam kiiii va dosabhavasahakrta-jnanasamagri janyatvam,

nadyah dosabhrivasahakrta-inanasamagrl-janyatvameva paratah-pramanya-

miti paratah-pramanyavadibhirurarikaranat ; napi dvitiyah dosabhava saha-

krtatvena samagryarii sahakritatvesiddhe ananyathasiiMhanvaya-vyatireka-

siddhataya dosabhavasya karanataya vajralepayamanatvut.

S.D.S., pp. 281-82.

(6) Vidi Citsukhi, p. 115, Bombay Edn.

- Vimata prarari vijfiaiia-ainagrijanyatve sat: tadaiinktajanya na

bhavati apramritvanadhikaraiiatvat ghat.-idiprauiavat.

S.D S.. -Taiuiinix ad-cr-aniim, p. 283
,
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As regards the origination of validity, this is the position of

all Mlmamsaka-^chools. But with regard to the cognoscibility

of validity {jmpti) the schools of Mlmamsakas differ among

themselves since their views as to the real process of apprehen-

sion differ from each other. They all agree in taking validity

(pramdnija) to be known through the very elements of know-

ledge itself. Thus the itidgment ‘‘ I know the pot” while it

reveals the knowledge of the pot to me also serves to reveal its

validity. As Gahgesa in his Tattcacintdmam puts it, while

criticising the Mwidthsakas, the common ground among all

Mlmdthsd-schijols in the dehnition of self-validity is that “ self-

validity is cognisable by all the common causal conditions of

knowledge which at the same time are e.xclusive of the conditions

which produce wrong apprehension.”^ The three well-known

Mlmdriisd schools differ among themselves when applying this

common definition to their respective views of the process of

apprehension.

Prabhakara is an advocate of tripiitl samvit, according to

„ ,
. which the knower, the known, and the

knowdedge are giv^ simultaneously in every

act of cognition. Knowledge feveals itself along with the

knower and the known. In the judgment '* I know- this ” iaham

idam jdndmi), we have three presentations of the ‘ I ’ or the

subject (ahamiitti) ‘this’ or the object {risayavitti) and the

conscious awareness {scasarinitti). Cognition according to

Prabhakara is self-valid and self-apprehended. Knowledge is of

the nature of light which illumines its own self as well as its

objects. It is not apprehended as an object of any othef cog-

nition for it then would lead to an infinite regress.^ All ex-

perience comes to us as determinate, f.y., “I know the jar

1 Tadaiii’am.inyagr.ihaka-yrivtij juanagrahaka-srimagrigraliyam.

Tattvacintfimfini, p. 122.

- S-uiiivittayaha hi saiiivit sidhyati na tu suiiivedyntaya.
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characterised by jarness” {ghatatvena ghaiamaham janami).

Such an experience reveals the jar, the object and itself as the

consciousness of awareness and the subject or tripiitu^ Triputt

explains the judgment as a combination of cognition and

after-cognition of Xijaya. Hence according to Prabhakara validity

is cognised along with the cognition itself and is self-produced

because the causal conditions of cognition themselves produce it,

knowledge being the locus of validity.'

The school of Mumri Misra differs from tlie Prabhakara

school in holding, unlike the latter, that
Murari MGra’s

, , , it • ij. i •

view knowledge itselt is not simultaneous combina-

tion ot cogniiion and after-cognition. On the

contrary, Murari Misra maintains that the after-cognition

(anuvyavasaija) comes immediately after the cognition. Thus

there is first the cognition ‘ this is a jar ’ (ayam ghatah) and then

immediately after arises the introspection that I know the jar

as characterised by jarness (ghatatvena ghafamaham janami).

Now the introspection has its constituent elements—(a) the per-

ception of the jar, (b) the perception of jarness, (c) the percep-

tion of the inherent relation between the jar and jarness, (d) the

perception of consciousness as modified by a, b and c and (e) cog-

nition of the self or ‘ I ’ as having an inherent relation with

a, b, c and d,® It is thus clear that as soon as the after cognition

J (a) Jnanasya ghatadivisayasvasvarupfitmarupadhikaranaitat-

tritaya-visayakatvadeva triputi-pratyaksata-pravadah

Nyayakosa, p. 518.

(6) Mitimatrmeyanam jnanasya eka-samagrikatvat triputi tat-

pratyaksata.

Ibid, p. 518.

^ (a) Pivlmanyo svatastvam nama yavat svfibraya-visayaka-jnana-

grahyatvam.

(b) Svasyaiva svapramanya-visayakatavri svajanakasarnagryeva-

svanisthapramanya-niseayika iti guravah.

Ylathuri on T.C., p. 126.

’ Ghatamnhaiii jrmrimityaninyavasayastu ghaiain gharaivaiii S»ma-
\ ayafica visayikiirvannatni.ini pr.ikariLhi'itaghaiainatmanaiii tatsaiiibandlil-
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arises as a result of perception, consciousness of validity at once

arises without depending on anything else except the causal con-

dition of perception itself. Hence validity is self-proved 2 It

may be noted that the Xaiijdijikas who advocate paratah-

prdniiinija also refer to anucijacasCiya or after cognition as reveal-

ing knowledge. But a closer study of the two positions will

reveal the fundamental difference between the Naiiidijika school

and that of Murari Misra. In the after-cognition or nnu-ryucasdya

of the }\aiydyika!>, there is no perception ol the inherent relation

(samai-dya) between the jar and jarness.' Hence the Xaiijdyika

has to establish validity of cognition ly an inference based on

correspondence leading to practical success. But such is not the

position of i\Iurari misra. His introspection or after-cognition

includes within itsell the perception of an inherent relation

{scunubdiju) between the presented jar and jarnes-, thereby unmis-

takably proving the truth ot the perception, since truth or vali-

dity implies the apprehension of the real characteristic mark of

the thing in the presented object in its proper relation.

Tha Bhdtta school diverges from the Misra school in the

„ . ,
interpretation of validity revealed by the after-

Kumarila s vie^v. ^
^ ^

cognition. Murari Misra holds that the after-

cognition or introspection and its constituent elements are object

of direct perception whereas the Bhdtta school maintains that

bhuta-vyavasayaih visayikaroti evaiii purovartiprakfirasaiiibandhasyaiva

pramabva padarthatvena svata eva pramaiiyaiii grhnatiti.

Nyayakosa, p. 618.

1 Svottaravartisvavisayakaiaukika pratyakaas-ya svanistha-pramanya

visayakataya svajanya-''-vavi^ayaka-pratyak>a-samagri svanistha-pramaiiya-

niscayika iti Misrah.

Matliuri on T. C., p. 126,

Xaivfiyika api anuvyavasaye \iie.7.yatvapi'akaratvayorbhanamaugi-

kurvc.nti; purovartinain ghatatvcna j-anami it} .Ikarasyai vriDuvya\ asHyasya

tairangikarat. paraniu pur^ ivartini ghat.ldau ghatatx.ldi rti paf'ffik,“ra-aiiiban-

flliabhnn.nii naiiglkur\ anti

Ny.iyoko^a, p Sis,
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knowledge being atindrhja or beyond sense perception cannot be

perceived and the validity brunght forth by the so-called

anuvyavasdya is not perceived but interred from jnatatd or eogni-

sedness ^ resulting from perception which imparts the revelatory

vividness {prdkatya) to the object perceived.' Thus according to

Kumarila, the judgment ‘ this is a jar ’ imparts a sort

of cognisedness to the jar whereby it is made vivid ; and

the revelatory cognition that “ I know the jar ” is inferred

from the cognisedness (jmtatd) in regard to the jar. The

form of inference is “ I know because of the awareness of the

cognisedness in me.” The validity of knowledge is also

to be inferred from the cognisedness {jkmtata) to the

object.® Now this cognisedness which reveals the object is

the quality or property of the object cognised ;
and if the

cognisedness modifies the object in the precise form of the

jar as it is, the cognition is valid or prama and the syllogism

might be put thus : The jar is the object of determinate

cognition in which the jar is the object determined and

1 Jnatafca ea jnata iti pratitisiddho jnanajaDVo visaya-&amavetah

prakatyaparanamatiriktapadarthavisesah.

Tattvacintamanirahasya, p. 126.

^ Vyavasayotpattyavyavahitottaraksanenotpannanuvy avasaya-vyak-

tereva Bhattaih jnatatalingakanumititvena llisradj-^isca sak^at koratvenS-

bhyupagamat.

Tattvacintamanirahasya. p. 148.

f(z') Bhatfairapi vya\ a=ay-apurvotpannena vyavasaya-samakalot-

panncna va srnBi'anadvntmaka-paraniars'^na vy'avasay otpattidviliy aksanc

janitaya aharii infmavan jn.ltatr.vattvadityamimityaiva pr.tmanyagraha-

bhyupagamat.

Tattvacintamanirahasya, p. 148.

lb) .Jnanasyatlndriyataya pratyaksasambhavena svajanyajniitatri

lingakanumitisamagri svanistha pramanya-niscayika iti Bhattaii.

Tattvacintamanirahasya, p. 126.
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jarness is the determining mark, since the awareness of

the cognisedness is qualified by the characteristic mark of the

jard Iq other words when we analyse the judgment ‘ I know

the jar ’

it means that I know the jar as characterised by the

essential marks of the jar since the revelatory vividness or

praJxatija arises in connection with the object, jar. And

this implies that the cognition is characterised or modified by

the special form of the object, jar, and this is nothing but the

cognitionthat the perception is valid.

A question may very well be raised here as to howthe jBhatos

could be called advocates of self-validity (svatah-pramanya) seeing

that they also maintain that validity is revealed through in-

ference—a position held by the Xaiijayikas who support the

theory of paratah-pramanija. The enigma however might be

explained very well in this way. Self-validity really means

that validity is apprehended by the same causal conditions

through which knowledge is known or revealed to the knower,

and not by something else other than these as held by the

Xaiyayikas. As we have already seen the three Mlmamsd

schools, though differing from one another in details, accept this

as a common principle. Thus according to the Prahhdkara school,

validity is apprehended along with knowledge by the same

elements which generate knowledge {jhanajayiaka-admagn), viz.,

the triputi of knower, known, and knowledge. According to

the ilfisra school, knowledge itself is known by the after-cogni-

tion or anuvyacasdya and the same anuvyavasdya reveals

validity as well. According to the Bhatta school validity

is apprehended by the cognisedness or jhdtatn which also

makes knowledge known. In the case of the Xaiyayikas

this does not hold good. For according to them though knowledge

’ gbato ghatatvaTadvisesyaka-ghatatva-prakarakajnanavisayah ghata*

tvaprakarakajnatatvavattvat.

Nyayakosa, p. 517.
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is apprehended by amivyavasaya or after-cognition anuvya-

vasaya does not reveal validity. Validity has to be established

by an inference based on correspondence leading to pragmatic

success. Thus that which reveals knowledge does not reveal

validity. In other words, validity is revealed by something

other than that which reveals knowledge. But according to the

Bhattas that which reveals knowledge reveals validity. Hence
though both the Bhattas and the Naiyayikas appeal to inference,

the former is rightly regarded as an advocate of svatah pramanya

while the latter of paratah pramanya.

All elaborate discussion of self-validity from the standpoint

of the Mimarhsists with regard to its origina-
The adTakin’s espla- .... , , . ,

nation of eeif-vaiidity. tion and cognoscibility has been given above
;

and a critical study of the Advaita position

shows that the Advaitins largely follow the Allmaihsakas in these

respects. Advaitins, however, differ from the Mimarhsakas in their

conception of valid cognition. Valid cognition is defined by

DharmarajadJivarindra in his Veddntaparihhdsa as a cognition

which is not previously known and is not also contradicted.

‘

The epithet ‘not previously knowm' is designed to exclude

memory or smrti from the scope of pramci or valid cognition as

memory is already known, while the epithet ‘ not contradicted
’

is meant to exclude wrong knowledge as it is always contradicted.^

^ anadhigatabadhitarthavisayaka jnunatvarii pramatvam.

Veduntaparibhasa, p. 15. (C. U. Edn.)

See also Bbamati; Abadbitanadbigatasaiudigdhabodhajanakatvain

hi pramanatvam pramananam.

See Advaitasiddbi, l.lc.

- It has already been pointed out that the Nyaya theory of the correspon-

dence of idea and object as the criterion of truth is reflected by the corres-

pondence theory of the Western llealists while the Arthakriya-kdritca or

conduciveness to practical success which is regarded as a test of truth by

the Buddhist schools is represented by the modern pragmatic schools of

America and Europe, The coherent theory of the Hegelian school represents

the view of some Indian Philosophers who regard samvada and saihvada-

17
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It might, however, be noted that some Advaita-teachers do not

exclude smrti or memory from the scope of valid cognition. Hence

from their standpoint the epithet ‘ not previously known ’ or

anadhigata has no utility. If however smrti is to be excluded

from the scope of valid cognition by this epithet an obvious diffi-

culty crops up, for the epithet, ’ not previously known ’ would bar

out a continuous process of cognition, since these perceptions, as

they come after the first, are already previously known. And this

would be a manifest absurdity. Dharmardjcidhvarmdra himself

realises this difficulty and tries to wriggle out of it by saying that

katva, i.c,, harmony with axperienee, as the mark of truth. The Advaitins

hold a diSerent view according to which the truth and validity of knowledge

consists in its non-oontradictedness (abudhitatva). This is very much akin

to Hegel’s own view of truth as resolving and reconciling all contradictions

in itself. The Yedantins proceed to criticise the different theories showing

their inadequacies and point out how ultimately all of them might be

reduced to their own theory of non-contradictedness. The correspondence

theory cannot prove itself ;
for the question might be urged—how do you

know that knowledge and reality correspond ? The only way to prove

such correspondence is to infer it from the facts of the harmony of ex-

perience from consilience of coherence (or saiiivuda as we have seen in

the Nyaya explanation of validity of knowledge) which is a foreign method.

But even this does not help much for all w'e can infer from the harmony

of knowledge with the rest of experience legitimately is not that knowledge

is absolutely free from error but that it is not yet contradicted What

is the guarantee that the future wdll not contradict it and thus falsify it?

To meet this objection the Veduntins argue that knowledge should be such

as to be incapable of being contradicted at all times. Ihe pragmatic

test of causal efSciency is also rejected by the Advaitins on the

ground that sometimes even a false cognition may lead to the fulfilment

of a purpose as wAen mistaking the lustre of a distant jewel for the jewel

we approach and get the jewel. Here it is clear that the falsity of the

initial cognition which caused our action is due to its being contradictedness.

This criticism of the Advaitins against the sister schools of Indian Philo-

sophy runs on similar lines with Prof. Alexander’s criticism against the

correspondence theory of the Western Piealists ; in which he shows how it

reduces itself inevitably to the coherence theory.

Vide Alexander’s Space Time and Deity, Vol. II, pp. 252-253.
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time enters as an element in all perceptions and since the success-

ive moments of a continuous perception remain previously un-

known and unperceived the perception may be said to be anadhigata

or not previously known d But this is not a very happy answer

to escape from the difficulty
;

for time is a common element

entering as a category in all judgment constructions and if the

particular elements (visesasamagri) of the judgment become

known in each successive cognition as shown, it is not convinc-

ing to argue that they are not previously known, simply because

the common factor, the time element, remains unknown.

Real escape from the difficulty may be effected if w-e take

the term anadhigata in a technical sense to mean difference

or a line of demarcation from a particular kind of knowledge

whose essential nature is that it cannot be perceived without

being previously known.' Defined in this sense, only memory

knowledge would be excluded from the scope of validity thus

defined and not the successive perception of a continuous cogni-

tion ;
for it is only the nature of memory to be ahcaijs appre-

hended as previously known. In the case of perception proper

the limitation would not apply, for though the second, third and

fourth perception of a continuous cognition of the jar might be

apprehended as previously knowm, the first perception is not so

apprehended. Thus, the sequence of a perceptual knowledge to

another perceptual knowledge of the same kind is only an

accident and not the rule as in the case of memory.

Clearly following the Mlmamsakas, the Advaitins also

explain self-validity as that which is originated by the common

^ NTrupasyapi kalasya indriyavedyatvabhyupagamena dharavahika-

buddherapi purva purva jnanrivisaya tattat ksanavisesavisayakatvena na
tatravyaptih.

Ved.antaparibhasa p. 22, C. U. Edn.

^ Yajjatiya-visista- jiirmatvavaecdiedena samanakaraka-niscayottara-

vartitvarii niyamah tajjatlyajuanabhinnatvam anadhigatatvam. [M. M.
Laksmana gastrin’s interpretation.]
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conditions of knowledge and not by any additional elements

other than those common conditions.^ Critics however might

stand against the exposition of the Advaita teachers and contend

that this would exclude eternal, infinite consciousness of God

from the scope of self-validity, because it is not originated.

The Advaitins have, therefore, to so explain the definition as to

include both eternal and non-eternal, infinite or finite cognition

in its scope. Hence the true meaning of the definition from

the monistic standpoint is that prama or valid cognition is that

in which there is an absolute negation of all that is due to the

elements other than those common elements. In other words,

prama or valid knowledge means the absolute negation of apramd

or wrong notion ;
and this absolute negation of wrong notion or

apramd might apply both to eternal and non-eternal or finite

consciousness.' The Advaitins further follow the Mlmarhsakas

in drawing this conclusion by similar counter-syllogism refut-

ing the Nyaya-syllogism establishing the theory of paratah

prdmdnija. It is needless to go into a detailed discussion of the

monistic argument as we already discussed the same in connec-

tion with the Allmarnsaka position. The Advaitins also conclude

that because we have to include defects (dosas) to explain apramd

or wrong notion, it does not necessarily follow that absence of

1 Ahurvijflaaa-sfimgri-jaayatve satyajanyatu taclanyatah pramiiyastat

svatastvamititavidah.

Citsukhi, p. 122.

2 (a) Naca ajanyafcvadavyaptrirlsvarajiiane tasya ajanyatve’pi jnana*

satnagrijanyatve satyati-riktakaranajanyatva-laksanavisista-diiarmavattva-

bliavat.

Citsukhi, p. 122.

(6) Vijaanasamagri-janyatve sati tadatirikta-sanaagrl janyatvam

yadapramasu prasiddhaiii tadatyanta fahuvavattvaiii hi laksanam etaccesvara-

jnane astiti navyaptirityarthah.

Nayanaprasadini, p. 122.
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defects must be included in the causal conditions of valid cogni-

tion.

As regards cogniscibility of prama, the monistic teachers

closely following the Mimamsakas argue that it is apprehended

by the same common elements generating knowledge. At this

the critic might include the false cognition of silver in the

nacre within the category of prama
;
for there also the common

elements generating the false cognition are there. To this the

Advaitins reply that this is not the case
; for the consciousness of

any defect in the causal conditions and awareness of contradiction

which give rise to two kinds of invalid knowledge, doubt and
falsity stand as a bar to the notion of validity. The critic mic^ht

then argue that this means that the absence of the awareness
of defect in the causal condition and the negation of the notion

of contradiction should then be regarded as causes of prama which
is tantamount to the admission of the Naiyayika-position that
valid knowledge is due to absence of defects, etc. The Advaitins
point out that this is not so, for the absence of defects (dosa-

bhava) cannot be regarded as the cause of prama
\ for what does

this absence mean ? Does it not mean that as soon as the
absence is there, notion of validity shines forth of itself.^ Besides
absence being a negative idea cannot be an operative cause
The truth is that, defects in the causal conditions or the notion

1 (a) Na ca jnana juipakadeva pramanya grahane mithyarajata
buddhjsu pramanya grahana prasaiigah, prasaktasyapi-pramanya grahanasya
karana dosavagamabadhabodha-bhyamapanayat, na ca tabhySmapanaye
tayorabhava-jiianasya pramanyagrahanahetutvapattau paratah-prSmanya
pattiriti vacyam, dosabudha-bodhayoranudaya matrena pramanya sphurana-
rasvikaranat.

CitsukhI, p. 125,

(6) Navayamapramanyajnrme karanadosa jfiana badhaka-jnanavat
pramamavagame tayorabhavajnanaiii karanama-srayamahe apitu tajnananu-
dayamatram tenana paratah-pramanyapattiriti.

Nayanaprasadini, p, 125.
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of contradiction stand as a bar to valid apprehension and as soon

as they are absent validity shines forth of itself. Moreover, if

absence of defect (dosabhava) be regarded as the cause of prama,

it will lead to an infinite regress
; the absence of defect, which

establishes the first validity, must require another absence of

defect as its causal condition and the second absence of defects

another and so on ad infinitum.^

It is now clear that ‘ absence of defect ’ cannot be regarded

as the cause of the cognoscibility of validity owing to this logical

absurdity. Hence Udayana's syllogism “ validity has to he

cognised by something other (than the common constituents of

knowledge) since there may be doubt with regard to the first

cognition ”
2 is not logically satisfactory. For though doubt

may be admitted in the first cognition and though along with

doubt it may further be conceded that doubt is due to the extra

conditions—organic defects—other than those of normal cogni-

tion, it does not follow that cognoscibility of validity should

necessarily be explained as due to the absence of defects which

generate doubt. Now when the absence of defects, in this way,

fails to establish the Nyaya-theory of paraiak-pramMya, the

substitution of merit or guna—a positive idea—as the cause of

cognoscibility of validity in addition to the common elements

of knowledge, does not fare better. For this introduction of

merit or guna is also not free from difficulties. With regard to

perception, the Naiyayika defines merit or gum as contact of the

sense organs with a considerable number of parts of the object

perceived and with regard to inference merit means validity of

the middle, etc. Now both these kinds of merit fail to estabhsh

1 (a) Yena hi dosabhava jfianena adyasya pramanyamavagamyate tat

pramanyavagamarthamapi dosa bhava juanantararii gavesaniya-mevah-

karamuparyapltyanavastha.

Nayanaprasadini, p. 125.

(h) Tide Citsukhi, p. 125.

^ Pramaparatojnayate anabhyasadasayam saihsayikatvut.
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validity. In the first place, so far as perception is concerned, we

have valid perception of self and forms (rupa) though they have

no parts ;
and in the case of the false perception of conchshell as

yellow, though there is contact of sense-organs with considerable

parts of the body, it is invalid. As to inference, it often happens

that though the middle or hetu is wrong, there is valid inference.

Thus, for example, w’hen man infers fire which is accidentally

present in the mountain, mistaking the mist for smoke, it

cannot be said that the knowledge of the fire is invalid, because

the middle term is false. In other words, though the hetu is

here false, the cognition of the fire is valid.

^

Moreover, as already pointed out, the inference of the

Naiydyika as to validity being paratah leads to a twofold regressus.

The Naiydyika inference—Knowledge is valid because it leads

to successful pragmatic results—leads to an infinite regress, be-

cause the validity of this inference will have to depend on

another inference and that on another and so on. In order to

avoid this regressus it might be urged that knowledge or cogni-

tion only is the sine qua non of practical endeavour and not the

consciousness of its validity. But this is not possible as it is

against experience. Experience shows that practical endeavour

is not possible without a prior consciousness of validity of know-

ledge leading to it. A closer analysis of experience reveals that

practical endeavour is the result of the certainty that the cogni-

tion is valid and it cannot be said that practical endeavour may
issue when there is a non-cognition of either validity or in-

validity. This shows that the regressus is unavoidable in the

Xyaya theory of paratah-prdmdnija. Hence, in order to get

1 Napi pratyaksa pramayaiii bhuyo’vayavendriya sannikarsah, rupa-

dipratyakse, atma pratyakse ca tadabhavat, satyapi tasmlii pitali sankba

iti pratyaksasya bbramatvacca, ata eva na sallingapara-marsadikamapi

anumityadi pramayaih gunah asallinga paramarsadisthale’pi visayabadhena

anumityadeh pramatvat.

Vidanta paribhasa, pp. 268-69. (C. U. Edn.)
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over this difficulty such an acute thinker as Vacaspati Misra in

his Nijdya-Vdrtika-tdtparyatika had to make the admission that

validity of inferential knowledge is self-evident.^ The Advaitins,

therefore, contend that if in order to avoid the regressus, infer-

ence is to be regarded as self-valid, there is no reason why all

forms of knowledge including perception should not be regarded

as self-evident
; since the regressus is involved, as already shown,

in all forms of knowledge. Moreover, as already pointed out

the inclusion of defect or merit in the causal conditions of know-

ledge is logically unnecessary and fallacious. Hence the conclu-

sion is inevitable that knowledge is not only self-luminous but

also self-valid.

1 anumanasya svatah pramanataya anvayasya pi sambhavat, tatha

anumanasyatu parito nirastasamasta-vibhramasankasya svata eva prama-

nyam anumeyavyabhi-carilingasamutthatvat.

Nyaya-Vartika tatparya-tika, III.

Some of the Naiyayikas. however, admit the self-evident character of

some cognitions. Udayana, for example, maintains that the consciousness

of consciousness is self-evident.



APPEARANCE

CHAPTER IT

A Ceitical Examination op the Realistic Categories.

The thesis of Samkara Vedanta that there is only one

absolute knowledge and that all else is false cannot be establish-

ed so long as the realistic categories of the Xydija-Vaisesika

schools remain unassailed. ^amkara-Veddnta therefore begins

by showing the untenability of the Nijdya-Vaisesika concep-

tions of realistic categories. When subjected to examination

they are found to involve self-contradictions. The Neo-Yedantic

teachers critically examined the categories and revealed their

untenable nature by pointing out the inherent antinomies in

them. The most famous of these teachers are SrlJiarsa, Citsukha

and Madhusudana. MadhusTidana in his monumental work

Advaitasiddhi mainly refutes the contention of Vijasaraja in

Nyayamrta. He therefore does not show as much zeal in refut-

ing Nyaya categories as is showm by Sriharsa and Citsukha.

Sriharsa’s criticisms are however all destructive. He directs

his energy mainly to the refutation of the categories. He
shows that these categories are faulty according to the

Naiyayika’s own canons of logic and that all our experi-

ences and the categories which form the bases of our

experiences are undefinable and inexplicable. And he con-

cludes that the phenomenal w'orld, being neither true nor false,

being in fact indefinable, is unreal. Thus he establishes the

Advaita position of the unreality of the world. Citsukha is

a commentator of 3riharsa. He had the critical acumen of
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his master. But he not only refutes Nyciya categories but

interpretes the most important concepts of the Advaita-Yedanta

and establishes the Advaita standpoint. His criticisms are thus

both destructive and constructive, i^iiharsa spends his zeal

more in exposing the contradictions in verbal technicalities and

in exposing the fallacy involved in the problems of Nyaya than

in establishing the monistic position. His primary concern,

as is suggested by the name of his book Khanriana khamlalihadija

was to refute the Xyaya-Faisefilui categories. The name of

Citsukha’s book Tattvapradlpika clearly suggests that he wanted

to throw light on the Vedanta concept of reality. He however

owes much to Sriharsa whose method he adopts in assailing

Sriharsa’s method too cannot be said to be original. He
follows in the footsteps of Buddhist philosophers Xdgarjiina,

Gandrakirti and others. Xdgarjiina was the first to lay down

this method of refuting Xydya categories. Sriharsa only con-

tinued his method. I^riharsa however differs in his ultimate

conclusion from Xdgdrjuna.^ In the present chapter we shall

follow 3r'i}iarsa and Gitstikha in their refutation of Yyaya cate-

gories such as part and whole {avayava and avayavi), substance

and attribute {dranja and guna) co-inherence (samavdya) uni-

versal and particular {jdti and vyakti), time and space {kcila

and dik), cause and effect {kdrya, kciram).

The table that w’e see before us is perceived as a thing

having an infinite number of parts . To a

and acayavi. Scientist these parts are nothing but atoms,

which are the smallest possible particles of

matter beyond the range of ordinary sense-perception.

Now the question arises whether the thing as a whole is,

or is not, different from its component imperceptible parts, the

atoms. If different, it would occupy a position in space separate

^ For a detailed account of the ahove a reference may be made to

Dr. SjN, Das Gupta’s History of Indian Philosophy, Vol. II, Chap. XI.
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from that occupiid by its parts, e.g., a jug and a piece of cloth

are different things because they occupy different positions in

space. But we do not recognise a thing as different from its

parts, nor does it occupy a different position in space. ^ More-

over, if the thing were different from its parts, it would

possess a separate set of qualities, relation, functions, etc.,

distinct from those belonging to its parts. But the sense-

perception does not corroborate the above view ;
for in

sense-perception we do not meet with a double set of qualities

relations, etc., in the perception of a table.

Farther, if a thing were different from its parts, both the

thing and its parts would be perceived independent of each other

just as a table and a chair being different from each other are

apprehended independently. But the thing and its parts are

never perceived independent of each other. Again, the relation

of thinghood to its constituent individual parts is controversial.

Does each individual part taken distributively contain

the entire thinghood or do all the parts taken collectively

contain it ? In the first alternative the individual parts

would appear as so many things and not as parts of the same

thing. Each Individual part would appear as a thing by itself

so that one individual particle of a thing would occasion the

perception of a thing as a wFole. Since complete thinghood

exists in each part, any change of attribute, such as colour,

motion, etc., in any of these parts would appear as change affect-

ing the whole.

-

Even incompatible changes taking place in different parts

of a thing will not warrant the conclusion that the different parts

have each a separate entity, as such changes would give

rise to a notion of contradictory relation.^

^ Yo hi yasmrid vyatiriktah sa tadadhisthita-desavyatiriktadesadhis-

tliana upalabhyate ghatudiva patah.

Ny. M., p. -549, Benares Edition.

S. E. p. 468 (Bombay Edition).

Pr. P. p. 18.
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The second assumption is open to a worse kind of fallacy.

Existence of entire thinghood in all the parts of the thing taken

collectively implies thinghood existing in a state of extension.

Thinghood in itself is either extended, or unextended. If ex-

tended, it has already parts and does not, therefore, require other

parts to exist in. Again how is the thinghood related to its

primary set of parts? It must exist in those parts taken either

distributively or collectively, and the same difficulty would arise

again. If thinghood were unextended, and therefore without

parts, it could not exist in so many extended parts all occupying

separate locations in space. Again, in that case there would be no

valid reason why thinghood of this table would be confined to its

owm so-called parts and should not be equally related to all objects

in the world indiscriminately. The same thing may be said as

to the relation of thinghood to its so-called parts, for there would

be no reason why entire thinghood should not confine itself

to one part only to the exclusion of the rest.^ Moreover, had

thinghood existed in the parts taken collectively, apprehension of

thinghood would be possible only wffien all the parts without any

exception would come in direct contact with the operative organ

of senses. But this is never the case. For, in every sense-

perception only a very small number of the parts of the object

comes in direct contact with the sense-organ.'

Hence thinghood cannot exist in the parts taken either dis-

tributively or collectively.

If thinghood were not different from the parts we are bound

to conclude that thinghood as a principle of unity does not exist

at all and that it is only the parts that exist.® And the so-

called thinghood will be nothing more than another name for its

’ P.P.,p. 18.

2 (a) Ny. AI,, p. 549

{b'l Bha. (Bombay Edition), p. 468.

(c) S.B., p. 568.

3 P. P., p. 18.
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parts. Nor wijl the parts as a group constitute any principle

of unity, for the same objections will arise with regard to

the relation of the group as unity to its so-called consti-

tuents. Hence only the individual atoms, and not the prin-

ciple of unity exist.

How" then can we account for the origin of a conception of

an object having a principle of unity, or of a w'hole having parts

as its constituent elements. The subjectivists argue that this

conception of whole is nothing but an idea supplied from mind

and arises when parts or groups of parts so cluster together as to

become an object of apprehension by an organ of sense; e.g.,

there is no such thing as a forest having objective reality
;

the

notion of forest arises only w’hen trees or groups of trees are so

situated together as to produce a simultaneous impression upon

our mind and as to make us lose sight, for the time being, of

the intervening space that exists between one particular tree and

another.^

The only conclusion which can, therefore, be legitimately

drawm as a result of this analysis and examination is that there

is no objective validity of this notion of ‘whole’
; what appears

to be such is nothing but an objectification of the subjective

experience itself. The above is the conclusion maintained by

the subjectivist school with regard to the ultimate character

of ‘whole’ or a principle of unity, and to this school belong

Bauddha, Jaina, Mimamsa, and Vedanta Philosophy.

The subjectivists thus deny the existence of ‘whole’ wPich

cannot be found to be possessed of any entity when disintegration

takes place among the parts composing the whole
; what appears

as the visible form giving an idea of whole is but a subjectively

valid notion arising only when the particles, so grouped together,

assume and present a particular shape. In our entire perceptual

process there is nothing to give us any evidence as to the reality

1 (a) P. P., pp. 18-19.

(6) Ny^ M., p^ 549,
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of -n'bole
;
M'bat appeals to our senses is nothing but the taste,

colour, etc., of the thing, and not the so-called underlying reality

as ‘whole.’ This is to be particularly noted in this connection

that the Buddhists not only deny objective reality of the whole,

but hold this idea to be a subjective illusion. In this respect the

Buddhist philosophers differ from other subjective schools of

philosophy, viz., the -Jaina, Mlmainsa, Vedanta, etc., which con-

tend that the notion of whole is not an illusion but a subjectively

valid notion. We are bound to assume a sort of reality belong-

ing to whole w’hen we note the fact that the whole exerts some

influence while serving a particular function in our practical life.

But they do not admit the objective reality of whole, inasmuch

as any analysis of whole will lead to this conclusion that the

whole is nothing but a transformed condition of the particulars

constituting it.^

Partha Sarathi Mis'ra, the author of the ^astradipika, con-

cludes a sort of subjective reality belonging to whole, but the

school does not admit that it has a self-existent reality of its

own.^

The above position has been subjected to further analysis

and elaborated by the author of the Siddhantacandrika, wdiich is

a commentary on the Ssstradlpika. In the analysis of the per-

ception of an object we are aware of the fact that our conscious-

ness of the different parts of the object is accompanied by a

simultaneous idea of oneness and the fact of this idea of oneness

leads us to conclude that the whole has an entity different from

its parts. ^ The question then arises as to the relation between

the parts and the whole, and as to whether the whole actually

possesses any reality of its own. A closer examination of the

thing will reveal to us that the idea of oneness does not tran-

scend our notion of parts but is co-existent with it, and that the

comprehension of whole is not possible without comprehending

1 Pr. K. ih, p. 162.

2 S.D., p. 106 (Bombay Edition).

3 S. C., p. 106 (Bombay Edition).
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it in relation to the parts. The relation between the two can,

therefore, be best represented as that w'hich subsists between

a cause and an effect. But the effect is nothing but a transform-

ed condition of the cause. Therefore, though the whole appears

to have its entity of its own, separtite from that of the parts, it is

not so distinct as the reality of one thing is distinct from that of

another thing {e.g., a book and a table). The relation between

the two can, therefore, in the opinion of the Mimtamsists, be

described as hJiinnahhinna.^

In essence the Sathkarites also accept this view. In their

opinion the whole has got no independent reality apart from the

reality of the parts, being nothing more than a specific arrange-

ment of the latter. The relation betw’een the whole and the parts

has, therefore, been described by the Satirkarites as taddtmija.

The reality of one has been regarded by them as being identical

with that of the other.'

Eamanuja and his school also deny the independent existence

of the whole. They look upon parts and whole, upadana and

upadeija, as being two stages of one substance. Looked at from

one standpoint the substance gives us an impression of oneness,

i.e., of ‘whole’ while looked at from a different point of view, w'e

receive from it an objectively valid idea of parts. The relation

between the two is thus difference and sameness or hliinndhhinna

as maintained by the Mimarhsists. The Z\Iadhvites also hold

the viewpoint of the Mimariisists. They more clearly indicate

the relationship that exists between the w’hole and the parts

and among the parts themselves. This school holds that the

whole is identical with the parts when the latter are taken

^ S.D., p. 108 iBombay Edition) ; Xy. M., p. 049

- S. B., p. 404 (Bombay Edition).

^ {'() Upadanatiriktaiii karyadravyarh nastlti sfidhyate astliabheda-

matram av'brtamekasyaiva dravyasya avasthabhedadupadanopIdL'ya-bhava

iti, T. M, K
,
p. 41.

ih) Tantava eva vyatisaiiga-videsabhajali pata iti namarupa-karyantara-

dikam bhajate. R. Bh,, 2. 11. 16.
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collectively. The Madhvites analyse this thought further and give

a definite interpretation of the relationship between the whole

and the collection. With any and every collection, the whole

does not stand in identical relationship. But only that form of

collection that is definite and properly ordered can be said to

stand in identical relationship to the whole.

For example, any collection of threads cannot be called a

piece of cloth and does not serve any definite purpose, but when

this collection has been properly and definitely arranged, we can

apply the name to the form and it serves a definite purpose.

Thus the relationship between the whole and the collection of

the parts is both distinct and identical
;
it is distinct if the collec-

tion is indefinite and vague, but it is identical when the collection

is well-ordered and gives rise to the idea of name and form.

But if one of the parts is taken individually and separately

from the body of the whole and if we examine the relationship

between this part and the whole we find that the relationship

between the two is both distinct and identical. It is distinct

from one standpoint and identical from another standpoint. It

is distinct in the sense that apart from this part the whole can

have the name and form and can serve a definite purpose and

the idea of the whole remains as it was. Thus from the stand-

point of the detached part the relationship is distinct, but from

the standpoint of the wBole the relationship is identical.

Again, the relationship that exists among the parts them-

selves is totally distinct. It is true that each part stands in

complete isolation from another part, but when any part is related

not to another part but to the collection of parts, the relation-

ship becomes an identical one.
^

j
(a) Ainsinomsairabhedoyamamsenatu bhidabliida

Parasparaih tatharfi sanarfa bheda eva praklrtitah.

S. T. E., p. 12 (Madlivavilasa Book Depot).

(b) Asesariisairvina abhavat amsino, bhedah bhedabhedavanu
bhavasiddhaviti. Ibid, p. 12.

(c) Amsinah sarTariisairabhedah ekaikamsena tu bhedabhedau tadvina-

se’pi amsinah sthiteh. Ibid, p. 12.
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To sum up :

It should be noted here that the conception of whole and

parts as one of identity in difference is completely borrowed

from Eumarila’s system of Mlmamsa metaphysics. Samkara

here subscribes to Kumarila’s position from empirical standpoint,

as in the case of other empirical categories. Being an absolute

monist the absolute reality of these categories cannot be admitted

by Samkara as has been done by Eamanuja, Madhva, consist-

ently with their realistic philosophy. This fact has been

plainly stated by Citsukha. In course of discoursing on the

unreality of the phenomenal order, Citsukha singles out this case

of whole and part, as illustrative of his thesis {e. g., unreality of

phenomenal world). The whole, he argues, is non-existent in the

parts, because it is an effect being made up of parts on the

Naiyayika’s own hypothesis. Now' the relation of cause and

effect has been proved to be an illusory super-imposition like

that of silver on the shell. The effect cannot be regarded as

absolutely identical with the cause as in that case the causal

relation would be inconceivable, nor can it be held to be absolute-

ly distinct since in that case anything could be regarded as

the effect on the ground of its difference. If the pot is regarded

as the effect of the clay on the ground of the difference from

clay the cloth also could be thought of as the effect of clay by

the same logic. Samkara also hints as the essential unreality of

these categories, e. g., whole and parts when he says they are re-

lated in the relation of identity and difference which is a con-

tradiction in terms. The whole thing can be easily disposed of

by the following dilemma.

Is the whole something different or non-different from the

parts? If the latter alternative be accepted then the position

of the realist that the whole is a distinct entity produced from

the parts falls to the ground. If it is different we cannot under-

stand how the two can be related. The relation of co-inherence

19
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(samataya) is an illogical assumption as we shall see later on

and as such cannot be pressed as an explanation of these

categories* In short all these realistic categories are found to be

fraught with self-contradiction when logically examined d

: Substance and attri-

butes.

In our sense-perception, the object appears to us, as a

substance having certain attributes. The

attributes can never be perceived independent

of the substance nor can the latter be cognised

divested of the former. They are so related that the knowledge

of the one invariably presupposes that of the other. A careful

examination reveals that what we apprehend as the substance

does not exist at all as a reality without its attributes. Now the

point at issue is whether the substance is different from its

attributes or insenarably related to the latter.

If we admit the first alternative, the substance will be

perceived in itself apart from and independent of the attributes.

If we assume that the substance and the attributes are quite

distinct in their nature but we have the cognisance of them

together, the question ivould be, how do we come to the know-

ledge of the substance independent of the attributes? We do

not derive the idea of such a substance through any of the five

senses because the five sense-organs can give us only the know-

ledge of the attributes and not of the substance underlying the

attributes. Therefore, we must be endowed with a new sixth

sense-organ to have the perception of such a substance. But

such an organ is not known to exist ; hence no such idea of

substance is valid.

' Ariisinah svaThsagatyaDtabhavasyapratiyogioah amsitvaditaramslva

(ligesaiva guiiadisu. Yimatah patah entlantunisthatyantabhavapratiyogi

avayavitvat patantaravat, evametad guua-karma-jatyadayopi tattattantunis-

thatyantabhava pratiyoginah tattadrupatvaditara-tattadrupavadityevamadi-

prayogah san-atraivohanlyali.

Cit., pp. 40-41j
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Again we may accept the other alternative, i.e., the idea of

substance is inseparably connected with that of the attributes.

Then it is evident that the substance is nothing more than an

aggregate of attributes. JN’ow this conclusion breaks up the

idea of unity that is necessarily involved. The attributes can

never be understood if there exists no principle of unity in them.

The substance tends to unify these attributes. The substance

is not merely the sum-total of attributes, it is something more.

It is not wholly immanent in the attributes, i.e., the idea of the

substance is not completely exhausted in the attributes. It is

transcendent as well, and in this aspect the substance supplies

the principle of unity that we are clearly conscious of in our

sense-perception. Again, the attributes are ever-changing and

have their meaning only in and through permanence. There is

a permanent underlying substance and the changes have their

seat in the former and this supplies the connecting link that

runs through the series of changes. This one that supplies the

connecting link is substance or dravya.

The consideration of these difficulties, that are rightly urged

against the Buddhists, led the later thinkers of Indian Philosophy

to conclude that the substance or the principle of unity cannot

be denied. The Jaina school holds that the attributes are not

self-sufficient and cannot exist in themselves. Further the same

fact becoming the object of perception and touch-sensation proves

that there is an underlying basis that gives rise to these different

sensations.^ Kumarila Bhatta in his Slokavartika and Partha-

sarathi Misra in his Saslradlpika draw the same conclusion.^

The Vedantins also hold the same view.

The Nydya-Vaisesika systems admit the notion of the sub-

stance or the principle of unity and that of the attributes. But

the Naiydyikas and Vai^csikas differ from the system of

1 Pr. E. M., p. 162.

2 S.V., pp. 181-Iti3 ; S.D., pp. 42-43.
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Mwiamsa, Sdmkhija and Vedanta with regard to the determina-

tion of the character of the substance and that of the attributes

and the relation that exists between the two. Nijdija-Vaik»ika

systems of thought hold that the substance and the attributes are

independent and self-sufficient categories and there arises a third

entity namely, samacdya that connects these two separate cate-

gories in our experience.

A careful examination reveals that the Nyaya-Vaisesika

systems are at war, as it were, with the Advaita-Vedanta as they

accept the independent existence of three categories, namely,

(1) substance, (2) attributes, and (3) samavdija. The definitions,

they set forth to determine the true nature of these three concepts

are strongly criticised by the Bamkarites.

First, let us examine the definition of substance as is given

by the Nyaya-Vaisesika schools. They define

Sarakarites’ diaiecti- substancc (drari/a) as the seat of properties
cal criticism of toe

^ ^
i. r

definition of substance (§ iindsraija)

.

Citsukhacarja and Sriharsa, the
advanced by the Xyaya
and Vai^esika schools, two well-knowm critics and Staunch exponents

of the Saihkara-Vedanta, strongly criticise this

definition. It is vitiated in two ways : it is wider in one sense

and narrower in another sente. Therefore, it is erroneous in

two respects.^

The definition is wider because gumsraija or the seat of

properties is the definition of the substance and this definition

can rightly be applied to the attributes themselves for they are

also the seat of properties as they are characterised by number

(samkhijd) and separateness (prthaktca). Thus colour is an

attribute but it may have other attributes. A particular colour

may be light or deep and it may be of many kinds. It may be one

or many." The teachers of the Nyaya-Vaisesika systems were

* Avyapterapyativyapterdravyaiii naivagunasrayah

Adye ksane gunabhavud gunadavapiviksanfit.

Cit., p. 175.

^ Gunadisvapi caturviiiisatirguna ityadi saihkliya gunanvayaviksana-

dativyapteh. Cit.. p. 170.
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clearly conscious of these defects and tried to meet these short-

comings by saying that the attributes are attributeless and

motionless in their nature/ The properties, number and

prthaktva really inhere in the substance but are only falsely

applied to the attributes. This conclusion does not appeal to

the Advaita-critics as there is no ground of such false applica-

tion; and it can be interpreted conversely as well, i.e., we can

say that the attributes, number and prihaktca, etc., really belong

to the attributes themselves and are erroneously applied to the

substance.^

Again, the definition is too narrow. If the substance is

giinasraya or the locus of properties, it implies that the relation

is one of cause and effect. The substance stands for the cause

and the attributes represent the effect. The cause must precede

the effect in point of time, and there must be a moment tvhen the

cause exists in itself devoid of any effect. Therefore, the substance

must have a condition in which it is divested of all attributes;

and this definition in its ordinary sense cannot be applied to the

substance in that state. So this definition errs in being narrower

as it excludes that substance which is free from attributes.

In order to meet this objection the Naiyayikas explain

(jundsraijatva to mean gunavattcdtijanidhhdvdnadJiikaranatva or

the state of not being the substratum of the absence of having

properties. They say that though at the time of origination there

are, according to their own admission, no qualities in the substance,

still the substance is not the substratum of the absolute negation

of qualities, for in the second moment qualities inhere in it.

But this roundabout explanation of the concept gunasraijatva

does not help the Naiyayikas, for then the definition of substance

becomes too wide. Absolute negation of having qualities (giina-

vattccitijantahJidiah) may be characterised as not being the sub-

stratum of absolute negation of having qualities which is the

^ Gunadir nirguiiakriyah.

- Citsukhi, p. 176.
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cliaracteristic of substance/ for nothing can be its own

receptacle. Again this characteristic mark of substance will be

found even in gunas themselves. For gunas or qualities also

are, as we have shown above, endowed with some other gunas,

e.g., number, separateness, etc., and so they cannot be the

substratum of the absolute negation of having qualities."

Further does the definition of substance imply the absolute

negation of one quality or of ail ?

The definition would be too narrow in either case. The

gums or qualities are tw'enty-four in number, and what is the

receptacle of one quality, e.g., colour, may be characterised as

the substratum of the absolute negation of another quality, e.g.,

rasa or taste, and thus an entity—endowed with colour may not

be determined by the definition of substance. x\gain, since there

is no substance endowed with all qualities, therefore, nothing

can be characterised as not being the substratum of the absolute

negation of all qualities.^

As this definition is beset wfith difliculties, the Nyaya-

Vais'esika thinkers advance another definition of substance. The

definition runs thus ; substance is what is organically related to

thinghood {dravyatvajati yogitvam dravyalaksanam)

.

Chitsukha-

carya is not satisfied with this definition and strongly criticises

it. Wherefrom do we derive the idea of thinghood that attempts

1 Yo’pi gunavattvatyantabhavah so’pi svasyanadhikaranameva

svasmin svasyavrtteh.

Xayanaprasadim, p. 176.

2 Asminnapi vakralaksane gunadisvapi samkhyaprthaktva-gunayoh

pratiteh katharii nativyaptih.

Cit,, p. 177.

^ upadinaiii gununamanekatvattadekagunadhikaranasyapi taditara-

gunatv antabhavadhikaranatvadeva tadatyantabhavanadhikaranatvabfaavat,

sarvagunavattvatyantabhavanadhikaranatvasya sarvasminnasambbavat. sali

h sarvagunadhikaranatve sarvagunatyantabhavanadhikaranata syafc, na

ca sarvagunadhikaranatvamekaikasyastiti katbaih navyaptili.

Citsukbi, p. 176.
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to define the substance ? To have the idea of thinghood, we

must have a pre-supposition of something that supplies this idea ;

and that something must be of the same nature and character as

those of the substance itself. Therefore, to possess the idea of

thinghood we must previously be conscious of the thing itself.*

The definition of the attributes as given by the A'aisesika

school does not also appear to be convincing. The Vaisesikas

^ . define the attributes thus ; The attributes are
Samkaritea criticism

of the definition of inherent in the substance and are totally

divested of any quality and motion. They are

not the causes of conjunction and separation.^ The author of

the Nyaijakandali defines attributes as attributeless (aguna) and

organically related to the universal characteristics of gum
{sdmanyavdn). If we analyse this definition and make a careful

scrutiny we find that it involves the fallacy of begging the

question. In order to have a clear conception of aguna we must

have the pre-conception of guna itself.

It has already been proved in the examination of the defini-

tion of substance that the attributes are not totally divested of

qualities. They are characterised by number and separateness,

etc.

The author of the Kirandcall defines attributes in a different

foi-m when he says that the attributes possess the characteristic

of universality, i.e., gunatva and lie beyond the range of touch-

sensation though inhering in the substance and they form a

separate category from motion or karma.'* This definition

involves four factors. We have already discussed the first epithet

Dravyatvajatiyogitvamapi no dravyalaksanam

Tajjativyanjakfibhavattanmanasyanirupanrit.

Cit., p. ITS.

- Dravyasrayl na gunavan saiiiyoga-vibhagesvakaranarii nirapeksah

(gunak).

V. S., p. 94.

Samanyavan sparsarahifco dravyasrayah karmatirikto gunah.3
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and there remain three more factors to be carefully analysed and

critically examined.

We have no objection against Kiranavall when it declares

that the attributes inhere in the substance and lie beyond touch-

perception, but we cannot accept the last characteristic without

doing violence to reason. When we fully analyse the term

karmatiriJitah we see that it involves the following stages :

—

(1) distinct knowledge of karma, (2) the conception of guna and

(3) clear understanding of the difference or distinction that lies

between the two. To understand the nature of karma we must

have a pre-conception of gum and that of the relation between

the two. Again, to know gum, vre must be familiar with the

nature of karma and its distinctive characteristics. Thus each,

in its turn, leads to the other. There is neither beginning nor

any end. The process is never-ending and it commits the fallacy

that is technically known as arguing in a circle.^

We have seen that in the Nyaya-Vaise^ika systems

substance and attributes are two distinct
Samkarites' crit;-

. m, • i

ciamofthe definition categories. They can never be cognised in
of 'samacaya,' , n • •

such a way. bo far as our experience is con-

cerned, we know the substance in and through the attributes and

the attributes in and through the former. Now, these systems

are logically forced to admit the independent existence of a third

category, viz., samavaya to account for the cognition of the

substance through the help of the attributes and of the

attributes in and through the substance. Prasastapada

defines samavaya as a category that brings into connection two

1 (a) Ctl., pp. 181-84 (Bombay Edition),

ffe) Kh. Kh., p. .580 (Benares Edition).

(c) Yadi gunad bhedena karmajuanarh syat karmatirikfcata gunasya

jnayeta naitadasti gunanirnaye tadvyatirekasyapi karmano jnatumasakyat-

vat, etallaksanena gunam niscitya tato’tiriktarii karmajiiatva tadatiriktatva

vise^najfianarh vanchatascakrakapattiriti.

N. Pr. P. 181.
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concepts that cannot exist independently though standing in the

relation of the container and the contained.^

Sridhara, in his Nijaija-Kandall

,

attempts to render a

thorough interpretation of this definition.- All instances of the

relation of the container and the contained do not represent

sarnavdya relation. For example, a particular book is placed on

a table and they stand in the relation of the container and the

contained
; but this relation is not one of samaidija but of

samyoga. Sarnavdya relationship is distinguished from

samyoga relationship by the fact that in the former both the

entities that are related together cannot stand independent of each

other, while in the latter, they can so stand. In the previous

illustration, the book and the table can both exist independent

of each other, but a piece of cloth cannot exist independent of

the threads that constitute its materials, though the latter can

stand independent of the former. Thus both can never stand

independent of each other and this relation illustrates the distinc-

tive nature of samacdya relation.

Citsukhacarya strongly criticises this definition as being too

wide. When w^e cognise the negation of a certain object, dz., a

particular pot on a particular place, we see that these two

ideas cannot stand independently and express the relation of the

container and the contained. Though all the requirements of

sarnavdya relation are satisfied here, the Naiyayikas themselves

hold that this example is not one of sarnavdya relation. The

relation is one of visesana-visesya-laksana, i.e., the thing and

its adjuncts.'^ Xow the Nyaya-Vaisesika systems modify this

definition by adding that sarnavdya relation has its validity only

1 Ay uta-3irldhan"imadLar\ adharabhutanaiii yah saihbandha iha pra-

tyayahefcuh sa sainavayah. P, Bh.. p. 14.

- Vide Xyaya-Kandali. p. 14

^ NasyadayutaiiddhCidi samavayasyalaksanarii visesanavisesyatva-

sariibandhe vyabbicitratah, ihabhutale ghatubhava iti visesana visesyabbava-

laksane’ pi sariibandhe laksanasyutivyaptiii asticadharyadbara-

bhava iba pratyayasca. Cit., p. 199.

20
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in the case of two entities that are positive in their nature and

it does not hold good in the instances in which even one is nega-

tive. This modification also is not satisfactory and to the

Advaitins, it is equally fallacious.' Por example the sound has

its existence in ether {Iha aMse sabdah). Here both the

entities are positive and thereby all conditions are satisfied, still,

the Naiyayikas themselves do not hold this to be a case of

samavaya relation. Therefore, the definition is too wide.

Again, the definition unwarrantably assumes the epithet ddJiarya-

dharabhuta that necessarily follows from ayiitasiddhad

Samavaya is an independent category and relates two

concepts, viz., the substance and the attributes, etc. Now when

it establishes the relation between the two, it itself stands in a

certain relation to the substance. Therefore, in order to have

the cognisance of the substance in and through the attributes

and the latter in and through the former, we accept samavaya

relation, and in connecting the two, samavaya itself is related

to the substance. Now the question arises, how do we become

aware of this relation that exists between the substance and

samavaya? To account for this if w-e accept another samavaya

and so on, we are led to an infinite regress {anavasthd).

This fallacy of infinite regress led the Vedantins to reject

this samavaya relation as an entity standing independent of the

substance and the attributes."

Sarhkara has pointed out in his Bhdsya that the Nyaija-

Vaisesika systems cannot fully explain the real nature of the sub-

stance and that of the attributes, and their relation though they

admit samavaya to be a third category. In refuting these

systems Samkara points out that they are self-contradictory as

they admit the existence of six independent categories, substance,

attributes, etc., and hold, at the same time, that five categories

^ at., p. 199 .

" (a) S. It., p. oil.

(6) B. Bh. 2,2.13.
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giina, motion, etc., entirely depend on the first, viz., substance.

Thus they affirm and deny the same truth in the same breath.

Categories are at once independent and dependent, an absurd

conclusion.^

It may however be contended that subordination does not

do away with independence. As for example, smoke having

originated from fire depends on it, though smoke and fire have

both got independent existences. Similarly, attribute, etc.,

though dependent on substance, do not, on that account, lose

their independence. Attributes and other entities are dependent

in the sense that they cannot be cognised unless they are related

to the substance.

Upon this contention, Samkarites argue that this example

of smoke and fire does not hold good and it fails to explain the

nature of subordination. It is a case of false analogy. Smoke

and fire can be cognised independently and we consider them as

distinct and separate. But the attributes cannot be cognised

apart from their relation to the substance. Hence, the idea of

distinctiveness and uniqueness is not clear in the case of the

attributes.

Thus, if experience be the last court of appeal, w’e find that

the idea of the substance cannot be had apart from that of the

attributes and the idea of the attributes equally
Adyaitin s decision.

depends on that of the former for its cognisance.

So, there is no clear-cut distinction between the two. They are the

two aspects of the same entity. Substance expresses itself in

attributes and the latter have their perfection and consummation

in the substance. The two are identical in essence. Attributes

exist when the substance is there
;

they lack existence when the

substance is wanting. So the substance expresses itself in

different forms in different stages and assumes different names.

But through these different names and forms runs a principle of

unity that is known as substance.

1 S. B., 2.2.17.
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Yacaspati Misra in his Bhamati explaining the nature of

the substance and that of the attributes says that the attributes

cannot be defined and conceived of as independent of the

substance to which they belong. Whenever we have the

cognisance of any attribute we conceive in reality the substance

in one of its forms. Therefore, the attributes are not separate

from and independent of the substance, but the universal charac-

ter of the substance is illustrated in and through some particular

attributes.^

When we perceive an object it appears to us a particular

individual possessing characteristics, some of which are common
to the class while others are specially its own.

For example, a cow which we perceive before

us, has two sets of qualities : (1) those that are

common and essential to all cows in the world and (2) others

that are particular to this cow only. The first set implies the

pure essence which are common to all cows. The realistic philo-

sophers are of opinion, that such essence found in different

classes of things is not merely accidental points of resemblance.

They indicate self-existent, eternal, unchangeable realities, e.g.,

universals belonging, as it were, to a separate world of their

own.^ It is by virtue of their participating in the same universal

that the particular individuals of a class happen to possess the so-

called common and essential attributes.

As regards the existence of the universals and their relation

' Gunadayo na dravyadyanadblna nirupanah api tu yada, yada niru-

pyante tada tada tadukaratayaiva prathante, na tu prathayamesamasti

svatantryam, tasmannatiricyante dravyat api tu dravyameva samanyarupam
tatha tatha prathate.

Bha., p. 517,

2 According to the Nyaya-teachers jafi is not a class concept, for a

class concept is subjective but jdti has an objective reality and it exists

even though there is no individual in which to inhere. Jdti thus corres-

ponds to Plato’s ‘ Ideas ’ which are informed in individuals. Jdti, though
independently existent, has its manifestation in and through individuals.

Jdti corresponds to ‘quiddity’ of Schoolmen.
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to the particulars, there are other thinkers who hold a different

view. They admit the class concepts or universals but do not

think them as existing apart from particulars.

The realistic philosop hers maintain that these universals are

objective entities and are revealed in perceptual cognition as

much as individual obj ects, as the idea of universals is given

in sense-perceptions. The existence of these

tion of universal and universals Can be demonstrated by a regular
particulars.

syllogistic inference also. Our perceptual

experience is not only of the particular cow, but contains a

reference to another distinct principle, which is not confined to

the individual concerned but inheres in other individuals in the

same manner and the same degree. Had we been cognisant of

the particular individual alone the cognitions would have been

distinct and separate and there would be no class-concept. But

this is not the case
;
there is the sameness of cognition in our

cognitions of different cows, and this identity of reference, lin-

guistic and psychological alike, can be accounted for only on the

assumption of a universal element super-added to particulars.^

The existence and non-existence of an objective reality can be

determined by the arbitration of experience alone and the dictum

-

that excess in knowledge presupposes a corresponding excess in

the objective order should be accepted by all believers in extra-

mental reality. So the particular and universal should be

accepted as equally true and equally real and there is no contra-

diction or logical incompatibility in these two factors coalescing

in one substratum.

1 Tasmadekasya bhinnesu ya vrltistannibandhanah

samanya sabdah sattadavekadhikaranena va.

S. V. (Akrtivada), SI, 12 .

~ Visayatisayamantarenapratyayatisayanupapatteb.

Ny. M., p. 314,
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According to the subjectivists, jati is merely a creation of

our own mind without any objective counterpart at all. The
Sub;ectmst3’ ex- Buddhists Urge that the existence of the univer-

and particulars. Sal Can be proved neither by sense-perception

nor by inference. It is impossible that sense-perception should

give us the knowledge of the universal. Sense-perception is

confined to particulars only and has no valid application beyond

them. Xor can inference or te.stimony, being ultimately based

on perception, supply us with the knowledge of the universal.^

There are two forms of perception, Nirvikalpa and Savikalpa

and none of these is sufficient to prove conclusively the universal

that underlies the particulars. Indeterminate or Ninikalpa

perception is occasioned as soon as the so-called object comes in

contact with a particular sense-organ just before the subjective

contributions from within have any opportunity to modify the

pure sensuous processes. Determinate or Savikalpa perception,

according to this theory, is due to subjective contributions added

to the stage of pure perception. These subjective contributions

not being in any kind of touch with the object itself, cannot

affect the true nature of the object. Hence, even when we seem

to apprehend them sensuously this knowledge must be taken to

be an illusion without any validity. And the sensuous perception

of the universal depends upon a comprehensive apprehension of

the particulars participating in the same universal. But as sense-

perception is by its nature confined only to the presentative ele-

ments, other elements w ill have to be represented in consciousness

in order to occasion a comprehensive apprehension of the object.

If the universal were sensuously perceived, it would be either by

means of presentative elements or by representative elements or

by i means of both in co-operation. The knowledge of the uni-

versal involves a comparative consciousness of the particulars

' Na tavat samanyagraiiana nipunamaksajam jnanam bhavitu-

marhati n acanumanam iabdo va samanya svarupa vastavatva

vyavasthapanasamarthyamasaute.

Ny. M., p. 297.
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and this consciousness requires the presence of both the presen-

tative and representative elements. But sense-perception sup-

plies us only with presentative elements. Now' as the latter ele-

ments are wanting in sense-perception, it is not the only source

of knowledge of the universal. Representative elements, again,

not being in direct touch with any present object, cannot occa-

sion any sensuous apprehension even if they seem to establish a

true relation with the presentative elements. Representative

elements are the creations of the mind and hence illusory. They

cannot therefore in any w'ay prove the objective validity of the

universal.

If it were argued that the presentative and representative

elements, by their co-operation occasion the sensuous perception of

the universal, the same reply would be given. So far as the repre-

sentative elements are concerned, the apprehenoion of the univer-

sal, resulting from them, cannot be sensuous
; because the re-

presentative elements unlike the presentative ones, are occasioned

by a process of memory revival (smrtyanantarahhdcJ) and not

by any inter-action betw'een the object and the sense organ.

Though ordinary experience apparently shows that we perceive

the universals sensuously, a deeper analysis discloses the fact

that representative factors constitute the major portion of sensu-

ous perception and that there is not a bit of sensuousness in

representative factors. Hence no sense-perception of the uni-

versal is possible. Inference, again, being based on perception,

equally fails to stand as a source from w'hich we might derive

the knowledge of the universal. The degree of subjective com-

plexity is much greater in inference than- in sense perception. So

we conclude that neither perception nor inference can warrant

any knowledge of the universal.

If we admit the existence of the universal, the question

arises, w'hat is the relation between the universal and the

particular ? Is it one of difference or of identity ! If the

universal is different from the particulars, it would be perceived

independently of the latter. If identical, it would cease to exist
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as a principle of unity. If different and identical at the same

time, it it is inconceivable.^

Further, if the universal were different from the particular,

it would exist either everywhere in the world or only in the

particulars belonging to the class. If it existed everywhere, it

would be perceived not only in the objects other than its so-

called particulars but also in a space not occupied by any object ;

the universal ‘ cowhood ’ would be perceived in a horse also. It

may be argued that though the universal is ubiquitous, it is

manifested only in that particular class because only these indi-

viduals have (wFile other individuals have not) the capacity to

manifest it. The reply would be that since the universal is ubi-

quitous, there is no reason why it should not be perceived

in all the objects in the world indiscriminately. Moreover, since

the universal is ubiquitous and stands in the same relation to all

objects in space, there is no reason why some objects should and

others should not have the so-called capacity to manifest the

universal

.

If it were assumed that the universal is not ubiquitous but

exists as confined to the particulars only, then in the case of a

new-born individual, first coming into relation with the univer-

sal, either the universal is born along with the particulars or

comes to it from another particular already existing. In the

first alternative, the universal would not be external
;

in the

second, it would not be unchangeable. Moreover, the particular

which the universal abandons in order to be associated with the

newly-born one would be without any universal. Similarly, if a

particular were annihilated the universal already present in it

would either be annihilated with it or remain unsupported in the

same locality or go to a second particular to reside in. In the first

alternative, the universal would not be eternal
; the second

1 Prthaktve vyaktito jatirdrsyeta prthageva sa

Abhede vyakti miUram syad dvedhacennavirodhatah.

S. D., p. 98 (Bombay Edition).
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one is inconceivable and in the third alternative, the second parti-

cular would have two universals simultaneously present in it

which is an absurdity^

The manner of existence of the universal in the particulars

is equally inconceivable. For, the entire universal is present

either in a single particular only (in which case other particu-

lars will be without any universal) or in all particulars taken

distributively (in which case the universal would not be a part-

less unity) or in all particulars taken collectively (in which case

it would be perceived only when all the particulars are simul-

taneously perceived).

Hence the universal is merely a subjective fiction without

any objective counterpart.'

Now the question arises that if it be a subjective fiction, how-

do we become conscious of oneness, aniujata-prahjaija that runs

through different individuals of a class ? We find, for example,

two cows and believe that they belong to the same species. This

cognition of the principle of unity cannot be satisfactorily ex-

plained if we do not admit that, behind these particular cow's,

there is a universal cowhood in -^diich all the particular cows

participate. Therefore, the universal has its objective validity

on the ground of the consciousness of the principle of unitv,

that runs through the individuals and makes a class concept

possible. The Buddhists contend, however, that this feeling of

the general essence is also a subjective fiction and it is not essen-

tial that the universal should have an existence to give rise to

this form of consciousness. The notions of the genus and the

species, substance and attributes, etc., are all fictitious without

corresponding realities ; and this kind of notions has its origin

in the mind wTen it finds that two or more particular indivi-

duals serve the same purpose in our practical life. The capacitv

^ Nayati na ca tatrasidasti pascanna cariisavat

jahati purvvarh nadharamahovvyasanasarhtatih. S.D., p. <J8,

2 S.D., p. 98; Ny. M., p. 307.
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of the individuals to serve the same purpose gives rise to this

notion of the principle of unity/ and the realists erroneously

hold that corresponding to this notion of the principle of unity

there lies a universal or jdti in the real facts of nature.

Following the mode of arguments advanced by the subjecti-

Citsukha’s criticism
^'i^ts’ school discussed above Citsukha says

against Ayaya. neither by perception nor by inference

jdti as a separate class-concept can be established. What is

exactly meant by class concept ? Does it mean the apprehen-

sion of a cow in one animal just as we have it in another animal ?

Or does it mean the apprehension of the nature of a cow inher-

ing in all cows ? Or does it mean the apprehension of a charac-

teristic common to them all ? In none of these senses the

class-concept be established. In the first case even without the

class-concept we can apprehend each of the animals as a cow by

seeing some peculiarities common to them just as we can appre-

hend the moon in its several reflexions in many vessels of

water.- In the second case the nature of the cows is not deter-

mined, or if determined the class-concept becomes useless. In

the third case it can be said that just as we have the perception

of a man as holding the stick (dcu/di, danrlai'an) so we have not

the perception of a cow as having the characteristic of cows

(ijotci, ijotv.icdn)

.

It is only from the perception of cows that

we can gather the characteristic of cows, r/?., the pO'Session of

dewlap, etc. In thi^ case we can have the apprehension by

means ol the ditterentia and there is no need of a class concept.

^ Yadeva vahadohadi karyamrkena Jauyatc

gopiiideua taJevanyairiii ttfs% anuvrttidhili.

Ay. M., p. 301.

Tatkimekavyakt'.vadvyjktyantarc gauriiy avabhu^ah, lua \yakti-

namekagosVdbhavavabbas.,1i, ekadharmavaUay abhCHo va n.ldyiih, eka-

TyaktergosYabhSvavadvyfikiyantaresvapi gosvabhava.tvai antarenapi slma-

ny;.maiiekodakabhLijane>vayarh candro’yarii candra itivadavabbrisapiipatteh.

Cit., p. -303.
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Again what indicates the jati and where does it reside ? If it

be said that the indicator resides where jciti resides then there

arises fahacy of miitrial dependence ;
for without the know’-

ledge of the indicator we cannot have the idea of jciti and again

without the knowledge of jciti we cannot have any idea of the

indicator which co-exists with jtiti}

Admitting jciti the question arises : how is jati related to

individuals ? The relation between idti and individuals can

neither be one of contact (samjoga) nor of coherence (samavdya)

nor of identity {tdclcjtmiia). The relation cannot be one of

samijoga ; for in that case the jcitis being eternal and all-per-

vading it will be possible for them to be in contact with all

substances, so we might perceive cowhood in things other than

cows as well as in them. The samavdya category has been

already refuted. If the relation is said to be one of identity

then cowhood being identical with existing cows, it cannot apply

to a newly-born cow as it is distinct from existing cows

with which jati is identified and as it has no motion and no

parts it cannot adhere to the new cow.-

For all these difficulties the Advaitins reject jati and hold

Advaitins' eoncii.
tl^^t there is onc principle of unity which is a

purely subjective contribution without any

objective reality necessitated by the demands of understanding.

The ideas of Time and Space are inherent in the very cog-

nition of finite beings. To have a clear under-Time ana bpace
^

^

standing of any object, we study it as standing

in three relations
;

it must be in Time, it will occupy Space,

and be bound to other objects by the tie of Causality. The very

1 Jatim svlkurvata raclvyanjakam kincid vacyam, tadapi, kutra vartate

iti paryanuyoge yatra jati^tatra vartata ityuktavanyonytisrayata.

Cit., p. 304.

- Xapi pindasarvagata jatih, pratyagrajayamana-khandamundadi-

pindesu pindantarasthitaya jateh sambandhubhavaprasangat.

Cit., p. 306.
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fact of sequence involves the notions of Time, Space and

Causality. These three factors constitute the common cause of

the being and comprehension of any finite object. All schools of

Indian thought, in one sense or other, have accepted the truth

of these notions.

The past, present and future have no meaning if we do not

The Xyiya system acccpt the coDcept of ‘Time.’ Time is the

on Time and Space.
cause that givcs rise to the distinction of

the two as older and younger. Days, months, years, etc., -are

nothing but the limitations of Time.^ All these considera-

tions led the iSaiyayikas to admit Time as an eternal entity that

conditions itself in finite times. Let us see however whether

these considerations can be explained in another way, and then

there would be no necessity of assuming the existence of an

eternal Time.

It is also objected that the idea of Time is not essential to

explain the notion of day, month, year, young and old, etc. These

ideas of young and old do not originate from the belief in eternal

Time
;

they are simply the modes of the finite experience.* The

notion of day, month, year, etc., depends on the various move-

ments and evolutions of the planets and does not require a

pre-supposition of Time as a separate category. This notion,

therefore, being a mode of motion, belongs to ‘ karma
’

category.^

In reply to the first objection, it is argued that time is a

fact of independent perception in any cognition and cannot

therefore be denied. In any cognition the idea of delay or

1 Bh. P. and S. M. on SI. 44.

Dinakarl, p. 193 (Benares Edition).

- Na tavad grhyate kalah pratyaksena ghatadivat

ciiaksipradibodho hi karyamatravalambanah.

Ny. M. P., 136.

• Xa caisa grahanaksatraparispandasvabhavakah

Kalah kalpayituih yuktah kriyato naparo hyasau.

Ny. M. P.. 136.
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swiftness or the idea of sequence, etc., appear like the adjuncts

or qualities that specialise that form of cognition. These special

qualities must have a basis to stand upon
;
and this fundamental

basis is Time which is thus perceived in cognition. Similarly,

space also is perceived when we see a thing as located in a

particular space. It may be contended, however, that perception

is possible only vvhen the object comes in direct contact with the

sense-organ. Space and time though standing as qualitative

adjuncts, being devoid of smell, colour, etc., do not come in

contact with the sense-organs and lie beyond perception. This

contention, however, is not satisfactory. It is not necessary that

the object of perception must appeal to sense-organs through their

respective objects such as smell, touch, taste, colour, etc.

Whatever is clearly manifested in cognition is taken to be a fact

of perception. Time and space qualifying the objects of

cognition arc clearly manifested to us, though smell, taste, etc.,

are wanting. For esample» the notion of specific gravity is an

instance of perception, though it fails to appeal to the different

sense-organs but still it is perceived. Time and Space are also

perceived in the same way. Again, if we concede validity to

these objections and hold that time and .space are inferential, it

does not invalidate their being.

In reply to the second objection it may be argued that the

succession of day and night, year, etc., cannot be finally explained

by the revolution of the earth round its axis or by the movements

of the planets. The movements of the planets also depend for

their explanation on the idea of time. The sun rises and sets.

The understanding ot this proposition presupposes time.

Therefore, time is the fundamental idea that expresses itself in

the movements of the planets and in the succession of day and

night. Movements of planets have their being in planets only

and have no relation to finite events. Therefore, the succession

of day and night, month and year, etc., cannot be explained by

these movements as there is no point of similarity between them.

Thus we are forced to believe time as an entity that underlies
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sequence. This time is eternal, all-pervading and partless just

as ether is.-

Similarly, Space is another aspect of sequence and is eternal,

all-pervading and partle^s like Time. So Time and Space are in

their nature eternal and all-pervading; but from the phenomenal

standpoint, they are perceived no longer as eternal and all-

pervading but limited when they stand in relation to finite

objects. Just as one eternal ether breaks down, as it were, and

manifests itself in particular pots ;
so eternal Time and Space

lose as it were their eternity and manifest themselves in

particular events and finite objects as limited. Thus, in

themselves, Time and Space are eternal, but they are looked

upon as limited in relation to finite events and objects.

In our previous discussion we have examined the Naiyayika-

position and have found that one, eternal Space

To =um up. and Time cannot explain the facts of perception.

The Xaiyayikas hold that the idea of day,

month, year, etc., i^ due to the relations of the movements of

the sun to the finite objects. According to the variation of this

movement, variation or change in Time order is produced. It

may bo asked here, the movements exist in the sun and how-

can they be related to the objects of physical nature ? According

to the Xaiyayikas the factor that establishes this relation is to

be known as time. Time is thus the source or cause of giving

ri.-^e to this idea in us.‘

^ SaeayamrXa^avat sarvatraikah kaiali...sarvatratadvyavaliarad vibhuh

aTavav.Isravanupalariibhanniravay avail, anasritascanasritatvadeva dravyam

aiayavavibhagadialsakarananupapatternitya iti.

Ny. AI., p. 139.

- IJuuIiii ghagi ityadipratitih suryaparispandadikam yadi visayl-

karki tadu -urvaparlspaa laJina ghauadeh sariibandho vacyaii kaia eva tat-

saiiib andhagha takah kaipy ate

.

S. AI., p. 195.
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Citsukha here observes that the idea of Time has its origin

in the movements of the sun
; but we are

citsukha’s criticism conscious of time wheii the movements of the
asainst the Njaya iji, f t- mi-v---
position. sun are related to nnite objects, ihe Naiya-

yikas lay exclusive stress on the principle that

establishes this relation and take this principle to be time.

Citsukha points out that the relation is not a potent factor in the

consciousness of time. That the true knowledge of time lies

in the movements of the sun and the relation between the^e

movements and the finite objects can be explained by any other

eternal factor and does not necessitate time. There is one,

eternal and all-pervading self, which, as substrate, establishes

unity in diversity and harmonises all the objects that seem to be

detached from one another, can explain the relation between the

movements of the sun and the finite objects.^ Further, the idea

of day, month, year, etc., depends purely on the movements of

the sun. Therefore, the motion of the sun is the final solution

of the secret of Time. Every experience involves Time and Space

as inherent in it. But this does not go to prove the separate

and independent entity of Time and Space.

Finite objects are explained by the idea of finite time; but

the current of time is infinite, because origination and destruction

cannot be explained if we do not hold belief in infinite time. If

we affirm that there was a period when time was not, and there

will be a period when time will cease to exist, it will presuppose

time as we have already explained. Tims Time is proved to be

infinite. Citsukha observes that infinite time is inconceivable.

\Ye are conscious of time when the movements of the sun are

related to the finite objects, i.e., we know the meaning of

‘ before ’ and ‘ after’ through relation. But when there i> no

relation between the movements of the sun and the finite objects,

1 Divakara-parispanda-pinda^aiigati-saihbhav.it

vvapinascetanadeva kathaiii kalah prabiJliyat;. Cit., p. 32o.
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time exists in the motion itself as a form of energy. Thus

there is no necessity of assuming one infinite time.^

Similarly, Citsukha proves that space is not infinite. The

idea of space dawns on us when the sun touches the various parts

of its orbit in its different movements. The first point of con-

tact is known as the eastern gate and in reference to this point

we come to know the ten quarters. When the sun’s path or line

of movement is related to finite objects we are conscious of

space, and this does not necessitate the concept of an infinite

space. Here also .the relationship is established by the absolute

Self.-

Citsukha refutes also the Nyaya category of cause and

effect. PunaJidlahhdi-itca or antecedence in time cannot be the

criterion of a cause. For, in that case the
Caase and effect. , i • i ^ n • i r.

washerman s ass, which stands just before the

fire is lighted, will be the cause of fire. If, however, the expression

niijata or invariable is prefixed to punakdlahlidciiva or antece-

dence, then al'O the ass becomes the cause as only when the ass

is present the fire is kindled. If again the expression amnyathd-

siddlia be added, that is the cause be regarded as the invariable

antecedent sine qua non, then also the ass being that without

which the washerman who is the cause of fire, cannot do, will be

the cause. Space without which tire cannot be kindled will

also be the cause of fire. The objection that -pace being common

and all pervasive cannot be the cause of fire cannot be raised by

1 <ii) Uiihayuvadisaiiipratipannatmanaiva vastunamupridhisariibandha-

siddlieratiriktA-drav\ a-kalpanayaiu kalpana-gauravaprasangat. Cit., p. 322.

lb, Ibul. p. 323.

(Cl y. Pr., p. 323.

id) Ivh. Kb., pp. •3i)7-.'i72.

-
-‘li Sur.isikhari-Lkhara-paribhromMDmartan.la-m&nil.ila-prathama-tam-

\oc7d} upauhyupadbriae tenaiva purvadi-prut vuyuuaman} athusididhatvat.

Lit., la 324.

hi Ibid, 324-827.

ici Kii. Kb., pp. .70o-.7u7.
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the Naiyayikas, for the same objection will hold true of the soul

which they regard as the cause of the production of pleasure and

pain. The cause cannot be defined as that which being present

the effect follows, for the seed cannot produce sprouts without

accessories and therefore according to this definition

the seed will not be the cause. If the accessories

are introduced as the cause then there arises the

fallacy of dtmdsrayatva, for if the cause be explained by a refer-

ence to the secondary causes, then cause is sought to be

explained by causes. Again the dictum that cause is

that which being present the effect follows and which being-

absent the effect does not follow invalidates plurality of causes
;

for since fire can be produced by many different agencies, some

will be present in one and others in another case. Fire will be

kindled even in the absence of some factors and the definition of

cause will thus be invalidated for the.se absent factors may also

produce fire, on other occasions. It is absurd to define cause as

collocation of causal factors, for then cause will to be deter-

mined by causes.^

The Nyaya interpretation of cause thus being proved to be

untenable the conception of effect which depends on the concep-

tion of cause cannot be logically determined.

Now we turn to prove the untenability of Nyaya explanation

of effect and to discuss in this connection the doctrine of causation

as held by different schools of Indian thought.

Causality is the central category of experience. In every

experience ne find that each phenomenon is connected with ano-

ther phenomenon by the law' of causation. No
The doctrine of

gvcnt in the universc is totally detatched from

the rest. Experience becomes possible only

when W'e presuppose causation.

Three lines of thought run through the history of Indian

Philosophy in explaining the law of Causation. Aramhhavdda

22

1 Citsukhi, pp. 314-317.
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or AsatkanjavMa, Parimmavada or Satkanjavada and Sad-

vicartacada or Sat~karanacada.

Aramhhacada admits of tiro forms, Asatkamnavada of the

Buddhists and Sat-karanavada of the Naiyayikas. The two

schools of thought agree so far as the nature
Xaivayika coriLep- « jv ,

•
, • . ,

tioD of causation Asat- 01 the eftect IS Concerned, 2.6 it IS asat, non-

ArambhaTada.
™ existent. Asat-karijavcida or AramhJiavada of

the hiaiyayikas is a commonsense theory and

we generally assume the truth of this theory in our every day

experience. It adopts the empirical standpoint and holds that

the effect is non-existent before its creation. The activity of the

agent creates a kind of new effect from the cause, which did not

exist before the operation of the agent. For instance a jar,

although made of clay, is non-existent qitd jar before the potter

moulds the clay into this form. The potter creates a new effect

from the clay. Hence prior to its production, the effect as such

is non-existent. Though the effects have no permanent reality,

they have a temporary existence. They suddenly come into being

and soon vani.sh away. The Xaiyayikas try to explain everything

by means of the atoms. By the conglomeration of atoms, every-

thing comes into existence that had no prior existence. This

theory runs counter to the Saihkhya theory which holds that the

effect is implicitly and potentially pre-ent in the cause. The cause

and the effect are identical. But the Xaiyayikas hold that the

cause and effect stand in the relation of sequence and can never

be identical. Cause and effect appear in our consciousness as

separate. We never identify a piece of cloth with the thread of

which it is made. The cloth was ‘ asat ’ but the threads were
existent, sat. When so made, we do not look upon it as threads

arranged in a certain order but as cloth. So too, a jar is not

identical with its cause clay.

Thi< theory suffer< from many difficulties. At the very

outset, it appear." to U" to be inconsistent when we think that

Criticise
bodily ^ub^tances can have their origin in a

bodik^-s substance. Xon-existence can never
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be transformed into existence. If the effect were absolutely non-

existent before its production, it could by no means be brought

into being. We can, for example, extract oil from mustard-

seeds, but never from sand. Every effect exists potentially in

its material cause, and is only manifested as such through the

activity of the agent. The jar in question exists in clay even

prior to its being moulded as such. The potter’s activity is only

a suitable occasion for its manifestation as a jar.

Further, if we accept the hypothesis of Aramhhavada, we

are forced to admit the principle of the plurality of causes. If

the effect suddenly comes into being spontaneously and does not

exist potentially in the cause prior to its being manifested, we

are forced to believe that anything can come out of anything

else; and there is no certainty that the same cause will produce

the same effect. We know that the causal connection is a

necessary relation and we get oil from mustard-seed only because

oil is inherent in the seed ; but we cannot derive oil from sand

and the reason is to be found in the fact that there is no ne-

cessary relation between oil and sand, or in other words, oil does

not implicitly inhere in the sand.

Thus if we hold that the same cause will give rise to the same

effect, we are called upon to admit at the same time that the

effect remains implicit in the cause before its manifestation.

Thus we see that the effect is not ‘asat’ or non-existent prior

to its production. It is to be found inhering in the cause, and

by the activity of the agent what was implicitly contained in the

cause is explicitly expressed in the effect. The effect is hidden

from our view’ before its production and it is presented to us

under favourable conditions. Limits to knowledge are not the

same thing as limits to existence. AVe cannot, therefore, argue

that because we do not see the effect before its production it does

not exist. But it does exist though only implicitly. No fore-

knowledge is possible if the effect is non-existent. The effect-

form is, therefore, potentially existent in the cause. It is not

purely ‘asat ’ before it is produced.
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Naiyayika theory, though it gives a better interpretation of

the Law of Causation and removes the shortcomings of Buddhism,

is not fully satisfactory; because in refuting the Buddhists, it

adopts some view that are logically false. The Naiyayika-diffi-

culties did strike the Samkhyists who render a better explana-

tion of Causation. These three schools represent the different

stages of development of the same thought in so far as Causation

is concerned.

This school holds that the effect is real or sat. Whatever

comes into being cannot be non-existent. The effect, before its

production, is implicitly present in the cause
Samkhya theory of , • . i i t , ,

,

Causation. and Under suitable conditions the cause mani-

fests itself in the effect. The cause and the

effect are not two different realities. The cause appears in tbe

effect
; the two are different aspects of the same phenomenon.

Before transformation it is known as cause and after

transformation it is known as effect. The author of

Siddhcintalesa defines causation as a process of becoming in which

the cause gradually changes and reappears in the effect. The

effect can be described as the immanent finality, the formative

principle realising itself through successive transformations till

it reaches the final growth and development. It is the generally

accepted theory of causation in met.aphysics.

The monistic doctrine of causation is knowm as Vicartavcida.

. ^ ... The effect is not the transformation of the

pianation of Cause and cause, as the Saihkhyists hold, but it is the
Effect.

. , . .f ^
manifestation of the cause ;

in this manifesta-

tion the cause is not affected in any w'ay. According to Samkhya,

the cause and the effect are identical, because it is the poten-

tiality that comes into actuality. But Advaitism denies this

truth and hold that the relation is inexplicable, aninacaniija.

So far as our experience is concerned, we can say this much

that the effect cannot be understood independent of its material

cause, i.r., a pot cannot exist independent of clay. Thus it

stands in opposition to the Nyaya-Yais'esika systems that hold that
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the effect is a separate and independent entity. The relation is

not identical ; because the activity of the agent fails in this

affirmation and the expression ‘ the agent makes a thing ’ is

emptied of all meaning. Neither can it be considered as

bhedabheda as these are two contradictory terms which cannot

inhere in the same object at the same time. Hence the nature

of the effect is unspeakable or anircacaniija. This is the view of

the Sariikarites.

Advaita Vedanta explains the relation between the cause

and the effect as miayiya. The term does not mean

abheda or non-difference as used in Samkhya. It means, on the

other hand, that the effect has no being or reality apart from that

of the cause.

^

Vacaspati Misra in explaining the term ananija says that

it is neither bheda or different nor abheda or identical. In intro-

ducing this term Advaitism differs from the Nijdija-VaUesika

systems on the one hand, and Sdmkhija and Pdtahjala on the

other. If the cause and the effect are different, we fail to trace

out any causal link between two separate, independent and differ-

ent entities.

The activity of the agent becomes useless if the cause and

the effect are identical. This objection can be met by the

Samkhyists by saying that the activity of the agent is necessary

to bring potentiality into actuality as we have seen in the ex-

amples of the Samkhyists. This contention being "granted, the

theory cannot be considered as beyond dispute. What do we
mean by the transformation of the cause into the effect? If

transformation implies a complete change of cause, knowledge

would be impossible, for it makes every state of existence different

1 (a) Karanat prtliak

mityarthah.

sattasunyatvaih karyasya saJhyate naikya-

E. P., 2. 1. 16.

ih) Na khalvananyatvaniityabkedaiii brumah

sedhamah tatasca nabhedasrayadosaprasaugah

kintu bhedaih vya-

Bh., 2. 1. 14.:
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from the previous state. If it means, on the other hand, that

transformation is not of the whole but of the parts only, the

question arises whether these parts are different from or identi-

cal with the entire cause. If we affirm the first alternative, we

have to admit the synthesis between the two and this is

logically absurd. The other alternative is meaningless, because

if the parts are identical with the entire cause and get themselves

transformed, what is the ground of objection to the whole being

changed ?

Again, the application of the law of transformation on uni

versal sequence leads to further difficulties. What is

the nature of the entire cause that is transformed into

diversified forms ? Is it partless or is it endowed with

parts ? If it be partless, it goes to prove that complete change is

produced in the primordial cause in every form of transformation

and the effect must be eternal. If we accept the second alterna-

tive, the primordial cause becomes no longer eternal but perish-

able.'

All these defects and shortcomings of the Sarhkhyists lead the

Advaitins to accept the theory of vivarta, evolution, or self-

alienation, i.e., the process of reflection in which the effect does

not possess the same amount of being as the cause. ^ This is

also transformation, but a new form of transformation, i. e.,

manifestation. The effect is a mere appearance and is valid only

empirically from the phenomenal standpoint. Causality holds

good as long as we are confined to the empirical world, but when

we transcend the phenomenal world and judge the effect from

the metaphysical standpoint, it is non-existent or false.

Experience mu'-t presuppose the chain of causation, but beyond

experience it has no validity.

’ (i) Bhfimatl, 1. 1. 4.

(it'i Kalpataru, p. 117, 1.1.4.

2 S. L., p. 108,
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The Buddhist logicians, who advocate asatkaryarada or

Bauddha view of
Production of a previously non-existent effect

causation and its jS'aiyayikas, also ultimately come
compcirjson with that ^ j j ^

of the Advaitins.- lo the monistic conclusion that the effect is

non-existent and false. The Sautrantika, on being questioned

why the same seed should produce oil and not any other substance,

though it is all equally non-existent in the causal entity, only

says in reply that there can be no questioning with regard to the

ultimate laws of nature, which are unthinkable and beyond the

scope of Philosophy. They are to be accepted as facts without

question.^ There is no means of divining the inner powers of

things by intuition
;

they can be known only when particular

effects are seen to be produced. There is an unknown law which

regulates the powers of things and the determinate effects that are

seen to issue from particular causes are determined by this un-

known law. But it has been urged that determination connotes

the idea of delimitation, and when the other limit, viz., the effect,

is absent, how can you speak of determination ? It is under-

standable if the effects are existent in some form or other,

otherwise, it is only a word without meaning." The Buddhist

allows the justice of the objection that the word ‘ determination
'

is inapplicable in the absence of the other limit, viz., the effect.

But the position he seeks to establish simply amounts to this ;

that the causal entity, the unique fact which is seen to be in-

variably attended by another entity styled the effect, is undeniable

as a real, substantive fact, though the particular expressions

usually employed to characterise it may fail to convey a correct

idea of its real nature. Words are but convenient symbols,

employed according to the taste and purpose of the speaker and

’ Niyatacintya-saktini vastuni’ha pratiksanam

bhavanti nanuyojvani daliane dahasaktivat.

T. S.,S1. 438.

^ Avadhinani anispatterniyatastena saktayah

sattve tu niyamab tusriiii yuktfih savadhiko nanu.

T. S., SI. 29.
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are by no manner of means to be regarded as integral parts of

things-in-themselves. So the objection with regard to an expres-

sion does not touch the essential nature of things. However

objectionable and defective the language one may use to interpret

the causal relation may be the existence of the two entities, one

following closely on the heels of another, is unquestionable. All

existents being momentary can have neither a past nor a future

history and their momentary existence is interpreted as origina-

tion by a necessary fiction of the understanding.

'

The question of their previous existence or non-existence

cannot, therefore, arise, as a momentary entity is ex hypothesi

destitute of all continuity. It is, however, by a fiction of the

understanding, supposed to be non-existent in the past, as it is

only seen to emerge closely on the heels of another entity. But

in reality neither existence nor non-existence can be predicated of

it, as a non-existent can never be existent or vice versa. The idea

of one thing being the cause and another being effect is also an

intellectual fiction—a mere form of understanding called into

being by the necessity of interpreting the relation of two events,

which, however, has nothing to do with the objective order of

reals. What happens in reality is that one entity follows closely

another." And this is endorsed by an ipse dixit of the Lord

Buddha, 0 thou Mahamate (take it) that all these phenomena

have no origination, as neither existent nor non-existent can be

produced.” ®

’ Vastunam purvaparakotisunyanam ksanamatravasthayi svabhava

evotpiida ityucyate.

T. S., p. 83.

- (a) Utpaclo vastubhavastu so’sata na sata tatha,

saiiibadhyate kalpikaya kevalam tvasata dhiya.

(6) Yadidaih -vastuno rupam ekanantaramiksyate

Pragasinneti tadvijam pragbhute tvidamasti na.

T. S., Sis. 32-33.

Anutpanua mahamate sarvadharmlih sadasatoranutpannatvat.

T. S.. p. 32.
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This account of the Saiitrantika throws overboard the theory

of causation in toto. It reduces causation to a mere mechanical

sequence and confesses its inability to explain the character of

necessity, which distinguishes causal relation from cases of

accidental sequence. The Saiitrantika plays into the hands of

the iSunijavadin, who declares that causation is an appearance

and not reality. The Sunija-rada and the theory of Mdiju have,

however, the virtue of logical consistency to their credit, as they

make no scruple to declare that the phenomenal order of things

is unintelligible and inexplicable, that the entire co.smos is a

mysterious appearance.

Nagarjuna and Samkara, with their keen logical acumen,

have shown in unmistakable language that causation is the hidden

rock, on which the ship of realism must suffer shipwreck.

23



CHAPTEE A

Nature of Phenomenal Appearance

The theory of phenoinenality of this order of existence has

a long history behind it
;

it was later on developed by the Xeo-

Vedcintic teachers of the Advaita-Vedfinta school. Gaudapada, the

first systematic exponent of the Adcaita-Vedanta wrote a chapter

on the phenomenal character of this worldly existence. His

philosophy was perhaps greatly influenced by the Vijndnavcida

and the Madhyamika schools of Buddhism. To him the worldly

existence is a pure subjective illusion and the sense-perception

of our waking consciousness is just akin to the dream impres-

sions.^ Gaudapada has applied the very same arguments as

advanced by the Buddhistic teachers.

Next comes Saihkara who has repudiated the doctrine of

unreality of external objects as propounded by the

school. But he maintains the phenomenality of the creative

order and explains this appearance to be a seeming expression

of A-logical reality. According to the Yijmnatdda the creative

order is a mere subjective illusion. The waking consciousness

is similar to the dream consciousness. But according to

Saihkara, the w^orld of existence is not a subjective creation or a

mere illusion. The waking consciousness is different from dream

consciousness, inasmuch as the former has got a pragmatic

validity while the latter has got none.

' Svapnajagarite sthane hyekamahurmanisinah

Bhedfinam hi samatvena prasiddhenaiva hetuna

Adavante ea yannasti vai'tamano’pi tattatha.

Vilatthaili sadrsali santali avitatha iva laksitah

Saprayojanata tesorii svapne vipratipadyate

Tasinadadyantavattvena mithyaiva khalu te smrtrih.

N.K.G., 5, 6, 7, Ch. II.
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The world neither is, nor is not, and so its nature is indes-

cribable. While it is ditferent from being and non-being it

shares in the character of both. All finite things, as Plato says,

are made up of being and non-being. Phenomenal appearance

is, in the wmrds of Bosanquet, “ the great ultimate contradiction

of the finite infinite nature.” Heaven and Earth shall pass

away, our body decays, our senses change and our empirical

egoes are built up before our eyes. None of these is ultimately

real. The whole chain of phenomenal existence is a manifesta-

tion or an expression of reality and is itself false as an indepen-

dent existence.

Now the problem which faces us here, is what is the true

nature of falsity attributed to the phenomenal appearance by

the teachers of the Advaita-Vedanta. The Mddhcites, who
hold the w'orldly appearance as real, seriously question the

standpoint of the Saml^arites, Yyasaraja, the author of the

Nijdijdmrta, puts forward and critically examines all plausible

interpretations of falsity and comes to the conclusion that none

of them is logically cogent to give a rational explanation of

falsity of the phenomenal world. Thus contending against the

position of the Neo-Vedantic teachers, Yyasaraja asks the

Advaitins w^hat is the real nature of falsity predicated of the

phenomenal appearances ? The Advaita-teachers advance five-

fold logical explanations of the concept.^ Madhusudana

Sarasvati in his Advaita-Siddhi, the monumental work of the

Neo-Vedmtic school, has given a brilliant exposition of the

concept against a good number of objections of Yyasaraja and

1 (1) Sadasattanadhikaranatvam, (2) Pratipannopadliau truikalika-

nisedha-pratiyogitvam, (3; Jiiananivartyatvam. (4) Svasraj anisibatjanta-

bhuvapratiyogitvam, lo} Sadviviktatvam mithyatvam.

The first definition has been suggested by Padmapada in his Pauca-

'pddilcd, second and third by Prakiisatman in his Tivarana, fourth by

Citsukha in his TattvapracUpihd and fifth by Anandabodha in his Xydya-

dlpdvali.
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his school ; and he has thus pointed out the real essence of the

five-fold explanations of falsity put forward by the masters of

the Advaita school. In replying to the question of Vyasaraja,

Madhusudana, on the basis of the exposition of the PancapadiJid

of Padmapada, defines falsehood or mithydtva as something

inexplicable and inconceivable in the sense that it is neither the

receptacle (adJiikaram) of existence and nor of non-existence-^

Against this explanation of Padmapada, Vyasaraja contends

that sadasadanadhikaranatva, which according

tioIraga^MUhedeX to the viow-point of Padmapada, is the crite-

nition of Padmapada.
falsehood, is a concept which stands

against all logic and reason and connotes nothing logically valid.

Padmapada’s expression admits of three possible interpretations

but none of them is free from fallacy of one kind or another.

The three probable interpretations brought forward by Vyasaraja

are :— (a) The absolute negation of non-existence characterised

by existence, (h) The dual character of the absolute negation of

existence and that of non-existence, (c) The absolute negation

of non-existence as determined by that of existence.^

In pointing out inadequacies in the given interpretations

Vyasaraja contends that the first exposition

interpreudons pVnd Untenable because phenomenal appearances

ed out by Vyasaraja.
are real and can in no way be characterised

by non-existence determined by existence (sattva-visistusattva).

The Madhvites admit absolute existence of the phenomenal

appearance and totally deny non-existence advocated by

the monistic teachers. And non-existence or asattva being

1 Sadasadanadhikaranatvamanirvacyatvaiii mithyatvamifci. P.P.,p.8.

2 Tat kirn sattva-visistasattvabhavah, sattvatyantabbavasattvatyanta-

bhavarfipam dharmadvayam, sattvatyantabhavatve sati asattvatyantabhava-

ruparii vibistam.

N. Mr., p. 22.

In explaining Padmapada’s expression Vj'asaraja takes bis stand only

on the grummatical and syntactical formation of the expression.

Vide SiddliivijdJihijd, p. 48.
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negated therein, the worldly appearance cannot be characterised

by any particular form of non-existence (sattca-i-isistd-sattva)

for a substantive aspect (visesydthsa) of a concept being denied

all special features which determine the nature of the substantive

(visesya) must also be necessarily negated.

Further such an exposition commits the fallacy of

sadhyaprasiddhi or attempting to prove some-
Fallacv of Sadhya- , . ,

. , . ,

prasiddhi. tning which IS nowhere known to exist,

sadhya or the major or what is to be predicated

of the minor must be a known fact. Non-existence characterised

by existence, which is the suggested criterion of falsity, is a

concept which is totally devoid of any factuality according to the

Madhvites. Hence there arises the fallacy of sadhya-prasiddhi

or reasoning from something which is nowhere known to

exist.

^

The second interpretation is unsatisfactory because it involves

contradiction or vydyluita. Of the two charac-

out by Vyasaraja in leristics which are quite contradictory in their

tfon of nature, if one is negated in a phenomenon, the

other is posited by the negation of the first

one, but the two cannot reside simultaneously. Now if the

absolute negation of existence is denied in the phenomenal

appearance, its contradictory, the negation of non-existence, is

posited therein
;
and again if the absolute negation of non-

existence is negated, the negation of existence is posited in the

worldly existence.

^ Sadhyaprasiddhi is a fallacy of reasoning baaed on the improbability

of sadhya or major. When in a syllogism, the major which is affirmed

or denied of the subject or the minor, becomes an unknown factor, the

syllogistic argument commits the fallacy of unknowm predication. For ex-

ample, in the syllogism “ a mountain has golden fire, because it has smoke,’
the golden fire or the major of the syllogism is not known to us and hence
such a factor cannot be predicated of the mountain and the syllogism

becomes fallacious.
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For the test of the two concepts ‘-sativa and asattva,’ exis-

tence and non-existence, is contradiction
The charge of Vya- t •• -ttt i

ghata. and non-contradiction. Worldly existences are

sat because they are not contradicted
; and

the oyster-silver, rope-serpent, etc., are asat because they are

contradicted. If saitva or ahadlnjaha be negated in a pheno-

menon it logically follows that the phenomenon is asat or hadhija.

The exposition under consideration positing two contradictory

characteristics, viz., the absolute negation of existence and of

non-existence in the worldly appearance commits an unavoidable

contradiction or vijdghdta.^

Secondly, the interpretation is faulty as it might be turned

against the Advaitin’s position in twofold

a manner. In the first place, it may be argued

that Brahman being devoid of all determinate

qualities can be said to be marked by the negation of existence

and that of non-existence. Hence if this dual characterisation,

viz., negation of existence and non-existence be the creterion of

falsity, Brahman itself becomes false. Then again if Brahman

thus characterised be taken as absolutely real, the worldly

appearance should also be regarded as real as it is, on the

Advaitin’s own admission, marked by these two dual negative

characters. This is what is called one of the ‘ occasions of

rebuke’ {nigrahasthdnam) known as Arthdntaram, i.e., the

argument leads to a position which is not intended.

-

1 (a) Vide Nyayamrta, p. 22.

(6) Xisedhasya anyataravidhinautarlyakatvat sattvatyantabhave

sadhye vyahatih, evamasattvatyantabhave sadhye satfcvasyaiva praptya

punah tadatyaiitabhavasadhane vyahatirityarthah. N. Mr., p. 22.

ic) Sattvabhavasadhane asattvasya praptya punarasattvabhuva-

sadhaae vyahatirityarthah. N. Mr. T., p. 10.

- (ai Nirdharmaka-Brahmavat sattvarahitye'pi sadrupatvenamithya-

tvopapattya anlifiiitarauca. N. Mr., p. 24.

1

6

)
Eajatam vinapi sukfcyalau rajata-pratiti-vyavaharadidarsanat

satpadartham vinapi satpratltyaderupapattavatilaghavauiiti Brahtnapi

sadrupaih na sidhyet, pramitatvab Brahma sadrupamiti jagatyapi tulyam.

N. Mr. T., p. 11.
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The position is again untenable, because the major or sdclhija

cannot be proved from the given explanatory

example as the explanatory instance is in-

adequate. In the syllogism under discussion

‘ negation of existence and of non-existence ’ is the major

or sadhija and the oyster-silver rope-serpent, etc., are the

given explanatory instances. Xow the Madhvites contend

that the absotute negation of existence may exist in the

nonest oyster-silver, etc., but the negation of non-existence

can in no way be admitted in them because they are

unreal or asat in their character. Thus only a part of the

major is proved by the explanatory instance. Hence the instance

is sadhya-viJialad

It may be argued in reply that if the major of the syllogism

under discussion being partly negated in the oyster-silver and

such other explanatory examples, makes the inference a faulty

one, the well-known syllogism ‘ the earth differs from other cate-

gories for its smell
’

’ also becomes fallacious. For in this

syllogism, water, ether, etc., form the explanatory examples, and

‘the difference of all other categories ’ forms the major (sddhya).

Xow in a particular example, say in water, difference of all

other categories except its owm self can be held, but the difference

of water in water can in no way be acknowledged
;

and in this

way all explanatory instances fail to prove the mutual negation of

1 Sadhiia-vihala is one of the four fallacies of the positi-ve expla-

natory instance, for example, if in the syllogism, sound is eternal because

it is without a cause, and what is without a cause is eternal the antecedent

non-existence or pragabhdva be brought forward as an explanatory instance,

the instance being negated at the origination of its counterpart or pratigogl

cannot be characterised as eternal and the major of the syllogism thus does

not exist in the explanatory example and the example is styled sadhya-vikala.

- PrthivI itarcbhyo bhidyate gandhavattvut.
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all categories of the major of the given syllogism. And the

examples being partially invalid in their nature invalidate the

syllogism. ^

But the argument is not convincing, for, the given syllogism

being purely negative {hevala-vyatirelii) in its character does not

require a positive instance to prove its major
The cbarse of siiditya , , e - 77 -77 7

•

tafkaiya cannot be and the qucstion ot suclli ija-vaiKalija being one

ne|ati« inferen?r*^'^ of ftie defects of the example homogeneous with

the proven, cannot be urged in the case of

purely negative form of inference. Such an inference is based on

the negative form of vijapli or concomitance between the nega-

tion of the major and that of the middle. Even then, a question

may naturally be asked that such a major cannot be establish-

ed because the instance of such a concomitance cannot be

found anywhere else. It is found only in the earth where

it is doubted and has to be proved by the
The negative in- ... .

ference commits the syllogistic argument. Hence the charge of

sadhijaprasiddhi or the improbability of the

major invalidates the whole chain of reasoning.

To refute the charge it may be argued that the major—the

difference of all categories—is not to be understood individually or

separately but collectively by a particular determinate cognition

{visisla-hu(hUu) in wBich the aggregate itself is presented as its

object (samuliaiamhanapiana)

.

Thus in a particular instance,

e.p., in water, the difference of w'ater itself may appear as an

The charge of absurdity, but the negation of totality or

'^the samuJia in any particular case is logically

established. And in this way the given major

1 (a) X. Mr., p. 24.

(6) Prthivltarabhinnetyatrapi trayodasabhedanarh sadhyatvat jaladau

tejahprabhrtidvadasabbedanain sattvepi jalabhedasya abhavat sadbya-

vaikalyam. N. ilr. P., p. 24.

(c| X. Mr. T.. p. 12.
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may be proved in all heterogeneous instances and the charge of

sadhijaprasiddhi is a futile one/

By the application of the same logic which establishes the

difference of all categories in earth on account of its smell, the

,, Advaitins avoid the opponent’s charge of

tation of the charge sddhijdvrasiddhi or of improbable predication.
of sadltijaprasiddhi.

Of the two noted characteristics of the major

the negation of existence may be found in the oyster-silver

and that of non-existence in the phenomenal appearance ; but the

two can nowhere be found in a single substratum. For this

reason the charge of improbability major has been urged in

the Advaita-interpretation of falsity.'^ In repudiating the

Madhvites’ charge of sadhijaprasiddhi, the Advaitins contend

that the two characteristics, r/F., negation of existence and of

non-existence, are jointly and collectively apprehended as the

counterpart {pratiijogi) of one absolute negation
; and the

oyster silver, rope-serpent, etc., which, though incapable of

being characterised by the negation of non-existence, can be

logically determined by the negation of both the characteristics

taken jointly. For the negation of both in the substrate of one

is a well-admitted fact in the science of reasoning.

1 (a) N. Mr., p. 24,

(b) Jaladitrayodasanjonj abhavanarii tejahprabhrtisu pratyekam pratye-

karh jilananantaram trayodasanyoDvabhava iti sam uhalambanarupaika-

jnanarudhanam prasiddui-sambhavena vyatirekanirupanam sambbavati.

N. Mr. P., p. 24.

(f) Ekaikanyonyabhavasya na sadhyatavacchedakavacchimiatvam,

s.adhyatavacchedakasya samuhalabanaika-juanoparudhatvasya vyasajya-

vrtterdharmasya pratyekabhavesvaparyapteh.

N. Mr. P., p. 12.

^ Ekadhikaranyavaechedena sadhyasiddheruddesyatvena atra ekadhi-

karanyavacchedena sadbyaprasiddherabhavat aprasiddha%-isesaiiata syadeva.

X. Mr, P., p. 24.

•24
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Now the Alaclhvites contend that such a position may refute

SMhyapras^ddhi be-
sddJujuprasiddhi but One of

advaita*^^'^^
major being already admitted

commits the fallacy in the esplauatorv example, e. q., oyster-silver,

sadhanatd. the Advaita position can in no w^ay avoid the

charge of amhtali-skldha-sddhcniatd or proving

what is partly proved.^

The third interpretation of falsity in which the two in-

dependent negations of existence and non-existence, as they

T* . ,
. . are understood in the second interpretation,

cism of the third ic- combined in a single notion of two com-
terpretation. ^

ponent parts, one being the qualifying epithet,

and the other a noun qualified. The absolute negation of ex-

istence and of non-existence related as noun and adjective would

not give the Advaitins any relief for all the shortcomings,

mainly based on the two negative marks, viz., (1) vijdghdta or

contradiction, (2) arthdntaram or shifting of topic and (3) sddhija-

vaikahja or inadequacy of instance pointed out in the second inter-

pretation, may be shown to have crept in the third one as well.

Of the two other fallacies, viz., (1) sadhyaprasiddhi or impro-

bability of the major and (2) amiatah-siddha-sadlmnata or

proving what has been partly proved, the charge of siddha-

sddhanata does not lie in this interpretation; for a major thus

characterised has nowhere been partially known. The question

of amsafah-siddha-sadhanata occurs in cases in which the distinc-

tive marks of the major (sadhyaidvacchedakadhanna) are not one

but many ;
and of the many marks of the major, some already

exist where they are to be proved. In the second explanation of

falsity, the major was characterised by its two constituent parts

and one of them, viz., the negation of existence was already

’ Prtliivitarabhinna prthivltviidityatra traycdasanyonyahhavanamiva

atrapi sattvasattvatyantubhavayoh pratyekam prasiddhatvena kathancida-

prasiddbavi&esanatvabhave’pi asattvatyantabhavarnse siddhasadhanacca.

X. ilr., p. 24.
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preadmitted in the oyster-silver, thus the charge of amsatah-

siddha sddhanatd has been urged in the second exposition. In

the third one, the combined notion (visista-huddhi) has been

taken as the major and the distinctive feature of the major

(sadhijaiavacchedakadharma) is a unique one comprising the

two constituents in a single determinate notion. It is a third

notion distinct from the two and relating the two as a

limiting adjunct and the noun qualified, in other words,

the distinctive mark of the major is not identical with

the characteristics of the determinate factor and that of

the noun (oisesaiiatdoacchedjka and visesyatdvaccliedaka).

Vifista-huddhi or determinate notion is one distinctive judgment

which unites the two or more independent notions in one single

whole and originates as a third apprehension springing out of

individual notions which are united in one whole. And this

wholeness being the distinctive feature of the major the

major in its entirety is nowhere established and thus the

charge of amhtah-siddha-sddhanata cannot be urged in the third

exposition.^

When this wholeness forms the characteristic of the major,

a new defect creeps into the exposition. The combined concept,

which is the distinctive feature of the major
Tile charge of super-

duity 6f the substantive has, US w'B have already noticed, the two com*
portion of the major.

, i j i j i

ponent parts related as noun and its determin-

ing adjuncts. Now' to establish falsity of the phenomenal

appearances, if the Advaita-teachers prove the absolute negation

of existence {sattvdtyayitdhhdva) in the worldly existences against

the Madhvites who advocate their reality, the Advaita proposition

' (a) SadhyatBvacehedakaikyannamse siddhasadhanatvam.

N. Mr., p. 25.

(b) Prakrte visistasya ekasya sudhyatvena sadhyatavaccheda-

kaikyena tadavacchinaasadhyasya asiddhatvarmam^e siddhasadhana-

vakasah.

N. Mr., p. 25.
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can be affirmed and the portion which forms the limiting

adjunct {visesandmsa) of the entire judgment forming the major

is quite enough to establish the Adsuiita tenet of falsity and the

portion representing the main component (cisesyamsa) appears

to be redundant, for, the absolute negation of non-existence in

the phenomenal existences is an admitted fact in the thesis of the

Madhvites. Thus the charge of vyartha-visesijatd or superfluity

of the subjective aspect of the major renders the interpretation

faulty.

Against this the Advaitins might argue that the charge of

vijartha-visesijatd or redundancy of the substantive aspect of the

major cannot be brought against the monistic thesis. For to

establish the falsity of the phenomenal world wffiich has been

characterised by the Advaitins as neither being nor non-being,

such a superfluity of the major is rather helpful and intentional.

The Advaita teachers, establishing such a redundant major in the

minor, ciz., in the phenomenal appearance, characterise it as false

in the sense of being indescribable in its nature. The worldly

appearance is neither existence nor non-existence. It partakes

of the character of both being and non-being. It is neither

ultimately real as it has got no permanent substratum of its own

nor does it share in the nature of sky-flower,' hare’s horn, etc.,

a^ they are ab.solute nought. The world appearance takes a

middle course between the two extremes. We do not and

cannot know its nature. It is inconceivable and inexplicable.

To attribute falsity in this peculiar sense, the Advaitins deem

such a superfluity as an absolutely necessary part of the major

and the charge of redundancy in the monistic proposition is

beside the point.

Even granting for the sake of argument that the charge of

superfluity of the substantive portion of the major (vyartha-

visesijatd) can be met in the above way, the Madhvites return

to the charge and contend that the charge of

salnyapra's^ddiT. sodJiyaprasiddhi cannot be got over and seems

to be a formidable objection to the Advaita
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syllogism. It might be contended that though such a deter-

minate major can no where be established, the different parts

of it might be proved separately. Thus the existent proves

the negation of non-existent and the non-existent proves the

negation of existent. But such proof by parts cannot establish

the totality (samuddyaskldhi) which is the essence of the

given major. Moreover any such attempt to prove the total

major by part would banish the fallacy of sadhijaprasiddhi from

the science of reasoning. In the universally accepted instance

of sadhijaprasiddhi, viz., the ‘earth is scratched by the hare’s

horn because it is earth,” ^ the hare’s horn being an impossibility,

the syllogism suffers from the fallacy of ‘unknown predication.’

The real absurdity of the proposition lies in the fact that there is

no inherent relation between the hare and the horn. And it is

no answer to the fallacy to say that the two terms ‘ hare ’ and
‘ horn ’ can be taken separately as real entities. Since such

separation of elements of the complex major is against the real

essence of the argument, the two parts are to be taken as

a collective notion and the charge of sadhijaprasiddhi will apply

whenever there is any such disjunction of parts.

To refute the charge put forward by Yyasaraja against the

expression of PadmapSda, Madhusudana Sarasvatl contends that

the objections are not to the point. The charge of contradiction

or vijdghdta as pointed out by Vyasaraja in the second interpreta-

^ , ,
tion, Madhusudana observes, cannot stand.

ryaghata cannot The real essencc of Vyasaraja’s charge of

contradiction lies in the fact that of two

absolute negations of diverse character, riz., the absolute negation

of existence and of non-existence when one is negated, the other

is invariably posited and vice versa; but the two cannot reside in

a single substrate. Against this, Madhusudana argues that

A'yasaraja’s charge is mainly based on what the two terms sattva

and asattva, existence and non-existence, connote here. Are they

1 Bhuh sasa-visanollikhita bhutvat.
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to be taken in the sense that (1) one is the absolute nega tion of

the other {paraspara-viraharupataija)

,

or that (2) one invariably

and universally pervades the absolute negation of the other

{paraspara-virahavijapaJiataiju)

,

or that (3) the absolute negation

of one is to be pervaded by the other {paraspara-viraha-vijapyataya).

These are the three possible interpretations which might

bring about the charge of contradiction in the Advaita-

position. To explain the position further ; if existence be taken

in the sense of the absolute negation of non-existence and non-

existence as that of existence, they cannot reside in the same

substrate
;

if again they are located in the same substratum, they

are not of the said nature. If the negation of existence (asattva)

be characterised to be located in the substrate of the absolute nega-

tion of existence, asattva cannot be defined as the absolute nega-

tion of existence. In other words, if the negation of non-exist-

ence exists in the substrate of that of existence, the two concepts

sattva and asattva cannot be characterised as mutual absolute

negation. For example, the negation of existence (sattvd-bhdva)

exists in the substrate of the negation of existence, thus existence

cannot be characterised as the negation of existence. Similarly,

if the negation of existence exists in the substrate of that of non-

existence, non-existence and existence cannot be defined as

mutual absolute negation.^

Again, if asattva, negation of existence, is to be located in

Explanation of the the substrate of that of existence, asattva

second aiternative. caniiot invariably aud Universally pervade the

negation of existence. As for example, sattva or existence, which

can be negated in the substrate of the negation of existence,

cannot pervade the negation of existence, so is non-existence.

On the other hand, if sattva or existence is to be located in the

1 Asattvam yadi sattvabhava-samanadhikarana-svabhavakam syat, tada

sattviibhavaru p aib na sy at j
y at y’adabbavasaoaanadhikarana'Sa abbavakairi t at

na tadabhavarupamiti evarh sattvarh yadi asattvabhavasamanadhikarana-

svabhavakam syat, tada asattvabhavarupaib na syat.

Vittha, the gloss on the G. B., pp. 50-51.
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same location with the negation of non-existence, sattva cannot

pervade the negation of non-existence/

If asattva resides in the substrate of the negation of existence,

Explanation of the negation of existence is not to be pervaded
third alternative. hj asattva and vice vcrsa.^ All these contra-

reasonings definitely prove that sattra and asattva cannot reside

in the same substrate and this invalidates the Advaita-proposition

which characterises the worldly existence with the dual negation

of both existence and non-existence. Here lies the real logic of

contradiction (vyaghata) pointed out by Vyasaraja.

In repudiating Yyasaraja’s charge of contradiction Madhu-

sudana contends that none of three interpretations of the concepts

sattva and asattva is free from defects. That sattva and asattva

are to be taken as mutual absolute negation (paraspara-vlraJia-

rupa) is a position advocated by the Madhvites but thoroughly

discarded by the Samkarites. The Advaitins e.xplain the criterion

of sattva as free from contradiction of all times {trikala-

Monistic expiana- bddhyatvam) and asattva as what does never
tion of sat and asat. form the object of cognitiou as reality in

any substrate.^ The sky-flower, hare’s horn, etc., which have

no objectivity at all, are never cognised as real in any substratum ;

they are therefore styled as ‘asat’ or unreal. Phenonmenal

appearances, which satisfy the demand of our pragmatic life,

have objectivity of their own and are apprehended as real. They,

therefore, cannot be classed with the nonest sky-flower, hare’s

horn, etc. The pot, carrying water, occupying a particular space-

position, is cognised as real and cannot be charged with unreality

as explained by the monistic teachers. All phenomenal objects

which serve the pragmatic affairs of life, cannot be defined as

absolute nought ;
nor can they be explained as real in the abso-

lute 'sense of the term. They, therefore, do not come under

the category of either “ is ” or “ is not ” and their nature is

1 Ibid, p. 51. Ibid, p. 51.

* Kvacidapyupadhau sattvena pratiyamauatvanadhikaranatvam.

Ad, S., p. 51.
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different from both. The ^Yorld-appearaace has got an empirical

existence of its own. As it is not existence in the pure and

absolute sense of the term, it is also not false in the sense of

non-existence which is the characteristic of sky-flow'er, hare’s

horn, etc. I’he world appearance is thus styled sadasadayiadJii-

karana by Padmapada, and the Madhva charge of contradiction

(cijaghata) is beside the point.

It is now’ seen from the previous discussion that the

„ , Madhvites’ charge of contradiction cannot stand
Contradiction can- ®

not stand in the sense +lje scnsc that sattca and asattva are the two
that one pervades the

absolute negation of coutradictorv tei’ms and one is the absolute
the other.

negation of the other (paras-paraviraharupa).

ISow if the two concepts, existence and non-existence, be explained

in the sense that one invariably pervades the absolute negation

of the other (paraspara-c irahacijapaka)

,

the opponents' charge

seems to be an absurdity.” Of the ttvo phenomena so connected,

one is called the cijdpya or gamaka (the sign, mark or indicator)

and the other njdpaka or gamija (the thing signified, marked

or indicated). In the relation of fire and smoke, for example,

smoke is the vijdpija or gamaka (sign or mark)
;
and fire, the

vijdpaka ov gamya (the thing signified or marked). Now the

relation of vijdpti between A and B may be either unequal or

equipollent {visamavijdpti or samavijapti). When A is the

sign of B, but B is not the sign of A, the vydpti is one-sided

or unequal and here a vijdpti is said to exist between A
and B and not between B and A. For example, smoke is

the sign of fire but fire is not universally a sign of smoke.

When, therefore, the relation of cijdpti is an unequal one, as

between smoke and fire, it is expressed in the proposition

whenever the rijdpya (sign or mark, e.g
, smoke) exists, the

cijdpaka (the thing signified or marked, e.g., fire) also exists.

From this it follows by necessary implication (a sort of arthd-

patti) that w-henever the njdpaka (e.g., fire) is absent, the njdpija

{e. g., smoke) is also absent {njdpakdhhdve njdpydhhdvai)^

^ The Positive Sciences of the Ancient Hindus, pp. 2747-75.
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This being the essence of tijapija-vijapal;a-h]idva or the relation

of the sign and the thing signified, the two concepts asattva

and sattca which are thus related through their negation

wmdd be explained as w'herever the cijdpija, i.e., the negation of

existence

—

sattvdbhaici, the mark, the sign—exists, the vijdpaka,

i. e. asattva also exists. In other words, w'herever the vijapaka,

e.g., asattva is absent, the vydpija or the negation of existence is

also absent. And again wherever the vijdpija, i.e., the negation

of non-existence {asattvdhhdva) exists, sattva, the vydpaka also

exists
; and wherever the vydpaka, i.e., sattva does not exist, the

negation of non-existence, the vydpija also does not exist. This

is the position which has been advocated by the Aladhvites, but

thoroughly discarded by the Advaitins. If the vydpija, i.e.,

the negation of existence or that of non-existence

as the case may be exists in the absence of the

vydpaka, viz. (asattva or sattva) the unbroken uniformity

(avijabhicdritva) which is the criterion of the vydpya falls

through and the ascertainment of a mutual relation between the

tw'o phenomena of the invariable, unconditional concomitance

(vijdpti-nirupakatva) which is the true characteristic of the

vydpaka or the ubiquitous also falls to the ground. The judg-

ment where there is a fire, there is smoke (dhumavdn vahneh)

is fallacious because the said relation of the vydpya and vyd-

paka or the mark or sign and the thing signified, does not exist

between fire and smoke, for as is evident in the overheated iron-

ball, fire, the vydpija or the so-called sign does exist without

smoke or the vydpaka. Thus the unbroken uniformity which

is the criterion of the sign oi vydpya, falls and the capability of

ascertainment of vynpti or unconditional, invariable relation

{vydpti-nirTipakatva) or the real essence of the vydpaka also

falls through.

The ^ame logic might be applied by Madhusudana in the

case of sattva and asattva characterised as paraspara-virahavydpa-

ka by the Madhvites. The Madhva explanation of sattva and

asattva implies that wherever .<attvdhhdva i-, asattva is ; and

‘25
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again where asattcdhhava exists, sattva exists. Madhusudana,

standing against the so-called relation of invariable concomi-

tance between satti:dhhdva and asattva, contends that such a

relation is faulty. Because in the case of oyster-silver super-

imposition, sattvdhhdva exists in its absolute sense or in the

sense in which sattva has been defined by the Advaitins, asattva

also does not exist in its extreme sense or in the sense in which

it is read in the sky-flower and such other absolutely non-exist-

ents. For asattva has been defined by the Advaitins as what

does never form the object of cognition as reality in any sub-

strate. And in this sense it cannot be urged in the oyster-

silver superimposition which by its false appearance, occupies

the middle position between reality and non-reality in their

extreme sense. Again asattvahlidva exists in the oyster-silver,

but sattva does not exist. Madhusiidana’s definition of sattva

and asattva, as we have studied before, clearly implies that

sattvdhhdva can exist even in the absence of asattva and asattvdi-

hhdva in the absence of sattva. Now the said ielation of niijata-

sdhacanja or unbroken uniformity which depends on the ascer-

tainment of an invariable, and unconditional concomitance

between sattvdbhdva and asattva and again asattvahlidva and

sattva totally falls to the ground. And the charge of contradic-

tion on the basis of a relation of the sign (vijdpija) and the thing

signified {vijdpaka), stands only on the fvladhvites’ utter ignor-

ance of the Advaita-position.

The charge of contradiction cannot at all arise in the third

,
alternative in which sattva and asattva have

Contradiccicn can-

Ect stan.i in the third bceu explained as thc vycipija or the sign or

mark of their mutual absolute negation. In

this case, sattvdbhdva and asattvahlidva are taken as vijdpaha or

gamija and sattva and asattva as vijdpija or gainaha. And the

proposition means wherever sattva and asattva or vijdpija

or gamaha exist, asattvahlidva and sattvdhhava also exist, and

again wherever the vijdpaka-sattvuhhdva and asattvahlidva do not

exist, the vijapija-asattva and sattva also do not exist. From
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this syllogistic argument, it does not logically follow that the

rijdpaka-sattrahhdva and asattvdhhdca cannot exist without the

vijdpija-asattva and sattia. Such a syllogism only proves that

wherever asattia is, sattcdhlidva is. Sattvdhhava and asattrd-

bhdva being vycipaka or more extensive than their vijapya-asatti-a

and sattva respectively, can exist in a third entity where the

vijdpya-asattva and sattva do not exist. An example will make

it clear ; in the proposition ‘wherever cowhood exists, the nega-

tion of horsehood exists {asattvdhhdvavdn gotvdt); and again

horsehood implies the negation of cowhood (gotvdhhdvavdn

asvatvdt). In other words, wherever the negation of horsehood

is absent, cowhood is also absent; and again when the negation

of cowhood is absent, horsehood is also absent. Thus, cowhood

and horsehood are styled (parasparavirahavydpya)

.

But nega-

tion of cowhood and horsehood (gotvdbhdva and asvatvdhhdva)

which are vydpaka, ubiquitous or more extensive than their

vydpya or ganiaka, i.e., horsehood and cowliood respectively,

may be found in a camel. ^ And such an apprehension of the

negation of cowhood and horsehood in a camel does

not stand against the unbroken uniformity (niyatasdha-

carya) or the relation of the sign and the thing signified

{nydpyavydpakahhdta) between the cowhood {i.e., vydpya) and

the negation of horsehood {vydpaka) and horsehood and negation

of cowhood. Now, though sattva and asattva are characterised

as paraspara-v irahav ydpya or in other words, wherever sattva and

asattva exist, asattvdbhdva and satfvdbhdva exist, the dual nega-

tion of sattva and asattva can be apprehended in a third pheno-

menon, e.g., oyster-silver. The oyster-silver is neither sat nor

asat and thus the absolute negation of both sattva and asattva in

the extreme sense of the terms as explained by the monistic

teachers, can be found in the silver of the o}ster-silver super-

imposition.

J Gotvasvatvayoh parasparavirahavvfipyatve'pi taclabhavayorustrada-

vekatra sahopalariibhat. Ad. S., p. 55 .
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lu tbe interpretation under consideration, the charge of con-

tradiction advanced by the Madhvites appears to be a logical

absurdity because the dual negations of the two entities which

are styled as parasparavirahacijapya can be logically established

in a third entity and thus there arises no room for contradiction.

The real implication of the Madhvites’ charge of contradiction

lies in the fact that if the negation of the two phenomena

can be found in a third phenomenon, the two phenomena

cannot be characterised as parasparacirahavyapya. It is not

substantially proved that the cyapa1;a phenomenon being

more extensive in its character does exist even in the

absence of the cyapya phenomenon and the presence of the

vydpaka in the absence of the cydpya does not -tand against the

principle of logic and rea-on. What is needed in the invariable

co-existence of the vydpija and the cydpaka is that in the presence

of the tyupya, the existence of the vydpaka is an ab<olute neces-

sity but not vice versa. The said invariable co-existence or con-

comitance of asattva (the vycipya) and the absolute negation of

sattva (the vydpaka) can be found in sky-flower, hare’s horn, etc.,

and again in the highest reality, the co-presence of sattva (the

vyapija) and the negation of asattva (the vydpaka) can be appre-

hended; and thim the demanded relation of vydpya and vydpaka

or the sign and the thing signified might be proved. And again

the dual negation of sattva and asattva which were the vydpaka

phenomena in the said vyupti can be, the Advaitins argue, ob-

served in the phenomenal appearance.^ Now the proposition or

general maxim, which urges that the two phenomena, the abso-

lute negation of which exists in the same location, e.g. a third

phenomenon, cannot be characterised as parasparavirahavydpya

* Asattvadau sattvadyabhavasamanadhikarana-svabhuvakatva-rupapa-

dakopagame’pi vyripakasya adhikadesavrttitaya vyapya-tvabhanjakataya

tuccbadyantarbhavf.na sattvadyabhavavyapya-tvopa-pattisambhavena mula-

saithilyaditi.

A'ittha, p. 53.
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or indicative mark of their mutual negation ^ becomes absolutely

fallacious. More clearly the Madhva doctrine that if the nega-

tion of non-existence (asattcdhhava) co-exists with the negation

of existence in a particular location (e.g., oyster-silver, etc.), non-

existence (asattca) would not be cyapya or the invariable, uncon-

ditional mark or the sign of the negation of sattva {sattcahhava),

altogether fails being contrary to all logic and reason.

The charge of sudhya-vailialya or inadequacy of the given

explanatory example, which has been urged by the Madhvites on

the ground that of the dual character of the
The chnrge of sa-

dhya-whaiya cannot absolutc negation of existence and that of non-

existence, the negation of non-existence cannot

be admitted in the oyster-silver and other explanatory instances

as in these cases non-existence is always present, and thus the

part of the major being negated in the explanatory example, the

example itself suffers from the fallacy of sddhija-cail'ahja. Against

this Afadhusudana contends that the charge stands on the Madh-

vites’ misapprehension of the Advaita position as regards the

connotation of sattca and asatlca. The Advaitins explain the

two concepts satti'a and asaltva, as we have already seen, not in

the sense of contradiction and non-contradiction as defined by

the Madhvites
;

they explain sattva as absolute truth not to be

contradicted in all times and asattva as ‘what does never form

the object of cognition as reality in any substrate. The oyster-

silver, the given explanatory example appears as something

existent and at the same time is negated at the dawn of know-

ledge of oyster itself. Hence the oyster-silver can be character-

ised neither as real nor as non-real in the absolute sense of the

terms, but occupying a middle position, it can be marked out

by the dual negation, viz., the negation of existence and that of

non-existence. x4nd the charge of sddhya-vaikalya cannot be levelled

against the monistic position.

1 Yo yadabhava-samanaJhikarana-svabliavakah sa na tadabhavavyapya

iti. Ibid, p. 53.
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As regards the opponent’s charge of arthilntttram or shifting

of topic Vi'hich had been turned against the Advaita position in

a tu'o-fold manner, namely Brahman which

devoid of all attributes can be marked out

sbiftiDg oT‘tcp?o!’ ^ A' the absence of existence and non-existence

—

the criterion of falsity—and thus Brahman itself

—becomes false. Then again if Brahman thus characterised be

taken as absolutely real, the creative order which, on the Advaitin’s

own admission, is determined by the absence of both of position

and negation of existence should also be taken as real in the abso-

lute .sense of the term. In other words the definition by denying

to the world order both position and negation so much

widens its bound as to obliterate the line of demarcation between

Brahman and the phenomenal appearan-ces and in defining the

world order the Advaitins have defined the absolute. To meet

the charge the Advaitins argue that Brahman wdiich is pure

Being-Bliss-Consciousness in the Advaita-Vedanta is purna in

itself. It is as the Sruti says, an a-logical Being neither cause

nor effect, neither substance nor attribute, neither subject nor

„ , , object. It lies at the back of this cosmic

regarded as false. existence. It is the substrate of all substrates

wider and larger than the totality of defined and determined

svstems that express themselves in this universe. Had there

been no underlying substratum of this cosmic order, the whole

order of phenomena would have appeared as so many puzzling

sensations bewildering our sen-e organs without satisfying the

logical den and of intellect or falling in harmony with our prag-

matic life. This permanent substratum is according to the

Advaita-Yedanta, unmarked, featureless pure being. Though

featureless, it seems to manifest itself through an infinity of

change^ wdiich is the creation of Avidipi, the causCi-materia of all

operations in this universe. To attribute falsity to this A-logical

Being is an absurdity in the domain of the Advaita-Yedanta.

And the questions now turn to the other point namely,

world-appearance may be regarded as absolutely real just like
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the Brahman itself. Against this Madhusudana argues that the

The phenomenal Creative Order has got an existence which is

ab^Toln only empirically valid. Brahman which' is

absolute existence expresses itself in and through

the concrete manifolds, which, therefore, partially share in the

quality of existence. The ‘ isness’ reflected in the world order is

to be referred to Brahman which forms its ultimate substratum.

It is due to the apparent identity with the permanent substratum

Brahman that the worldly appearances are cognised as true. It

is rather unnecessary and superfluous to introduce a plurality of

existences as the whole order of universe may be explained by

being referred to one transcendental reality tthich runs through

all diversity.^ This is the real position of the Advaita-

AAdanta. The realistic schools of Vedanta which advocate

the world order as true, standing against the standpoint

of the Advaitins, may argue that the judgment constructions

‘ the pot is real,’ etc., on the basis of perceptual proof, demand
reality of the phenomenal appearances. The Advaitins, who
hold the worldly existences as only empirically valid, contend

that the so-called reality implied in the given judgment may be

explained as due to its apparent identity with the Absolute Being
as a result of superimposition. The perception of reality in the

pragmatic appearances is not a valid perception. It is a mal-

observation to be negated by the inference under discussion

which establishes the falsity of the world order. Again the

reality of existences which may be established on the ba-is of

perception cannot be absolute as the perception it.-elf is only

empirically valid. Brahman is the only absolute reality as

demanded by the sniii texts and it is that Absolute Being which
runs through the diversified world and ha-; been identitied iiith

this world order as its substrate and appears as a limiting

1 Ekenaiva-sarvanugatena sarvatra satpratityupapattau Brahmav..t

prapaucasya pratyekam satsvabhavata-kalpane manabhavat. A.S., p. ,Vn,
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adjunct (visesana). To admit plurality of existences, in rendering

a rational explanation of the so-called reality reflected in the parti-

cular experiences is unphilosophical or unscientific because such

an admission, the Advaitins argue, cannot give any consistent

(anugata) exposition of reality. For on such a supposition

the nature of reality and its cognition must vary according

to the varied nature of existences and one has to admit a

plurality of existences and their difllerent forms of apprehension

which would render the process of apprehending truth

rather cumbrous^ The bone of contention lies in the fact that

the Madhvites and other theistic Vedantists following the path

of the iNaiyayikas advocate the absolute reality of the cosmic

order which has been denied by the Advaita teachers. But no

philosopher can deny the experience of the ‘pot’ vvhich satisfies

the demand of practical life, as real. The reality of the pot

carrying water is experienced in every-day life. Now the ques-

tion is how to explain the reality of the worldly appearances ? Is

it empiric or absolute '? The Advaitins hold the former view'

while the realistic schools advocate the absolute reality of the

world order. Madhusudana in repudiating the opponents’ charge

of arthantaram or shifting of topic fully explains his own posi-

tion and observes that the position held by the Madhvites is not

free from defect.

The Madhva contention that the worldly appearances are as

real as Brahman itself,' is unsatisfactory. The

nation of'thr’^worUiy inert woi'ld which is subject to the antecedent

and consequent non-existence or every-day

change and decay cannot be characterised as

real as Brahman which is Pure Being-Bliss-Consciousness and

ever was, ever is and ever shall be. Existence of Brahman can

be explained by its own nature, self-luminous, one, unique

^ fo) Tide SiddLivyakhya, pp. 55-56.

[b) Vide Gauda-Brahmanandi. p, 56.

- Yaclrsam Brahtaanah sattvaiii tadrsarh syat jagatyapi.
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consciousness which is directly contradictory to inertness, the

essential nature of the ever-changing world. Thus the Madhva-

proposition which makes the world order as real as Brahman seems

to be an absurdity. And to admit such an absolute reality wTich

is diametrically opposed to inertness {jadatia) is only to attribute

falsity to the world order as is evident in the cognition of silver

in the oyster. In the oyster-silver cognition, silver is false

because being or reality of oyster is totally contradictory to that

of silver and the notion of silver is false as it has been charac-

terised by the existence not of its own but of its locus-oyster.

Oyster and silver are endowed with different grades of realities

and it is due to the obliteration of distinction between the empiric

and imaginary existences that silver is wrongly apprehended.

Now the Madhvites advocating the absolute reality of the world

order in the sense of Brahman ignore the obvious distinction of

the absolute and pragmatic realities and such an attribution of

absolute reality to the empirical appearance rather leads to its

falsity. Eeality or existence is thus to be construed in the sense

that
‘ What does never form the counterpart of negation of all

times and space.’ In this sense reality is ascribable to Brahman

and not to the concrete manifold.

The phenomenal appearances should not be regarded as

endowed with independent reality like Brahmayi ;
they appear as

real because they are kindled with the Highest Reality. They

are the seeming expression of reality and not real existence.

Siiresiaracanja thus rightly observes that “ the world has come

out of Sat, loses itself in Sat, so the entire world is real, but

viewed apart from Sat is false.” To advocate absolute reality of

the worldly existences is to admit plurality of existences which

would render the process of apprehending truth a cumbrous one.

^ Svaprakasadvitijacaitanya-rupameva Brahmanah sattvam tadeva cej-

jadasyapi jagatah tada rajatatva-virodhisuktisattaya rajatasyeva jadatva-

virodhisvaprakasa-sattaya jagatah svarupato mithyatvopapatteh- Ad. S
,

p. 334.

26
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Thus the Madhva charge of shifting of topic or arthantaram

does not stand.

The Advaita-syllogism which predicates the dual character of

absolute negation of existence and non-existence
The opponents’ in ^ ,

, ,

charge of Amiatah- ot tue world Order cannot escape the charge of

amMahsiddhasMhanata

;

for the Madhvites,

advocating the absolute reality of the phenomenal

appearance admit the negation of non-existence—a part of the

major—in the world order. Against this the Advaitins argue that

the charge of siddhasadhanata can only be brought against the

syllogism in which the major with all its characteristics {sddliya-

taiacchedakadharma) is proved of the minor with all the special

characteristics or distinctive features of its own ipaksatdvacche-

dakadharma) and not in the given minor alone. The real essence

of the argument lies in the fact that in order to establish

the major in the minor which is the result of an inferential

reasoning the major with all its distinguishing marks should

be proved of the minor, determined by all its own particular

inherent characteristics and not merely by the special

sign or mark which serves the function of the middle in the

syllogism. For otherwise all valid syllogisms w'ould suffer from

the fallacy of Siddhasadhanata or establishing wFat has already

been established. When we infer fire in a hill from the propo-

sition ‘the hill is fiery' because it is smoky, vydpti or invariable,

unconditional concomitance, between fire and smoke, helps us to

the conclusion that the hill is on fire, because the agreement

in absence {vyatireka) between fire and smoke wdth the non-

observation of the contrary {vyahhicarddarsana) is the foundation

of our knowledge of vydpti between fire and smoke. Now’ from

such an observation, fire is inferred in the hill because the hill

was found to be smoky. The presence of the middle (smoke)

in the minor (hill) is also a necessary factor of the inference.

The moment we perceive smoke in it we infer that it has fire

also. But the question arises, is the fire inferred in the hill as

hill with all its hill aspects or as the repository of smoke
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the middle or heiii or means of proof ? If we accept the latter

view this syllogism also suffers from the fallacy of siddhasadhanata

because, as is evident from the universal concomitance between

fire and smoke, fire the major is an universally admitted fact in

the smoky things and in this respect it is already proved in the

smoky hill. The real significance of the syllogism is to prove

fire in the hill as hill and not as something smoky. Paksa or

the minor has been defined as the subject in which the major

is doubted. The hill which is perceived to be smoky, with its

hill aspects serves the function of the minor or Paksa where fire,

the major is doubted. And the syllogistic reasoning proves fire

in all smoky hills with their hill aspects in which the ascertain-

ment of fire cannot be made with the help of perception or

observation. Any hill is not minor, hills endowed with smoke

are styled minor or paksa of the syllogism. Smoke is the sign or

the ground of inference and it is with this ground that fire is

proved in the yonder hill as well as in all other hills characterised

by their distinctive features, hillness (parvatatva) . The universal

conclusion of the syllogistic reasoning which might be drawn

from the proof of fire in the hill as hill could not be deduced

from the inference of fire in the yonder hill as something

smoky (with all its distinctive marks being hidden). Such

an inference could no doubt prove the major in the minor marked

out only by the presence of the middle and not by its own dis-

tinctive features. Again the proof of the major also means

presence of the major with all its distinctive marks. Thus the

charge of siddhasadhanata occurs only in cases in which the

major with all its distinctive features is pre-established in the

minor endowed with all its characteristic marks. In such cases

inference or syllogistic reasoning proves only what is already-

proved. This fact has been implied by Madhusudana by saying

that the fallacy of amsatah-siddha-sadhanata occurs in the syllo-

gisms in which the characteristics of the major and those of the

minor are many in number and some of them are previously

established in some particular parts of the minor.
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In order to repudiate the charge of the Madhvites Madhu-

sudana argues that to establish what has already been established

is, no doubt, a serious type of error in the domain of logic and

reason and it stands against all syllogistic arguments and invali-

dates the inferences. The previous proof, as a logical error, stands

only in these cases in which the syllogisms do not give any new

idea and prove the major in the same light in which it has been

proved. But when inferences add novel features in the major in

which it has not been proved, the charge of siddhasadhanata totally

falls to the ground. In the Advaita syllogism under discussion, the

major, the dual negation of existence and non-existence forms one

unique determinate cognition (visistahiiddhi) combining two in

one single notion. Duality itself constitutes the determining mark

of the major and not the two singularities forming the duality.

And the Advaita inference proves this duality of negation which

constitutes one unity in the given minor. Such is the essence or

intention of the monistic proposition which cannot be served by

the previous proof of a particular part (e.g., the negation of the

non-existence) or parts constituting the duality and such a partial

proof cannot stand against the intended inference of the Advaita

Vedanta. The two parts of the dual major form one indivisible

determinate term giving rise to a unique conception, distinct from

the component notions and the presence of one of the parts of this

unique major in the minor cannot be said to involve the fallacy

N.B .—To strengthen his own position Madhusudana quotes the

Mimamsa syllogism because the position which has been advocated by the

Mlraaiiisists on the basis of the syllogism, has been accepted by thg

Madhvites, the staunch opponents of the Advaitins. Jayatlrtha, one of the

great founders of the Madhva school of Vedanta in his Pramana-paddhati,

in refuting the relation of inhesion (samaaai/a) between the property, etc
,

and their seats, explains the relation in the light of the Mimaiiisists. And

the charges launched against the Advaitins by the Madhvites might be

brought forward even against the Mlmarhsa syllogism as it is very akin to

that of the Advaitins and the Madhvites in criticising the Advaita postion

criticise their own position.
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of siddhasadhanata. It is sheer folly to bring forth the charge of

siddhasadhanata when the syllogism unfolds new truth or estab-

lishes the major in the sense in which it has not been previously

seen. In order to strengthen his own position Madhusudana points

out the well-known Mimamsa syllogism in which to explain away

the charge of siddhasadhanata, the same truth has been advocated

by the Mimamsists against the Naiyayikas, the masters of logic.

The Mimamsa syllogism ^ implies that hhedabheda or differ-

ence and sameness is the relation between the property (guna),

action or motion (kriya) and generality, etc., and their respective

seats. To establish the theory of hhedabheda

Mlmaihsists advancc samdnddhikrtatva as

the middle or hetu of their syllogism. But

as the expression samdnddhikrtatca admits of different inter-

pretations the question arises, what is its proper connotation

here? It cannot mean the notion deduced from the words or

terms bearing the same case endings (ekavibhaktyanta-pada-

vdcijatvam)

.

For in that case the middle becomes too wide

because the two terms pot and pitcher {ghatah and kalasah)

with the first case-ending may be characterised by the middle

but the said major, e.g., difference and sameness is wanting.

It also does not mean the capability of usage as noun and

its qualifying epithet (visesya-visesanahhdvena vyavahriyamd-

natvam); for here again the middle becomes too wide as is

evident from the judgment ‘ the pot is on the earth ’ in which

the earth and the pot are related as noun and its limiting adjunct

but the major is inapplicable. The real essence of the middle,

according to the view-point of the Mimarhsakas, is the capacity

of being apprehended as noun of a determinate cognition in

which the subject and the predicate are related in an identical

or appositional relation {abhedasamsargaka-dhicisesyatva-yogya-

tcam), ‘Dhl’ or the determinate cognition introduced in the

conception of the middle must be a valid one, for otherwise the

1 GuQadikaiii gutiyadina bhinnabhiniiam samanadhikrtatvat.
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middle becomes too wide in the case of oyster-silver super-

imposition in which the oyster, the subject of the false notion,

satisfies all the marks of the ground or means of proof. The

middle thus explained, the Mlmamsakas argue, does not suffer

from the fallacy of one kind or other. As regards vydpti or

the invariable unconditional concomitance between the said

middle (samdnddhikrtatti-a) and the major bhedahheda, or differ-

ence and sameness it might be argued that if the said middle

does not invariably and unconditionally exist in the said major it,

may exist either in the case of extreme identity {atyantd hhinna),

e.g., the pot and the pitcher (ghaiah and kalasah) or in the case

of absolute difference, e.g., the pot and cloth (ghatah and patah).

But an examination shows that the said middle exists in neither

but only in the case in which both bhedahheda difference and

sameness, is found in apposition. Thus the appositeness of the

middle is wanting in either case of extreme identity or of differ-

ence, and is to be found only in the case in which both difference

and sameness can be simultaneously apprehended. The given

argument leads the Mimamsists to infer the duality of difference

and sameness (bhedabhedohhayatca) in the minor, e.g., the

property, etc., with their respective seats. Similarly the Advaita-

syllogism also proves the dual negation of existence and non-

existence as one determinate cognition. If the phenomenal be

real or sat, it cannot be called perceptible (drsija) for perceptibil-

ity or drhjalva does not invariably co-exist with reality, e.g., in

the case of Brahman. Again if the phenomenal appearance be

styled unreal or ‘ asat,’ it cannot be characterised by the middle

‘ perceptibility ’ as the nonest hare’s horn, etc., are not perceptible.

In other words if perceptibility exists even in the absence of

the mutual or absolute negation of existence it might exist in

Brahman where it is not ; and if it be found in the absence of

the negation of non-existence it might be found in the hare’s

horn, etc. Now if the phenomenal appearance is to be determined

by perceptibility, the phenomenal appearance must be character-

ised by the dual negation of existence and non-existence. And
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duality itself forms the characteristic mark of the major

{sMJiyatdvacchedaka dharma) as one determinate cognition.

The real purpose of the whole syllogistic argument is not to

prove or establish the major as two distinct and separate parts

forming an aggregate of independent judgments linked together

by copulative conjunctions but as an aggregate in which the

two component judgments form one unique duality as the

characteristic mark which was not known before. So the oppo-

nents’ charge of siddhasadhanaia falls to the ground. The world

order is proved as neither being nor non-being ; it is inexplicable

or false.

^

^ At the outset, we saw that Madhusudana began by taking three

possible interpretations of falsity on the basis of exposition of the Paftca-

padika

:

Firstly, whether it is the negation of non-existence characterised

by existence; secondly, whether it is the dual negation of existence and

non-existence; and thirdly, whether it is negation of non-existence character-

ised by the negation of existence. So far we have been discussing the

problem from the point of view of the first and second alternative inter-

pretations and we have seen how Madhusudana successfully meets the

charges levelled against him by the opponents, the Madhvites and the

Naiyayikas. With regard to the third alternative it may be pointed out

that it is not necessary to discuss it in detail as Madhusudana has dealt

with the second alternative as a special complex notion almost identical

with the third and all the arguments brought forward to establish the

second alternative would apply mutatis mutandis to the third. The com-

mentators have however tried to distinguish between Ihe second and the

third alternatives on certain grammatical reasons, but such distinction does

not affect the real philosophical position underlying them. Thus the third

alternative requires no separate interpretation.



CHAPTEE VI

Is Falsity of the Phenomenal Appearance False ?

In the previous chapter falsity of the phenomenal appear-

ance has been logically defined and proved by the Advaitins.

Isow Vyasaraja contends that if, for argument’s sake, the falsity

of the world order as advocated by the Advaitins be admitted, the

Advaita position cannot escape logical errors. In order to point

out the fallacious character of the Advaitins’ standpoint, Vya-

saraja asks, is the falsity itself, which has been attributed to the

phenomenal world, true or false ? If the Advaitins accept the

former view, in other words if falsity itself be taken as true, the

monistic proposition totally fails, for there comes the question

of duality or of two absolute realities, viz., Brahman itself and

the falsity of the phenomenal appearances. So the position that

Brahman alone is real and everything else is false, becomes un-

tenable. To explain away the charge of duality it might be

argued that the falsity of the phenomenal w'orld as true or uncon-

tradictable {abadlnja) does not mean that it is an independent

absolute reality apart from its substratum. It is Brahman

the permanent substratum which negatively appears in the

phenomenal appearances and speaks for the truth or absolute-

ness of falsity. To explain further, that is false which is negat-

ed universally in all times in its substratum. While mistaking

an oyster for silver we get a false perception of silver superim-

posed on the oyster. Here the substratum is oyster and really

the silver is negated in the oyster by all men in all times and

under all circumstances. So in the case of the world its sub-

stratum is Brahman as it sustains and supports all concrete

manifold and the worldly existence is negated in Brahman in all

times in all circumstances and hence false.
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The Madhvites question the position of the Samkarites by

arguing that if the universal negation of this worldly existence

in Brahman be true the non-duality of the Advaita-Vedanta is

denied
;
for the universal negation comes in as existing negative-

ly while Brahman remains a pure existence. Along with the

existence of the latter there lies the existence of the former and

the monistic premise that Brahman alone is real and all else is

false, falls to the ground.

In repudiating the charge of the Madhvites the Samkarites

argue that negation has no independent existence apart from its

locus, for example the earth itself is the negation of the pot.

Hence the universal negation of the world order is Brahman,

the locus consciousness itself. So the question of duality, i.e.,

the existence of Brahman along with the existence of the univer-

sal negation cannot arise at all.

The Madhvites again contend that the given exposition of

the Advaita-position which identifies falsity with Brahman it-

self is unsatisfactory because the two, falsity and Brahman,

widely differ in their character. Question of identity occurs in

cases where there is no difference at all. Mithyatva or falsity, as

its definition implies, has been datermined by time, space and

other causal categories and thus cannot be identified with

A-logical Brahman which lies beyond all conditions and limita-

tions. Falsity of the silver in the oyster-silver cognition is not

cognised so long as the man is under delusion. He runs after

yonder substrate only because he is unconscious of his own mis-

take. But the fact is to be noted here that the substrate of a

false notion, though its special features are hidden for the time

being, is real and not to be doubted even at the time of mistake

and cannot remain unknown and unnoticed as locus, for in that

case no false notion would arise. Thus the locus of a false cog-

nition and the object superimposed do not belong to the same

category and are not of the same nature. Brahman in the

Advaita-Vedanta is the substrate of all substrates. It is due

to super-imposition on the permanent substratum. Brahman,

27
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that the worldly appearances are apprehended as true. This

permanent substratum being an ever certain factor, can in no way

be identified with falsity having uncertainty for its criterion.

Secondly, in the case of identification, perceptibility, the

middle term of the Advaita-syllogism,^ suffers from a fallacy

in regard to the falsity itself. The question under discussion is

whether the falsity of the phenomenal appearance is false or true ?

If falsity be taken as identical with Brahman, the Madhvites

contend, that ‘perceptibility,’ the middle term of the Advaitins,

cannot exist in the major. In other words the middle failing

to prove the major becomes inconclusive or anaikdntika}

The defects enumerated above will not allow falsity to be

styled as true or uncontradictable (ahddhya). It

8t^ed^a?faisr°°*
cannot be taken as contradictable or false

(badhya) for the following defects. If the

Advaitins’ inference, the Madhvites argue, proves, as monistic

principle demands, the falsity of the phenomenal world as false

or contradictable, the syllogism suffers from the fallacy of siddha-

sddhanata. That falsity of the phenomenal world is false is a posi-

tion which is advocated by the Madhvites. The Madhva-teachers

hold that the phenomenal appearances are absolutely true. It is

only due to ignorance that falsity has been attributed to them.

And the falsely attributed falsity of the world order, is subject to

contradiction and thus cannot negate realities of the phenomenal

appearances ;
they are thus styled as real. The Advaitins,

holding the falsity of the world order as false, establish what

has already been established in the Madhva doctrine.

Again such a position would infer realities of the phenomenal

appearances against absolute monism. “ The world is real as it

is endowed with falsity which itself is false, as for example the

self.”® The self is a self-revealed and self-valid reality and falsity

* Vimatarh fjagat) mithya drsyatvat.

2 N. Mr. T., p. 23.

® Jagat satyam mithyabhuta-mitfayatvakatvad atmavat.
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of the self is an erroneous notion. And when this erroneous

notion is apprehended the real nature of self is revealed. The

real essence of the argument lies in the fact that when falsity

is perceived in a particular substance, such perception veils the

inherent truth of the substance and w'hen the falsity itself is

cognised as erroneous the veil of nescience which hides the

underlying truth is lifted up and the substance is apprehended

as real. Thus in all cases in w'hich the falsely attributed falsity

itself is cognised as erroneous the notion of truth invariably

becomes manifested. And the Advaitins, advocating the falsity

of the world order as false, are bound to accept the reality of the

phenomenal existences.

But the validity of the Madhva-inference might be challeng-

ed by the Advaitins as the relation between the said major

(satijam) and the middle {mithijdhhuta-mithydtmakatcat) is not an

unconditional one. The concomitance or vydpti of the given

syllogism has been rendered faulty by the upddhi or condition.

Take for example the upddhi or limitation of dtniatva or selfhood.

The determining condition, selfhood or dimatva invariably

accompanies the major as seen in regard to self but being absent

in the minor—the phenomenal appearance, does not always accom-

pany the middle or hetu which must be present in the minor.

Upddhi or determining condition is
‘‘ that which always accom-

panies the major (sadlnjo) but does not always accompany

the middle or hetu.” ^ “The upddhi is the ‘condition’

W'hich must be supplied to restrict a general middle term. If the

middle term as thus restricted is still found in the minor term,

the argument is valid, if not it fails. It does in the examples
‘ The mountain is smoky because it has fire ’ (for it rests on the

false premise that all fire is accompanied by smoke). Now’ if we
add ‘ wet fuel ’ as the condition of ‘ fire,’ the proposition is

1 Sadhyasya vyapako yastu hetoravyapakastatha sa upadhirbhavef.

Bh. P. and S. M. on SI. 83.
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valid ; for if the mountain has wet fuel as well as fire, of course

it will have smoke.”
“ It would be correct to say that a vydpti exists between green-

wood fire and smoke as well as between smoke and green-wood

fire. The question,, therefore, is ; what is the relation between

fire and smoke ? The relation between fire and smoke is a condi-

tional relation, i.e., on condition that fire is green-wood fire, it

would be a sign of smoke. But a vydpti implies an unconditional

invariable concomitance, and the relation between fire and smoke

is not therefore a vydpti (natural unconditional concomitance),

for fire requires a ‘condition,’ upadhi, viz., green wood, to he

followed by smoke. Smoke on the other hand, requires no

‘ condition ’ to indicate fire. For the purposes of inference,

therefore, relation between phenomena may be considered as of

two kinds : (1) contingent or conditional relation holding good on

the fulfilment of a certain condition or upadhi and (2) vydpti or

unconditional invariable relation between a mark and that which

it marks, a relation without any npadhi or determining condition

{upadhividhiirah sambandhah). It is the latter kind of relation

that serves as the ground of inference.” As unconditionality of

the concomitance is essential to a vydpti “ We have therefore to

examine the case carefully to see if there is any determining

condition (upadhi, i.e., some hidden or undetected but really

operative or indispensable accompaniment) which conditions the

relation between the supposed sign or mark (gamaka) and the

supposed signate (thing signified gamija)." Fpdd/zf or condition,

as we have already seen, is a circumstance w'hich always accom-

panies and is always accompanied by the supposed signate (the

thing signified, gamya), but does not invariably accompany the

supposed sign or mark (gamaka). If, therefore, in the set of

positive instances where both the sign and the signate are present,

nothing else is constantly present, there can he no ‘ upadhi.’

Or again, if in the set of negative instances where both the

sign and the signate are absent, no other material circumstances

is constantly absent there is no ‘upadhi.’ This follows from
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the very definition of an upadhi. It is impracticable to fulfil

those requirements rigorously, till every one of the accompany-

ing circumstances (of course, of likely ones) may be taken suc-

cessively and it may be shown that the concomitance continue

even w'hen the suspected upadhi (samhitopadhi) is absent, and

therefore it cannot be the upadhi. And this is to be fortified by

the observation of uniform uninterrupted agreement in absence

(vyatireka) between the two concomitant phenomena. In this

way, when w’e have disproved all suspected upadhis we conclude

by establishing the vyapti.
“
This is the real essence of upadhi

in the science of Indian Logic. Upadhi or condition points out the

fallacy of the middle term and thus undermines the very ground

of inference.” It is in order to prove the fault of generality

in a middle term that the ‘ condition has to be employed.’ “ All

true conditions reside in the same subjects with their major terms

and their subjects being thus common, the (erring) middle term

will be equally too general in regard to the condition and the

major term. ‘‘ The meaning of this is that it is in consequence of

the middle term being found too general in regard to the condi-

tion, that we infer that it is too general in regard to the major

term ;
and hence the use of having a condition at all. Thus,

where the condition invariably accompanies an unlimited major

term, w'e infer that the middle term is too general (Vyahhicari)

in regard to the major term, from the very fact that it is too

general in regard to thee ondition, as for example, in the in-

stance “ The mountain has smoke because it has fire,” where we

infer that the ‘ fire ’ is too general in regard to ‘ smoke,’ since it

is too general in regard to ‘ wet fuel
;

’ for there is a rule that

what is too general for that which invariably accompanies must

also be too general for that wLich is invariably accompanied.

But wLere we take some fact or mark to determine definitely the

major term which the condition is invariably to accompany

—

there it is from the middle term’s being found too general in re-

gard to the condition in cases possessing this fact or mark that

we infer that the middle term is equally too general in regard
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to the major term. Thus in the argument B is dark because

he is Mitra’s son ” the middle term,
“

the fact of being Mitra’s

son,” is too general in regard to the sadhya "dark colour”

because it is too general in regard to the upad/ii, " Feeding on

vegetables ” as seen in the case of Mitra’s second son. ^ Having

followed this logic the Advaitins on the basis of the condition or

upadhi showm in the Madhva-syllogism,^ infer the variability or

too general character of the middle term and thus destroy the

very ground of the syllogistic reasoning. The Advaita inference

runs as follows : Falsehood which itself is
Advaitin’s nrjahhicar-

anumana against the false is too general in regal’d to truth because
Madhvitea.

. . i j i pi i

it IS too general m regard to selfhood or atma-

tva, the shown condition, which is equipollent with truth, as for

example, the oyster-silver.®

Against this the MMhvites contend that the erroneous

or too general character of the middle of

the Madhva-syllogism, as urged by the given

inference is not to the point. In the Madhva

inference falsity which itself is false (mithijahhuta-mithydtmaka-

tva) forms the middle and truth or satyatva as the major. The

said middle and the major are related as invariable concomitance

and hence it cannot be said that the middle exists even in the

absence of the major. Now to prove the middle as too general

on the strength of condition or »p(7d/n’ the disputant is to estab-

lish the fact that the middle term or hetu does not always

accompany the condition and hence must not also necessarily

accompany the major or sadhya as the major and the condition

The
reply.

Madhvite’s

' Sarve sadbya-samanadhikaranah syurupadhayah

Hetorekasraye yesum svasadhya-vyabhicarita.

Vyabhicarasyanumanamupadbestu prayojanam.

Bh. P. sis. 87, 88 and S. M. on sis. : 87, 88.

^ Jagat satyam mithyabhuta-mithyatmakatvat atmavat.
® Mithyabhuta-mithyatmakatvaiii satyatTa-vyabhicari atmatva-vya-

bhicarat yatha suktirajatam.
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are equipollent and thus related as the mutual sign and the

signate {vyapya aud vydpaka). For what is absent in the vydpaha

must as a rule be absent in the vyapya (the major). But if it

is proved that the middle invariably co-exists with the condition

or upadki it must co-exist with the major or sadhya which is the

sign or mark of the said condition. And the charge of too

generality of the middle totally falls to the ground. In the syl-

logism under discussion/ the Madhvites argue, truth or satyatva

is the major and selfhood or atmatva which pervades the major

is the given condition. Examination .shows that

mithydtmakatva the middle of the syllogism invariably exists in the

selfhood or atmatva or the shown condition. The selfhood or

atmatva is endowed with the middle and it is for this reason that

atmd or self forms the explanatory example of the Madhva syl-

logism. From the given arguments it is definitely proved that

mithydbhuta-mithydtmakatva, the said minor of the Advaitin’s

counter-inference cannot be marked off or characterised by the

given middle dtmavyahhicdritva. Or, in other words, the

presence of the middle in the minor {hetoh paksadharmatd)

,

one

of the most important conditions of the valid middle failing, the

middle suffers from the fallacy of svarupasiddha or the unreal in

itself.' And on the strength of this fallacious reasoning or

of the given condition, the Advaitins attempt to prove the too

general character of the middle mithydbhutamiithydtmakatva in

regard to truth, the major of the Madhva inference, is an

absurdity.

Now the reason, not existent in the subject, might lead

the Advaitins to bring forward a counterbalanced inference

' Jagat satyam milhyabliuta-iriithyatmakatvat atmavat.

® Svarupasiddha, the unreal in itself is that reason which does not

exist in the subject and therefore cannot aSord the basis of any reasoning,

as in the propositions “the lake is a substance because it has smoke.

-Bh. P. S.M., 41. 57.
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satpratipahsdmimana ' and thus by advancing an argument

The Advaitin’s Sat-
Weight render the middle of the

PTattpaksanumana. Madhva-iuferencc inconclusive. “ The world is

characterised by the negation of truth because it is determined by

the negation of self, e.g., the oyster-silver or the self, which is

not endowed with the negation of truth, is not endowed with the

negation of selfhood.”

Such a counter-balanced inference which takes its stand on

the shown condition or upadhi gives rise to doubt in the main

inference and weakens the very foundation of the syllogistic

reasoning. In the case of counter-balanced arguments involving

two inferences of equal weight fresh arguments in favour should

be sought for to establish the main proposition. If there are

arguments in favour which are wanting in the reason proving

the contrary, satpratipaksa or the counter-balanced reason does

not stand. In the Madhva proposition, there are arguments in

favour (anukrda tarka) helping the formation of vijdpti or in-

variable concomitance but no reason can be advanced to lead to

Anvkuia tarka or the counter-reason of the Advaitins. In the

Madhva ^syTio-
Madhva-infcrence the truth or uncontradicia-

bility of the phenomenal appearance forms the

major and mitlTydhhuta-mithijatmakatva as the middle. MitJujd-

hhuta-mithydtmakatfa connotes truth. Xow the charge which

challenges the appositeness of the middle that the middle

exists and the major does not exist, commits a flat contradiction.

And such a contradiction (vijaghdta) helps the formation of vijdpti

between the said middle and the major in the Madhva-syllogism.

But there are no such arguments which might prevent the

too general character or inappositeness of the Advaitin’s middle

and help the formation of vyapti. In the counter-balanced

' The counter-balanced reason (satpratipaksa) is one for which there

exists another reason which proves contrary of the consequence. In it the

reason is simply rendered inconclusive by the existence of an argument

opposed to it of equal weight.
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inference, the negation of the truth of the world has been inferred

on the ground of the negation of selfhood
The counterbalan«;d _ , 7 \ » i -it 1

•

inference of the Advai- (atmatvabnctva). AS there might be things
tins does not stand.

o^hgi’ than the Self which might be true, the

negation of selfhood does not always accompany the major, the

negation of truth ; in other words the given middle cannot be

the I'ljapija or gamaka the sign, mark or indication of the said

major, the cyapaka gamija or the thing signified. Thus selfhood

or dtmatva cannot be the condition in the Madhva-inference which

urges the truth or absolute reality of the phenomenal world. For

it is evident from the given counter-inference that the negative

concomitance between truth or the major of the Madhva-syllogism

and the shown condition or dtmatva, does not stand to reason

and the truth or selfhood thus cannot be called equipollent {sama-

vijdpta), i.e., what constitutes the true criterion of upadhi or

condition. Upadhi is, as we have already noticed, a circumstance

which always accompanies and is accompanied by the supposed

signate or the thing signified. From this it follows that

(a) where the major is, the condition is ; (b) where the condition

exists the major exists; (c) when there is no condition, there is no

major ; (d) where there is no major, there is no condition. Now
if truth or satyatva exists in the absence of selfhood or the

negation of the said condition the relation of mutual sign and the

signate (vijdpya and vijdpaka) as expressed in the given proposition

fails and dtmatva cannot be the true condition of the Madhva-

syllogism.

No such discovery of contradiction disproves the inapposite-

ness of middle of the Madhva inference and helps the formation

of a valid concomitance in favour of the Advaitin's counter-

balanced reason. For mithydbhuta-mithydtmakatva (the middle

of the Madhva proposition) and asatyatva, negation of truth or

the major are two contradictory terms, when one is affirmed the

other is denied and vict versa and the two cannot reside in a

substrate. But such a charge of contradiction cannot be brought

forward between andtmatva, the negation of selfhood (the middle

28
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The Advaitins now
point out the fallacy

in the Madhva Infer-

ence.

terms of the counter-balanced reason of the Advaitins) and truth

or satyatva (the negation of the major) as there may be realities

other than the self. Negation of selfhood does not therefore

mean negation of truth. And the two are not quite contradictory

in their nature and there arises no possibility of contradiction.

From the above discussion it has been proved

that the charge of condition or upadhi pointed

out by the Advaitins falls to the ground. A'ow

the Advaitins launch a new attack against the

Madhva proposition by arguing that the middle term of the

Madhva inference is too general, because the false oyster-silver,

where even the notion of falsity is erroneous, might be charac-

terised by the said middle but not by the said major and thus the

middle becomes too general or sadJiarana in its character.
^

To repudiate the Advaita charge of the extreme generality of

the middle, the Madhvites argue that of the two

contradictory concepts, if one is affirmed in a

particular substrate, the other is denied and

vice versa. But it should be noted here that

the question of co-presence of the two contradictory notions in

a particular substrate, namely mithydhhuta-mithijdtmakatva or

truth and the negation of truth in the oyster-silver, creates a

doubt as to the real nature of the substrate oyster-silver and leads

us to the following deduction. The oyster-silver cannot be the

substrate of falsehood, which is itself false, because it cannot be

the receptacle of truth which contradicts falsity. What does not

form the receptacle of notion directly contradictory to its truthful

existence cannot also form the receptacle of the falsity of the

same notion contradicting its negation. As for example, the

cow cannot form the receptable of cowhood directly contradictory

The Madhvites refute

the charge of the too

general character of

the middle

^ The too general reason or Sadharana is found not only in the similar

instances, but also in the opposite instances
; the possession of horns does

not make an animal an ox, nor has the mountain fire because it can be

known.

—Bh. P. S. M,, si. 52 ;
T. S. p. 12.
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to the valid notion of cowhood ;
“It also thus cannot form the

receptacle of falsity of the notion of cowhood directly contra-

dictory to the absolute negation of cowhood. ^ This syllogism

definitely proves the fact that what does not form the receptacle

(adhikarana) of truth which is directly contrary to falsehood

{sahjabhuta, mitlnjatvaiiruddha-satijatva) cannot be the substra-

tum (adhikarana) of the falsity of falsehood (rnithijahhuta-

mithijatm) •, for truth and falsity are of the nature of mutual con-

tradiction. The notion of truth of the oyster-silver is not correct

but erroneous and hence the oyster-silver cannot be called true

which is contradictory to falsehood, it therefore cannot

be marked by 7nithydbhiita-mithijdtmakatva—the given major of

the said deduction. For wherever the cyapija, the sign or the

mark is absent the vydpaka or the siguate must necessarily be

absent. MithydhhUa-mithydtmakatm being thus wanting in the

oyster-silver, the oyster-silver cannot be characterised by truth

or what is quite contradictory to its own falsehood. And the

charge of the too generality of the middle urged in the main

syllogism of the Madhtites falls to the ground,^

It might be contended against the Madhvites that as the

oyster-silver cannot be characterised by satyabhuta-satyatva or

mithydtraviriiddhasatijatva, it cannot also be endowed with

satijahhutamithydtva, falsehood which is held as true, as the

oyster-silver—the dharmin, receptacle of all the marks is

itself false. And the falsity of what itself is false must

' Eupyam mithyabhuta-mithyatvadhikaranam na bhavati satyabbuta-

(tadviruddba)-satyatvanadbikaranatvat yat satyabbuta-tadviruddbadbi-

karanarii na bhavati tanmithyabhuta-tadadhikaranam na bbavati, yatba

satyabhuta-gotva-viruddha-gotvabbavanadhikaranaiii gauh gotvabhava-

viruddba-mithyabhuta-gotvadhikaraiiarh na bhavati

Nyayamrtatarangini, p. 24 .

- Tatba ca rupyamitbyatvasya satyatvena rupye betorevagamananna

vyabhicara iti bhavah.

Xyayamrtataraugini, p. 24 .
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necessarily be false and not true (satijabhiita)

.

^ To prove this

the Advaitins advance the following syllogistic reasoning in their

favour. Both saiijatva and mithijatca, truth and falsehood, which

might be attributed to the oyster-silver are false because they

are the characteristics (dhannas) of a substance w'hich itself is

false like the being and non-being (astitca and ndstiiva) of an

elephant seen in a dream.' This inference establishes the falsity

(mithijatca) of the falsehood residing in the nonest silver. The

too general character of the middle in regard to the oyster-silver

as urged by the Advaitins against the Madhvites remains still a

formidable objection.®

Against this the Madhvites contend that the given

Advaita-syllogism (which establishes falsity of

charge of rounter- tlis falsehood of the iiouf st silvei’) is counter-

S^afthe AdvaitfiTs'
balanced (satpratipaksiia) by the given Madhva-

syllogism which negates mithydbluitamithijatca

of the oyster-silver.^ The Madhva-syllogism is based on an all-

admitted universal law, namely of the two contradictory notions

when one is affirmed in a substrate, the other is denied and

cice versa. The inference being based on sound logic would

invalidate the Advaita-proposition and the Advaitins, charge of

the extreme generality of the middle in regard to the oyster-silver

totally falls through.

1 >a) Xyayami’ta, p. 43.

tb) Eupyagatarii mithyatvaiii inithya avidyamana-dharmikatvadi tya-

numanamuktam bhavati.

—Xyayamrta-Pi'akasa, p. 43,

- Fiupyagatatvena ucyamane satyatvamithyatve mithya-mithyalvopeta-

dharmikatvat svapnapratlta-gajarupavaditi.

—Nyayiiiiirtatarangini, p. 24.

^ Jagacca saiyarii syadityuktanumfmaaya rCipye vyabhicfirahtadavastha

iti. Ibid, p. 24.

Suktirajatam mithyabhuta-raithyatvadhikaranam na bhavati satya-

bhuta-(mithyatva-viruddha)-satyatvanadhikaranatvat.
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Against the charge of the counter-balanced reason the

.
. ,

Advaitins argue that the disputant’s objection
The Advaitins reply. ^

,

i.s not to the point. The underlying principle

upon which the opponents' argument has been based should be

applied in cases where both the characteristic and the substance

thus characterised are marked by" the same grade of reality

(samunasattaha). Here the silver itself is nonest or false

and how can its falsity or mithijatva be styled valid ? So the

opponents’ inference proving the falsity of the nonest silver as

true stands against all logic and reason. For in that case the

dharma or characteristic becomes more real than the substance

characterised which is an absurdity.

Again the given counterbalanced inference suffers from

condition or upddhi, aniithydtca (negation of falsity) which exists

in the cow, the explanatory instance of the counter-balanced

reason, invariably accompanies the major and as it does not

exist in the minor, e.g., the false oyster-silver, it does not always

accompany the middle or the vijdpija or the sign or the mark
which must be present in the minor. The said condition would

deduce the too general character of the given middle in the sense

that as the middle does not invariably accompany the given con-

dition, it must not accompany the major, for the major and the

condition are equipollent in their character. The middle thus

not existing in the subject or the major, suffers from the falacy

of the unreal in itself and, therefore, cannot afford the basis of

any valid reasoning. The counter-balanced reason advanced

by the Madhvites is thus invalidated by the said condition and

cannot stand against the Advaita-syllogism which establishes

falsity of the wrong notion or inithijahhritu-inithijatmakaiva of

silver superimposed on the oyster and the Advaitins’ charge of

the extreme generality of the middle in the Madhva proposition in

regard to the oystez'-silver stands good.*

’ Tatra amithyatvamupacihih ataiitasya hinabalatvat tena na asya sat-

pratipaksitatvam. ato rtipye hetujfuaDa-sambhavat vyabhicarah tadavastha iti.

—Ny .lyamrtatarangiul, p. 24
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Again the eijapti or the invariable concomitance on which

the counter-balanced reason of the Madhvites has been, based, tiz.^

of the two contradictory notions when one is affirmed in a parti-

cular substrate, the other is denied and vice versa, is not valid.

And to prove the invalidity of the said oyapfi the Advaitins

contend that the barren women’s son cannot called fair because

the black colour has been negated in him. In other words when

blackness or sijdmatva is negated in a barren woman’s son,

w'hiteneas or gauratva is not affirmed by that negation on the

ground that the said two marks blackhood and whiteness are

styled contradictory because they never co-exist {sahdnavasthd-

naJaksana-virodhah)

.

In a barren woman’s son both sijdmatva

and ijauratva or blackness and whiteness are called false because

the barren woman’s son itself is false.^

It might here be argued in support of the said vydpti or

universal concomitance that the mutual contradiction or paras-

paravirodha introduced in the vydpti does not mean the mere

absence of co-presence {sahdnavasthdna) but it means, as

evident from the explanatory instance, cowhood and the negation

of cowhood {gotva and gotvdhJidva), that the two concepts are

so related that the one involves the absolute negation of the

other or parasparaviraha-vydpaka. Virodha or contradiction

explained in this sense cannot be applied to blackness and white-

ness {sydmatva and gauratva) as these two marks are not contra-

dictory and thus has to be taken as parasparaviraJia-vydpya and

not as paraspara-viralia-vydpaka
''

or one is absolute negation of

' id.) Vide Nyayamrta, p. 43,

(h) tsa hi satyabhutasya gauratvaviruddha-syamatvasya anadhi-

karane bandh\asule tad viruddhaih gauratvam mithyabhutam nasti kintu

satya-bhutaingauratvamastitiyujyate kintu gauratvam tadviruddham syama-

tvancetyubhayarnapi bandhyasute mithyaiva dharmina eva mithyatvat.

—Nyayamrtatarahgini, p. 24.

We have already explained the vyapya-vydpaha relation in connexion

with the definition of truth and falsity or sattva and asattva in the previous

chapter.
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the other. Thus the charge of variability against the said vyapti

is not to the point. Such an answer also cannot establish the

validity of the said vyapti. Both being and non-being, reality and

unreality of the elephant seen in a dream, though they can be

styled as paraspara-viraha- vyapaka or directly contradictory to each

other, are false and hence the vyapti fails in the ca«e of the

nonest dream-elephant. Similarly it might not also be applied

in the false oyster-silver and the so-called truth and falsity of

the silver, though apparently contradictory is characterised as

false.^

The Madhva vyapti thus failing in the nonest things

should be restricted to cases in which the substance or the seat

of the contradictory characteristic is not false but pragmatically

valid. This view questions, in regard to the oyster-silver and

the dream-elephant, etc., the universal co-presence of mithyahhuta-

mithyaimakatva—the middle and the major of the Madhva thesis

as demanded by the said vyapti and the Madhva logic, establishing

the reality of the phenomenal world on the ground of its falsity-

being false, totally falls through.

To explain away the charge (the too general character of

the middle mithydbhuta-mithyatmakatva in regard to truth) the

The Madhvitea’ Madhvites contend that the Advaita inference -

Adi^aita '^charge ‘of
has been based on the argument that

invalidity of the characteristics of the nonest things must
ryapU.

_

necesarily be nonest, is not convincing, for

the nature of the characteristics does not always depend upon

' (a) Vide Nyayamrta, p. 43,

(6) Eupyagate mithyatva-satyatve mithya avidyamana-dharmikatva-

dityanumanena ubbayorapi mithyatvavagamena mithyabhuta-mithyatma-

katvasya jagat-jatyatvasadhakasya rupye vyabhicarah sustha iti hrdayam.

Nyiiyamrta-Prakasa, p, 44.

(c) Vide NyayamrtataranginI, pp. '24-25.

^ Eupyagatam mithyatvarii mithya avidyamanadharinikatvat, rupva-

gatatvena ucyamane satyatva-mithyatve mithya mithyatvopeta-dharraikat-

vat svapnapratitagajavaditi.

Ibid, p. 25.
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the nature of the things characterised. We can independently

understand the dharmas without understanding the dharynins.

For example, we may refer to the Advaitins’ concept of falsity.

Falsity or mithijatva

,

according to tlie Advaitins' own admission,

has been defined as what forms the counterpart of the absolute

negation of all times in any accepted substratum and it is

mainly based on the dharmas independent of the dharmms.

Falsity, when it arises, removes the so-called notion of truth or

being residing so long in the false thing, it stands as directly con-

tradictory to the preconceived notion of being or reality abiding

in the so-called real things. For otherwuse the Advaita-proposi-

tion which proves the falsity of the phenomenal world suffers

from the fallacy of siddhasadhanata or establishing what has

already been established.* Prom this it can be said that being

or existence of the sign or mark (dharmasatta) does not always

depend upon being of the thing signified (dharmisatta). And

such independent dharmas can be independently understood as

true or real when their respective seats are apprehended as false.

The fact might be proved from the false notion of the barren

woman’s son. The barren woman’s son, though nonest, is

characterised as the counterpart of an absolute negation and such

a characteristic mark in the nonest barren woman’s son is not

nonest but a logically valid concept. Hence the proposition

that the characteristic marks of nonest things are nonest, falls to

the ground and the Advaita syllogism, urging the falsity of the

silver as erroneous on the ground of unreality or non-existence

of silver itself ^ becomes invalid. In other words, the appositeness

ipraijojakatra) of the middle (avidijaynanadharmihatvat) in the

1 Pratipannopadhau traikalikanisediiapratiyogitvam mithyatvam.

- Mithyatvantu dharmibhuta-prapanea-satyatvasy a viraharupam atah

dharmisatyam ntipeksate pratyuta dharmibhuta-prapaflca-satyatvam prati-

ksip.itityarthah. Nyayamrtaprakasa, p. 44.

•' Eupyagataiii miibyatvarh mithya avidyamaQa-dharmikatvat.
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said proposition has been challenged in regard to the Advaitins’

concept of falsity as we have noticed before.

Against this it might be argued that the shown inapposite-

ness of the middle goes against the universally admitted maxim

that the dharmas cannot exist in the non-existence of their

dharmins. How can the dharmas stand without their respective

seats {dharmyasattve dharmasattvam) ? The disputant however

may contend that the maxim is not universal. It is confined only

to those cases in which the dharmas or the characteristics are

dependent on and not independent of the dharmins, e.g., the colour,

taste, etc. The sign falsity which has been defined as the

counterpart of the absolute negation (atijantdbhdia prathjogl)

does not depend upon the being or existence of its counterpart.

For the nonest things, e.g., the barren woman’s son, sky-flower,

etc., may form the counterpart of the valid absolute negation.

But the validity of concepts of colour, taste, smell, etc., of iht a.lka

or nonest things is an absurdity. Thus the d/iarwas are classified

into two groups' :—dependent upon their dharmins and^ indepen-

dent of their dharmins. The notion of taste, colour, etc., belongs

to the former class while the notion of falsity to the latter. And

the maxim (dharmyasattve dharmasattvam) is applicable to the

former case and not to the latter. Because falsity or mithydtva

is, as its definition implies, nothing but the negation or denial

of truth or satyatva of the dharmin, which forms the counterpart

of the negation. It thus in no way depends upon the being or

existence (sattd) of its counterpart, rather it destroys the so-called

validity of the counterpart. It is the inherent nature of the

absolute negation that it arises as a contradiction of the so-called

being or existence of its counterpart.' Hence the appositeness

ipraijojakata) of the middle (avidyamanadharmikatvat) is

questioned. And the falsity of the notion of silver as false is

1 Loke atyantibhavapratiyogitvarupa-dharmasya dharmisattva-prati-

kulaiivasyaiva darsanat. Xyayamrtaprakasa, p. 44.

29
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not proved. On the contrary, falsity of the silver is proved as valid.

As a result the Advaitins’ counter-inference (vijahhicdrdnumdna)

falsehood which itself is false is too general in regard to truth ^

totally fails and the Madhva-thesis demanding the truth of the

phenomenal appearance might be established.

Further the falsity of the notion of nonest silver cannot be

false. For the silver is false because, it is denied in its substrate

. ,
and as a result of its denial, the negative

The Madhvites
_

°

turther objections judgment ‘ this is uot silver ’ {nedam raiatam)
against the Advaitin’s

_ ,

‘

falsity of the false ariscs and the judgment helps us to come to

the conclusion that silver that so long appeared

before us is false. Now the silver is negated in its substrate

and its falsity is posited by the negation. Thus the silver

satisfies the criterion of falsity which itself, however, stands

independent of the criterion. So falsity is empirically true even

of the silver which is a mere appearance. There is no logic in the

argument that falsity must be called false because it has a relation

with the nonest silver. The Advaitins take their stand on a so-

called universally accepted principle that the things that are

related to one another must have the same grade of reality. Such

a principle is suicidal. If that law be accepted all the dharmas or

characteristics which are negated in the pure Being-Bliss-Con-

sciousness must be taken as absolutely real because they have been

negatively related with Absolute reality. Again the substrate

of the nonest silver, mother-of-pearl, which is an empirically

valid reality, might be called false or nonest for it is in apposi-

tion with the nonest silver. And the concrete manifolds which

are located in Brahman must be absolutely true because they

have the supreme Being as their substratum.^ This law is thus

' Mithyabhuta-mithyatmakatvam satyatvavyabhicari atmatva-vya-

bhicaratyatha sukfcirajatam.

- Pratipannopadhau anisiddham pratyuta badhakajnanena vibitamapi

rupyamithyatvam yadi pratibhasika-rupyasambandhamatrena pratibha-

sikam tarbi sati Brahmani nisiddha api dharmah santah syuh rupyadhis-

banasuktirapi pratibhasiki syat. Nyayamrta, p. 44.
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untenable. And the interpretation of the said middle (avidija-

manadharmikatvat) of the Advaita-syllogism as offered in the

light of the shown vyapti (things that are related to one another

must have the same grade of reality, falsity of the silver is false

because it is the characteristic (dharma) of a false (dharmin)

suffers from a number of defects shown before.

Again if the middle term of the Advaita proposition be

interpreted in the given light, the same middle might be applied

in establishing the falsity of the Advaita major

—

rajata-mithydtva.

The falsity of the false notion of silver is itself false because the

said falsity is itself the characteristic mark of the falsity of the

nonest silver,^ and so on ad infinitum. Thus the Advaita middle

becomes totally invalid in proving the said major. Secondly, if

both silver and its falsity be taken as false, the line of demarca-

tion between an illusory percept and the negation of illusion

becomes totally obliterated. The judgment, ‘this is silver’ is

called a false percept as its object is false and the negative judg-

ment which arises as contradictory to the illusory percept
—

‘ this

is not silver but oyster ’ is not called illusory but an empirically

valid cognition because the negative judgment has as its object

the falsity of silver which is an empirically valid reality. Now
if both silver and its falsity be taken as false as urged by the

Advaitins in the syllogism under consideration the illusory per-

cept and its negation which contradicts the false judgment, stand

on the same footing which is suicidal to the epistemology of

illusion. Again the explanatory instances—barren woman’s son,

or being and non-being of the dream-elephant, etc., cannot prove

the Advaita proposition against the Madhva thesis (of the two

contradictory concepts when one is affirmed, the other is denied

^ (a) Eupya-mithyatva-mithyatvam mithya mithyabliuta-rupyamith-

yatva-dharmikatvat. Nyayamrta-prakasa, p. 45.

(6) Tvaduktena dharmino mithyatvena hefcuna sadhyasya mithyatva-

mithyatvasyapi pratibhiisikatvapattya betob atyantapramanyanca syat.

Nyayamrta, p. 44.
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and vice versa). Phenomenal appearances which can satisfy

our pragmatic needs are not nonest but empirically valid reali-

ties. Even silver which has an appearance in yonder oyster,

totally differs according to the Advaitins’ own admission, from

the barren woman’s son, sky-flower, etc., which have no objecti-

vity at all. Thus the barren woman’s son cannot form an

explanatory instance to infer falsity of the silver as false. As

regards the second instance {e.g., the being and non-being of the

dream-elepbant), it might be argued that the dream-elephant and

its consequent non-existence {svapnagaja-prathjogi'ka-dhvamsa)

might be called false but its absolute negation (atyantdhhava) is

not false but true ^ for the negation is not contradicted though its

counterpart—the elephant— is contradicted at the time we are

awakened.

And the instance thus establishes the Madhva proposition

and not that of the Advaitins. From the given dialectics it is

definitely proved that the Advaita syllogism which has been

advanced to prove the falsity of the silver as false {rajata mith-

ydtva-mitJnjdtva) suffers from a number of fallacies and is thus

untenable. And the Madhva syllogism stands true to logic and

reason.

This is, in short, the essence of the Madhva criticism.

Against this Madhusudana Sarasvatl argues that

agS“mdhvites" of homs of the Madhva dialectics,

namely, is the falsity of the phenomenal

wmrld (a) true or (1>) false, the first position has been thoroughly

discarded by the Advaitins and hence the shortcomings pointed

out in the former case are not to the point, and require no criti-

cism at the hands of the Advaita teachers. As regards the second

alternative, e.g., is falsity itself false, there are two salient points

of attack brought forward by the Aladhvites, viz., (a) the charge

of siddhasadhanata, and (h) the absolute reality of the world order.

This last signal for attack is the mainstay upon which the

^ Na flvapne’pi dvayam mitbya tatraikam satyameva hi.
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logical and epistemological dialectics of the Madhvites takes its

stand. Madhusiidana, in order to refute the Madhva charge,

takes it as the main bone of contention and thus repudiates the

disputants’ criticism. The vyapti or the invariable concomitance

upon which the Madhva syllogism ’ establishing the absolute

reality of the phenomenal world is based (e.g., of the two con-

cepts which are viriiddha in their nature, when one is affirmed,

the other is denied and vice versa), is not valid. For in an

elephant in which both cowhood and horsehood (gotva and

asvatva) which can nowhere co-exist, might be negated
;
but w-hen

cowhood is negated, horsehood is not affirmed and again when

horsehood is denied, cowhood is not posited. Thus the said

vyapti fails. But the examination shows that the said vyapti is

valid only in cases in which the characteristic marks of falsity

do not and cannot reside in the two concepts which are styled

contradictory,^ For example, of the two contradictory concepts,

silverhood and its absolute negation or mutual exclusion, w'hen

silver is posited or affirmed in the mother-of-pearl, its negation

or difference is denied and vice versa. Because the basis

or the characteristic marks of the things negated (nisedhyata-

vacchedakadharma) differ here. For when silver is negated,

silverhood (rajatatva) forms the characteristic mark of the

counterpart of negation and in the case of its negation, the

negation or difference of silver {rajatatvahhdvatva or rajata-

hhinnatva) forms the marks of the counterpart. In other

words, silverhood and its negation are contradictory and cover

the entire universe. Hence the denial of the one is the affirma-

tion of the other and vice versa. The Madhva vyapti is valid

only in this sense. But in the case of the elephant in wffiich

both cowhood and horsehood are negated, they (cowhood and

' Jagat satyam mithyabhuta-mithyatmakatvat.

^ Tatra hi viruddhayordbarmayorekamithyatve aparasatyatvam yatra

mithyatvavacchedakamubhayavrtti na bbavet.

Advaifcasiddhi, pp. 211-12.
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horsehood) though they cannot co-exist, can be marked out by one

common mark, namely the absolute negation of elephanthood

{gajatvatijantahhavatva). The vyapti thus does not apply here.

Now the truth and falsity of the phenomenal world, though

contradictory, both share in the common characteristic mark of

objectivity (drhjatia); they, therefore, are not tw© contradictory

entities bearing two separate marks of negation. The truth and

falsity of the worldly existence share in the common determining

mark as possessing the character of objectivity
;
and it is for this

mark that both of them are styled false. And the falsity of the

phenomenal world being itself false cannot deduce the truth or

validity of the phenomenal world. The real logic of Madhusudana’s

observation lies in the fact that w^hen two contradictory concepts

are of the nature of absolute negation {parasparaviraharupa) or

one pervades the absolute negation of the other (parasparaviraha-

vydpaka) as is evident in the case of silver and its absolute

negation or mutual exclusion in the mother-of-pearl, the said

vyapti of the Madhvites is valid. But when the two concepts are

not so characterised, they are called contrary in the sense that

they can nowhere co-exist, but their absolute negation can exist

in a third particular substrate or, in other words, the concepts are

characterised as ‘ parasparavirahavydpya / in such a case, the

said vyapti or invariable concomitance totally fails. Such con-

trary terms being negated in a particular locus, share in the

common characteristic, namely the negation in that particular

locus as their common determining mark of denial (ekanisedhyata-

vacchedakadharma). For example, cowhood and horsehood are

contrary because where cowFood is, horsehood is not and where

horsehood is, cowhood is not ; and again when the negation of

horsehood is absent, cowhood is also absent, and when the negation

of cowhood is absent, horsehood is also absent. Thus cowhood and

horsehood are styled parasparavirahavydpya. But the negation

of cowTood and horsehood which is vyapaka or more extensive

than its vydpya, e.g., horsehood and cowhood, can be apprehended

in an elephant. Hence the absolute negation of cowhood and
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horsehood in the elephant (gajatvdtyantdhhavatva) forms the

common determining feature which marks olf both cowhood and

horsehood and the negation of cowhood or that of horsehood in

the elephant cannot, on the strength of the Madhvites’ vydpti,

establish validity or truth of horsehood or cowhood. To put

simply, the negation of cowhood and horsehood can co-exist and

so the negation of the one does not mean the affirmation of the

other. Similarly the dual negation of truth and falsity can be

cognised in the nonest sky-flower, etc.; thus truth and falsity can-

not be styled contradictory, parasparaviraharupa or paraspara-

virahavydpaka} They are simply contrary because they cannot

co-exist in a substrate, but both being negated in the nonest

sky-flower they share in the common mark of objectivity or

drsyatva and on the basis of this common mark, Madhusudana

argues that the notion of falsity being itself false cannot prove

the truth or validity of phenomenal world. In other words, truth

and falsity are contrary but not contradictory concepts. Thus

they do not exhaust the entire order of universe as suggested by

the Madhvites. The worldly existence is neither true nor false.

It is quite different from such things as sky-flower, hare’s horn,

etc., which have got no objective validity and are non-existent.

It is also different from the ultimate Reality which is pure

existence. But it has got an empiric existence of its own. As
it is not existent in the pure and absolute sense of the term, it

is something false, though it is not false in the sense of non-

existence wffiich is the characteristic of sky-flower, hare’s

horn, etc.

^ Vide Vitthalesopadhyayl, the gloss on the Gauda Brahmanandi,

p. 213.

Mithyatvasatyatvayormithyatvasyasvasamanadhikaranabhava-pratiyogi-

tvarupatvat satyatvasya kalatrayabadhy atvarupatvat anuyosca na paraspara-

bhavarupatvam, na va paraspara-viraha-vyapakatvam; tucche uktamithya-

tvoktasatyatvayordvayorapi virahat, kintu mitho viruddhatvamatram

;

^uktirajatadau mithyabhute satyatvabhavat Brahmani satye mithyatva-

bhavaditi.
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Against this it might be contended that Madhusudana’s

logic suffers from self-contradiction. If the notions of truth and

falsity be taken as contrary but not contradictory as held by the

critics, the question is how the two contrary concepts, truth and

falsity, can co-exist in the phenomenal world ? For the co-

presence of cowhood and horsehood in a particular substrate is a

logical absurdity.

Madhusudana, in support of his position, argues that truth

and falsity attributed to the phenomenal appearance do not

possess the same form of being or existence
;
they must differ in

their respective value. For it is an universally accepted principle

in logic that the two contradictory marks attributed to the same

location or dharmin must not possess the same degree of being

or reality. This cijapti or universal law definitely proves that

the notion of validity or reality concerning the empirically false

existences must not be empiric or pragmatic. It may either be

absolute or imaginary. Xow it cannot be absolute for the nega-

tion of pragmatic or empiric truth necessitates the negation of

the absolute reality as well. Pragmatic validity means the

notion of being or reality not contradicted at the time of usage

{vyavahdrakdldbddhijatva) in the practical affairs of life. Now
when such a notion of uncontradictability is denied, its contra-

dictory, the notion of falsity or contradictability at the time of

pragmatic usages is posited or affirmed. And what is contradict-

able in the pragmatic life is absolutely uncontradictable (abadJiita),

is a logical absurdity. Hence the notion of reality existing in the

concrete manifolds must be prdtibhdsika or imaginary. Such a

position does not suffer from contradiction. Take for example

the oyster-silver
;
the empirically false oyster-silver also appears

as real and misleads the man to pick it up. Had there been

no notion of reality, the man would not run after it. The

silver only appears as real and such an appearance of reality

can be assigned to the empirically false silver because the false

silver and its notion of reality do not possess the same grade of

reality, the one (falsity) is pragmatic while the other^ the
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notion of reality is merely an appearance or imaginary, and they

co-exist in the silver.^

The Advaitins further establish, against the said vyapti,

the co-presence of truth and falsity possessing the same form of

empiric being or existence. To support their standpoint the

Advaitins contend that the valid conception of unreality or

falsity attributed to the phenomenal appearances merely falsifies

but does not remove the conception of existent truth, it gives

an intellectual assurance and only invalidates the existing notion

of reality (apramdtva-niscaijo bhavati) vphich is, in fact, finally

removed at the dawn of supreme consciousness. The notion of

truth, attributed to the phenomenal world, is not contradicted

by any valid conception other than that of the Brahman
; hence

it cannot be called prdtihhdsika or imaginary. It is empiric or

pragmatic. Both the notions of truth and falsity of pheno-

menality being denied at the dawn of transcendental conscious-

ness share in the common value of empiric reality. In support

of their co-existence, though they are contrary concepts, Madhu-

sudana argues that as in the theory of the Naiyayikas conjunc-

tion {samyoga) and its negation, which are of the same nature

of being (samasattdha), co-exist in the same location, so truth and

falsity, the two contrary notions of the same order of being,

reside in the same substrate.

It might, of course, be noted here against Madusudana’s

observation that conjunction and its negation does not really

exist in the same location, for the space-position is not the same

but different. Monkey-conjunction (kapisamyoga) is at the

branch of a tree and its negation lies at the root. How then

is Madhusudana’s logic justified ? It might be argued in his

favour that as through different space-position, contradictory

notions, e.g., position and negation, may co-exist in one substrate,

so in the monistic thesis the contradictory notions of truth and

falsity may co-exist as they fall in different orders of time ; in

' Vide Advaitasiddhi, p. 216.
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other words they appear pragmatically true and are known to

be false only at the dawn of transcendental consciousness. The

real logic establishing the equal being or existence of truth and

falsity lies in the fact that the two are negated by a single

conception, e.g.,the knowledge of BraJunan (ekahadhaliainanaha-

dhija). When the transcendental consciousness dawns upon us

both the notions of falsity and truth of the phenomenal appear-

ance are denied. And such a denial proves that truth and falsity

share in equal being or existence, and they, being negated at

the dawn of supreme consciousness when all the empiric exist-

ences are at nought, are denied in point of objectivity which is

the common ground of denial and not merely as true or false.

It is an invariable law that two or more notions negated by one

contradictive apprehension {hddliakajnana) share in the common

being (samasafta). For example the perception of oyster which

negates the idea of silver negates also the exclusion of oyster in

the oyster thus both the oyster-silver and the exclusion of oyster

in the oyster are called imaginary or samdnasattdka. Negatively,

the pot and the oyster-silver are not negated by one apprehension

but by two apprehensions—(a) the trascendental consciousness

and (b) the perception of oyster, and they are not called samdna-

sattdka ;
the pot is empirically valid while the silver is

imaginary or prdtihhdsika. The given arguments definitely

prove that the world order and its notion of truth and falsity

share in the common existence or being. Of the two contradic-

tory marks when the proof of one negates the other, they do not

share in the common being and are called visamasattdka in

their nature. In the mother-of-pearls, we have two contradic-

tory concepts, silver and its negation. Of the two the judgment

‘ this is not silver ’ which establishes the absolute negation of

silver, negates only the notion of silver itself and hence the

notion of silver and of its negation do not share in the common

being. The oyster-silver is prdtibhdsika or imaginary but its

negation is an empirically valid concept. Truth and falsity of

the phenomenal world are, as we have already seen in our
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previous discussion, parasparavirahavydpya and thus the proof

of one does not establish the falsity of the other and they cannot

be styled visamasattdka, but being negated by the dawn of

supreme consciousness share in the same value or being. One

supreme consciousness denies the notion of falsity existing in

the world order, the world order itself and its notion of validity

as well. Thus the Madhva charge of duality or plurality deduced

from the truth or falsity of falsehood totally falls through.^

^ Asti ca prapancatanmitiij’atvayoreka Brahmajnanabadhyatvam,

atah samasaitakatvat mitbyatvabadhakena prapancasyapi badbat na advaita-

ksatib.

Advaitasiddbi, p. 222.



CHAPTEK YII

Super-imposition

We have seen that phenomenal appearances are merely

inexplicable forms and not so many realities. They appear as

real because they are referred to the Highest Eeality which

forms their ultimate substratum. It is due to the apparent

identity with the permanent substratum that the worldly appear-

ances, though false, appear as independently real in our percep-

tion. In perception we cognise only the empirical forms but

not the underlying reality which though a-logical, expresses

itself as logical, a-material as material, non-temporal as temporal

and non-spatial as spatial. This tendency of mistaking the

form for reality or reality for the form is commonly called, in

the Advaita- Vedanta, Adhijasa or super-imposition. The essence

of super-imposition lies in not seeing a thing as it is, and in

placing upon it a different interpretation or construction. Super-

imposition is thus mal-observation connoting ignorance of some-

thing and extension of a false idea to an actual appearance. It

is a mis-judgment of the data presented to the senses by a pre-

conceived idea. It is purely a subjective construction bearing

no correspondence to the reality.

When in perception, a thing appears to the perceiver as

An explanation of
existence, a fact whose special nature is

the position.
f'Qj. being hidden, and it is studied only

as a presentation and the mind supplies, on the basis of similar-

ity, some representative elements which are falsely attributed to

the presentation where they are really not. This wrong unifica-

tion of presentation and representation is called adhyasa or a

false notion. Presentation or the fact as a mere existence is

not screened from the view of the perceiver who mistakes one
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thing for another. If the thing is totally shut up from the

view, no mistake can be committed without any basis or locus.

Presentation is the basis of false show upon which on the ground

of superficial similarity a wrong notion is apprehended. Pre-

sentation therefore cannot altogether be denied but so long as

avidya is operative it is falsely interpreted. It being a mal-

observation, depends upon the dim or partial perception of an

object which forms the basis of mis-judgment. Whenever the

object is clearly and distinctly viewed there is no possibility

of confusion. It is therefore possible only in the case where the

object—the locus of the false show appears only partially as a

fact, as a mere existence without its true and distinct character-

istics. Vacaspati is therefore right in assuming that adJiyasa

is not possible when a thing is either distinctly seen or entirely

hidden.^

On the strength of similarity, the memory-image is revived

in the mind of the percipient and memory supplies representa-

tive factors of judgment which are erroneously attributed to

the presentation. And though the false notion is a creation

of mind wdthout any objective validity of its own yet it is quite

distinct from memory which is purely mental in its character,

having no objective reference outside the mind. In false show

though forms of judgment are supplied by the mind as represen-

tative elements, the forms are identified with the fact existing

outside and as a result some form of extra-vuntality of the object

of false notion is apprehended. In this respect it is quite

different from memory. If a memory impression is cognised

as a memory impression without any reference to the extra-mental

objects, there is no possibility of its confusion with the wrong

notion whose extra-mental character cannot be questioned.

Herein lies the true essence of super-imposition in which there

is a confusion of mental forms as extra-mental facts.

1 Afcyantagrahe atyantagrahe na eadhyasah.
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To bring out more clearly the nature of super-imposition

An analysis of the
instance may be analysed in three stages,

super-imposed idea. 'ppg g^.^gg is a stagc of pui’e presentation,

the second is one of correction and the last is a stage of confirma-

tion. In the first stage some thing is presented to the perceiver

and the idea of silver in the case of oyster-silver flashes out to

his mind and the idea is believed as real though it is not con-

firmed as real from the standpoint of pragmatic life. Only its

reality is not denied for the time being, as no contradiction as

yet strikes the percipient subject. In the case of pure presenta-

tion the ‘ tliisness ’ is a correct perception and remains as

correct so long as it is not synthesised with some other predica-

tive idea supplied by the mind to form a judgment. In this

judgment construction, the ‘ thisness ’ is first synthesised with

the predicative idea of silver which is believed as really presented

and a judgment is formed. There is as yet no objective reference

in the predicative aspect of the judgment and its reality is not

questioned. The simple belief underlying this judgment is

then corrected by the perception of the oyster as oyster. And

the oyster is affirmed as real in contrast with the illusory silver.

Silver is illusory because immediate quality of unreality has

been attributed to it as a result of its failure to satisfy any prag-

matic test. When the correct judgment is affirmed the predicate

of the previous judgment is denied as unreal. The perceiver

realises that his idea of silver is a pure mental presentation

without any objective basis and that the synthesis is wrong. Here

the affirmative predicate only proves the unreality of the first

impression and the first idea is eliminated. But there is a rela-

tion between these two predicates and it is a unique one. The

unreal silver by its elimination implies the real oyster, which

being an objectively valid entity is in no way affected by the un-

reality of the silver. The oyster is an entity complete in itself ;

the false conception of silver has no influence over it.

This is the stage of rectification. In this stage w'e are

directly concerned only with the objective content. In the given
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example the idea of silver was first* presented to the percipient

subject and in the next stage when the idea of oyster is affirmed

as real the silver though presented becomes illusory. The silver

is a mental creation though at the time of perception it appears

as an objectively valid entity adequate to satisfy the demand

of pragmatic life and when it is negated it becomes purely sub-

jective. Thus the objectivity of silver is beyond question at the

time of appearance so long as it is not corrected. It is not pre-

sented as a merely subjective fact but as an objectively presented

reality. As an object of past perception its objective character

cannot be questioned. Falsity arises as a result of wrong identi-

fication of silver with the ‘thisness.’ And when the idea of

oyster is affirmed the illusory character of silver is established.

Silver which was perceived as an objectively valid existence, is

now cognised as non-existent not only for the present moment
but also when it happened to be perceived as real. Thus the

non-existence of illusory silver on the ‘thisness’ is proved in the

case of the past as well as the present presentation and it might

very well be inferred therefore that it will be non-existent also in

the case of future presentation of the ‘thisness.’ And its un-

reality is established as the silver did not exist, does not exist

and will not exist. The test of workability comes next and

determines its validity from the practical standpoint. The silver

being a mere subjective contribution cannot satisfy any demand

of practical life, for when the percipient wants to deal with it in

any manner, it fails to work. In this stage also facthood of

silver as an object of remembrance is not denied even when

unreality is attributed to it. Hence the unreal silver is not a

merely subjective fiction in so far as it is based on the memory of

past perception. Thus the illusory silver is neither really subjec-

tive as hallucination having its basis in the remembrance of past

experience, nor really objective having failed to satisfy pragmatic

demands and cannot consequently be covered by either category.

It should therefore be placed in a separate category which the

Advaitins call inexplicable or anirvacamya. The unreal silver is
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neither a positive nor a negative entity. It is neither

an absolute nought (tuccha) like the sky-flower, hare’s horu, etc.

nor absolutely real. It appears in the first stage and is negated

in the second and does not therefore come within the categories

of existence or non-existence (sadasadvilaksana)

.

It is a new

category which shares in the characteristics of both position and

negation and therefore a middle category betw^een the two, posi-

tive-negative in its character. The illusory silver is perceiv-

ed and hence distinguished from the absolute nought

{tuccha) which cannot be perceived as object of experience. Again

it is not an absolute reality as it can be negated and absolute

reality can never be negated. The silver is perceived as well as

negated it is therefore neither absolute nought nor an absolute

reality.^

The presentation of silver on the locus in oyster-silver super-

imposition is not a mere objectification of a
Illusory ob.'ects are . .. .

eutireiy new creation luemory-image. It IS, On the contrary, an
due to Avidya.

entirely new creation due to the operation of

avidija which has a twofold capacity—screening and creation. If

the silver were an objectification of a past memory-image the

form of judgment should have been ^ this is that silver,

instead of the form ‘ this is silver ’ and in this very illus-

tration, this twofold capacity is equally patent, Avidya here

screens the real nature of the ‘this’ or locus which is oyster by

shutting out from view its special features and creates a new

silver which the percipient cognises. The silver we see in erro-

neous perception, says Aacaspati, is not that of the market but

• <a) Nityantasato narasrngaderavabhaso napi atyanlasatascidatmanah

badhagocarata tadiba ubhayanyathanupapattyobhayavilaksanata rajatadera-

vedyata iti—Xy. M. K., p. 113.

(b) Tasmat na sat napi sadasat parasparavirodhat ityanirvacyameva

aropamyam maricisu toyamastheyarfi na toyarii purvadrsfcam kintva-

nrtatnanirvaeyam. Bh., p. 21.

(c) V. K. P., p. 21.
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is an entirely new creation on the mother-of-pearl— a novel

appearance in a definite point of time and space and this spatial

and temporal mark is sufficient to indicate its existence as

different from a similar object perceived in a different place at a

different time. When however this particular appearance is

declared false, it is never intended to deny the existence of silver

as such elsewhere. All that is implied is that in this particular

sp itio-temporal reference, i.e., on this locus, the elsewhere-exist-

ing silver is not negated. From this it is not however to be

understood that the silver of this false appearance is purely ima-

ginary (alllia) like hare’s horn, sky-flower, etc., for it appears in

consciousness with a particular spatio-temporal reference which

is wanting in purely imaginary ideas. And this screening opera-

tion of ignorance or Acidya may be interpreted, without affecting

the final result, from two different points of view. From the

objective side, which has been emphasised by Sarcajndtmamuni

in his Sarnksepaidrlraha, it is argned that ignorance or Avidijd

w'hich is the substance-stuff of the false appearance, hides the

determinate qualities of the ‘this,’ i.e., the underlying oyster and

so long as the specific ignorance of the determinate qualities of

oyster remains, the illusory perception of silver continued. From

the subjective side Nrsimha Bhaita contends that illusory

perceptions are due to the defects in sense organs resulting from

association and other causes. He however does not deny the

presence of if rfdya or ignorance as a substance-stuff of illusory

perception. On the contrary, he shows that as soon as the Avidya

inherent in the ‘this’ comes into contact wuth the defective sense

organ, the real cause of false perception, it undergoes a vibratory

modification and transforms itself into the silver.^

If the illusory silver is a new creation as is admitted by the

monistic teachers, the question inevitably arises—of what stuff

' Idamamsiivacchinna-caitanye rajataparinamini avidya dustendriya-

samparka-rupad adfiyasakaranabhlitat ksobham karyabhimukham prapnoti

uttardisane ca rajatarupena parinamate.

31
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is the new creation made or in other words what is the material

cause of it ? It is, of course, Avidyd and we have to deter-

mine what must be the nature of Avidyd if it is to be the

material cause. Anandabodlia Bhattdrakdcdnja in h\s Nydyomaka-
randa has given an account oi Avidyd as the material cause of the

illusory perception : This Avidyd, cannot be mere false

knowledge, nor absence of knowledge nor both
;
for it would then

be without substantiality, implying mere absence, and the effect,

i.e., the false appeal ance having objectivity the unsubstantial

Avidyd cannot be its materia! cause. Avidyd, therefore, has to be

conceived as something unique, beginuingiess and indescribable

having substantiality of its own because the existence of such a

material cause is testified to by its effects, lor it won’t do to

argue that mere instrumental cause can produce an effect without

a material cause
;
all effects except dhvamsa or destruction must

be produced by material cause. Further the material cause of

illusory perception cannot be absolutely real
;

for the effect, i.e.,

illusory perception, would then be real ;nor can the material cause

be absolutely unreal, for the latter being devoid of any capacity

of its own cannet produce the illusory object even. Hence the

material cause of illusion must be something w’hich is neither

absolutely real or absolutely unreal.^

To sum up, the real essence of the Anirvacanlya theory of

the Advaita-Vedanta as propounded by Sarhkara in his exposition

of Adhydsa and developed by other advocates of the monistic

school, is that appearances are inexplicable and mysterious as

their causa ynateria avidyd is inexplicable and mysterious in its

’ Avidyalaksanamatra karanamasriyate avidya hi vidyabhavah mithya

inanam va na cobhayam kasyacit samavayikaranamadravyatvat, na ca

asatyasya karyasya saksat satyopadanata yukta, tatha sati satyatapatat,

na ca atyantasatah nirasta-samastasamarthyasya upadanata yuktimati

yattadanirvacyaih rajatadyupadanam saivasmakamavidya sidhyanti

rajatadyupaJanatayaiva svapramanasiddheti na rajatadeh tadupadanataya-

mapi vivaditavyam.
Ny. M. K., pp. 122-124.
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character. Avidya as becoming principle creates new appearances

in erroneous conception. Objects of normal perception as well

come under this category ;
as the time-space-cause world also

owes its origin to the mysterious power of Maya and is super-

imposed on the Absolute Being. The principle therefore is the

same in the normal and abnormal perception. But the Advaita-

Veddnta draws a distinction between the false percept and normal

percept, the normal percept though super-imposed persists to the

last while the abnormal one is denied in our pragmatic life.

Saihkara’s theory is a via media between the rigorous idealism

of the Vijiianavadi-Buddhists and the extreme realism of the

Xyaya and Vai%sika systems. And though Samkara and his

school strenuously fought against the Vijmnavddins, a close

examination of the two positions strikingly rev^eals an agreement

and parallelism between them in some important respects as will

appear from an analysis of the Vijnanavddins’ view as explained

in the Lankdvatdrasuira, an authoritative literature of this school.

Thus we get the view of Mdtjd characterised as anirvacamya,

unambiguous declaration of the reality of consciousness, the

invalid character of the external world, the emphasis laid on

adhydropa (super-impo=^ition) and apavdda (elimination) and a

gradation of reality and so forth, equally fully developed in both

schools. It will theref 're be interesting to note the development

of these ideas according to the Atmakhydtivadins or Vijnanavddins

who hold that both normal and abnormal perceptions are the

result of a modification of consciousness.

Vijmnavddins ^ maintain that there is neither any necessity

nor any justification for upholding the existence

vadltr vpKnav&dia!'' of an external world of objects either as directly

perceived or as indirectly inferred from the

diversification of our ideas. They argue that logical knowledge

’ The school is also called ‘ Togacara,’ since it declares that the

absolute truth or Bodhi manifested in the Buddhas is attainable only by

those who practice ‘ Yoga ’ and ‘ acara.’ Yogacara brings out the practical

side of the Philosophy, while Vijnanavada brings out its speculative features.
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or knowledge necessitated by our practical life results as a

consequence of the activity of the understanding. When
anything is taken cognizance of by the understanding, knowledge

diversifies into a knower (pramata), known (prameya) and

instruments of knowledge {pramdna), and experience arises ;

where there is no cognizance by the understanding no cognition

is generated. For instance, of the things outside the under-

standing, only those that come within its grasp can occasion any

idea or cognition. Hence, it follows that it is the understanding

which is the creator of this diversification of experience and the

objects revealed in or by it have no existence apart from the

understanding. The understanding or, as they put it, Vijndna,

therefore, only is real and not the so-called external objects. If

it is objected that the understanding by itself alone is not

adequate to explain the manifold nature of experience without the

assumption of external objects or grdhyavastu, it can be demon-

strated to be so by reference to dreams or illusions where the

same diversification of the knower, known and knowledge as in

waking experience is generated by the activity of the under-

standing without the presence of any objects, i.e., grdhyavastu.

This fact is hound to be admitted on all hands. It is therefore

clear that the understanding alone might be responsible for the

distinction of knower, known and knowledge. Knowledge or

pratyaya is thus produced without the help of external objects.^

The problem therefore now resolves itself into the question as to

whether there is any distinction between waking experience and

Asahga and his younger brother Vasubandhu founded the idealistic view

of the ‘Yogacara.’

S. D. S., p. 30.

^ Yijnanatneva khalvetad grhnatyatmanamatmana

vahimirupyamanasya grahyasyanupapattitah

buddhih prakasamana ca tena tenatmana bahih

tadvahatyarthasunyapi lokayatramihedrsim

.

Nyayamanjarf, p. 178.
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dream experience. It might be said that waking experience has

got what maybe called samvMakatva, i.e., the power of enabling

us to attain the object perceived ;
while the objects of dream

experience are admittedly illusory and unreal, as they might be

contradicted. The real problem therefore is what is to be under-

stood by the samvadakatca, or what does constitute the validity

of waking experience ?

A close consideration of this question shows that waking

experience is to be admitted as valid because its objects are real
;

whereas dream experience is invalid because its objects are

unreal. This leads to an examination of what is meant by

objects of waking experience being real. What then are we to

understand by the reality of the external objects? From the

Vijnanavadins’ standpoint, nay, from the point of view of all

Buddhistic metaphysics, only momentary existence is real and

everything else is unreal. Hence how can, for example, the

steady appearance of things be taken as real, seeing that it is the

result of taking the series of momentary vibrations which alone

are real, as non-momentary or sthira ?

Thus objects cognised as non-momentary or sthira are merely

false appearances.^ Knowledge derived from waking experience

being vitiated by the false appearance of objects is therefore of

the same category as dream experiences.

Moreover it might also be said that idea and its objects

being always cognised together are not two different things but

are one and the same thing
; for it is a universally accepted

principle that things experienced and cognised together always

and invariably, such as blue and idea of blue, are identical and
not different.^

1 Nairantaryavabhasasya bhrantatvat tasmadarat santaresu vrksesveka-

ghanavana-pratyayavadesah sthulah pratyayah. Bh., p. 543.

® Yad yena saha niyatasahopalambhanarh tattato na bhidyata,

Bh,, p. 544,
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Finally, it is also clear that the diversification spoken of is

nothing but a mere modification of consciousness. In other

words, we are not aware or conscious of any diversification

beyond the range of consciousness. So it is but natural and

inevitable that we should identify this diversification with the

form of consciousness or understanding. Hence the object so

called is not something outside the consciousness or understand-

ing but a mere modification of it. Jayanta Bhatta also explains

the view thus : since nothing outside the range of the under-

standing is cognisable and since knowledge always assumes

diverse forms of necessity, it is to be concluded that it is under-

standing which gives or generates those diverse forms without

any so-called external objects outside the understanding.^

Jayanta Bhatta further explains that even admitting for the

sake of argument that there are external objects, it is to be

noticed that cognition or jndna is capable of giving diverse forms

of itself ; for it is cognition which first gives rise to the idea of

the object and it is through this definitely formed idea that we

can know or speak of the object, and not that the so-called ob-

ject comes first to give shape and form to the idea. Cognition

or knowledge is thus not wdthout form of its own. Hence,

according to the logical law of ‘parsimony,’ it is unnecessary

and wrong to assume that it is the so-called objects w^hich give

rise to different forms of cognition. An example perhaps wdll

make this clearer : when it is said, “ I have known the pot”

it is the cognition which comes first and gives definite shape to

the idea of the pot. So the assumption of the external objects

is redundant and unnecessary.*

The author of i^dstradipikd also in explicating the position

appeals to popular verdict. A man ordinarily speaks of an object

^ Jfiananca grhyamanamakarabitaih grahitumasakyamiti balat

sakarameva tad grabitavyarh sakare ca jnane grhite sati dvitij akaranabhavat

kuto jnanatirikto vahyo’rtbah? Ny. M., p. 538, Benares Edition.

Vide Nyayamanjarl, pp. 51)8-39, Benares Edition.3
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as blue because bis cognition has the form of blue. If, however,

cognition is supposed to give its own form, the question is bound

to arise as to how the distinction between cognition and the

thing cognised is felt in the very act of perception The author

of 3dstradlpihd and his commentator answer this question by

saying that there being no e.Kternal objects cognisable beyond the

range of cognition, it is cognition itself which appears to us in

the shape or form of external objects. In other words, the rela-

tion between cognition (graharia) and the thing cognised

(grdhya) is one of tdddtmya or identity. But owing to non-

apprehension of this identity, they appear as two distinct and

different things.*

According to the Vijndnavddin'

s

position, there are two

aspects of knowledge—one referring to what might be called its

‘ samdropa,' super-imposed or phenomenal aspect, he., the aspect

in w'hich knowledge ordinarily appears to us
; the other aspect

might be called its ‘ apavada
’

or real or metaphysical aspect in

w'hich it appears in its true nature rising superior to the false

notions or super-imposition.^ The two aspects might also be

called the hhydti aspect or the aspect in which knowledge

appears to us only, and the nirodha aspect or the aspect in which

it returns upon the ultimate reality which is its true nature.

These two aspects of knowledge have been very elaborately dealt

with by the author of the Lankdcatiirasrdra.

Perception does not give us the true nature of reality of

objects. This happens as a result of what the author of the Lankd-

vatdrasiiira calls samdropa or super-imposition which consists in

taking one thing for another as when we mistake a rope for a

snake or the illusory world for reality. What then is the nature

of the samdropa ? It consists of four forms of varieties according

to the Lankdvatdrasutra, viz., (a) Asattriksanasamdropa or the

1 Vide Sastradipika and Siddbantacandrika, p. 52, Bombay Edition.

® Cf. Adhyaropa and Apavada theory of the Advaita-Vedanta

—

vide

Vedantasara, p. 16.
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super-imposition of irihsana or trimomentary existence of the

object though it is really momentary or ksanika. In other

words, this means that though the object, and for the matter of

that, reality, is momentary, still it is cognised as enduring for at

least three moments or stages such as origination, duration and

destruction, as admitted by all Indian systems holding external

objects to be real. But this is not true according to the nihilis-

tic school of Buddhism, (b) AsaddrsH-samaropa or the super-

imposition of a wrong notion of things. Thus there is here a

false appearance of something steady though really it is momen-

tary. (c) Asaddhetu-samaropa or the super-imposition of a

cause falsely. This means that though really, according to this

school, knowledge or cognition is without any cause being itself

the only beginningless reality, still particular perceptions falsely

appear to be caused or occasioned by such and such organs of

sense, conjoined with representative elements supplied by memory,

etc. This ascription of cause to something causeless is thus a

false super-imposition, (d) Asadblidca-samdropa or the false

super-imposition of existence (bhaca) and non-existence

(abhdDa) to things. For, according to this school the visible

manifoldness of this world is as false as the ascription of horns to

a hare. Still people are apt to classify things falsely under either

existence or non-existence though really things are beyond the

range of both existence or non-existence.^

Analysing deeper and more closely, the author of the Laiikd-

mtdrasutra classifies twelve varieties of cognition called vikalpas

which arise as a result of the super-imposition already discussed.

Thus there are the Abhidheya-vikalpa, Laksanavikalpa and

Abhildpavikalpa and so on which by their separate and conjoint

action make the world appear to us falsely as a manifold

variety.

' Fide Lankavatarasutra, pp. 73-74.
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This false super-impositioo together with all these vilcalpas

is due to the beginningless desire or what is also called by him

Maya or Avidya.^ The relation of this Maya to the manifold

universe is neither identical nor different ; it cannot be altogether

different and distinct from the universe for the manifold universe

itself, as already shown, is the result of this Maya
;
nor can it be

identical with the universe seeing that it is something over and

above this manifoldness. It is therefore anydnanyavivarjita, is

something beyond identity and non-identity. Hence it cannot

be regarded as either existent or non-existent or in other words,

it is something which is inexplicable.^

This aspect is what is called Jchydtivijfidna or samdropa,

i.e., phenomenal aspect of knowledge by means of which the

affairs of practical life are carried on. The other aspect of

knowledge is what is called apavdda, i.e., metaphysical aspect

of knowledge which consists in turning away from or realising

the false character of knowledge as generated by samdropa

or, as Samkara would put it, adhydsa described before. Apavdda

or metaphysical knowledge eliminates falsely super-imposed

knowledge and turns the mind towards reality
; for apavdda

means literally that something is apavddyate, i.e., eliminated.

It is only when there is nothing to be eliminated as due to

super-imposition or vikalpa that true knowledge or intuitive

vision of the Buddha (Buddhanetrtva) might be said to be

attained. Thus when there is a complete destruction of the

^ Svatah svacchamapi Jnanatn anadyavidyavasanavibhavena tatta-

danekakarakalusyarusitavapuriva prakasate jDanavasanabhedasantana-

yosca bijankuravadanaditvat nasya paryanuyogasyavasaruh kuto vasana

pravrtta iti. Nyayamanjari, p, 539, Benares Edn.

^ (a) Maya ca vaicitryanna anya na ananya yadi anya syat vaicitryarh

mayahetukam na syat atha ananya syat vaicitryanmayavaicitryayorvibhago

na syat sa ea drsto vibhagah tasmat na anya na ananya ata eva maya na

nastyastitvena abhinivestavya.

Fide Lankavatarasutras, p. 118.

(6) Of. Sadasadviiaksana avidya of the advaita-Vedanta,

32
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mental modifications or super-imposition that Nirvana is

attained. The final result of the Vijuanavadins’ position is that

according to it the empirical knowledge, such as ‘ this is oyster
’

is as much the creation of consciousness (AlaijavijUdna) as the

so-called objects of false knowledge, e.g., silver in mistaking

oyster for silver. Thus normal (empirical) and abnormal (illu-

sory) perception is on the same level, the Alayavijmna itself

appearing as the object in both. The falsity of erroneous percep-

tion consists in the wrong objectification or spatio-temporal refer-

ence of the purely mental image of silver. For the silver as idea

is real and cognising of this real mental image as something

external constitutes error of false perception and though the silver

might be negated in the This’ or locus, its reality as a mental

image is unquestionable. Thus contrary to the generally accepted

view they hold that it is really the thisness of appearance which

is false and not the idea {i.e., silver) whose reality as a form

of consciousness cannot be gainsaid.

Against this fundamental position of the Vijndnavada that

knowledge is without any corresponding reality (vijndnam

niralambanam) all Brahmanical schools of
Refatation of the .

VijiianaTsda or Atma- Philosophy direct their attack. They all argue
khyativada,

particular forms of perception or cognition

are all due to external objects. Samkara, Eamanuja and other

Vedantic schools argue that in cognition, the objects such as the

pot, cloth, etc., are always perceived as something external and

not as a mere form of cognition. In other words, no one cog-

nises those objects as cognition itself, but only as objects of

cognition having extramental reality. Moreover, the very argu-

ments that cognition itself takes on forms of objects and that

cognition itself appears as something external or extramental,

presuppose or imply that there are objects which are external or

extramental; for in the absolute absence or non-existence of

external objects, how is it possible to speak or conceive of them?

Besides, the argument that the simultaneous presence of the

perception and its objects implies their non-difference or identity
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has not much force in it
;

for abheda or non-difference itself

means that there is a prior difference, since if there be not two

separate things how could you speak of their non-difference or

identity? The explanation of the manifold variety of conscious-

ness as being due to different desires is also unsatisfactory, for in

the first place the whole position is directly opposed to all

experience. Experience show's that the different desires

are excited or evoked by different objects. And it is a reversal

of the true order of experience to maintain that it is the desires

or vdsands which arouse or excite a consciousness of manifold

objects. Lastly, the analogy of dream consciousness is not

applicable to perceptaal or cognitional knowledge. For dream

consciousness is contradicted and falsified by waking conscious-

ness and is due to certain faults in its causation such as sleep,

etc. But true perception or cognition as distinguished from

false perception is never contradicted or falsified and is free from

any fault in its causation. Thus there is a fundamental difference

between dream consciousness and waking consciousness and it is

not permissible to infer on the dream analogy that there are no

extramental objects in cognition just because there are no such

objects in dream consciousness. Moreover, dream consciousness is

not without objects as maintained by the Vijuanavadin. There are

undoubtedly objects present in dream consciousness though these

objects have not the same vividness as the objects of waking

consciousness. Besides mere idealism as advocated by the

ATjnanavadin is unable to explain worldly activity or practical

life; for in life external objects play an important part and, as has

been already showm, such idealism is contrary to all facts of

experience. Hence it is to be concluded that no experience or

knowledge is possible wdthout extramental reality or objects.

The main points of attack against the Yijnanavadin’s posi-

tion advanced bv all the orthodox Brahmanical
An estimate of the "

_
Atiuakhjativada or Schools including the \dvaita V edanta might be
Vi’fiatiavada.

i-i- i i , i
•

reduced to two. fiirstly, that external objects

cannot be regarded as mere forms of con.sciousness in so far as in
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cognising them the form of consciousness is not that they are

cognitions but that they are some;hing beyond and other than

cognition, having an outward reference ; secondly, that in the

VijnSnavadin’s view the broad and unmistakable difference be-

tween dream and waking consciousness would altogether be obliter-

ated, both being forms of consciousness only. It might be, how-

ever, noted in passing that it is not merely the Brahmanical

schools which attack the Vijnanavadins in this way. Another

school within Buddhism itself, viz., the Sautrdntikas ^
also made

these two weak spots in the Vijhanavada epistemology the target

of their attack. With regard to the first point, the Sautrdntikas

hold that it would not do to say that because cognition and the

cognised object appear simultaneously in consciousness, there is

no difference between the two, for to argue thus would be against

all canons of proof or reasoning. If there were no difference, the

form of cognition would be ‘lam blue’ and not ‘this is blue.’

Moreover the cognition is inward-looking while the object has

1 The second school of the Hinayana is called the Sautrantika. The

Sautrfintikas, unlike the Vijnanavadins, admit the extramental existence of

the phenomenal world which, according to them, is not directly perceived

but inferred from the diversification of cognition. In support of this theory

Madhavacaryya in his Sarvadarsana-samgraha writes :
‘ Cognition must

ultimately have some object since it is manifested in duality. If the object

proved were only a form of cognition it should manifest itself as such, and

not as an external object.’ Of the origin of the term ‘ Sautrantika
’

Madhavacaryya says: “The name Sautrantika arose from the fact that

the venerated Buddha called some of his disciples Santrantikas who asked

what was the ultimate purport (anta) of the aphorism (sutra).”

It may well be noted that the Sautriinlikas are so because of their

adherence to the ‘Sutta Pitaka’ or the section consisting of the discourses of

Buddha to the rejection of the two other Pitakas.

() Vide Sarvadar^anasanigraha, p. 43.

() Sutrasyantarh prcchatam kathitam bhavantasca sutrasyantarii

prstavantah sautrantika bhavantviti bhagavata abhihitataya sautrantika-

-samjniv sanjateti.

Vide Sarvadar^anasaihgraha, p 43.
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outward reference. Nor would it suffice to hold that owing to

mistake, the blue appears as if it were modification of conscious-

ness. For, if there be nothing external, how can you say “as if

it were an external object ? ” It would be as absurd as to say

‘that Vasumitra appears to be the son of a barren woman. The
very fact that you have to speak of ‘as if it were external’ im-

plies a real external world and your denial of it returns upon and

hits you like a boomerang.* Again to maintain this non-differ-

ence between cognitions and the cognised would lead to a

logical fallacy. For identity or non-difference can be proved only

when the manifestation of difference is shown to be illusory. In

other words, identity postulates a prior difference.^

A close examination of the Vijnanavadin’s position how'ever

shows that the above criticism is based on a misunderstanding or

distortion of his position. It is as a reaction against the crude

materialists, dualists and realists that the Vijnanavadins develop

their theory of idealism and therefore appear to fall into the oppo-

site error of solipsism or mentalism. This however is not the true

position of VijfidnacMa or Yogdcdra school of Buddhism The

Vijnanavadins argue against the easy-going assumption of the rea-

lists that the mind is a self-contained reality confronted in experi-

ence by other self-contained things. Going behind the two subs-

tances of mind and matter they try to discover a comprehensive

reality embracing the two. Like Kant in the West, with true

philosophic insight, the Vijnanavadins urge that the whole

objective world cannot exist without a transcendental apperceiving

intellect ovVijndna which is more than merely individual. Within

this ‘ Vijndna ’arises the distinction of subject and object. Hence

1 Ato bahirvaditi vadata bahyam grahyameveti bhavanlyamiti

bhavadiyavano bhavantarh praharet .—Vide Sarvadarsanasarhgraha, pp.

35-36.

- Bhedapratibhasasya bhrantatve abhedapratibhasasya pramanyam lat

pramanye ca bhedapratibhasasya bhrantatvamiti parasparasrayaprasafigacca.

—Vide Sarvadar^ana-samgraha, p. 35 (Abhyamkara’s Edn.).
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the ‘ Alayavijndna
’

of the VijnanavadiDs is a fundamental fact

of reahty revealing itself in individual minds and things
;

for, all

the manifold distinctions of experience such as subject and object,

etc., appear in it because of the beginningless series of dualistic

desire.^ Thus the phenomenal existence of the world with its*

distinctions of subject and object is accepted by them. As

Madhavacarya in his Sarvadarsanasamgralia writes :
“ Nor must

it be supposed that on this hypothesis, the juice, the energy

and the digestion derivable from an imaginary and actual sweet-

meat will be the same.' The Yijn.anava.dins therefore do not

reduce the external world to an absolute nought but go further

along with most other Buddhistic schools to discriminate

between the threefold nature of knowledge or Vijmna

implying three grades of reality corresponding to them : (i)

imagined nature {Parxkalfita)
,

(ii) dependent or caused

nature (Paratanlra) and (iii) absolute or metaphysical nature

{Parinispanna). In Parikalpita, the imagination is active without

being controlled by the categories in the Kantian sense, e.g.,

when a rope is mistaken for a snake. It cannot stand critical

judgment and has no practical efficiency. Paratantra is empirical

knowledge and is the work of the understanding, its categories

having validity within experience. But the absolute reality

cannot be known through this categorised knowledge. “ Pari-

nispanna is metaphysical insight through which it is possible

to rise to the universal which exists as whole and undivided

Vijmna or consciousnesss. Plurality is due to subjection to

space and time which are the principles of individuation. The

highest stage of knowledge is thus the ‘Alayavijmna ’ which

though not yet phenomenalised into the manifold by beginningless

’ ia) Atrapi anadiravicehinnapravaha bhedavasanaiva nimittam

—

Fide Sarvadarsana-samgraha, p. 32. (Abhyamkara’s Edn.)

(6) Fide Nyayamanjarl, p. 586.

- Na ea rasaviryavipakadi-samanamasamodakoparjita-modakanam

syaditi veditavyam

—

Vide Sarvadarsana-samgraha, p. 32.

® Cf. Kantian Phenomenalism and Agnosticism.
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desire, is stili a concrete reality according to tbe Yogacdras
;

for they admit only the reality of intellect with forms.' More-

over, in explaining the experience of the manifold the Yogacdras

divide all things into two groups

—

samskrta or composite and

‘ asamsJcrta ’ or non-composite and admit such things as five

‘ skandhas ’ or constituents, four ' dhatus ’ or bases, and six

‘ dyatanas ’ or locations, though the emphasis is laid by them

on ‘ citta ’ or mind and not, like the realists, on ‘ rupa,’ i.e.,

matter. Nagarjuna reduces the first two to one ‘ samvrtisattd,’

the other name of Avidyd, and calls the third ‘ pararndrtha ’ or

the highest reality.^

The criticism of Sarnkara and others would seem to be based

on a misunderstanding ; and the misunderstanding itself was

generated by tbe fact that tbe Buddhistic writers and their

Brahmanical expounders used language and illustrations which

were liable to misinterpretation. Thus it is said that the waking

consciousness is just like dream, that the distinction of knower,

known and knowledge is false like the illusion of the double

moon, etc.® Now this is surely apt to suggest that no

' Akarasahita buddhiryogacarasya sammata.

Vide Sarvadarsana-samgraha, p. 45.

2 Tide familiar Buddhistic verses quoted by AnandatTrtha in his

Tattvoddyota 2. 2. 29

:

() Satyantu dvividbarfi proktam

samvrtarh paramarthikam

saihvrtara vyavahararii syat

nivrttau paramarthikam.

[h) Dve satye samupasritya Buddhanarh dharraadesana,

Loke sarhvitsatyanca salyanea paramarthatah

Cf., Paramarthika-satta and vyavaharika-satta of the Advaita-

Vedanta.
fc) Vicaryamane no’satyam satyaficapi pratiyate

yasya tat sarfavrtam jneyarh vyavaharapadauea tat.

Vide Sarvadarsanasarhgraha, p. 29, Abhyahkara’s Edn,

la) Drstarthavyavaharasca svapnavyavaharavat samvrtyii sahga-

cchate.

() Tadcayarh grahyagrahakasaiiivittinarfa prthagavabhasah sa
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distinction is drawn between dream and waking life. More-

over, in other places the Buddhists have emphasised the false

character of all existence consistently with their view of the non-

validity of all knowledge (svatah aprdmdnya)

;

for if normal,

knowledge is naturally invalid, it stands to reason that the so-

called universe is unreal. All this led to the impression that

the Vijnanavadins do not distinguish between waking conscious-

ness and dream. But a closer scrutiny of their position would

show that the criticism is misapplied and beside the point. The

Vijnanavadins took care to emphasise that due to the activity

of ‘ samvrfi
’

or avidyd the waking consciousness is as much
unreal as the dream consciousness. This is almost identical

with the position of the Advaitins who also hold the same view

and as we have seen the Vijnanavadins differentiate between

‘ parikalpita
’

(imaginary or dream) and ‘ paratantra ’ (empirical)

knowledge. The only question is—is the criterion of differentia-

tion an adequate one ? Samkara thinks it is not ;
the dream

consciousness is sublated or negated while waking consciousness

persists, i.e,, the one is hadhita while the other is ahadhitaJ

It may be noted here that according to the Advaitins’ own true

position this is not just, for from the standpoint of the Advaita-

Vedanta, both dream and waking consciousness are unreal,

being the product of Mdyd, and capable of annihilation on

the dawn of true knowledge. We have therefore to admit

that in levelling this criticism Samkara forgets bis own posi-

tion as an absolute idealist, and becomes more of a realist.

The poor Vijnanavadins have done nothing else except

emphasising that from the metaphysical standpoint both

ekasmin candramasi dvitvavabhasa iva bfaratnah, atrapi anadiravicchinna-

pravahabhedavasanaiva nimittam. Ibid, p. 32.

’ Fide Saiiikarabhasya, 2. 2. 29. Badhyate hi svapnopalabdham vastu

pratibuddhasya mithya mays upalabdho mahajanasamagama iti, naivam

jagaritopalarabhaih vastu kasyancidapyavasthayam b^hyate.
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waking consciousness and dream are unreal being the product

of ‘samvrti
’

or avidyd. It is only from the standpoint of the

ultra-realists, such as materialists and dualists who hold the

r§ality of both the subject and object as eternal, that a real

criticism of the Vijnanavadin’s position might be maintained.

For if both subject and object are equally real eternally how can

we speak of one as more real than the other ? To this the

Vijnanaradins can reply along with the Advaitins that duality

or plurality necessarily implies unity, that the distinction of

subject implies something that transcends both and that the dis-
*

tinction of waking and dream indicates a continuity of conscious-

ness which comprises both. The only real question is what is

the nature of this unity ? The Vijnanavadins hold that it is the

Ilayavijmna which is the highest form of reality. But what

is this Ilayavijmna and can it be conceived as the highest

reality? The Vijnanavadin.s explain Ilayacijfidna as the con-

crete intelligent principle of consciousness which underlies all

experience ; it is identified with the self and diversifies itself into

the manifold forms. It is thus not without a form or feature.

A question may, therefore, be asked how are the forms gene-

rated? Are the forms in Alayavijndna due to the activity of

beginningless desire ? If so, what is the exact relation between

the two? The Vijnanavadins cannot satisfactorily answer these

questions. If beginningless desire is regarded as the cause of

these manifold forms in Alayavijndna, the Alayavijndna itself is

reduced to un-reality. The Vijnanavadins cannot escape from

the charges like the Advaitins to whom also the same questions

about the relation of Brahman and Mdyd might be put. For

the Advaitins can answer by .'^aying that their Brahman or

highest reality is without any form or feature and whatever

forms appear are the workings of Mdyd which can in no way
affect the nature of Brahman, the evolution of forms being of

the ‘vivaria’ type or an evolution without substantial mutation.

Hence we have perforce to conclude that the Alayavijndna

cannot be the highest form of reality. Besides this, the Vijnana-

33
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vadins use Klayavijnana in a rather ambiguous sense making it

difficult to say what they exactly mean. Sometimes they use

it to mean universal consciousness which diversifies itself

into different minds and things and sometimes they imply by it

rather the empirical ego. Lastly, though Yogdcdras did not

altogether intend to make the world of space and time depend

on individual consciousness, it cannot be denied that in their

eagerness to refute crude realism they sometimes made a con-

fusion of psychological and metaphysical points and thus arrived

at a crude mentalism. The confusion is worse confounded by

the employment of the same term ‘vijndna’ to indicate both

changing and unchanging aspects of mental life.

iSunyavdda or Asatkhydtivdda might be regarded as the

Asatkbyativada or logical Culmination of the Vijnanavada epis-

eSlf of th/ po“ temology. If ujfidna is the only mality and

outward objects are unreal as the Yijnanavadin

holds, the vijndna itself becomes unreal. Tor we cannot have

consciousness without an object of which we are conscious. And

when the Vijnanavadin accounts for the empirical world by post-

ing a continuous subject, the Sunyavddin or Asatlihydtivddin pushes

the argument a step beyond and “the very shadow of the soul”

is discarded. If the Vijnanavadins are right there can be no

objects to be known and no object implies no subject. Thus the

Sunyavddins do away with the constant dlaya and set our ideas

adrift. If there are no extraraental relations there can be no

world. External objects and internal states are both void or

sunya. According to the Sunyavddins we are dreaming even

when we are awake. Besides the Alayainjiidna of the Yogdcdras

cannot be the highest form of reality, for there being no object,

what is it that gives it form? In other words, it cannot be

dkdrasahita or with forms, i.e., relational. Thus the highest

reality must be non-relational there being no possibility of dis-

tinction between subject and object and this can only be called

Sunya or void. Therefore the question naturally arises as to

what it is that the Sunyavddins or Asatkhydtivadins mean when
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they speak of the highest reality as iSunya ? Do they imply by

it absolute void or nothingness as the orthodox Brahmanical

schools, nay, even the Vijnanavadins themselves,represent, or does

it. mean something positive though no definite attribute or quali-

fication can be ascribed to it? Thus ^arhkara, Kumarila ^ and

Udayana all take this Sanya to mean absolute nothingness lead-

ing to the complete unreality of the world. Udayana therefore

queries ;
“ Is the conception of Siinya or void a fact or not? If

it is not a fact that is perceived by and through one, how can

you say that the world is ‘sunya’ ? If it is a fact, is it self-

evident or perceived by and through some one else ? Then, the

existence of some one else and what he perceived must both be

admitted.” The Yijfictnavadin goes further and argues that ‘ If

all is nothing, then nothing itself becomes the criterion of truth

and the MMhyamika or Asatkhyativadin has no right to discuss

with others of a different way of thinking. He who accepts

nothing as real, can neither prove his position nor disprove his

opponent’s case.- Again a still more formidable objection against

the Madhyamika position is that nothingness or ultra-void fails

altogether to explain the causal connexion in the cosmic evolution.

If nothing is the reality, how are we to explain the process of the

universe? Nagarjuna frankly admits the validity of this objec-

tion and holds that causation or change itself and along with it

the empirical world is unintelligible; for the very conception

of change or causation is full of contradiction or antinomy*

As Nagarjuna puts it "a thing is born neither from itself nor

from another nor from both or without cause. Production seems

to be logically impossible. What is non-existent cannot be

produced by any cause such as a square circle. If origination

is admitted to be desirable in the case of what is existent, then

it “produces only that which has been already produced. One

and the same thing cannot be both existent and non-existent.

^ Vide Slokavarttika, 115.3.10.

® Vide Sarvasiddhantasara-samgraha, Chap. 3.3.4.
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Kor can we say that one and the same thing is distinct

from both existence and non-existence. Nothing real can

be spoken of as coming to existence, nor can it be said that

the pot, this moment non-existent, next moment becomes

existent. That will be to assert a contradiction. When we

know that things have no absolute existence we see that

they cannot produce others with such existence. If we speak of

causes, we do so at the expense of logic indulging in makeshifts

of subject and object, substance and attribute, space and time.

Absolutely speaking there is no cause or effect, no production or

cessation.^ The 3unyacddins further elaborate this idea of

causation in their theory of ‘Pratitya'samutpdda
’

or dependent

origination according to w'hich a thing is a mass of “dharmas"

following one another in a continuous succession. The indivi-

dual human being is a collection of 'dharmas' since every

thought, sensation or volition is a ‘dharma/ A carriage is a

name of a collection of material ‘dharmasd Apart from the

dharmas the carriage and the man have only an ideal existence, an

existence of designation (prajuapti). Dharmas alone exist though

they are liable to destruction. Every thought or thing may have as

its determining cause or pratyaija a great number of ‘dharmas’

more or less external to itself, such as object of vision, visual

organ, etc., but its real hetu or cause is the thought immediately

preceding it, even as every moment of the duration of the

flame depends on the oil, wick, etc., though it is truly a continua-

tion of the preceding moment of the flame. Thus the Sunya-

vadins do not dismiss the ‘dharmas’ as w^holly unreal. Only

they consider them to be phenomenal and momentary. Nagarjuna

further admits the Yogdcara-objection that what is inexplicable

is unreal and only adds that on this principle vijhdna itself is

unreal since we cannot say anything consistent about it. He
also agrees with the Yogdcdra in holding that the world is

^ Tide Sar-vasiddhantasarasamgraha, Chap. 21.
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constituted by relations but goes further in maintaining that

these relations are only hypostatization or abstractions, being

wholly unintelligible. All we can say is that the whole world,

•matter, soul, space, time, cause and substance, etc., are with-

out substance and therefere only appearance. Though the

Sunyamdins thus speak of the world as mere appearance, they

however maintain that there is something which underlies this

appearance. For even when we wrongly superimpose the

notion of a serpent on the rope, the rope exists though the ser-

pent does not. The rope is only void of serpent. Similarly

the qualities, characteristics such as form, etc., commonly attri-

buted to things may not exist. Though the denotable proper-

ties may not exist, the substratum exists. The distinctions of

‘jmna’ and ‘jneya,' knowledge and knowable, etc., are based

on something. As BodhisattvabJiumi puts it: “For Sunya

(vacuity) to be a justifiable position, we must have firstly the

existence of that which is empty, and then the non-existence of

that by the absence of which it is empty
;

but if neither exists,

how' can there be a vacuity? " In other words vacuity or void

implies something which is void or vacuum. Thus the void or

the ^unya of the Sunyavadius is not something negative but

seems to be positive. They speak of it as tathdta and in their

description of tathdta as the highest reality they speak in terms

almost similar to the description of Brahman of the Advaita-

Vedanta. The tathdta or the metaphysical absolute of the

Buddhists is in its essential nature real and eternal but we mis-

take it as absolute nothingness, it is called ‘bhdva’ or existence,

though its true nature cannot be expressed by means of language.

For as Asanga says, “ It can neither be called existence or non-

existence. It is neither such nor otherwise. It is neither

born nor destroyed. It neither increases nor decreases. It is

neither purity nor filth. Such is the real laksana or nature of the

transcendental truth
—“ There is then neither that which speaks

nor that which is spoken of : neither that which thinks nor

that which is thought of
; when you conform to tathdta and
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when your subjectivity is completely obliterated, it is then that

you will be said to have iusight.” ^ The absolute is free from

relativity, individuality and conditionedness, though it is self-

existent and the source of all. More positively it is the efful- •

gence of great wisdom ; the universal illumination of the dharma-

dhdtii (universe), the true and adequate knowledge, the mind

pure and clear in its nature, the eternal, the blessed, the self-

regulating and the pure, the immutable and the free. ^ It is

now clear that the highest reality of the Mddhijamikas is almost

identical with the Brahman of the Advaitins ; and Madhavacarya

makes it still clearer by quoting from Vicekavildsa that

Madhyamikas admit only the featureless self-subsistent con-

sciousness as the highest reality." It has been probably called

‘Sunya’ by the Madhyamikas because no proof can be applied to

it as it is totally featureless. Hence it is that Anandatirtha in

his Tattvoddyota points out that there is no difference between

the Sunyamda and the Mayacada.*

Though there is a striking similarity between the ^unyavada

' Vide Suzuki, The Awakening of Faith, p. 58.

2 Vide Suzuki, The Awakening of Faith, p. 96.

(a) Vide also the Buddhist verse quoted by Anandatirtha—Nasya

sattvamasattvam va na doso guna eva va, 2. 2. 9.

Heyopadeyarahitam tat sunyam padamaksayam.

Cf, the Advaitic conception of Brahman.

3 Vide Sarvadar^ana-saihgraha, p. 46.

Kevalaih samvidaih svastharn manyante Aladhyamah punah.

* Vide Tattvoddyota (Madhvavilasa Book Dep., Sutra, 2. 2. 29)

Xa ca sunyavadinah sakasad vailaksanyam mayavadinah. The followmg

resemblances have also been pointed out by Anandatirtha in his

Tattvoddyota ; (i) The Brahman is nirdharmaka, nirguna. nirakara, etc.

so is the Sunya of the Sunyavadins. («’) The Brahman is niskriya, devoid

of all activity, the Parmenedian Being, so is the Sunya. (Hi) The Brahman

is indescribable, and cannot be squeezed into conceptual categories, so is the

Sunya. (iv) The Brahman manifefts itself as the phenomenal universe.
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and the Mayavada in respect of the nature of their ultimate

reality and various other points as noted by Anandatirtha, the

former, on closer examination, will be found to fail in the ex-

planation of the cosmic evolution. As we have seen, the Sunya-

vacins explain the cosmic process by reference to what they call

cyclic origination. But the question is this : If their ultimate

reality is totally featureless how is its modification or appearance

as the basis of the manifold world to be explained? If it is

said that appearance or cyclic process of cosmic evolution is

generated by the working of the beginningless desire in it, the

ultimate reality will no longer remain featureless. If, on the

contrary, the beginningless desire has no relation to the absolute

reality, the world process itself becomes an inexplicable enigma

and again this wdll lead to dualism, the desire being an indepen-

dent reality. Hence as we saw in the case of the Yogdcara

school, the problem of the relation of the ultimate reality to the

world-process remains as unsolved as ever.

As regards the objective implication of knowledge

The Satkhyatirada
Ramanuja’s view-point is known as Satkhyati-

ofRamanaja. vdda. All so-called appearances forming the

object of knowledge exist as objectively valid

entities. Objects are regarded as prior to knowledge and the

act of knowledge functions to bring them into relation

with the knowing subject. Appearances even in false per-

ception are valid, implying objective reality. This* reality is

not merely objective or i-elative but absolute. Eamanuja has

tried to bring out this realistic aspect of knowledge from the

Vedas. Even in erroneous perception whatever is cognised is

something existent ;
knowledge in the absence of corresponding

object is an impossibility. “ In other words, the agreement

so does the Sunya. (v) The Brahman is the goal of the Advaitin’s spiritual

and metaphysical endeavour, so is the Sunya the goal of the moral and

metaphysical endeavour of the Buddhists.
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between knowiedge and its object should extend from the ‘ that
’

iprakarin) to the ‘what’ (prakdra) also of what is presented.”

Ramanuja is thus an advocate of extreme realism. The time-

space-cause world, to him, is an absolute reality endowed with
^

real qualities. And it is the real world that forms the object

of our knowledge. Every appearance has a value and validity

of its own, and whatever appears and forms the object of ex-

perience is (sat) truth. As regards normal perception Ramanuja’s

position is not very difficult to follow but so far as erroneous

perception or illusion is concerned the position is somewhat

difficult. For illusory percepts cannot satisfy the pragmatic test

which may be accepted as the real mark of empiric truth. To

establish his position on the philosophic basis Ramanuja argues

that the main function of consciousness is to enlighten experience

and it would be the height of folly to go against the evidence of

self-consciousness. Self-consciousness cannot go against its own
revelation and commit suicide and self-negation. The evidence

of self-consciousness even in false perception cannot be doubted

for even in illusion, there can be no question about the appear-

ance of something as also that this form of consciousness can be

embodied in a judgment. The difference between an illusion

and an empirically valid perception consists in this, that while

the object of the former can be negated or proved false as a result

of practical endeavour, the latter cannot be gainsaid as it satis-

fies all pragmatic demands. As a form of consciousness both

are on the same level and valid. The facthood or theoretic

assuredness of false percepts is not denied in the system of Rama-

nuja. False appearances also have materialistic value and

validity and are real in our experience. They are not totally

false though they cannot satisfy demands of practical life.^ Even
in false perception, between the presented datum and the cogni-

tion, there is no difference of materials, for when we perceive the

oyster as silver, the perception of silver in the oyster is occasioned

1 Vide Srutaprakasika, p. 185 (Bombay Edition).
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by the element of silver it contains, Ramanuja corroborates

this epistemological realism by a reference to the metaphysical

theories of Panclkarana or Tricrtharana ^—the former holding

tliat all the cosmic manifolds are mixed substances, containing

all the five bhiitas or gross ele^^s and the latter implying

that the cosmic world is made tripartite and this tripartite con-

stitution is apprehended even in all valid perceptions. For

example, “ the red colour sensation in the burning fire comes

from primal elementary fire, the white colour from water, the

black colour from earth.”- The threefold nature of the burn-

ing fire is thus proved and the same principle holds good in the

case of all things, everything being composed or compounded of

all the three primary elements. On the basis of this theory

Ramanuja gives a materialistic interpretation of many .'cases of

false perception.

(1) In the erroneous perception of mirage, the cognised

water is really there in the overheated sandy waste which has a

tripartite constitution or is a product of the five cosmic bhiitas

and not merely of pure earth though the earth constitutes the

preponderating part of it. The other primary elements are

however there in small quantities. Here the perception of water

is thus a presented datum actually existing in front of the par-

ticular percipient and the cognition is of the something that is

really existent or sat.

(2) In the case of oyster-silver Ramanuja similarly argues

that the illusion of shell-silver is due, among other causes, to the

similarity between the two substances, viz., their peculiar lustre.

This similarity means, to Ramanuja, the presence in the ‘shell’

though only to a very limited extent, of the very material which

constitutes silver. Likeness is to him only another term for

partial identity and =^o even here what i- perceived is what is

^ Vide Yatlndramata'llpikn fp. 1'2 Anandasrama Edn.)

- Vide Uhaadogyopanisad, fi. .3. 2.

34
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actually presented.^ Only it is not the hhiitas as such that

are brought together here, but what are derived from them

—

hhiitas. The shell is a compound not of prUiivi, tejah, etc.,

in their premitive form, but of certain differentiations of them,

the ‘shell’ being a particular modification of prthivl and silver,

as indicated by the lustre of iejah.

This realistic explanation of Ramanuja on the basis of the

primitive elements and the structural affinity of the physical

world, may hold good only in cases where the objects of illusory

percepts are made of hhatas or gross elements. But in other

cases when the white conch is seen as yellow by a person with a

jaundiced eye, a different explanation has to be given to establish

his theory of Safl.-fiyutirada or that which exists is alone cog-

nised. In explaining the erroneous perception of the white

shell being seen as yellow Ramanuja in his Bhasya argues that

the visual rays issuing from the eye come in contact with the

bile—the element of which is already existent in the eye—kiss the

shell, and the result is that the w'hiteness of the shell being sup-

pressed by the yellowness of the bile is not apprehended
; the

shell thus appears as yellow just as if it were gilded. The bile and

its yellowness is, owing to its exceeding tenuity, not perceived

by the standers; but thin though it be, it is apprehended by the

person suffering from jaundice, to whom it is very near, in so

far as it issues from his own eye, and through the mediation of

the visual rays, aided by the action of the impression produced on

the mind by that apprehension, it is apprehended even in the

distant object, viz., the shell.’

The explanation advanced by Ramanuja cannot satisfy the

philosophic thought. It is arbitrary and fanciful. And the

unsoundness of hi^ explanation may be clearly brought out by

' Vide Srutaprakiisika (Bombay Edn.), p. 18.5.

Sadrse sadrsantarabuddhiryathurthyarir nirupvate.

- Vide Sribhasya, pp, 22-3 (Lalus L. Edition).
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examining further his interpretation of some instances of

the erroneous perception. The cognition of one’s own

face in the mirror or in some other reflecting surface is,

according to Ramlnuja, true in its character. The fact

as explained by him is that the motion of the %dsual rays

coming forth from the eye towards the mirror, is reversed

by the mirror, and the rays in their reverse order apprehend the

person’s own face, subsequently to the apprehension of the surface

of the mirror. Owiug to the rapidity of the process there is no

apprehension of any interval between the mirror and the fact,

and the fact presents itself as being in the mirror.

() In rhe case ox one direction being mistaken for another,

e.g., when the south is taken as north, the object of perception

as such, Eamanuja says, is true. Tor the idea of direction such

as south, north, etc., being relative to the difference of spatial

position, the percipient actually cognises the north as such, for

with reference to another percipient occupying a different space-

position it is really north and it is only owing to the operation of

an unseen principle (adrsta) that the particular percipient mis-

takes the south as north. Space as such is one indivisible whole

and if reference to any particular percipient is overlooked or

ignored, every direction might be regarded as any direction since

potentially every direction is all other directions. And it is

owing to the operation of the unseen principle that all other

elements of direction are screened up from the view^ in the case of

any particular percipient when he mistakes the south as north.

() The valid nature of the double-moon perception has

been justifled by Rimanuja. On the basis of his own principle

he argues that either through the pressure of the finger upon the

eye or owing to some abnormal affection of the eye the visual

rays are divided, and the double, mutually indepenieut apparatus

of vision thus originates and becomes the cause of a double appre-

hension of the moon. One apparatus apprehends the moon in

her proper place, the other which moves somewhat obliquely

touches at first a place close by the moon, and then the moon
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itself, which thus appears somewhat moved from her proper place.

Although what is presented is the one moon distinguished by the

apprehension in two places at the same time—an apprehension

due to the double apparatus of vision—and since the cognitions
*

are distinct, the objects, apprehended, must also be taken as true

inasmuch as there is no cognition of identity between the two

moons. Thus a double moon presents itself to perception.

(c) In the same way the ‘ tire-brand circle ’ (aldtacakra)

perception may also be explained as true. The hre-brand swings

round very rapidly. Its cognition as a fiery wheel explains itself

through the circumstances that moving very rapidly it is in

conjunction with all points of the circle described without our

being able to apprehend the intervals. The case is analogous to

that of the perception of the real wheel in which case no intervals

are apprehended because there are none ;
while in the case of the

fire-brand none are apprehended owing to the rapidity of the

movement, rherelore in the latter case also the object of the

cognition is true, l)eing really presented.

(d) In explaining the valid nature of the dream-conscious-

ness where at least we seem to have experience without corres-

ponding objects existing at the time, Ramanuja, on the authority

of the Upanisads, argues that the divinity creates, in accordance

with the merit and demerit of the individual, things of unique

nature subsisting for a certain time only and perceived by the

individual for whom they were created as objectively real entities.

In agreement herewith the 'Cripture says
—“ There are no chariots

in that state, no horses, no roads, then the Almighty creates

chariots, horses and roads. There are no tanks, no lakes, no

rivers, then the G-od creates tanks, lakes and rivers. For He is

the maker." ‘ it means that although there are no chariots,

horses, etc., to be perceived by other persons, the Lord creates such

things to be perceived by the dreaming person only. And such

creative agency is possible only for Him who possesses the

1 Vide Brhadiiranyaka Upa.. 4.3.10.
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wonderful power of making all his wishes and plans objectively

real.

God is the creator, says Ramanuja and adds that the reason

,of bis creating such unique things is the same as in the case of

objects of w^aking state, ciz., the providing of suitable means for

the individual to experience pain or pleasure according to his past

‘ karma.’ The author of the Brahmasutras also in his sfitras, dis-

cussing the possibility of the individual soul creating the objects

appearing in dreams, finally decides that the wonderful creation is

produced by the Lord only for the benefit of the individual

dreamer.^ For so long as the individual soul is in the ‘samsdra'

state, its true nature comprising the power of making its wdshes

come true—is not fully manifested, and hence it cannot practically

exercise that pow'er.

According to the Satkhydtifdda of Ramanuja, whatever we

may think of its scientific value, true or false {pramd or hhrama)

Explanation of true
^annot be divorced from reality and even in the

case of objects whose existence cannot be

vouched for only by individual experience,

there is no ideal or purely subjective element. If all knowdedge

is equally valid, it may be pointedly asked how the universally

recognised distinction betw'een the truth {pramd) and error

{hhrama) is to be explained ? The doctrine postulates that only

what is given is known, it does not however imply that all that

is given is cognised. Knowledge, no doubt, is always of the

given and of nothing but the given
;
but it need not be of the

whole of what is given. This is evident from the example cited

above. Besides the ' water ’ and the silver for instance there is

much in the sandy ‘ waste ’ and the ‘ shell ’ that is left unappre-

hended, Ramanuja bases his explanation of error on this feature

and false knowledge
in Ramanuja’s Sat-

khyativada.

1 Vide Brahmasutra with Sribhasya.

Sandhye srstirahahi, 3.2.1.

Nirmatarancaike putradayasca, 3.2.2.

Mayamatrantu kartsnenanabhivyaktasvarupatvat, 3.2.3.
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of knowledge. The real implication of Satkhydtivdda is this :

there can be no error of commission, all errors are those of omis-

sion, for all knowledge, though invariably valid, may be incom-

plete and incomplete knowledge {agraha) may give rise to errors

of this kind. Thus in the case of the
“

yellow conch” it is the

failure to comprehend its whitensss that causes the error. In

dream-objects again, the fact that they are private to the particu-

lar dreamer is ignored and they are confounded with the corres-

ponding objects of normal waking life. That error is consequent

of omission is made clearer still in the case of another example

cited—the fire-brand circle {aJdtacakra) where a point, owing to

its rapid movement, is mistaken for its locus ; for while the

fact of its occupying every point on the circumference is appre-

hended, the other fact of its occupying them successively and

not simultaneously remains completely unperceived.

These illustrations and the statement that error is due to

incomplete knowing may possibly lead one to think that truth

is complete knowledge. But that would not be correct, for

according to Satkhydtivdda there may be an element of omission

even in the so-called true perception. When, for instance, we

perceive shell as shell there is present in it silver, but

it is overlooked quite as much as the shell aspect is, when

the same shell is mistaken for silver. Similarly in the case of

desert when we cognise it as such, our mind fails to perceive

the element of water in it. Thus completeness, like validity,

fails to distinguish between truth and error
;
Ramanuja therefore

propounds a new principle, viz., that of pragmatism w-hich

means that knowledge to be true, in its commonly accepted

sense, must in addition to agreeing with outside reality be ser-

viceable in life. When the mirage and the shell silver

are described as false, what we mean is not that water and

silver are not present there, for in that case there could have

been no cognition of them at all ; but that they are not such as

can satisfy any practical use. The distinction between truth

and error is thus significant only from the pragmatic stand-
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point ;
from the theoretical point of view the distinctio ndoes

not exist. All knowledge without exception is valid and

necessarily so, but such validity need not postulate that what

is known is enough to satisfy a practical requirement. True

knowledge according to the Ramanujists, is not only ‘ ijathdrtJia
’

or agreeing with outside reality but also ‘ lyavahardnugiina ’ or

conforming to vyavahdra or practical interest in life.^ In order

that knowledge may conform to vyacahdra, it should in the

first place refer to objects of common or collective experience.

It is deficiency in this respect as implied in their private charac-

ter, which makes the yellow conch and the dream elephant

false, and it is that very deficiency which reveals their falsity.

In the second place knowledge to conform to ‘ tijavahdra ’ should

comprehend the preponderating element in the object presented.

The object we call shell may contain silver but the shell part

predominates in it and it is this predominance that explains its

being put to use as the one and not as the other
; ‘silver,’ though

certainly present, is of no account practically because of its

alpatva or smallness ;
and it is this very feature, when discovered,

that changes the erroneous knowledge of silver into the true

one of shell. Pramd or true knowledge consists not only in

correct apprehension so far as it goes, but also implies further

that it can be of service in life. Bhmma or false knowledge also

is right so far as it goes ; but it doe..; not go far enough and

therefore fails to help us in the manner in which it may be ex-

pected to do. So when erroneous knowledge disappears and truth

flashes forth as Ramanuja’s commentator says, “ the artha

(object) is not negated but only pravrtli (activity) is arrested.” -

A close examination of R'manuja’s theory of satkhydti

An eUimate of
^'eveals that folse knowledge or ‘ mithydjndna ’

Eamanuja’s Uew- might be classified or studied under two head
point. ...

mgs, VIZ., (0 general or common, (a) private

’ Vide yatindramataciipika, p. 3, Inandasrama Edition.

Fide I. Ph. C. L., p. 83.
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or individualistic. The yellow conch appears to a person with a

jaundiced eye and the dream chariot is a fact which flashes out

to a particular dreamer ; they are therefore objects solely of indi-

vidual experience. The mirage, the oyster-silver and such other,

illusory percepts are instances of common errors which any and

every individual may commit in the practical affairs of life. The

mirage-water and shell-silver, etc., are perceived by particular

individuals and in this sense they are also objects of individual

experience but yet they constitute a different grade of erroneous

percepts and are not on the same level with the former instances,

as they are subject to common test or verification unlike the

yellow-conch and dream-chariot percepts. These latter are

individual experiences and are perceived as absolutely real by

the individual and only he can testify as to their validity. It

would thus appear that Ramanuja is forced to admit two classes

of erroneous perception. And the inevitable implication of this

distinction is that Ramanuja has to accept different grades of

being—an admission w^hich would place his doctrine epistemolo-

gically on the same footing with the Advaitins.

Further in explaining the valid nature of the objects of

dream consciousness, Ramanuja was compelled to say that these

objects are created by the Almighty in accordance with the

adrsta or merits and demerits of the particular dreamer. A ques-

tion may pertinently be asked as to w’hat is the stuff out of

which these objects are created. They cannot obviously be ex-

plained by the Pandkarana theory as the dream chariot and

actual chariot are of different orders, the former being unable

to satisfy any pragmatic requirements while the latter can. It

might be said that the will of the Almighty is the stuff out of

which they are newly created, these unique creations being for

a particular dreamer and only for the time being. This would

amount almost to the new creations of Mdyd of the Advaitins,

for the divine will is itself an inexplicable mystery, which is

further mystified by the statement that the creations are for the

time being and for the particular dreamer.
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Again the Satkhijaticadhi’s explanation of the false percep-

tion of shell-silver implies that the perception of silver is

yathdrtha or real, though the element of silver present is too

smalL to be of any practical utility. Now, if practical utility

or serviceableness is the test of reality, as admittedly it is, it

may be contended that the silver in the shell, serving no practi-

cal purpose at any time anywhere, may as well be nonest.

Moreover how is it that the small element of the silver makes

itself felt in the illusory perception while the preponderant ele-

ment of shell is altogether hidden from view ? It stands to

reason that the preponderant element should make itself felt

rather than the insignificant element of silver. Besides if, as

explained by the Bamanujists, omission and commission be the

criteria of falsity and truth, it might be argued that in false per-

ception the doubtful silver (the existence of which is questioned)

is perceived while the shell constituting the name and

form of the presentation fails to be apprehended. This is

equivalent to saying that the real object fails to be per-

ceived and something else as a new creation is apprehended.

And this is what the Advaitins maintain. Lastly, if the

metaphysical theory of Pancikarana is admitted, how is it

that, though all other elements are present in the object, only

the element of silver is perceived to the entire exclusion of other

elements ? Instead of silver, why do we not perceive some

other lustrous substance ?

Closely allied to the above view of the Ramanujists is the

view of the Mimamsists known as Akhijaticdcla.

They maintain that the object of all knowledge

is true (tjalhdrtham sarL-^avijndnam). The

main difference between the two however is that, in explaining

the true nature of the object of perception the Ramanujists or

Satkhijdtivddins fall back on their metaphysical presupposition

of Pancikarana, while the Akhydticddins rely chiefly on

psychological analysis. The metaphysical explanation, as we

saw, led to some serious difficulties, and it has now to be seen

35
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how far the psychological explanation is satisfactory. The view

is known as Akhij^ivada because, according to this view, the

cognition of shell as silver is due to the non-apprehension of

the difference between the presented object, viz., the ‘ this ’ and

the represented idea, viz., the silver. In this illusory perception

there is a confusion of memory (representation, e.g., silver) with

presentation (e.g., the this). Each of these elements taken by

itself is true ; the presentation as such is there and the memory-

representation of silver also is valid, and it is only the non-

apprehension of the difference between these real elements that

leads to the false perception of shell as silver.^ Memory and

presentation are opposed to each other both in their nature and

object. Thus the form of memory is ‘ this is that silver ’ while

presentation implies immediate apprehension. How is it then

that these two diametrically opposed elements are confounded

with each other ? The Mimamsists explain this in the following

way : They maintain that owing to some defect of sense-organs,

the real nature of the something presented (i.e., the this) is not

apjirehended
; but because of its similarity in lustre it excites

the mental residuum or samsl;ara and revives the memory of

silver seen before. Again owing to some further fault or defect

the representative character of this silver (i.e., the thatness) is not

apprehended and the silver is cognised as presented; and the

non-discrimination gives rise to the false perception which seems

to be as real as an empirically valid cognition of a piece of real

silver, and leads to appropriate activity.^ In further explanation

of this view Salikanatha, the author of the Prakaranavancika,

points to the fact that in many cases, elements admittedly

due to memory appear in consciousness as immediate

^ Evarh svarupatovisayatascagrhitabhedam jnanadvayameva visamvadi-

pravrttihetuh.

T. C., p. 475, Bib. Ind. S.

Saimibitarajatasabale rajatamatirbbavati yadrsi satya bbedanadbya-

Tasayad iyamapi tadrk parispburati.

T. C., p. 776, Bib. lod. S.
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presentation shedding the form 'this is that.’ Thus, for

example, in the continuous consciousness {dhdrdvdhikajndna)

of something such as a pot or apprehension of meaning

from *a word, the memory elements due to previous presentation

shed their form of ‘ this is that ’ and are apprehended as

immediately presented.^ Again that the silver in the present

case is due to memory cannot be gainsaid. For it can neither

be perceptual cognition, there being no immediate contact of the

eyes with it, nor an inference, there being no middle term or

hetu to make the inference possible. Nor can it be argued

that silver in the present case is an immediate perception due

to the similarity of the ‘ this ’ with the silver in lustre. For the

function of knowledge is to enlighten the real character of objects

and it would be against universal experience to hold that one

thing can cause the presentation of another in the way suggested;

for this would be to make life impossible, there being no certainty

about the objects of knowledge which alone can ensure practical

success. It has therefore to be concluded that the silver here

is a representative or memory element.^ Similar explanations

apply to the stock examples of dream-consciousness, yellow-conch

perception of the jaundiced, mistaking directions, etc. In

dreams, the objects though supplied by memory are perceived

as presented owing to the non-apprehension of the ‘ that
’

element of memory, memory itself being roused to activity on

account of some unseen principle (adrsta) of the dreamer.

Against this it may however be urged that memory objects such

as a golden palace in the air might appear in dreams though

the dreamer might have no previous experience of them in order

to have a memory of them. How are these extraordinary dream-

phenomena to be explained? The Akhyutivddins would find

great difficulty in answering this question by their own

principle. The Ramanujists however can escape this by

1 Vide Prakaranapaficika, p. 33, Benares Edition.

2 Vide Nyayamakaranda, pp. 59-60.
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referring K) these objects as the new creation of God at the

time of perception.

In the case of the perception of conch as yellow by the

jaundiced, the same principle on non-apprehension of the differ-

ence is operative. In shell-silver perception there was non-

apprehension of the difference between memory (silver) and the

shell (the this) while in this case, there is the non-apprehension

of the difference between two perceptions (conch and yellowness).

The way in which it happens is this ; Due to jaundice only

the colour ' yellow ’ is perceived and not the coloured bile, the

real seat of the colour, and owing to some other organic defect

the white colour of the conch is screened from view and

it is perceived only as something without colour. And as a

quality cannot subsist apart from a substance nor a substance

without qualities, though the locii of the two presentations are

different owing to 'a non-apprehension of difference, the two are

perceived as one.^ In the double-moon-perception the visual

apparatus, due to some defect or other, is bifurcated into two

and cognises the same moon as two and this is possible because

of the non-apprehension of the identity of the two moons.^ In

illusion of direction the mistake lies in the fact that the subject

fails to cognise the distinction between the real direction and

the remembered direction and this happens just in the same

way as in the case of shell-silver. There is only perception of

direction as such without its real character (as east) plus the

remembered direction (south) without the elements of remem-

brance, and the illusion lies in the non-apprehension of the

distinction between the two (perception and remembrance).®

x\gain in the case of fire-brand circle, the illusion of a continuous

circle arises in consciousness owing to the non-apprehension of

the different moments of space and time through which the

lighted body passes very rapidly.'

^ Tide Prakaranapaiicika, p. 35, Ch. 4, Karikas 48, 49, 50.
” Tide Prakaranapaaeika, p. 36, Karikas 58, 59.

^ T'i£?f Prakaranapaneika, p. 36, Karika 61.

Vide Prakaranapaiicika, pp. 36-37, Karikas 62-63.
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It is now clear that this psychological explanation lays great

stress on the element of memory in the genesis of false percep-

tion and it further emphasises that false perception is really due

•to the non-apprehension of the difference between memory and

presentation. That in so doing the MImamsists have come upon

a real core of truth is abundantly clear in so far as all theories of

false perception have to admit that in the stock example of mis-

taking the shell for the silver, the element of silver is due to

memory and the false perception is the result of the non-discrimi-

nation between the presentation (shell) and the memory (silver).

Further the contention of the MImamsists that the element of

memory (i.e., silver) in false perception sheds its representative

character and appears as a presentation is unassailable; for the

judgment in the case of shell-silver is not that ‘ I remember

(smardmi) the silver ’ but that I see or know it (jundmi); and

it might also be further conceded as an admitted fact that in

continuous consciousness also the element of representation

(memory) loses its remembered character and appears as present

apprehension. Jayantabhatta, however, here raises a very

pertinent Cjuery. He says that all this might be perfectly true,

but not from the Mimamsist’s standpoint. He urges that the

MImamsists maintain that knowledge is self-luminous and self-

valid (svatah-pramdna) and if this is so, how to explain the

suppression of its remembered character in the case of silver ? It

cannot be due to memory for then there would be no non-appre-

hension between the silver and the shell, nor can it be a present

cognition, for then it should mean the admission of the Naiyayika

theory that something appears as somthing else or what is called

Anijathdklnjdti ov VipurltaklujdtiA Further as already pointed

* Vide Nyayamanjari, pp. 180-81, Benares Edition.

Svaprakasa ca samviltiriti bhavatam darsanam, tatraisa rajatasarh-

vittih kena rupena prakasatamiti cintyam, yadi smaranatmana kah pramo-

sarthah, atha anubhavatmana, tadiyain viparitakhyatireva smrteranu-

bhavatvona pratibhasut.
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out, the Akhydtivadins have do satisfactory explanation to offer

in those extraordinary cases where memory is lacking, for the

simple reason that such experiences are impossible. Thus in

dreams one might see his own head cut off though obvious!/ he •

cannot have any such memory for the obvious reason that he had

no such experience.^ Again in the perception of double moon

how are we to explain the false character of the perception seeing

that according to the Mimamsists the objects of all knowledge

are true ? The non-apprehension of identity of the two moons

might explain the perception but that does not sufficiently ex- .

plain the falsity of the perception according to the Mimamsaka

theory of reality of all knowledge."

Against this theory of false perception Gangesa, the father

of the Navya-Nyaya school, urges a most formidable objection.

He argues that non-apprehension of the distinction cannot account

for the activity to which the person subject to false perception

is prompted.^ Vacaspati in his Bhdmatl urging the same objec-

tion develops it further. He argues that the activity of the

conscious agent must be due to knowledge and since the activity

is directed towards the object {e.g., the this, implying shell) it is

clear that after the non-apprehension of the difference between the

this (presentation) and silver (memory) there are intermediate

stages which the Mimamsists or the Akhydtivadins overlook.

1 Vide Nyayamafijari, p. 181, Benares Edition.

Svapne tu svasiraschedaderatyantananubhutasya smrtiriti kathyamana-

meva trapakaram.

^ Vide Nyayamanjarl, p. 183, Benares Edition.

Susirabhinna nayanavrttirekatvena grahituih na saknoti sasaiikamiti

tadrsi drso vrttirekatvamindortna grabit dvitvanubhavantu bhrantarii kva

pracchadayamah.

® (a) Na ca bhedagrahat pravrtty upapattirapi viparitacaluske yugapat-

pravrttinivrttyapatteb. T. C., pp. 486-87, Bib. Ind. S.

(6) Ibid, pp. 499-501, 505.
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The stages are (i) identifying the silver with the this (shell),

(ii) the consciousness that silver is of practical use, (in) the

cognition that yonder object being silver will serve a practical

need. It is only when all these stages are gone through that

‘activity is possible. For the mere non-apprehension of the

remembered character, without its identification with the ‘ this
’

(shell) cannot lead to practical endeavour on account of its inabi-

lity to create a consciousness of the utility of the ‘ this.’ ^ If the

silver has to be superimposed on the shell, it implies that differ-

ent attributes other than its own are ascribed to the shell. This

means that something appears as something else
; in other words

it is the Anijathdkhydti or appearance of something as something

else w’hich it is really not.

The theory of illusion known as AnyathdkJujdtivdda is he]A

by the Naiyayikas. They develop the theory
Anyaihahhyattvada.

following manner : As already shown,

practical endeavour in relation to the perception cannot be ex-

plained without the identification of the silver with the shell. If

however it is said that silver is altogether negated as soon as the

percipient discovers that yonder object is shell, the Naiya-

yikas reply that absolute negation of silver does not follow from

the cognition that the shell is not silver. All that this implies

is that silver is not present in the shell. It does not imply that

silver as such is nowhere to be found. Again if it is asked how

is it that the silver though not present is perceived as a presen-

tation, the Naiyayika explanation is that yonder object

1 Vide (a) Bhamatl, p, 28. Bombay Edition.

Tatha hi bhedagrahad idamkaraspade rajatatvarh samaropya, tajjatl-

yasya upakarahetubhavam anucintya, tajjatiyataya idamkaraspade rajate

tamanumaya, tadr.rthi tatra pravartate ityanupurvyarh siddharh, na ea

tatastharajatasmrtiridamkaraspadasya upakarahetubhavamanumapayitu-

marhati.

(b) Vide Nyayamakaranda, p. 81.

(c) Vide Xyayamaujari, p. 185.

(d) Vide Nyayavarttika Tfitparyatika, p. 189, Benares Edition.
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(shell) by its superficial quality of brilliancy excites in the mind

the residual impression of the silver through similarity and as

soon as the connotation of silver is thus revived in the mind, we

have the perception of silver as the underlying substance o^ the

connoted quality
;

for the quality of a thing and the thing itself

are inseparable. Thus though the silver is not presented to the

senses, it has become an object of knowledge inherent in self

connected with the mind and the senses and the falsity lies in

perceiving silver not where it really is but in yonder object

(shell), i.e., falsity lies in taking one thing for another.^ Hence

as Jayantabhatta in his Nijaijamanjan says, it is not enough to

stop short by saying, as the AkJiyaticadins do, that the silver is a

pure memory-image with the element of remembrance dropped.

We have to go further and say that the silver is a presentation^

for the form of the perception is ‘ this is silver.’ The memory

serves as the exciting cause of the perception of silver as a

presentation.^ The only question is how the silver can be a

direct perception in the absence of sense-contact as, in the present

case, the shell and not the silver is in contact with the eyes.

The Naiyayika answers this by saying that there is such a

thing as perception through the mind even without sense-contact.

This he calls Jmnalaksanasannikarsa in which there is direct

1 (a) Vide Nyayamakaranda, p. 81.

Suktisakalameva kamaladidosadusitalocanfilocitamarthantaram raja-

tatmana avabhasate, na ca, nedam rajatamiti badhiivabodhavasad asattai-

vatyantiki rujatasyeti sampratam, sa kbalu sannihitedamkaraspada-

tadatmyanisedhad asaanihitatamevasyarthadayati na punaratyantikim-

asattam.

(6) Vide Nyayamafijari, p. 182.

- (a) Vide Nyayainanjari, p. 182.

Samanyadharmasahacaritapadarthaataragata-visesasmaranopakrtad

bhavati viparitapratyayah.

(b) Vide Nyayamauiari. pp. 185-SG.

Vayantu smrtyuparudharajatadyakara-pratibhasamabhivadanto badbarii

smrtipramosamabbyupagatavantah, kintu na tavatyeva visramyati matib,

api tu. rajatadyanubhavo’pi, sarhvedyate iti na smrtipramosamatre eva

virantavyam.
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perception, for example, of the fragrance of sandal wood

{surahhicandanam) when we only see it/

A close scrutiny of the different theories of false perception

reveals the fact that the Anyathdkhydticada of the Naiyayikas as

a ‘principle underlies all other khijdtivddas or theories of false

knowledge. Thus according to the Atmakhyativddins ideas or

vijndnas appear as other than ideas, i.e., as outward objects

though they are not really so ; to the Asatkhydtivadins that which

is purely non-existent appears as ‘ sat ’ or existent ; to the

Akhijativadins memory-element appears as presentation ; to the

• Satkhydtimdins though the appearance is true yet the shell with

its preponderating elements hidden, appears as silver ; to the

Advaitins the appearance is something other than what is there.
“

1 “ JnanalaUsanasannikarsa occurs when we perceive the fragrance

of the sandal wood. When we only see it, the visual presentation recalls

the fragrance with which manas eotnes into contact, ft is indirect

perception. The Jainas think that it is a mixed mode of consciousness in

which the visual presentation of the sandal and the idea of fragrance are

integrated. The Vedantaparibhasa holds that the presentative and the

representative elements do not lose their identity in the mixed mode of

consciousness. The Naiyayika does not admit mixed modes of conscious-

ness. Every psychosis is single, and the atomic nature of manas makes

two simultaneous psychoses impossible. So he regards the visual percep-

tion of fragrant sandal as a simple psychosis, though it is preceded by the

visual presentation and the recollection of fragrance. Modern Psychology

accounts for this phenomenon by the doctrine of the association of ideas.”

® (a) Vide Saihkarabfaasya (Introduction), pp. 18-32.

Taiii kecidanyatra anyadharmiidhyasa iti vadanti kecittu yatra

yadadhyasastadvivekagrahanivandhano bhrama iti, anye tu yatra yadadhya-

sastasyaiva viparitadharmakalpanamacaksate, sarvathapi tu anyasya anya-

dharmavabhasataih na vyabhicarati.

(6) Vide Eamanuja-bhasya, p. 195, Lotus L. Ed.

Khyatyantaravadinanca suduramapi gatva anyathavabhasah avasya-

masrayaniyah Asatkhyfitipakse sadatmana, Atmakhvatipakse ca arthat-

mana ;
Akhyatipakse anyavisesanamanyavi-iesanatvena, jnanadvayameka-

tvena ca, visayasadbhava pakse api vidyamanatvena.

(e) Vide Bhamatl, p. .33, Bombay Edn.

36
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The only point of controversy in their explanation of false

perception among the different schools is about the nature of the

object that is apprehended. The Naiyayikas hold that it is a

mental perception (jnanalaksana) without any sense-contact.

If it is so, it may be asked why it is that the silver which is a

mental perception is identified with the ‘ this ’ (shell) which

is an object of direct perception being in contact with the eyes ?

Mental perception, e.g., of the fragrance of the sandal wood is

obviously indirect w’hile the silver in this false perception of

shell-silver is cognised as direct presentation. Hence Samkara

and the Samkarites maintain that there is no doubt about the •

direct presentation of the silver. And this presentation being

there, it cannot be called unreal nor wholly real as it cannot

serve any practical need
;

it is mysterious or anirracanhja.



CHAPTEE VIII

Nescience

Phenomenal appearance as explained by the monistic philo-

sophers is the creation of avidya. The world of experience,

• subjective and objective, is a false show on the locus conscious-

ness. Ajiidna screens the locus and creates implications of

practical and theoretical reason. A vidyd is the causa materia oi

the world illusion, inexplicable in its nature. It has no begin-

ning in time and is located in Brahman and as a screening

principle it hides the true nature of Brahman and creates this

phenomenal appearance. The position of the monists has been

seriously questioned by all the theistic schools of Vedanta. A
good number of objections has been raised by the ESmanujists,

Madhvites and other theistic teachers against the monistic

interpretation of avidtjd. An attempt is made to give here a

glimpse into the dialectical search of the different Vedantic

schools wdth their different standpoints.

Eamanujists and Aladhvites urge that avidijd as an existence

as held by the monists escapes logical and categorical determina-

tion. It cannot be logically defined. And there is no logical

proof to satisfy the position of the monists. The author of

Nyayamrta contends that the Advaita-Vedanta as an epis-

temological inquiry admits of three categories, viz., (a)

the pure consciousness, (b) the knower and (c) the know-

ables. Pure consciousness alone exists and the other two cate-

gories are relatively real. Avidyd cannot partake of the

permanent character of the pure consciousness because

the pure consciousness is alone real and ajiidna does not share

in the true character of Brahman. Again it can neither be

knower nor knowable, for they are due to avidyd or nescience
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and what is due to nescience cannot be nescience itself. More-

over if it falls in the purview of nescience, then something else

in the shape of nescience is necessary to account for its existence

and so on. This leads us to the fallacy of infinite regress.* •

In order to refute the objections that have been raised by

the Madhvites, Advaita-Vedanta defines that Avkhjd as the

causa materia of all illusions is without a beginning and posi-

tive and yet removable by pure consciousness.” ^

This ajmna has no definite origin, but has got a definite

end. The author of Ayayamrta asserts that in the case of

the rope-serpent, etc., the above definition does not hold good.

Nescience has been defined as beginningless, but as applied to

rope-serpent has a beginning in point of time.

The Samkarites, refuting the objection of the Madhvites,

divide ajmna into (i) Tfila and (ii) Miild, secondary and pri-

mary. Tfdd, the secondary avidya is the concrete form of the

midd the primary acuhjd. Avidya is one in essence and mani-

fests itself in and through phenomenal appearances of this

worldly existence. It also works in and through the manifold

objects of senses. They are but the concrete expressions of the

one beginningless primary avidya. Just as pure Con-

sciousness, though eternal and indeterminate, appears limited

and determinate in the knowledge of the concrete manifold, so

avidyd though without a beginning manifests itself through

limitation in the concrete worldly expression.

Again the positive character of avidyd has been seriously

contended against by the Madhvites. The Advaita-Vedanta

asserts that ajndna is positive in its character as indicated by

the definition itself. But this nescience, the Madhvites argue,

is the material cause of both positive and negative phases of the

’ (a) Advaita-siddfai, pp. 541-45. Bombay Edition.

(6) Anadibhavarupam yadajnanena viiiyate

Tadajnanamiti prajfiS, laksanam sampracaksate.

Citsukhi, p. .57, Bombay Edition.

(c) Bhamati, p. 333, Bombay Edition.
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world. So it militates against the law of causation which imphes

that the material cause and effect must be of the same nature.

If position can give rise to negation, then reality can cause

. an'illusion.* Eeality is never destroyed because it is eternal and

permanent. Illusion will thus never be destroyed because it will

also share in these qualities. To meet the objection the Saih-

karites maintain that the term ‘positive’ is wider in its connotation

as applied to avidyd. It is a category which is neither positive in

the ordinary sense nor negative but a third something which is

different from both position and negation. As the cause of both

the positive and negative phases of the world, it is at once posi-

tive-negative in its nature or more truly it is inexplicable and

mysterious.

It has been further objected that as nescience is neither posi-

tive (sat) nor negative (asat) but a third something, it cannot be

the cause of the world which possesses positive and negative

characteristics.

But this is to be refuted thus—though nescience is a third

something yet it partly shares in the characteristics of the

hhdvatca and ahhdvatva. While possessing the former it can be

the cause of the positive phases of the world, while sharing in

the latter, it can be the cause of the negative phases. The law

of causation does not imply that the effect must partake of the

character of the cause in all points. It should be similar to the

cause in certain essentials. So there arises no violation of the

doctrine of causality. The w'orld appearance in itself is inexpli-

cable as its cause nescience is inexplicable. This point will be

illustrated later on in connexion with the inexplicability of avidyd.

In order to meet the objection raised by the Madhvites that

if reality be the cause of illusion the latter must also be some-

thing real, the Samkarites argue that perfect community of iden-

tity between cause and effect would make any transition from

1 Abhavasya bhavopadanabve asatya'sya satyopadanafcvapatat. N. Mr.,

p. 99.
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the one to the other impossible. Law of causation therefore

implies no such community between cause and effect which how-
ever may agree in their essentials. Again an illusory effect,

though illusory in appearance, is grounded on the locus-conscioiK-

ness which admits of no change. The Samkarites maintain that

what is illusory in an appearance originates from nescience but for

the is-Rcss which runs through it, it is to be referred to the locus-

consciousness which though unchangeable shines in and through
all appearances. Yet Brahman which is unchangeable cannot itself

be the cause of something which undergoes changes constantlv.

We must therefore seek for causality of this world in something
else. So avidxja which is false and inexplicable is the causa

materia of the manifold whose nature is shrouded in a mystery.

Ajndna or IN'escience neither partakes of the character of

being nor non-being. It is a third something
Inexplicable charac- , • i , -r.

ter cf nescienue. mysterious m its Character. Kamanuja con-

tends that from experience we find two catego-

ries, viz., sat and asat, real and non-real, the world of objects

must be included either in the former or in the latter, according

as it possesses the quality of existence or non-existence. But

ajndna which Advaita-Vedanta defines as positive-negative, can

be subsumed in neither of the two. Hence the inexplicable

character of the world, on which the Samkarites take their stand,

has been assumed against all logic. The existence of such an

inexplicable category is contradictory to experience and w’hat is

not in experience does not exist and cannot be true. The Sam-

karites are guilty of begging the question, for the inexplicable

nature of ajndna involves them in the difficulty of defining some-

thing which can by no means be logically and categorically

determined. The assumption of such a possibility not only goes

againts the validity of experience but undermines the very

foundation of knowledge by creating a mental confusion.^ The

1 (a) ride R. Bh., p. 175, Lotus L. Edition.

(b) Vide Srutaprakasika, p. 170*
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Samkarites maintain that we can realise in our experience a

third something inexplicable in its nature, a factor which has

been left out of account by the Ramanujists in their categorical

determination of the entire existence into sat and asat. So

* they have analysed the entire existence into three categories,

viz., (1) transcendentally real, (2) empirically real, (3) tucclia

or imaginary. According to them sat and asat, judged by their

connotations, represent the two extreme poles. The one (sat)

is transcendental reality and the other (asat) is iuccha or ima-

ginary in character. The division of the Ramanujists into sat

and asat is faulty as it does not cover the entire existence.

Room must be found for a third category in the shape of positive-

negative occupying a middle position in order to account for the

concrete manifold which, though phenomenal, has a relative

validity. The world is neither sat nor asat. It stands midway

between the two extremes, sat and asat. It is sat because it

partially shares in the quality of existence and asat because it

partially partakes of the character of non-existence, for though

without a beginning, it has an end and will die out. The world is,

because it appears to us, and also is not, because it will cease to

exist ultimately. It follows also that avidya, the causa materia

of this world exists because it appears to us, and at the same time

it does not exist because it ultimately dies out of existence. So

we find that both the world and its causa materia, avidya, are

neither being nor non-being but inexplicable in their nature.

Madhusudana Sarasvatl thus maintains that the inexplicable

character of nescience is neither sat nor asat nor both.^ From
the assertion that the world is neither sat nor asat, it clearly

follow’s that it can neither be sadasat. Madhusudana’s answer

1 Sadvilaksanatve sati asadvilaksanatve ^ati sadasadvilaksanatvam.

Sattvasatlvabhyaiia vic.lrasahatve'pi sadasattvena vicaraaahatvarh va.

Sattvarahitattve sari asatlvarahitattve sati sadasattvarahitatvamityapi

sadhu.

Advaita-siddhi, p. 621, Bombay Edition.
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is that he has used the third alternative in order to prove clearly

the mysterious character of this worldly existence/

Now the question is, if such an inexplicable nescience exist

„ , ,
where does it exist ? What is the seat of

Tne charge that c

avidya cacnot have a nescieuce ? Ncscience is not a self-existent
locus.

_ . _ _
entity in the Advaita-Vedanta, for it brings

in the charge of dualism. Avidija must have a substrate for its

existence, avidija without a locus (usraija) and object (visaya)

is inconceivable.

Jua or finite self is a creation of atidya and cannot there-

fore be the seat of avidya. Finitude is a mode

subrateTLscL*® of the measuring principle. All finite selves

and finite existences have their characteristic,

viz., finitude due to avidijd which limits the unlimited, features

the featureless
;
and as a result of the limiting activity of avidya

consciousness which has no inherent limitation in itself appears

as limited and finite intelligence. Everywhere in the Advaita-

Vedanta finitude or limitation is due to the operation of avidya

and what is a product of avidya, cannot form the support or

substrate of avidya.

/srara-consciousness also is not beyond limitation and on

the same ground it cannot also be the locus of avidya. If it be

argued that the nescience which has finite intelligence as its

locus, is c|uite different from the measuring principle which ori-

ginates Jlva- and Jsrara-consciousness, it leads to the fallacy of

infinite regress, for the originating principle also requires its

locus and so on.

* (a) Tattatpratiyogidumirupataniatraprakatanaya.—Ad. S., p. 621.

(6) Ibid, pp. 620-25.

(c) Citsukhl, pp. 64-57 and 74, 82, Bombay Edition.

(d) R. Bh., p. 170.

(e) Vide Srutaprakasika, p. 170, Bombay Edition.

(/) Vide Nyayamrta, p. 99, Bombay Edition.

Ig) Vide Kbandanakhandakhadyam, p. 137, Discussion on tha

positive and inexplicable character of avidya.
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Brahman which is pure, self-luminous consciousness is

Brahman cannot be opposed to amdijo, which is sublatcd by know-
the seat of acidrja.

ledge and caunot be the support of avidija.

4gainst these charges of the critics the Advaitins argue

that both finite and infinite consciousness may form the substra-

tum of avidya. As regards the seat of avidya there are chiefly

two theories. Vacaspati and his school hold that avidya is

located in the finite J/ra-consciousness. Sarvajnatmamnni,

Prakasatman and Anandabodha, who belong to the old school of

the Advaita-Yedanta, maintain that avidya is located in the

absolute consciousness.

The charge of begging the question levelled against Vacas-

pati’s position is refuted by Madhusudana

coiwered.*'’
^ Sarasvatl on the ground that both finite con-

sciousness and avidya are without a beginning

in time, both exist simultaneously from eternity—one is the

principle of modification and the other is the subject modified.

They are not interdependent entities. Madhusudana further

observes that the percipiency of Jiva is not dependent upon

avidya and the charge

—

avidya creating sdksl or witness in-

telligence and sdJiSl revealing avidya does not stand. The

percipiency is a potent fact and can in no way be affected

by its association with avidya. And avidya, is revealed by

this percipiency of witness intelligence.* Again nescience and

consciousness are not exactly interdependent because nescience

has its locus in consciousness and depends upon conscious-

ness for its existence but consciousness is not located in

nescience, and does not depend upon avidya for its existence.

-

Avidya cannot totally eclipse Jiva or the percipient subject but
can put a limitation upon its being. iSlow though the charge of

' Vide Ad. S., p. 585, Bombay Edition.

2 Ajfianasya cidasrayatve eidadhinasthitikatve’pi citi avidyasritatva-

tadadhinasthitikatvayorabbavat. Ad. S., p. 585.

37
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interdependence cannot be brought forward here yet the question

of inter-subordination (anijonyadhlnata) of avidyd and Jlva

cannot be denied. Inter-subordination means a relation between

avidyd and Jtva and the relation is explained as one of contain-

er and the contained. In support of this relation Madbusudana

contends that just as one conceives a pot enclosing the sky,

similarly avidyd is conceived as the limiting principle or vessel

enclosing within it consciousness, which is thus turned into

Jiva or finite self.^

Madhusud ana’s explanations of Yacaspati’s position shows

that Jiva has two aspects—consciousness and finitude
;
as con-

sciousness, it is eternal and unlimited as the sky enclosed in the

pot in the given example and its finitude is only due to avidyd.

Hence like the pot, avidyd, though it limits the Jiva, cannot

completely affect its whole nature and Jiva as percipient subject

can be the seat of avidyd.

The old school of the Advaita-Vedanta holds that Brahman is

the seat of avidyd. Against the objection of the critics that

„ ,
Pure Consciousness which is of the nature of

Brahman or pare
consciousness is the light canuot sustain and support ajn-dna

oiattdy .

which is of the nature of darkness and as

such quite opposed to consciousness, Madhusudana argues that

the charge of contradiction is not to the point. The locus of

avidyd and its destructive factor are not one and the same thing ;

what reveals ajfidna is undivided Pure Being-Bliss-Consciousness

and what destroys and removes it is the modified consciousness

reflecied in the psychosis ivrttipratipJialita-jndna) J Operation of

avidyd emerges through subject-object differentiation and is

^ Svenaiva kalpite dese vyomni yadvad ghatadikam
tatha jlvasrayavidyarh manyante jnanakovidah.—Ad. S., p. 585.

2 Xanu katharh caitanyamajuanasrayah tasya prakasarupatvat, tayos-

ca tamahprakasavad viruddhasvabhavatvaditi cenna, ajiiunavirodhijnanam

na caitanyamatrarh, kintu vrttiprativimbitam tacca navidyasrayah yaccavi-

dya^ayah tacca najnanavirodhi. Ad. S., p. 577

I
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opposed to knowledge which is characterized by the same subject-

object reference. Absolute consciousness is neither a thought

activity nor a judgment construction. It is a super-logical real-

• ity. ?t is not contradictory to addya. Consciousness as a

process is contradictory to avidija. Thus the opposite capacities

of knowledge as intuition and judgment are supported by

Madhusudana by a commonplace example. The sun w^hich

lights up cotton, straw, etc., burns them when his rays are

focussed through a lens. Similarly knowledge which sustains

avidija destroys it when knowledge is reflected in mental vrtti

or psychosis.^

The position of the old school of the Advaita-Vedanta has

been criticised by the Madhvites on the ground that the old-

school theory goes against perception and thus involves contra-

diction. In the perception of ajmna which is evident in the

judgment construction—I do not know, etc., the Madhvites

contend that nescience is cognised as posited not in the Absolute

Brahman but in the limited I-consciousness. I-consciousness

implies egoistic feeling or ahamhara which is inherent in the

subject of judgment. Now judged from the perceptual standpoint

ajmna is supported and sustained by I-consciousness and not

by Brahman.

The Advaitins refute the charge of the Madhvites by point-

ing out that the Madhva position involves a pefitio prindpii.

The limited I-consciousness is the result of the operation of

avidija and cannot, as we have seen, be the support of

avidya.

It is also to be noted in this connection that addya which

has a beginning in point of time as applied to rope-serpent,

oyster-silver, etc., is not something different from the primary

avidya It is the concrete form of the primary one known as

1 Svatastrnatiiladibhiisakasya saurCilokasya suryakantavacchedena

svabhasyatniatuladi-dahakatvavat svato vidyatatkaryabha^akusya cadany-

asja vrttyaTacchedena taddahakatvat. Advaita-siddbi, p. 3i7.
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tfila or secondary avidya. It manifests itself througli limita-

tions of the concrete manifold and appears finite and limited.

In essence avidya is one and occupies the same locus. Though

in the case of secondary avidija the subjective self appears gs •

its support, it is a wrong notion due to super-imposition or

adhydsa. It is not the limitation which is a creation of avidya

sustains avidya but consciousness itself under limitation

supports it. Pure consciousness plus limitation creates a false

notion implying that the subjective consciousness is the support

of avidyad All limitations being the product of avidya cannot

sustain avidya. Thus something unlimited and infinite tran-

scendening all operations of avidya must be sought for as the

locus of avidya and it is the Pure Being-Bliss Consciousness

which is taken as the seat of avidya in the Advaita-Vedanta.

We have seen that avidya is located in Brahman or pure

consciousness and it also conceals its real nature. Avidya’

s

function is to conceal the nature of Brahman

that Srahwan cannot 'which IS thus known as the objectof avtdya.

soienee!^**^*^'^
The result of avidyci’s thus functioning is

that the real nature of Brahman is not reveal-

ed to the percipient subject. Avidya presents Brahman as

different from what it is. The Pure Being-Bliss-Consciousness

thus appears to the percipient as Non-Being-Bliss-Consciousness.

The percipient or </u a is identical with this Being-Eliss-Con-

sciousness. But owing to the operation of avidya the Jvva for-

gets his nature and appears to himself as finite, ignorant, etc.,

and at the dawn of consciousness avidya is sublated and Jlva

realises his identity with Brahman. Avidya, as a screening

principle only veils the real nature of Brahman which is not in

any way modified or affected by its operation. The disappear-

ance or non-knowledge of self-luminous consciousness as Jiva’s

own essential mark is what is meant by concealment of Brahman

by avidya
;
and its reappearance or cognition on the destruction

1 Vide Advaita-siddbi, p. 677.
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oiavidya is what is called revelation of Brahman. Or in other

words concealment means the forgetfulness of identity of Jua

with Brahman and revelation means identity with Brahman.

^
Thus Kamanuja’s charge based on the contention that conceal-

ment means either ohstruction of origination of luminosity

iprakdsotpattipratihandha) or the destruction of existing lumino-

sity {vidyamanasya vinaso td) falls to the ground.

This positive and inexplicable character of ajfidna is appre-

hended through perception, inference and some other logical proofs

That ajmna becomes directlv cognisable to
The Advaitin s per-

* ^ o
ception of a;nana aa a internal perception is patent enough from
positive entity.

, . . t i ^ -r n
such judgments as I do not know, I do not

know either myself or others.’ In fact such a judgment presents

itself directly to the mind. It must not be regarded as a case of

antecedent non-existence of knowledge w^hich is presented to the

mind not immediately, but mediately through Anupalahdhi an

indirect proof. Even if it be admitted that negation is immediate

in its perception,^ the position does not improve. For, the ex-

perience under discussion presupposes that there is always a cog-

nitive element in the self which recognises the negative character

of the judgments.^ The consciousness of the non-existence of

knowledge is some kind of knowledge and as such cannot be ex-

plained aw^ay as mere negation, for it leads to an apparent self-

contradiction.

To draw out the fallacious logic of its opponent schools

the Sahakarites analyse the judgment ‘I do not know,’ and
pointedly ask whether or not in the above judgment the

subjective self, on the one hand, is conceived as the locus or

substrate of non-knowledge and the predicate of the judgment

' The Naiyajikas and some other philosophers, who hold that

Anupalabdhi is not a separate means of proof, include it under per-

ception.

2 Abhavasya pratyaksatvabhyupagame api ayamaniibhavo natmajnana-
bhavavisajah anubhavavelayamapi jnanasya vidyamanutvat avidy amanatve
jnanabhava-pratityanupapattesca. E. Bh. 169.
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and knowledge, on the other—is conceived as the counter- entity

of non-knowledge as implied in the predicate. If answ^ered

in the affirmative, the judgment can form no valid conception

as the subject and the predicate are contradictory in their

import and as such cannot be joined by a copula. The other

alternative remains and it may be argued that in the judgment

there is no apprehension of knowdedge. In that case the

very conception of the non-existence of knowledge becomes

impossible, for knowledge stands as the counter-entity of non-

knowledge in the predicate of the judgment and no conception of

negation is possible without the conception of its counter-entity.^

If on the other hand non-knowledge be viewed not as a negative,

but as a positive entity, there arises no contradiction even if there

is (as there is in fact) at the same time knowledge of self as

qualified by non-knowledge, and of knowledge as the counter-

entity of non-knowledge. We therefore must accept the con-

clusion that the state of knowledge expressed by the judgment
‘ I am non-knowing,’ has for its object a non-know'ledge which is

a positive entity.^

The theory of the Advaitins to propound ajilana as a positive

entity has been criticised by the Ramanujists. They argue that

The Ramanujists’
cHticism against tbe

i^ankarites' view.

no perception based on sound principle reveals

aploHa to be positive in nature. In such judg-

ment constructions as ‘ I am not knowing,’ ‘ I

know neither myself nor others,’ the contradictions, which are

said to vitiate the antecedent non-existence view of knowledge,

equally affect the position of the Advaitins who explain

avidij-d as a positive entity. The objections raised by them are

^ (a) Ahamajfia ityasminnanubhave ahamifcyatmanah abhavadharmi-

taya, jnanasya ca pratijogitaya avagatirasti na va, asti cefc virodhadeva na

inanabhavanubhavaiarhbhavah, no cet dharmipratiyogijfianasavyapekso

jnanabhavanubhavah sutararii na sambhavati. E. Bh
, p. 171.

(b) Vide Srutaprakasilia, p. 171.

^ Asya ajnanasya hhavarupatve dharmipratiyogijfianasadbhave’pi

virodhabhavudayamanubhavah bhavarupajnaua-visaya eva abhyupagantavya

iti. E.Bh., pp. 171-72, Bombay Edition,
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equally destructive of their own theory. Thus it may he ques-

tioned whether or not the inner Reality is known as the object

and substrate of avidija. If known, it leaves no room for

nescience which must die out by the cognition of the true nature

of the inner reality. On the other hand, if it be not known, how

can there be any possibility of nescience without its objects and

locus Now the answer given by the Advaitins to meet these

objections, equally redeems the position of the Ramanujists. The

Advaita-Vedanta, for example, explains that what really is

contradictory to ajildna is the pure presentation of Self or Reality

but not the limited I-consciousness which is but an obscure presen-

tation of reality. So in the judgment construction there is in

fact no contradiction between the cognition of the substrate and

the object on the one side and knowledge of ajmna on the other,

for, the I-consciousness, the subject of judgment, is not pure but

an obscure presentation of reality. The Ramanujists may acquit

themselves with the same answer. No contradiction is involved

if ajildm be viewed as antecedent non-existence of knowledge.

For it may be contradictory to the pure presentation of Reality

but not to the limited presentation of I-consciousness. So

ajmna, as antecedent non-existence of knowledge, may have its

object and locus in the self in its obscure presentation. Hence

the Advaitins make no real advance by framing a new theory on

the positive nature of acidyd.

Moreover, whether viewed as a positive entity or as the

prior non-existence of knowledge, in either case it comes out,

as its connotation indicates, as non-knowledge or negation of

knowledge, he., as that which is other than knowledge, or that

^ Pratyaksena na bhavarupamajnanaih pratiyate, yastu jnanapraga-

bhavavisayatve virodha uktah sa hi bhavarupajnane’pi tulyah visayatvena

asrayatvena ca ajiiana^ya vyavartakataya pratyagarthah pratipanno va aprati-

panno va, pratipannascet tatsvarupajnananirvartyam tadajnanam tasmin

pratipaime kathamivatisthati, apratipannascet, vyavartakasraya-visayajaana-

sunyamajuanam kathamanubhuyeta. R.Bh., pp. 173-70, Bombay Edition.
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which is contradictory to knowledge ; and in each one of these

cases it is admitted that non-knowledge implies pre-conception

of knowledge. So non-knowledge as held hy the Advaitins also

suggests its relativity to the cognition of knowledge as mych

as the antecedent non-existence of knowledge implies the

pre-existence of knowledge as its counter-entity. The Advaitins,

therefore, in their imputation and refutation have indeed argued

for both the schools. They have gained nothing by ascribing a

positive character to non-knowledge. So antecedent non-exis-

tence of knowledge, whose entity is admitted by both the schools

should be accepted for the explanation of the judgments discussed

above. ^

Against this contention of Eamanuja, the Samkaritei argue

that antecedent non-existence of knowledge
AiTaitin 3 answer,

(jfianapragahhava) is not admitted as a distinct

category by the 'Advaitins. Even admitting for argument’s sake

that there is such a category as antecedent non-existence,

the ajndna of the Advaitins is very different from it, for it is not

of the nature of non-existence ; it is a distinct category different

from both positivity and negativity as we have seen in our pre-

vious discussion. If ajfidna meant antecedent non-existence of

jfidna then it would have been negation of knowledge and

contradictory to it. But according to Advaitins ajndna is not

admitted as contradictory to jmna or knowledge, for it resides

there, i.e., in pure consciousness, and conceals its real nature

and as such it is not something negative. It is said to be of the

nature of darkness and darkness is, according to the Advaitins, a

positive entity. Again since ajndna is perceived, it cannot be

something negative, for Advaitins do not admit that anything

negative or non-existent can be perceived, and that is why the

Advaitins regard unupalahdhi as a separate logical proof.

1 (u) Vide E. Bh., pp. 174-75, Bombay Edition.

(!)) Vide Srutaprakasika, pp. 174-75, Bombay Edition.
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Again, the Advaitins argue that ajiiana as a positive entity

Advaitin’s inference is also provcd bv inference in the following
to prove ajndna as a « ^

positive entity. 101m .

* . “'-Just as the first rays of a lamp, which light up and illu-

minate objects not already illuminated, annihilate darkness

having the following four characteristics, viz. :
—

(1) that the darkness is not merely the negation of liglit,

but has a positive existence—a concrete content

;

(2) that the darkness had been screening the objects which

are afterwards illuminated by the rays of light;

(3) that the darkness is capable of being annihilated ity

the rays of light
;
and

(4) that the darkness was located in the locality now

occupied by the rays;

so the knowledge established by one of the different means of

proof (pr'Undm-jfianci) which lights up or intellectually illu-

minates the objects of knowledge, which were not known before,

annihilates ignorance having four similar characteristics, viz.,

(1) that ignorance is not merely the negation of knowledge, but

has a positive existence ; (2) that ignorance had so long been

screening the objects which arc afterwards intellectually illumi-

nated by the pramCina-jndna or knowledge established by the valid

means of proof ; (.3) that this ignorance is capable of being

annihilated by the act of intellectual illumination
; and (4) that

the ignorance was located in the locality of the said illuminatum.'

1 [a] Paucapadika-vivarana, p, 13, Benares Edition.

{h) Vivadadhyusitaih pramrinajuanatii svapragabhava-vyatirikta-

svavi^ayfivarana-svanivartya-svadesagata-vastvantara-prirvakaui api aka-

si t ft rthapraka'iakatvat andliakare prathamotpannapradipasikhavat.

Advaita-siddhi, p. ->62. Bombay Editii n.

(c) E. Bh., pp. 172-73, Bombay Edition.

-A-B.—Those who hold such inference accept the view that darkness

is a positive entity first from its being more or less dense, and sejondly

from its bL-iog perceived as having colour, activity, etc. Tamali tam.lla-

varndbham calatiti pratiyate, rupavat vat kriyuva tvat dravyantii dasamaiii

atamh.
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To put the argument in the form of a syllogism :
—

All instances of lighting np or illumination (whether in-

tellectual or otherwise) of objects not already illuminated are

instances which are invariably accompanied or preceded the

annihilation of a substance having four characteristics mentioned

before (1, 2, 3, 4).

All instances of knowdedge established by one of the different

means of proof are instances of lighting up or illuminating ob-

jects not already illuminated.

All instances of the knowledge of proof are instances which

are invariably accompanied or preceded by the annihilation of a

substance (ignorance) possessing the above four characteristics.

The vijdpfi or the universal concomitance in this syllogism

is established by the observation of the single instance of physi-

cal or material illumination of objects by the rays of light It

is worth notice here that the physical illumination of material

objects by means of the light of a lamp and the intellectual illu-

mination, i.e., the apprehension of objects of knowledge by

means of perception, inference, etc.—these two entirely different

kinds of illumination—are treated as belonging to the same

category.

The above argument may be put also in the form of a hypo-

thetical-categorical syllogism as follow's :

—

In all cases if there is any lighting up or illumination of

objects not already illuminated there is an antecedent or

(J) Advaita-siddhi, pp. 562-63. (e) Vedanta-kalpataru, 1. 3. 3.

Amalananda in his Yedanta-Kalpataru, in order to establish the positive

character of ajndna on the basis of dialectical logic says :
—

Yadyapi suktirh svata eva jadamavidya navrnoti tathapi tatsthanirvacya-

bhavaruparajatopadanatvenestavyeti, bhavarupavidya saprayojana prama-

nantu Pitthaprama Ditthagatatve sati yah pramabhavah tattvanadhikaranfi-

nadi-nU-arttika pramatvat Papittha pramavat.

(/) Vedanta-kalpataruparimala, p. 333, Bombay Edition.
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concomitant annihilation of substance having the above four

characteristics.

There is a lighting up or illumination of objects (not already

jilurcfinated) in the knowledge of the valid means of proof.

.'. There is an antecedent or concomitant annihilation of a

substance having the said four characteristics in knowledge.

Here also the major premise—the vijcipti—is a general

proposition the truth of which is established by the observation

of a particular instance, viz., that in the case of illumination of

objects by rays of light there is an invariable antecedent or con-

comitant phenomenon, i.e., the annihilation of darkness which
is a positive form of being.

Ramanuja’s critic-

ism against tbe view
of the Advaitins.

Ramanuja raises the following objections

against the above inference of the Advaitins :
—

The instance of physical illumination is not a relevant in-

stance at all and does not establish the universal relation of con-

comitance between the phenomenon of illumination and the

phenomenon of annihilation of ignorance as a positive form of

existence, because intellectual illumination is quite different from

physical illumination. The term prakiisa is used here in tAvo

different senses. Prakdsa as intellectual illumination means

apprehension of objects of knowledge in perception, inference, etc.

This intellectual illumination is due, not to light, but to con-

sciousness alone {vijmnasijaiva prakdsakatcam)

.

Light cannot

produce intellectual illumination or apprehension of objects of

knowledge, it simplv helps the operation of the organ of vision by

removing the obstacle, viz., darkness which stands in the wav of

visual perception. Intellectual illumination (prakdsa) consists in

apprehending the objects of knowledge and not in simply removing

the obstacles thereto (na hi virudhinirasananidtrai'n pralrdmka-

tvam). Hence the relation of sequence or concomitance between

the physical illumination by light and the annihilation of darkness

cannot establish a similar relation between intellectual illumina-

tion and annihilation of ignorance as a positive form of being.
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There hemg no resemblance in kind between the two entirely diffe-

rent types of illumination the instance of physical illumination is

an irrelevant instanced The fallacy of false analogy therefore

vitiates the whole body of the argument. The fallacy of ambiguity,

in respect of the term pru/miu (illumination) is equally worth

notice.

Even assuming for argument's sake that illumination

([jral'u.iii) means not only intellectual illumination, i.e., appre-

hension of the objects of knowledge, but also any function which

helps or facilitates the act of intellectual illammation (such as

the operations of the sense organs, light, etc.) it follows that in

every instance of illumination in this wide sense there must be

present a,-, an invariable antecedent or concomitant a substance

bearing the four characteristics mentioned above. Just as in the

instance of the rays of light which illuminate the objects not

illuminated already the annihilation of darkness is present as an

invariable antecedent
;

just as in the instance of intellectual illu-

mination of the objects of knowledge the annihilation of a positive

substance, dz., ignorance is present as an invariable antecedent

;

si.iiilarly in the instance of illumination {i.c., operations help-

ing apprehension of objects) effected by the organs of senses, the

annihilation of a similar substance, another ignorance {njiiann)^

must be present as an invariable antecedent or concomitant.

And again we can infer another non-knowledge as an

invariable antecedent or concomitant to this ajiidna whicli this

inference aims at ;
for this tjnilnn under discussion also being

based on a valid inference comes under the bead of pramdint-

jniiiiit or knowledge established by valid means of proof.

Isow if another ajiVtna be established as an antecedent to

th\> njudnci which thi- inference tries to prove, that ajnUna must

hide, a.-, the inference impdies, the non-larowledge which is located

in the BrnJinhin and veils it and not the Brahnvni itself. And as

^ E. Bli., p. 170, Bombay Edition,
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the second ajnanu has afkJijd the screening principle of Brahman

as its locus and object, it has no bearing upon Brahman. It,

therefore, has got no utility in the range of our philosophic spc-

* i;ulation as the supposition of such an ajndna stands without any

purpose. Ajndna is cognised as a screening principle in our

philosophic conception . h hides Brah))ian the locus-conscious-

ness and as a becoming principle it produces this cosmic manifold.

If no such purpose be served by admitting a .second ajndna as an

antecedent to the positive avuhjd proved by the said inference, it

is completely useless to suppose such an entity. ’ And from this

supposition this inference involves as well the fallacy ol infinite

regress. But the imstance of these two separate ignorances

which may he proved by the same logic advanced by the

opponent himself, would be contradictory - {ciruiJclha) to the

conclusion drawn by him. The fallacy therefore lies in the

universal major premise—that all instances of illumination are

preceded by the annihilation of a positive form of existence having

certain characteristics, which is not only materially false but

’ Praniuiiajuanasya aprakasitarthaprakasakatvat sva vi^ay.t varan.tjna-

naatara«adhakatve sati taclajilanaiii Braliuiasvarupacchadakaih sisadhayisita-

majilanamavrnoti, tenavrlatvat tadajuanaiii Brahuiana na saksat kri\ato,

aparamarthasya apratiyamanasya karyakaratvuyogut ajiianakalpana nispba-

la tirodhauarupakaryarthaiii hi tat kalpanii.

Srutaprakasika. p. 178.

" («) When the phenomenon implied by the middle term, instead of

invariably accompanying the phenomenon implied by the major, is not at all

found to occur along with it we have a fallacy called viruddhahetuh

.

According to YatsYayanabhfisya r(Uidd/ia/ia«/( means a reason which con-

tradicts the final conclusion. Thut, it may also be taken as a fallacy of self-

contradictory reasoning.

(6) Tide YatsyayanabhasNu, 1.2 P.

Siddhantamabhyupetya tadviroilhi viruddhuh.

(c) Vich Nyayavarttika, p. 172. Benares Edition.

(d) T'l'dc Indian Logic and Atomi^m by A. B. Keith, p. 14G.
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also, when closely examined, is found to be contradictory to

the conclusion drawn by the opponent himself/

If the opponent argues that in the instance of intellectual

illumination alone ignorance having the said four characteristtcs ia

present as an invariable antecedent, but in the instance of illumi-

nation effected by the organs of senses and also in the instance of

illumination indicated by the opponent’s inference of ajmna, no

separate ignorances are present as invariable antecedent or

concomitant, then it amounts to a denial of the vijdpti—a denial

of universal relation of invarible concomitance between the

phenomenon of illumination and the phenomenon of annihila-

tion of ignorance. Thus the universal premise which states

this relation of universal concomitance would be false; or in other

words if the phenomenon of illumination is sometimes preceded

by the annihilation of ignorance and sometimes not, then there

can be no generalisation at all of any relation of invariable con-

comitance between the two phenomena and therefore the exis-

tence of ignorance on the basis of the said inference would not

be established at all. The vijapti or the general proposition is

materially true when the invariable concomitance between the

two phenomena is established by observation of an adequate

number of instances. But if there be some instances in which

this concomitance fails, i. e., in which the phenomenon implied

by the middle term does not accompany the phenomenon implied

by the major term, the result is that there can be no i'ljdpti, no

generalisation of the relation of invariable concomitance between

the two phenomena and any syllogism based upon this wrong

generalisation is fallacious
;
this fallacy is known as Anaikdn-

tika hetu in Indian logic. An illustration will make it clear.

Sound is eternal for it is devoid of tactual properties. In the

instances of jars and other things it is observed that there

is a relation of co-presence or concomitance betw-een tactual

^ (a) fide R. Bb., p. 173, Bombay Edition.

(6) Vide Srutaprakabika, pp. 178-79, Bombay Edition.
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properties and destructibility. From these instances one may

generalise that all things having tactual properties are things

which are liable to destruction ;
with this universal proposition

as the major premise a syllogism may be thus constructed

—

All things having tactual properties are things which are

liable to destruction.

Sound is not a thing having tactual properties.

Sound is not a thing which is liable to destruction.

This inference is fallacious
;
apart from other fallacies it is

subject to the fallacy of the falsity of the major premise. It is

not true that in all instances without any exception the presence

of tactual properties invariably accompanies the presence of

destructibility. There are negative instances in which tactual

properties are not accompanied by destructibility. It is found

that atoms though they possess tactual properties are not liable

to destruction (drsyate spnrsavdmsca ariur nitijaka iti). These

negative instances must not be neglected. Hence if the hetu,

or the phenomenon implied by the middle term, is found in

some instances to accompany and in some other instances not

to accompany the phenomenon implied by the major term

(sadhya), then there can be no njdpti—no universalisation of

the relation of concomitance between the two phenomena. This

fallacy of inference is ultimately based upon a fallacy of non-

observation, i. e., neglect of negative instances which should

have been taken notice of.'

1 (a) Anaikantikah savyabhicarah uityah sabdah asparsatvat spnr-

savnn kumbhah anityah drstah, na ca tatha asparsavan sabdah tasmat

asparsatvat nitya sabdah sparsavan anuh nityasca, asparsa buddhiranitya ea.

Vatsyayanabhasya, 1. 2. 5.

(6) Yat khalu sadhyatajjatiyavrfctitve sati anyatra vartate tad

vyabhicari tatra yo heturupatta ubhavantavasritya variate sah anaikantikah.

Nyriyavarttika, pp. 169-70, Benares Edition.

(c) Pi. Bh.. p. 188. Lotus Library Edition.

(d) Srutaprakasika, pp. 178-79, Bombay Edition.

(e) Indian Logic and Atomism, by A. B. Keith.
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To judge the inference under discussion from this stand-

point the opponent i^ placed between the two horns of a

dilemma.

If in all instances, without a single exception, illumination,

is preceded by the annihilation of ignorance then in the instance

of the particular inference of the opponent and also in the

instance of the operation of sense organs the existence of

different ignorances as separate substances would be established

— which is contradictory to the position of the opponent.

Aguin if there are some exceptions in which illumination

is not preceded by annihilation of ignorance then the relation

of concomitance would not be universal and consequently the

opponent's conclusion would be false, being based on a false

major premise.

Illumination is preceded by ignorance either in all cases

without exception or there are some exceptions.

The opponent’s position is either self-contradictory or

subject to the fallacy of the falsity of the major premise.

Hence the inference as advanced by the Advaitins for the

establishment of njmm as a positive entity is fallacious in more

ways than one
;
and on the basis of this inference, says Eama-

nuja, positive character of ajiinna cannot be established.

Again to prove the untenable character of the Advaitin’s

inferen.-e R-iinamijists advance the following counter-reasonings :

1. Aj'idnn which is a matter of dispute, is not located in

Br'ihmiin which is pure consciousness, because it is ajfuina like

the nin'ln’i seen in oyster-silver. Ajmm can reside in a

cunseious being or knower and not in absolute consciousness,

.l/'i uef i!i tlie knower veils the true nature of the oyster and

makes it :iii[’ear as silver.

2. .UrelHa being ajiinm c.rnnot veil knowledge, it can

v('il I'uly an object as seen in the case of oyster-silver. Ajildn'i

Veils oyster .'hells which is an object to the perceiver.

3. .1,01(7)!'/ cannot be suldated by knowledge because

tijdilu'i cannot veil knowledge; nindna that is snblated by
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knowledge veils the object of that knowledge. Thus ajndna of

oyster is sublated by knowledge because oyster is an object of

knowledge. If the ajPidna regarding Brahman be removable

by kflowledge, then Brahman becomes an object of knowledge.

4. Brahman cannot be the location of ajfidna because

Brahman is not a knower as the pot is not a knower.

5. Inferential knowledge cannot have an antecedent

ajndna other than its own antecedent non-existence, because it is

knowledge derived from valid proofs. The inference which

has been advanced by the Advaitins to establish ajndna proves

the existence of another ajndna veiling this ajndna establish-

ed by the Advaitin’s inference. Thus the Advaitin’s inference

leads to the establishment of ajndna, which goes against the

Advaita position. To avoid this, it is better to deny ajndna as a

positive entity ;
ajndna can only be antecedent non-existence

of knowledge,

6. Knowledge cannot destroy an entity (vastii). For

this knowledge is mere knowledge without being endowed

with special powers. Knowledge and that which is other than

knowledge can destroy a substance only when endowed with

special powers, such as the knowledge of ijogins and the club.

7. Ajndna which is a positive entity cannot be sublated

by knowledge because it is positive in its character like the pot.^

^ (a) Vivadadhyasitamainanaiiina jnaaamatraBrahmasrayam ajaanatvat,

^uktikadyajnanavat.

(6) Vivadadhyasitamajnanarh na ifianavaranam ajnanatvat ^uktikadya-

jnanavat, visayavaranam hi tat.

(c) Ajnanam na jfiananivartyam jflanavisayanavaranatvat—yajjnanani-

vartyamajnanam tajjnanavisayavaranaiii yatha suktyadyajnanam.

(d) Brahma na ajnanaspadarii jnatrtvaTirahat ghatadivat.

(e) Vivadadhyasitarii pramanajnanaih svapragabhavatiriktajn^a-pur-

vakarh na bhavati pramanajnanatvat bhavadabhimatajuanasadhanapramana-

jnanavat.

if) Jnanarh na vastuno vinasakam, 4akti vises ipabrriihanavirahe sati

jnanatvat yad vastuno vinasikam tacchaktivisesopabrrhhitam jnanamajna-

nanca drstam yatha yogiprabhrtijnanam yatha ca mudgaradi.

39
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Against these objections of Eamanujists the Advaitins con-

tend that they do not admit an apidna which
Advauin s reply.

\eih ajfidna. The inference is not intended

to establish ajndna
;

it is established by sdlisicaitanya or ‘wit#

ness intelligence and is without beginning. The inference and

other proofs are advanced to establish its positive character

and not existence.^ No further elaboration is necessary here as

this point has been already discussed at length in connexion

with the question of the seat of ajtidna. Thus the charge of

inconclusiveness of the middle term or hetu is not to the point.

As regards the instance of lamp as revealing what was conceal-

ed, the charge is that knowledge is the only revealing factor,

and so the analogy of the lamp and knowledge fails. In answer

to this objection, the Advaitins say that by the expression re-

vealing factor as applied to lamp in this particular example they

mean what is contradictory to non-revealing factors {aprakd^a-

virodhi) and so helping agents such as the sun, light, sense

organs, etc., are included by the term prakdsaka. They however

differ in their distinctive functions.

Thus, knowledge is contradictory to nescience which veils

an object, so it is an illuminating principle, spiritual in nature,

which is self-revealed and self-evident. Light is contradictory

to darkness which screens an object from the view of the per-

ceiver. It is an illuminating principle but is inert in its nature.

The eye is a primary instrument in visual perception. It is thus

an illuminating principle but only as an instrument.^

(g) Bhavarupamajiianam na jnunavinasyam bhavarupatvat ghataclivat.

Eamanuja-Bhasya, p 178, Bombay Edition.

^ Tide at., p. 60- asmanmate’jiianasya saksisidclhatayfi pramana-

bodhyatvat.

^ Yadyapi anubhava-caksuralokanarh ghatadivyanjakatvara samanam
tathapyanubhavasya visayajiiriaavirodhitvafe cit-prakasatvam alokasya

visayagata-tamo-virodhitvat jadaprakiisatvam caksusasca aparoksanubhavam

prati saksat sudhanatv.at ajuatakaranatvamiti sambhavatyeva vaisamyam.

Vivarana-prameya-saiiigraha, p. 50.
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As regards the counter-arguments advanced by the critics

the Advaitins observe that the first, second, and third inferences

in which ajiiana is the minor term or paksa and the ajildna in

tlie case of oyster is an explanatory example, are faulty because

they are conditional or (sopadhika). Condition or upadhi, in

short is that which is present in the explanatory example but not

in the minor and thus accompanies the major and is not invari-

ably accompanied by the middled fn the inferences under con-

sideration the explanatory instances may be characterised by

secondary ajildna or p iUavdjhdna as distinguished from the prin-

ciple of cosmic illusion or miildjniina. The ajildna residing

in oyster can be explained as pallavdjndna but ajildna

the minor or paksa, which means muldjmna cannot be so

explained.

The fourth inference again is conditional because the explan-

atory example, the pot, can be characterised as phalavydpya but

not Brahman, the minor term in the syllogism.

The fifth inference does not affect the Advaitin’s position,

for they do not prove by their inference the existence of ne-

science but only its positive character, nescience being established

by Sdksicaitanya, or witness intelligence.

In the sixth inference the middle is unreal in itself because

knowledge is a self-luminous, self-evident entity in which there

can be no addition or subtraction of power. Thus the middle as

determined by the absence of special power cannot be established.

The middle is called visesnndsiddha or is not established in respect

of its qualifying adjuncts.

In the seventh inference the rydpti or invariable concomi-

tance fails in the case of the ajndna of oyster-silver

which (ajildna) is positive according to the standpoint of

Advaita-Vedanta and yet is sublated by the true knowledge of

oyster.

' The nature of upadhi and how it invHpdates inference has been dis-

cussed in Chapter VI,
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This dialectic we have so far followed removes the doubts

and refutes the charges of the opponents of Ad vaita-Vedanta and

establishes a rfdya, or the principle of cosmic illusion, as a positive

entity which is inexplicable in its nature. This avidya is b’egiif-

ningless and being the principle of cosmic illusion introduces

multiplicity, subject-object relations, individuality, etc., where

there is but one undifferentiated Being. Pain, sorrow, grief and

all other evils of life arise from a consciousness of multiplicity.

To one who sees one in the apparent many no sorrow^ or no evil

can come. But the knowledge of the absolute one-ness and the

illusory character of this world does not dawn so long as avidya

persists. It is only when the veil of avidya or nescience is

removed, that we can realise the utter hollowness of this world
;

we become conscious that this phenomenal world is superimpos-

ed on the Being whose nature is Being-Bliss-Consciousness. The

study of the Vedanta removes avidya and reveals true knowledge

completely disentangled from the accidental impurities. It is in

absolute monism, where all multiplicity vanishes and where

knower, knowledge and known are all merged in one undifferen-

tiated Being, that we find ineffable Bliss. It is to this end, to

the removal of misery and to the attainment of Bliss, that the

study of the Vedanta tends.
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Space, Time and Deity, 130

8rlblia=ya, 266, 269

brldhara, 153
Srlbirs'i lOj, 111, 113, 137. 1.38 148
Srutapraka'ik.l. 261, 206. 2s6, 268, 294

,
3(1,

362. 303
SiireavaracSry a. 2ijl

Suttapitaka, 252
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TarkasaiiiaraLia, 63, 108

Taiiatandava, 115, 116, 117, 118. ll'J, 1:10

Tarkikaraksa, 88, 94, 99, 100

Ta^aryapansucyhi, 98
Tattvacintamani, 33, 34, 42, 44, 45, 102, 103,

104, 105, 106, 114, 116, 116, 120, 124, 274,

278
Tattvakaurondl, 106

Tattvapradipika, 47
Tattvacintamaniraiiasya, 114, 115, 127

Tattvamukt'Skalapa, 29

Tattvapradipika, 138
Tattvasamgraha, 80
Tattvoddyota, 262
The Awakening of Faith, 262

U

Ddavana, 123, 134, 136, 266

Dddyotakara, 62, 98, 99, 101, 102, 105, 112,

128
Upanisad, 16, 54, 268
Upaskara, 92

Vasuvandhu, 244
Vacaspati Misra, 11, 74, 75, 07, 136, 156,

237, 27S, 289, 290
A’’akyapaJiya, 32, 33
Varadaraja, 94, 99, 100
Vardhamana, 98, 104
Vatsjayana Bbasya, 301, 3u3
Vedantaparibhaja, IS, 129, 131, 135, 281
Vedantakalpataru, 298
Vedantakalpat. rupanmala, 240
Vidyasagari, 108, 109, 112

Vijaanabhiksu, 97
Visnutattvanirnaya, 32
Vitthale5opadbTayI, 190, 196, 197, 231
Vivarana, 77

Vivekavilasa, 262
Vvasaraja, 137, 179, 180, 186, ISO, 191,

208

W

Watts, Cunningham, 87

Y

ratindramatadipika, 265, 271
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A

Absolute, Hegel’s, 1

Absolnteness, 2

Activity, discriminative, 37

Ad infimtum, 134, 227

Affections of sensibility, 2

Agnosticism, 254

Alter, 49
Alter-illumination, 48

Ambiguity, the fallacy of, 300

Antinomies, 3, 26, 40

Apprehension, pure, 40

,, simple, 40

Apprehension, immediate, 87, 01

„ a-priori, 46

Attitude, idealistic, 3

,, transcendental, 8

Auto-illumination, 48

B

Begging the question, 13, 280, 289

Being, 1, 2, 3

Absolute, 54, 243

abstract, 35

immediate, 38

indeterminate, 41

simple, 35

Pure, 54

Highest, 54

Being Bliss-Consciousness, 200, 201, 290, 292

Brahman, Absolute, 291

C

Categories, 155, 184, 262, 286, 2S7, 296

,. Nyaya, 138, 139

,, Realistic, 137, 143,149
Cause, material, 285

Causa materia, 242

Causation, the law of, 285, 286

Causality, 5, 163, 164, 1G8, 169, 170, 172,

174, 285

Conception of being, 1

Concreteness, dialectic, 1

Concrete expression of being, 1

Coneretisation of being, 2

Consciousness of consciousness, 1-36

Consciousness, 2, 3, 5, 0, 9, 258

,, absolute, 25, 52, 54, 289. 291

,, concrete, 39, 40

,, cosmic, 16

,, determinate, 77

., differential, 13

,. divided, 41

,, empiric, 4, 39, 41

,, exoteric, 11

,, final, 62

„ Highest, 51

„ Isvara, 288

,, immediate, 37

„ interpretative, 15

„ Jiva, 238, 289, 293

,, logical, 7

„ locus, 209

,, mental, 55

,, metaphysical, 12

,, non-diflerentiated, 29

,, objective, 3

,, percipient, 54

,, pragmatic, 9, 16, 39

„ plurality of, 65

,
pure, 54, 76, 77

,, realistic, 12, 41

„ relative, 5, 8, 40

„ relational, 2, 6, 13 , 22 ,
39 ,

40

,, subjective, 2
,, supreme, 235

,. self-revealing, 75, 76, 77

,, transcendental, 41, 53, 2.33, 234

unitary, 65

Cognition, continuous. 131

,, determinate, 84, 95

,, empiric, 1

immediate, 54

,, indetermiuate, 25, 29, 32, 33, 34

,, initial, 40

,, perceptual, 274, 275

,
valid. 12)

Contradictory relation, 139, 1>4

Cowhood, 35, ,36

Cognoscendi, ratio, S6
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D

Dialectic expression, 1

Dialectic of reason, 1

Doable moon-perception, 267, 276

Doable consciousness, 26S, 275

Daalism, 2

Dua'ity, empirical, 41

E

Elan vital, 1

Empiricism, 4, 65

Empirical ego. 253

., world. 2-59

Epistemology, 1. 3, 4, 8, 9, 16, 23, 24, 25, 31,

S2

,, empiric, 9

., empirical, 14

,, Indian, S

,, Nyaya, 45

£.ssendt, ratio, 86

Existence, pare, 209

,,
phenomenal, 211

Experience, coenitive, 8

,, determinate, 34

,, direct, 2

,, empirical, 6 _
immediate, 37, 3S

,, indeterminate, 84, 35

,, mediation of, 38

„ objective, 23.3

,, perceptual, 36

,, primal sensuous, 84

,, relational, 34

,, subjective, 283

"E.c niliilo nihil fit,” 94

E.xpression, concrete, 2

,, dialectic, 1, 2

Extra-mentality. 237

F

Faculty, ever-acc.oicplished, 2, 3

Faculty of apprehending ly-alicy, 1

Faculties of apprehending truth. 2

Faculties of the mind. 2

Facultc of the soul. J

False .inalogy. .'lOii

FaFe epistemo'oaic ;lly. •'>

False, rel itively. 5

Falsit} , 0

., nature of, 6

,, of trie mayor preinFe, 3 '3, 3(il

Feeling, immediate, .33

F ulness. iltnamic, 1

Function, integrative, 7

G

Grammarians (Grammarian school), 32, 35

H

Horns of a dilemma, 304

I

“ I ’’-consciousness, 291, 295

Idea, inner dialectic of, 3.8

Idealism, 3

,, subjective, 24
Illusion, empiric, 5, 6, 10, 11

,, negation of, 6

,, subjective, 143, 264, 265, 279, 235

Implications, ontological, 5

Implication, subject-object, 4

Inference, 4

I ,, negative, 106
Infinite regress, 31, 47, 284, 288, 301

,, vicious, 43, 44, 47
Ipse dixit, 15

Insight, intuitive, 2

Instinct, 2
Intuition, 1, 2, 3, 6, 14, 15, 23, 23

,, empiric, 5, 6. 11

,, transcendental, 2, 11, 89, 41

J

Judgment-construction. 39, 40

Judgment, negative, 6

K

Knowing, immediate. 38

Knowledge, abstract, S

,, absolute, 137

,, concrete, 8, 9

Lognitional, 250

., determinate, 2S, 20, 31, 32, 33,

34, 35, 37, 40

,, empiric, C, 7, 9, 4S, .51, 52, 54, 73

,, euipirioal, 4, 6, 14. 52, 65, 254

by experience. 5

,, false and true, 4

,. immediate, IPS

indeterminate, 28, 20, 30, 32, 33,

37, 39, 40

,, inferential, 136

,, initial, 39
introspective, 43
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Knowledge, intuitional, 51

,, invalid, 133

„ nature of, 8

,, non-relational, 33

,, perceptual, 36

, ^ pragmatic theory of, 40

,, prospective, 44

,, relational, 34, 35

,, self-illuminative, 43

,, self-luminous, 42, 51, 55, 136

„ self-luminosity of, 42, 68

„ self-transparency of, 81

,, self-valid, 42, 136

, self-validity of, 102, 118

,, simple, 3o

,, subjectobjeot theory of. 39
,, transcendental, 7, 65

,, valid, 100, 1(j9

Life, exoteric, 11

,, pragmatic, 238
Locus, presentation of, 6

Logic, empiric. 65

M

Miidbvites, 8, 31, 33, 343, 144, 179, ISO, 181,
183, 1S5, 386, 187, 1$S, 191. 192. 193, 194,
196, 397, 200, '201, 302, 304, 207, 209, 210,
214, 213, 219, 220, 221, 222, 223, ->20,

229, 230, 231, 283, 384, 285, 291
ilal observation

, 236, 237
Manifold, pure, 37
Materialists 257
Memory, 274. 275, 376, 377, 378, 3b0
Metaphysics, 1. 2 IS, 23, 34, 27

,, transcendental, 1

,, Vedanta, 11
Mimaihsisr, 65, 102, 130, 133, 124, 139, 343

204, 206. 371, 377, 378
Monism, absolute, 63, 6-5

Mysticism, 5

N

Naive, 3, 4
Nature of knowledge. 1
Negation, absolute, -53

Neo-realistic, ,34

NescLnce, 211. 25.3, 284, 285, 266, 287, 28^,
28; 1, 29.5

Neo-Vcdantic teachers, 137, 178, 179
Non-duality, 309

Non-observation, the fallacy of, 303
Notion, 39

O

Object-consciousness, 51, 55

P

Percept, illusory, 6

Perception, determinate, 28, 35, 37, 38

,, empiric, 11

,, illusory, 242, 274

,, indeterminate, 28, 35

,, normal, 243

,, objective, 81

,, primal, 36
Petitio prineipii, 291
Phenomenilism, 2.54

Philosophy, transcendental, 8
Pragmatist, 90
Predicate, 9

Presentation, absolute, 7

empirical, 7

,, monistic 20

,, pure, 233
tbeistic, 20

Prius, logical (indispensable background! 38
Probandum, 57, .53

Probaiis, 58
Process, accomplishing, 2

Process, psychological, 2
Proven, 71, 72

B

RamaiiUjist
j, 8, 96, 273, 275, 2,33, 260, 2.37,

295

Raison d’etre, 34, 35
Regress, endless, 73

inncite, 73, 79, 82
unending, 73, 78, 81

Regression, infinite, 45
Re'jressns ad infinitum, 34, 45. Sn, 119
Reference, subject-object, 32
Realism, 3, 10, 11. 2.5' 258

naive, 3, 10

,. popular, 24
Reality, 2, .3, 4, 26

a-logical, 1

absolute, 226
,, highest. 2.30

,, simple, 35
„ supreme, 6-5

,, ultimate. 231
Reason, enlightened, 3

,, logical 1
Reference, spacio-temporal, 241
Relation, subject-object, 4, 0 12 36. 79 SO
Relata, 34

’ • >

Result, negative, 3

4

41
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S

Samkarites, 10. 11, 13, 16. 29, 30, 31, 113,

156, 173, 179, 2i09, 232. 284, 285, 286, 287,

293, 291, 296
Samkiiyists, 88, 172, 173, 174
Screening, 240
Self-awareness, 81

Self-consoionsness, 20, 21

Seif-existeilt, 112
Self-luminons, 31,48, 49 , 50, 51, -54, 79
Self-lnminosity, 47, 48, 49, 50, 60, 73, 71,

79
Self-transparent, 79
SeUie-activity, 2

Sense-affections, 4

Sensat on, absolute sameness of, 39
Sensation, pure, 37

Sense-conditions, 5

Sense ki owledge, 4

Sense, metaphysical, 5

,, transcendental, 1

Stne qua non, 135
Space, 5, 36, 163, 164, 165. 106, 167, 258, 260,

|

261, 264
I

Substratum, permanent, 210, 236 ;

Subject, 9 !

Subject-consciousness, 55 i

Subjective illusion, 142
i

Subjectivists, 141
'

Super-imposition, 37, 145 , 236, 237, 238, 248, i

249. 250

Super-logical, 2

Supra-mental, 34

Supra-seusuous, 34 i

Synthesis perceptual, 39 I

System, 15
!

T

Time, 5, 3G, 164, 165, 166, 167, 168, r58, 260,
201, 264

Theory of knowledge, 1

The nature of truth, 107

Theists, 8, 20
Thinghood, 138

Thinking, conceptual, 2
True, epistemologically, 5

,, pragmatically, 234 -

,, relatively, 5 ^ •

Truth, empiric, 7, 11

„ empirical, 19

,, metaphysical, 19

., phenomenal, 21

,, transcendental 2, 3, 7, 19, 21

„ pragmatic. 9

,, pratibhasika, 17

„ Vyavaharika, 15, 18

O

Ultra-realists, 257
Understanding, reflective, 2

Unknown predication, the fallacy of, 131
Unreality, 4

¥

Validity, pragmatic, 232
Value-consciousness, 17
Vedanta philosophy, 1-11, 142, 148, 283
Vedanta System, 8
Vedantism, 12
Vedantists, 46, 85

Vedantists, non-theistio, 12

,, tbeistic, 12
Vision, transcendental, 16, 17

Void, universal, 88

W
“ Whatever is, is consciousness ” iHegelian

dictum), 1

Will, realistic, 7

World of relations, 2

World, phenomenal, 207, 217, 228, 23«, 312,

232, 234
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